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INTRODUCTION 

Until the past 15 years the importance of host resistance factors in the 

overall management of cancer was largely ignored. The data assembled here may 

help to stimulate further research on this most hopeful approach to the cancer 

problem. 

'This review includes abstracts of most of the significant reports appearing 

in the last 80 years relating to spontaneous regression and tumor innnunity. Ever

son and Cole (1956) define spontaneous regressions as the partial or complete di

sappearance of a malignant tumor in the absence of all treatment, or in the pre

sence of therapy considered inadequate to exert a significant influence on neoplas

tic disease. However, as Nauts, ·Pelner and Fowler (1958-1970) have pointed out, 

it appears that spontaneous regressions in the literature are not truly spontaneous 

but are almost always associated with certain concurrent "complications" such as 

acute inflannnatory, febrile or infectious episodes. They have occurred more fre

quently in patients receiving fever therapy, heat, bacterial toxin therapy or some 

other host-stimulating agent such as BCG or zymosan. 

The older data herein reviewed suggests the important role of acute inflam

mation in resistance to cancer whether it was produced accidentally by concurrent 

erysipelas, bee stings or by various acids, chloride of zinc, iodine, turpentine, 

silver salts, actual cautery and electrocautery, lightning, and thermal burns, or 

vesicants. 

DEFENSE MECHANISMS OF THE BODY AGAINST CANCER 

Rubens Duval (1914), in discussing the defense mechanisms of the organ

ism against cancer, noted that up to 1909 it was classic to consider that the 

tissues of the body allowed themselves to be destroyed by neoplastic prolifer

ations without opposing any resistance to their invasion. The cases of regres

sion and perhaps of spontaneous cure of malignant tumors which had been repor

ted did not seem entirely convincing and the diagnoses were considered equi-
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vocal. Thereafter the investigations of a number of authors on experimental tumors 

in aniaals have made it possible to verify many cases of spontaneous cures. Clunet 

(1910) reported several in his remarkable thesis. Rew obaervations published with 

thorough histologic examinations do not permit any doubt as to the possibility, in 

man also, of spontaneous regression, at least temporary and partial, of malignant 

neoplasms. He cited Petit and Kouchet (1905), Kaposi (1901), Saapson Handley (1909), 

Baum (1911), Hess (1913), Broechaert (1913), Theilhaber (1912), Ribbert (1911), Gideon 

Wells (1909), De Pace (1912). 

Nevertheless, the human observations are few and one might be tempted to con

clude that they are exceptions which do not invalidate the ancient classic concep

tions. In reality the cases of regression are the visible clinical manifestations 

of a process of spontaneous cure which one finds frequently when one searches sys

tematically for the indications. 

Rubens Duval asked if spontaneous regression is due to a veritable defense 

mechanism of the organism. He analysed the changes observed: 

Connective Tissue, Vascular and Leukocytic Reactions: Sclerosing type of reaction, 

regarded by Handley as the essential factor in spontaneous regression of tumors , i.e., 

fibrosis. This simple defensive reaction opposes only a temporary and inadequate 

barrier which soon becomes invaded by the neoplasm. 

LYIIQ)hoid Reaction to Neoplasms: All around cancerous proliferations there appears 

a more or less thick layer of lymphoid tissue, due to the supply of mononuclear• and 

to the transition of connective tissue into reticular tissue. When this reaction is 

well developed, there is not merely an increased supply of aononuclears, but also the 

appearance of the genainative cells of Flemningand even of tuaefaction of the lyapho

poetic centers. The latter actively produce mononuclears which come to add themselves 

to those of the lymphoconnective tissue which have migrated. 

This lymphoid reaction is observed in non-ulcerated and non-infected tumors. 

It is therefore directly invoked by the development of cancer. It does not produce 

itself only in the imnediate periphery of a cancer lesion but also at a distance, in 
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the lymph nodes of the affected area. These become enlarged even though they have 

no evidence of metastatic involvement. 

The lymphoid reaction doubtless opposes itself less to the proliferation of 

epithelial cells than to the diffusion of toxic cancerous substances. In any case 

cancer cells can be modified in their nutrition and one can observe here and there 

phenomena of evolutive maturation (~ee below). 

The lymphoid reaction, by its reserves of lymphoconnective tissue cells which 

are accumulated around cancer lesions, is ready to utilize the therapeutic measures 

which one may furnish the organism. Also, when one observes this lymphoid reaction 

in a case which appears to be clinically possible to treat with radium, one may pre

dict that the chances of obtaining a successful result are very good. 

Suppuration: Suppuration is, in effect, the strongest defense mechanism which the 

organism can set up. When one finds a neoplasm whose cells are capable of conserving 

their vitality when surrounded by pus, the prognosis is grave. 

Rubens Duval believed that when a neoplasm has been present in a patient for 

s011le time, the organism is not suffici.ently irritated by the neoplastic cells alone 

to react against them by an acute or even a subacute inflanaatory reaction, but that 

it becomes able to do so by means of a slight microbial irritation. The latter sti

mulates and develops the reactive ·ability. All the conditions which facilitate the 

penetration of the microbes of secondary infection also enhance the developaent of 

acute or subacute infl81111Ultion. The effect of this influaatory reaction on epithe

liomatous cells is in general very marked. The prognosis as regards the use of ra

dium becomes excellent when the majority of cancer cells are involved in an inflam

matory process. 

Eosinophilic Reaction: This reaction is a aodality distinctive of the subacute in

flamaatory reaction. The exact importance of eosinophilia is not understood. Fre

quently it is highly developed in epftnelioma of the lower lip, but it is in the neo

plasms of the genital organs in which it reaches its maat.11lUDl: cancer of the ovary 

and pavement cell epithelioma of the uterus. 
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leaction of the Polynuclear Neutrophile tne: Thi• type may vary froa the arrival 

of a few polynuclears up to an acute suppurating infl&a1ation. It is rare that sup

puration involves all the tumor. Rubens Duval cited a case of this type in which 

suppuration developed prior to surgical removal. This acute inflaaaation did not 

prevent recurrence of the tumor. Nevertheless, microscopic exaaination of the tu

mor specimen revealed modifications in mo~t of the epitheliomatous cells: decrease 

in protoplasm and phenoaena of evolutive maturation. These changes indicated the 

effects of the unfavorable soil produced by the suppuration. Rubens Duval believed 

that these modifications played an important role in the successful later treat■ent 

of the recurrence with radium. (The recurrence was also severely infected.) Complete 

and permanent regression followed the radium treatment. He added: "The enhancing 

action of the suppuration is all the more probable, since epithelioma is one of the 

tmnors which as a general rule is only slightly radiosensitive. 

The Degree of the Inflamaatory Reaction: It is an important point in determining the 

probable action of radium, and the ,appreciation of its importance is, in a certain 

degree, apt to correct the impression which is given by merely studying the cancerous 

elements. 

Modifications of Epithelioaatous Cells: When in untreated tumors one observes evi

dence of necrosis or of inhibition of growth associated usually with the above-men

tioned defense mechanisms, and occas:ionally when these reactions appear mild, the 

characteristics of cellular injury extend to almost all the tumor, thus indicating 
. 

that the tumor is growing in a soil that is unfavorable to its development, due 

either to inherent or acquired humeral conditions. 

Men~trier admitted a modification of the nutrition of the cellular elements under 

the degenerating substance in the body, perhaps produced by the cells of the organism 

as a reaction against the neoplastic elements. 

In conclusion he stated: "The phenOlllena of spontaneous regression of cancers 

and the defense reactions of the organisa are not of merely theoretical interest. 

Each tiae complete surgical removal is impossible, one can only hope for regression 

of the remains of the neoplasm if one can injure the cancerous elements and reinforce 
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the resistance of the organism. It is then quite apparent that if a biopsy reveals 

suggestions of spontaneous regression, these, even though mini.al, give a more favora

ble prognosis . The treatment then instituted will have a greater chance of proving 

effective when the organism will be more capable of using its adjuvant benefits." 

(Rubens Duval, 1914) 

Tumor Inaunity 

Rubens Duval (1920) discussed at length the local and systemic defensive powers 

of the organism against cancer. 

''When cancer is established with all its clinical and histological characteris

tics of malignancy, the organisa, even though having suffered a grave defeat, does 

not usually cease to battle against the invader. In exceptional cases, it aay do so 

with sufficient success so that a spontaneous regression occurs." 

He then cited Pearce Gould's case as being one of the most remarkable: a woman 

who had been operated upon in 1890 for cancer of the left breast, proven histological

ly, and by 1895 had a local recurrence in the scar, numercna• cutaneous, axillary and 

supraclavicular metastases, also osseous metastases with a pathological fracture of 

the left femur. Then in 1896 without any treatment, the nodules healed, the fracture 

united and all trace of the tumor disappeared. In 1896 the cicatrices remained sup

ple and the general health was excellent . 

''Many other cases of spontaneous regression have been reported by Clement, Petit 

and Mouchet, Kaposi, SampSoa Handley , Baum, Hess, Broekaert, Theilhaber, Ribber t, 

Gideon Wells, -De Pace, etc. 

"These cases cannot be doubted, but they are exceptional because there is really 

very little chance that an organi811l which has let itself be invaded by cancer can 

spontaneously become capable of overcoaing the cancer, since (the resisting power of) 

the organism has been exhausted by the disease. 

"On the other hand, when the organism is relieved in its struggle by surgical 

intervention or by soae other aid , it can, by this aid and stimulation of its reac

tions, complete what these could not have done unaided. 

"Thus, J.L. Faure has observed more t han once that incomplete excision of a very 
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extensive neoplasm is followed by cure. Mme. Laborde and Cuel have observed the re

gression of a chondroma after inadequate radiation. Darier has obtained partial and 
~ 

even cOllplete regressions of metastatic ne vocarcinoaas after electrolysis of the pri-
w 

mary growth. 

"An accidental. concurrent bacterial infection, as well as incomplete excision or 

radiation, may stimulate a useful defensive reaction in cancer patients. These infec

tions sometimes produce a suppuration which neither the cancer cells nor the microbes 

of secondary infections, usually of slight virulence, would have been able to produce. 

When cancer has already existed for a certain length of tiae, the organism is insuf

ficiently irritated by the neoplastic cells alone to react by an acute or subacute 

infl-4rory process, as it does in the initial stages of a tumor, but it regains this 

power following the stimulus of a microbic infection. 

~'the tumors which remain benign because they are well compensated, the· malignant 

tumors whi ch grow slowly and sometimes present long periods of remission, the tuaors 

which do not recur or in which the ~etastases only develop long after removal of the 

primary neoplasm - all these facts often and easily observed - are they not evidence 

of obstacles which the organism places against the neoplastic cells?" 

Analysis of the Defense Reactions: Rubens Duval stated that tumor cells and normal 

cells react upon one another. By t he general circulation, by the action of the ner

vous system, the divers areas of the organism are associated in the battle against 

cancer. 

Local Reactions: The cancer manifests itself by a lack of equilibrium which tends 

to become progressively more accentuated. The organin tends to reestablish the 

equilibrium especially by means of compensatory reactions of the connective tissue. 

The less serious types of neoplasms are those in which the connective tissue stroaa 

is abundant and vigorous. The most malignant forms are those in which the stroma is 

reduced to a few pock-marked trabeculae poor in cells and more or less gravely altered. 

The local reaction of the organism against cancer is essentially a lymphoid-con

nective tissue reaction. For the cases where this reaction is well-developed the 

connective tissue in the region where cancer cells are proliferating is transformed 
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into a reticulated tissue. This transformation results partly from the loss of dif

ferentiation of the fibroblasts, etc., followed by funct ional adaptations and new 

differentiations, and partly by the i1111igration of young lyaphoconnective tissue cell• 

by the vascular route. Thus the _ cutaneous, the fibrous and the adipose tissue of the 

hypodermis or any one of the connective tissues of the organism is transformed into 

lymphoid tissue. This lymphoid transformation may be only rudimentary, in which case 

it reduces itself to a few groups of migratory cella, infiltrated here and there, 

especially around the blood vessels. It can result in the formation of a continuous 

sheet of lymphoid tissue completely surrounding the neoplasm. The defense of the 

organism can perfect itself further: in the lymphoid tissue sheet at the periphery 

or in its imediate vicinity, but always at a distance at firstfronthe neoplastic 

plug, there is formed germinative centers having the same structures as those of 

the lymph nodes and solitary lymphatic nodules. They differ from normal ·follicles 

only by the absence of lymphatic vessels. These newly formed follicles produce in 

situ the lymphatic cells which are useful in the de·fense against cancer. 

As needed, these will be variously employed: the lymphoid tissue thus formed 

is at once a living barrier which partially isolates the tumor area, and a filter 

which regulates the humoral exchanges between this area and the other parts of the 

organi811l. It also pours into the area the products of secretion resulting from the 

activity of its constituent cells. 

Sometimes the illllligrat ion of polynuclear neutrophiles occurs and the reaction 

takes the form of an acute inflamutory process which may result in suppuration. 

This, if it is moderate, and if it only produces the disintegration of the necrotic 

tumor cells, is altogether favorable and liquifies the remains of the tumor. But if 

it is too active, if it produces a sudden disintegration of the cancer cells, it is 

more dangerous than useful, because the neoplastic poisons thus liberated by brusque 

cytolysis gravely affect the connective tissue and provoke fibrinoid necrosis. The 

defenses of the organism are then inhibited and the malignancy of the cancer increases. 

At other times, the lymphoid tissue differentiates itself into fibroblasts 

which elaborate collagen •••• This fibroblastic reaction may result either in a 
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hypertrophic sclerosis, a veritable fibroma, or in simple fibrous barriers. 

Whenever a marked connective tissue reaction is produced, it is accompanied by a 

production of newly formed blood vessels. This appears to be greatest at the points 

where the struggle is keenest. 

Rubens Duval then noted the effects of radiation. He stated: "It is probable 

that the effectiveness of radiotherapy is due as much to the lymphoid connective tis

sue reactions ·.t. provokejas to the destructive effects ·1 t may produce on the can

cer cells. What proves this is that when radiation has been excessive in certain areas, 

and has affected not only cancer cells, but the connective tissue cells, the neoplas

tic proliferation though temporarily arrested, does not take long to renew its ac

tivity. We have seen cancer recur in the areas of radiation necrosis which have 

been deprived of all means of defense, although the cancer cells completely disap

peared from the areas less heavily radiated, which were reactive. As Mae. Fabre has 

remarked: 'It is often noted that the neoplastic elements entirely disappear from 

the periphery of the tumor while islands of cancer persist in areas that have re-

cei"Vecl 5 to 10 times a. higher dose of radiation.' 

"She further stated: 'One cannot have an effective radiotherapy when the con

nective tissue is deficient . ' 

"Roussy and Leroux go further and declare that 'radium therapy employed with 

the technique and the usual doses may have a harmful effect.'" 

Proust, as regards irradiation of cancers of the skin, has observed that when 

it is excessive it may be harmful, as it is capable of inhibiting the connective 

tissue. 

Roussy and Leroux have indicated that radiation is especially dangerous when the 

defense reactions are already precarious or insufficient. These authors and HIie. Simone 

Laborde and .E. Peyre use biopsies and blood examinations for indications and prog-

nosis of radiation. 

Rubens Duval then discussed the Lymph Node Reactions and finally the Kuaoral 

Reactions to cancer. He described the work of Murphy and his group, and concluded 

that it seemed proven that the lyaphocytes are necessary in the defense reactions of 
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the organism against cancer. He believed that the thyroid gland seemed to play an 

important role in t he development of tumors. In dogs thyroidectoay ati1111lates neo

plastic growths , i n rats the addition of thyroid to the diet causes considerable re

tardation of t umor growth. Action is 1110re evident with 8111811 doses. In patients 

with cancer, Odie and Girard have observed the frequency of hypothyroidism, as well 

as the good effects of thyroid opotherapy. 
., . 

Haame often found signs of hypothyroidism 

in breast cancer and obtained good results in such cases by combining thyroid and 

mammary organotherapy. Page and William Bishop published a case of a cure of recur

rent cancer of the breast after treatment with thyroid extract. 

The influence of other glands is less well established. The study of the blood 

may enable us t o predict and follow the general reactions of the organism during 

treatment. 

Reactions of the Nervous System: The functioning of the organs depends on the ner-

vous system, whose role appears to be considerable. Innumerable authors have re

ported how frequent ly one observed that cancer has developed following a profound 

sorrow, reverses of fortune, grave moral or material anxieties, an overstrain or any 

cause of nervous depression. It is no less remarkable to note that the patients who 

defend themselves the best against their cancers are those who want to do so. The 

will to live manifests itself with much more force and energy, while those who are 

hopeless, either because t hey are depressed by their condition, their infirmities, 

or who fear still more terrible afflictions, or have lost a desire to live - these 

do not resist cancer , and are carried away rapidly by it. 

Certain clinical observations make us think that, on the other hand, certain 

toxic products of cancer are perhaps poisons of the nervous system. 

Conclusions: A study of the defense mechanisms of the organism against cancer gives 

one a better understanding of the various modalities of the structure and evolution 

of tumors. In any case, it has considerable practical application. For those who 

do not consider these reactions, there is no other therapeutic measure except that 

which consists of destroying the cancer by excision entirely beyond the supposed 
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limits of the disease. This approach leads surgery to more and more extensive exci

sions, progressively more mutilating. The more radical operative procedures are not 

by any means always compensated by a lessened frequency in recurrences. Odier estiaa

tes that following the conservative operations of the older surgeons, becau1e of the 

lack of asepsis, the wound did not heal by first intention, and these operations were 

less often followed by recurrences. There is then produced an acute infl8JIIIUltory 

reaction sufficient to produce cytolysis and disintegration of the cancer cells re• 

maining in the tissues. 

This same approach, that ignores the defense mechanisms, leads radiologists to 

deliver more and more extensive and intensive radiation therapy without the benefit 

\ .. ,. -~·- ... 
being always very apparent. It would seem even that, as DuPont and Leroux have "\ - -~ 

noted, that sometimes quite the reverse is true. When the defense reactions are al-

ready mediocre or precarious, heavy radiation destroys them and the cancer cells are 

liberated from all barriers and develop unchecked. 

Or, if we do consider the defen~e mechanisms, while the cancer is localized, 

one may hope, in stimulating and sustaining them, that we may complete what surgery 

and radiotherapy have left undone and thus we may increase the chances of cure. Even 

when the cancer is geaeralized, we are no longer completely disarmed. By chemotherapy, 

we may still combat t he disease with more or less success. 

If one believes i n these defense reactions, we will search for them and find 

them, and learn to use them in diagnosis, prognosis and treatment of cancer by means 

of biopsies and blood studies. (Rubens Duval, 1920) 

Spontaneous Regression 

Rubens Duval (1938) stated that cancer is a disease so recurrent that a surgi

cal removal, as a general rule, can be curative only if it is possible to produce 

total destruction of all the neoplastic cells. Nevertheless, in certain cases an 

incomplete excision is followed by apparent cure of long duration or even by a really 

definitive cure. 

Bevier (1938) reported several such cases. 

Touraine and Duperrat (1938) published a very well-documented article on spon-
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taneous cure of cancer (see below). 

Rubens Duval believed that true inaunity to cancer resulted not from surgical 

removal of the cancer ous elements, but by resorption of the cancer cells. 

He cited Besredka's experiments in producing illlllUnity to the Shope rabbit papil

loma by intracutaneoua inoculations of a saall dose of ,n emulsion of these saae tu

mors. While subcutaneous injections were followed by the development of neoplasms 

: which caused death of the animals, intradermal inoculations caused the development 

of a tumor which soon ceased to grow and regressed spontaneously and completely. 

An i111111nity was then acqui red and the animal was refractory to further inoculations 

into skin, peritoneum, testicle, brain or the anterior chamber of the eye. This im

munity is specifi c and does not prevent the development of other types of tuaors 

such as tar tumors . It is, of course, a very different matter to imaunize a healthy 

animal against a cancer transplant and to attempt to obtain in man suffering from 

cancer a favorable therapeutic effect. Nevertheless, the problem is of the saae 

type and attempts t o administer tumor extracts by intradenaal injections seem to 

augment the resistance of the organism to cancer. He ·cited the use of col chi cine 

on tumors induced by t he Shope virus in rabbits, in which these tumors regressed 

following the use of this drug and remained i1111111ne to all further inoculation of the 

Shope virus. Here again the i11111t1nity was specific, for these rabbits remained capable 

of producing another type of tumor such as tar cancers if subjected to repeated ap

plications of tar. However, in order to produce the cures by means of colchicine 

toxic doses had to be used, and several animals died as a result. 

Rubens Duval stressed the point that iuaunity is only acquired after absorption 

of neoplastic elements , and he concluded that the imunity was due to this resorption. 

The dissemination of cancer cells in the peritoneal cavity in cases of abdomi

nal tumors, either t hr ough the blood stream, in cases of cancers of diverse sites, is 

accompanied, it would definitely seem, by the destruction of a more or less con

siderable number of cells, probably a larger number 

than those whi ch survive in the tissues where they become iaplanted. 

He asks if this d issemination may not be an i11111Unizing factor. ''Does laparotoay, 
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for incomplete removal, a simple abdominal lead or even merely exploration in cer

tain cases such as those reported by Bovier and earlier writers, where the procedure 

is followed by cure, temporary or definitive, act in provoking a dissemination of 

cancer cells, followed by their destruction and consequently an iamnity? It seems 

that in order that imunization be acquired the organism must make the effort to 

destroy a certain number of intact cancer cells. The resorption of extensive neo~ 

plastic masses which have been profoundly modified by therapeutic doses of radia-

tion does not give imunity." 

One must not think, nevertheless, that the spontaneous resorption of a tuaor 

necessarily confers iDlll1lnity. One knows of cases in which the disappearance of a 

primary tumor has not prevented the development of metastases, and inversely, other 

cases in which metastases were absorbed while the primary tUllOr was continuing to 

grow. 

In conclusion he pointed out that there are many unknowns in this problem. In 

any case it seems clear that in conditions as yet undetermined, the resorption of 

cancer cells is a factor of specific iJBUnity, hence the interest in treatments 

which may be able to provoke this absorption and this imaunity. (Rubens Duval , 1938) 

the 
In discussing/ trowth '.inergy of tuHgnant 'ttt1110rs J Rohdenburg(l918) stated: 

"It can be definitely asserted that regressive changes varying from a temporary 

standstill to the complete disappearance of the tumor, whether it be of epithelial 

or connective tissue origin, may occur at any age period, in either sex, and irres

pective of the location of the growth. Though no accurate data can be given for the 

frequency of complete regression, Bashford has estimated that it occurs once in a 

hundred thousand cases ••• 

''The general body reactions in man during tumor recession are of several dif

ferent types. The greatest number of spontaneous regressions have occurred following 

incomplete surgical removal of the tumor ••• during some acute febrile process, and 

least frequently during some profound alteration in the metabolic processes of the 

organism, such as extreme cachexia, artificial menopause, or the puerperium ••• 
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"The observation that a neoplasm may be absorbed subsequent to, or during, an 

acute infection, opens a most interesting field for speculat ion. The greater nua

ber of cases in this group have occurred after an attack of erysipelas , an observa

tion that has led to the use of the toxins of the causative organism as a therapeu

tic measure. However, further observation shows that recession has also occurred : 

after smallpox, pneumonia, malaria and acute tuberculosis. No one organisa is there

fore specific in causing regression. In the histories of those cases given in de

tail, there is a c011110n symptom, naaely high temperature, sustained without remis

sion for several days ••• Injections of bacterial toxins, while they do give rise to 

violent febrile reactions, are not characterized by the continuance of fever in full 

violence and without remission over a period of 48 hours ••• 

"It may be concluded that recession of a malignant growth can occur in either 

sex, at any age period, with any type of malignant tumor, and irrespective of the 

location of the growth. It occurs after a variety of conditions, a proof that no 

particular one is specific, and it is very probable that all the conditions noted 

are preliminary, so to speak, and act by depressing the proliferative energy of the 

malignant cell until the defensive forces of the body (cytotoxins, cytolysins) are 

able to accomplish the final destruction. It appears that the most efficacious of 

all the many conditions which can bring about the regressive change is heat ••• 

whether this heat be the result of some general acute infection such as erysipelas, 

tuberculosis, or pneumonia, or whether it is applied from external sources ••• That 

such a regression does ever occur suggests that there may be found some method of 

bringing it about at will ••• " (Rohdenburg, 1918) 

Role of the Lymphocyte in cancer I111DUnity 

Murphy and Stum (1919) reported: "Pathologists from an early date have noted 

that lymphocytes accumulate about the slowly growing cancers, while they are absent 

from the rapidly growing malignant types. 11 These authors concluded from their ex

periments on the effect of stimulation of the lymphocytes by dry heat on the rate of 

growth of spontaneous tumors in mice that the lymphoid tissue does offer a resisting 

influence to cancer growth . 
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Sumary of their experiments with spontaneous tumors: Spontaneous cancers were re• 

moved frQm a series of mice by operation. The animals were then subjected to an ex

posure of dry heat at a temperature of 55°-63° C. for five minutes. Thia caused a 

slight fall in the circulating lymphocytes, followed by a marked increase, lasting 

two to four weeks. Accompanying this increase of circulating leukocyte• there is a 

marked activity on the part of the lymphoid organs as evidenced by numereu• mitotic 

figures in the gerainal centers. Imnediately after heating, a ,raft of the original 

tumor was returned. The mice so treated exhibited a aarked increase in their resis

tance to the growth of the cancer graft, over 59'1 remaining entirely free froa a 

return of the cancer. In a control series in which no heat treatment was given, 961 

of the animals showed a return of the cancer. 

As to the effect in transplanted tumors, these authors stated "The absence of 

any acceptable demonstration of antibodies to explain cancer inaunity suggests 

strongly that this type of resistance probably comes under the head of cellular im

munity. The evidence connecting ,the lymphocyte with the resistance to transplanta

ble cancer may be briefly sunned up as follows: . 

a. The presence of lymphocytes and related cells about a cancer graft in im

mune animals, and the relative absence of these cells around such a graft in highly 

susceptible animals. 

b. The general changes which take place in the cellular elements of the tissues 

of animals potentially imaune to cancer (DaFano, 1912, pp. 57-79). 

c. The lyaphocytic crisis in the circulating blood of potentially iaaune ani

aals after inoculation with cancer. 

d. Destruction of potential cancer iamnity by depletion of the lymphoid cells 

by x-rays. 

e. Destruction of established cancer imaunity by depletion of the lymphoid 

cells by x-rays. 

f. The marked increased resistance to cancer after artificial atiaulation of 

the lymphocytes. 

"That other factors than the lymphocytes are involved in the process of cancer 
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iDDunity seems more than probable ••• (but) we have in the lymphoid elements an im

portant link in the process of so-called cancer i1111lunity." 

Summary: "The marked and durable stimulation of the lymphoi d e lements induced by 

dry heat applied to the animals results in the establishment of a high degree of im- · 

munity to certain transplantable cancers in mice." (Murphy and Sturm, 1919) 

X-ray Effects on Cancer ID111Unity 

Russ et al. (1919) reported on their experimental work on the effects of small 

doses of x-rays on the blood of rats and on the susceptibility of these rats to 

transplants of Jensen's rat sarcoma. 

They stated: "An attempt is made to show the possible bearing of the salient 

features of these newly acquired facts upon the present day treatment of malignant 

diseases by means of x-ray. It will be generally admitted that in such treatment 

attention is usually focussed upon giving the malignant cells a lethal dose of ra

diation." 

They enumerated the salient experimental findings of their own group as well as 

Murphy and his group at Rockefeller Institute, as fol l ows: 

1. The natural immunity which animals usually have towards the inoculation of 

spontaneous tumors can be broken down by an x- ray exposure sufficient to cause the 

disappearance of the lymphocytes (Murphy and Morton, 1915 ). 

2. The acquired inmunity whi ch r esults from the inoculation of blood or other 

cells into normal animals can similarly be destroyed (Murphy & Taylor, 1918, p. 1). 

3. The acquired iDlllUnity which is found in animals in which tumors have disap

peared can likewise be broken down (Mottram & Russ, 1917) . 

4. Heterologous tumor transplants which usually grow only with great rarity, 

multiply rapidly in an x-rayed ani mal, until such time as the depleted lymphoid sys

tem is well advanced in regeneration (Murphy, 1914, p . 1459). 

5. Acquired itaUnity is destroyed only so long as l ymphoid cells are reduced in 

number (Mottram & Russ, 1917). 

6. In contrast to thes e actions , an i111m1ne condit ion can be produced instead 

of destroyed by suitable doses of x-rays: smal l daily doses, 12 seconds each day 
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for two months, Coolidge tube, worked by induction coil at an alternative spark gap 

of about 4 inches (4 cm. between spheres, 5 cm. diameter); no screen was used other 

than a thin sheet of mica covering the x-ray tube box and a thin perforated sheet of 

celluloid covering the box in which the animals were placed. The distance between 

the anode and the animal was 30 cm., i.e., medium or medium soft rays were given. 

They noted that Murphy and Morton (1915) had obtained a similar effect upon ■ice 

bearing spontaneous tumors. They concluded therefore that x-raya administered to an 

animal have two effects, quite apart from their direct effect upon a tumor: 

(a) a large dose by destroying the ianune condition will favor the growth of a tumor; 

(b) a small dose, by producing the immune condition, will help to control and over

come the growth of the tu.>r. They added: 

"The bearing of these facts upon the radiological treatment of malignant dis-

ease in man appears to us to be as follows: Whenever a tumor is exposed to x-rays 

the lymphocytes circulating in the blood veuels of the growth and of the surrounding 

tissues will be irradiated, or if ~he site of operation be treated, the lymphocytes 

in the normal vessels and tissues will be similarly exposed. It is clear therefore 

that though the radiologist may be giving the primary growth the dose of radiation 

required for its disappearance, he may at the s .. e time be indirectly encouraging the 

development of secondary growths by lowering the natural powers of resistance of the 

patient, especially if this comparatively large dose is repeated at fortnightly in

tervals, as in post-operative treatment. 

"It would appear profitable therefore to take all possible precautions to pre

vent the destruction of such cells as the lymphocytes, which, there is good reason 

to believe, play a defensive role in many varieties of malignant growth." 

They believed that there was "a distinct analogy between a graft introduced ex

perimentally and a lodgement of cancer cells occurring at a distance froa a primary 

growth. By the use of small doses of x-rays repeated at intervals it may be that the 

resistance against the development of secondary deposits can be increased in a simi

lar way to that which occurs in the case of an experimental inoculation." 

They mentioned that "these and other researches were the outcome of a line of 

investigation which had its origin in the basic fact that x-rays cause carcinoma 
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(Lancet, June 26, 1909. Crooaan Lectures on Radio-activity and carcinoma, Royal Col

lege of Physicians). (Russ, Chambers, Scott & Mottram, 1919) 

Effect of X-ray and Ultra-Violet Rays upon Lymphocytes 

H.D. Taylor (1919) stated: "Experiments reported previously indicate that in 

animals a blood lymphocytosis attends increased resistance t o cancer and tuberculo

sis. The work has shown that the number of circulating lY$J>hocytes can be varied by 

suitable dosage of the Roentgen rays. Massive x-ray exposures decrease, while saall 

ones increase both proportionately and actually, the number of l ymphocytes in the 

circulating blood." 

He therefore studied the effects of solar rays in the t emperate zone in aid

SUllller and found that they do bring about changes in the whi t e blood corpuscles of 

blood similar to that recognized as characteristic of small doses of x-rays. Because 

of the parallelisa between the tanning and the blood changes it seemed probable that 

the lymphocytosis observed in the majority of instances, which is similar to the res

ponse of the blo9d to smaller doses of the x-rays, is due to the ultra-violet rays 

contained in the solar spectrum. (H.D. Taylor , 1919) 

Radiation and the Lymphocyte 

Nakahara (1919) studied the changes in the lymphoid organs of rabbits following 

small doses of x-rays. 

The nature of the lymphocytosis induced by heat and of that produced by x-rays 

is indistinguishable, since the lymphocytic changes are exactly parallel in both 

cases, i.e., always with a characteristic fall preceding the marked rise. However, 

he noted that the experi■ents he described had shown conc lusively that the lympho

cytosis produced by the saall doses of x-rays was due to a primary stimulative ef

fect of the agent and hence was different from the similar lymphocytic change induced 

by heat which was "a sort of regeneration" phenoaenon. 

Throughout the experiments t here was no indication that the dose of x-ray used 

was injurious to any of the lymphoi d tissues examined . Mitotic figures were seen to 

b~ -:m;e gradually more abundant after the t reat ment. In the spleen this enhanced pro-
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liferative activity of the cell reached its height four days after the treatment. 

In the lymph nodes this stimulative change was distinctly manifested earlier and was 

more extensive than in the spleen. These hiatologic findings were in harmony with 

the results of the blood counts which showed the increase of lymphocytes becaae ■oat 

pronounced about one week after treatment and persisted in a alight degree up to the 

14th day. 

He concluded that the lymphocytosis so induced was due to a primary stilllUlative 

effect upon the lyaphoid tissue of the animal. (Nakahara, 1919: cited by Murphy, 1926) 

Lymphoid Activity and Tumor IDDUnity 

Murphy, Nakahara and Sturm (1921) felt it would be of importance to know whether 

there was a difference in the resistance percentage when the t\1110r inoculation was 

made at varying times after the stimulus was produced, i.e., the relation between 

the time and extent of lymphoid stimulation induced by physical agents and the degree 

of resistance to cancer produced in mice. 

They found that the small dose of x-rays used (spark gap 3/8 inch, ailliamperage 

25, distance 8 inches, ti■e 10 minutes) gave a sluggish lyaphoid cell reaction of 

short duration with a definite latent period between the treatment and the evidence 

of marked stimulation, while after heat (cage 55°c. for 5 minutes, temperature rarely 

rising to 63°c.), a short period of depression is followed by a sharp stiaulation 

over a much longer period. The cancer inoculation aade at the height of the stimu

lation phase shows a definite increase in the imnunity. Animals inoculated with can

cer i-ediately after the heat treataent exhibited a pronounced i..unity, but not so 

marked as that shown when the inoculation is made at the height of the stimulation. 

The amount of resistance shown when the cancer inoculation is aade at the height 

· of the moderately stimulating effect following exposure to x-rays ii much leas than 

that seen when the inoculation is ■ade at the height of the heat effect when the 

stimulation is much greater. When the lyaphocytosis sets in after the cancer graft 

• is established only a alight effect ii noted. All these results indicated that the 

degree of iaaunity is dependent on the amount of lymphoid stiaulation existing either 
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at the time of or following soon after the cancer inoculation. (Murphy, Nakahara, 

Sturm, 1921a) 

X-ray Effects on I1111t1nity 

Nakahara and Murphy (1921), in studying the effect of saall doses of x-rays of low 

penetration on the resistance of mice to transplanted cancer, concluded that if can

cer inoculation is made ianediately after the stimulative treatment with x-rays, no 

lymphoid stimulation occurs such as would occur if the cancer inoculation were not 

made. But if the cancer inoculation is made seven days after the x- r ays are given, 

thus allowing the stimulation to develop before the inoculation, t here is in the ma

jority of cases what might be called a second stimulation of lymphoid tissue. 

They noted the parallelism between the lymphoid reaction accompanying the im

munity to cancer grafts induced by physical agents (x•rays) and that induced by a 

biological agent (homologous blood). They had already shown that mice inmunized to 

cancer by means of an injection of defibrinated blood showed an increase in the num

ber of mitotic figures in the lymphoid tissue. Such mice when inoculated with a can

cer graft 10 days later exhibit a second stimulation of the tissue, as well as a 

marked blood lymphocytosis. The exper iments reported showed a corresponding effect 

brought about by small doses of x-rays. Only the animals showing an increase in the 

lymphocytes proved to be resistant to cancer. This state of resistance to cancer 

inoculation was attended by blood lymphocytosis as in the case of all other varieties 

of immunity to transplanted cancer thus far studied. (Nakahara and Sturm, 1921; 

cited by Nakahara, 1922, as showing that by stimulation of the proliferative activity 

of the lymphoid cells with certain physical agents one can i ncrease the resistance 

to cancer implants) 

X-ray Effect on Imunity 

Liu, Sturm and Murphy (1922) showed that small doses of x-rays can be made to 

induce a local change in the subcutaneous tissue similar to t hat which it produces 

in the skin. This change in both instances renders the locality re1istant to the 
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growth of implanted cancer cells, but does not affect the general resistance of the 

animal. The authors stated:. "This is an additional point to be taken into considera

tion in determining the method of treatment and the interpretation of results fol

lowing the use of x-rays as a therapeutic agent. The clinician bas rarely taken 

into account other possibilities than the direct destruction of the cancer cells. 

"X-rays under certain conditions materially increase the general resistance of 

the body to cancer, an observation aade in this laboratory, and later confirmed by 

Russ, Mottram and their co-workers. On the other hand, exce1sive doses of x-rays are 

capable of lowering both natural and induced resistance to cancer. The amount re

quired to kill mouse cells is many ti■es that which can be tolerated by the skin, 

yet as shown above, a mild erytheaa dose is sufficient to render the skin, and under 

proper conditions. the subcutaneous tissue. antagonistic to the growth of implanted 

cancer. It is undetermined which of these various qualities are responsible for the 

successes and failures in the treat■ent of human cancer. It would seem of prime im

portance to estimate the relative value of these effects, for it is not beyond the 

possible that a method of treataent could be devised which would make use of the 

favorable and eliminate the unfavorable action of this agent." 

Tumor Imunity Induced by X-rays 

Murphy, Kaisin and Stur■ (1923) studied local resistance to spontaneous mouse 

cancer induced by x-rays and concluded: "It is evident from our experiments that, 

as far as mouse cancer is concerned, the beneficial result from x-ray therapy is due 

to the reaction in the normal tissues induced by the rays, not to any direct effect 

on the cancer cells. That this point first brought out with a transplantable tumor, 

and now confirmed for the spontaneous disease, may hold true for human cancer, is 

not improbable. Statements by Ewing (1922) based on a careful study of human material, 

indicate that the reaction induced in the surrounding normal tissues by x-rays or 

radium is of as great importance as we have shown it to be in animals. In a recent 

address be makes the following statements: 'It is clear that the reaction of the 

tissues is an essential factor in the curative process. Under soae circuastances, 
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when this reaction fails, no amount of radiation succeeds i n kil ling the tumor cells 

••• The most detailed knowledge we possess indicates clearly that the curative ac

tion is not the result of a direct effect exclusively upon the tumor cel ls , but in

volves especially the peculiar reaction of the nonul or invaded tissues"' • 

Murphy et al., in sUDDarizing their own experiaents, stated : "Aut ograft s froa d 

spontaneous tumor of mice when replanted into areas previously exposed t o an erythema 

dose of x-rays, failed to grow in the majority of instances (71.41) , while s i a ilar 

grafts inoculated into untreated areas grew in a large proportion of cases (83.61). 

"Autografts of spontaneous cancer established and growing in the skin disap

peared in 761 of animals after the tumor and surrounding tissues had been exposed to 

an erythema dose of x-rays, whereas other autografts of similar deriva t ion that bad 

been given a like dose of x-rays outside the body and had been impl ant ed in the same 

animals grew progressively in 90'Z of instances. That this result was not due to a 

greater susceptibility of the cancer cells x-rayed in situ was shown by the fact that 

tumors treated in situ with x-rays and then replanted in an unrayed location on the 

same animal grew actively. Evidently the ray had done no direct damage to the can

cer cells." (Murphy, Maisin & Sturm, 1923; See below, Goldfelder, 1942, for fur

ther studies of different effects of x-ray dosage used on conferring or destroying 

imaunity to tumors). 

Inf18Dlllation. Studies on Lymphoid Activity 

Nakahara (1922) studied the eff ects of injections of olive oil in producing im

munity to transplanted cancer in mice. He stated: 

"It has frequently been suggested that the lymphoid cells are in some way con

cerned with the absorption and digestion of fats and liquids. Recently a number of 

investigators have reported on the cellular changes following inj ections of these 

substances. R&lllOnd (1904) found that olive oil injected intraperitoneally is gra

dual~y absorbed by the white cells of the lymphoid variety, and Clark (1917) noted 

that the subcutaneous injection of olive oil exerts what he considers to be a cbeao

tactic influence on the lymphat ic endot helium and lymphocytes. Bergel (1919, 1920, 
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1921) confirmed and extended these observations by finding that the cellular exudate 

after an intrapleural or intraperitoneal injection of fatty oil or oil e1111lsion in 

animals is almost entirely made up of the lymphoid type of cell. 

"It is well known that the local reaction following an injection of homologous 

living tissue in ■ice consists mainly of a lymphoid cell outpouring siailar to that 

described above. Murphy and Nakahara observed that this local reaction is accompanied 

by evidences of increased proliferative activity aaong the lymphoblastic cells of 

the spleen and lyaph nodes. Mice thus injected with h0110logous tissue become highly 

resistant to transplanted cancer. A like stimulation of the proliferative activity 

of the lymphoid cells aay be induced by certain physical agents with resultant in• 

creased resistance to cancer transplants. 

"In view of these observations, it was regarded as of interest to deteraine 

whether or not the local reaction to oil is accoapanied by a general lymphoid stiau

lation and, if so, the effect on the resistance to cancer inoculation in aice." 

These experiments demonstrate that resistance to cancer aay be induced by the 

intraperitoneal inoculation of a suitable quantity of olive oil. Thus resistance 

can be induced by three classes of agents: homologous tissue (biological); x-rays 

and dry heat (physical); and olive oil (chemical). 

The associated aanifestations are the same for all three: a latent period af

ter the treatment when there is no evidence of resistance. The aaxiaum degree of 

resistance appears at about the 10th day. This state of resistance is preceded by 

a proliferation of the cells of the lymphoid germ centers and after inoculation is 

associated with a local cellular reaction (lymphoid infiltration) about the cancer 

graft as well as by a second stimulation of the lymphoid germ centers, an increase in 

the number of circulating lymphocytes, and a marked increase in the proliferative 

activity of the lymphoid organs. The indirect evidence associating the lymphoid cell 

with the mechanism of resistance to cancer is so strong as to leave little doubt 

that this cell has an important, if not the most important, role in bringing about 

the resistant state. 
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Nakahara (1924) stated: "The possibility that the cancer iununi t y i nduced by 

unsaturated fatty acids aay be consequent on increased activity of the lymphoid tis

sue deserves consideration. The close relationship between fat metabol ism and the 

lymphoid tissue, under both physiological and pathological eondit i ons , and t he clearly 

demonstrated association of lymphoid stimulation with cancer jnauni t y , are i n favor 

of this view." He had noted that injections of sodium oleate in amounts suff i cient 

to produce imunity also bring about a marked increase in the number of karyokinetic 

figures in the lymphoid tissues, indicating an increased proliferative activity of 

this tissue. 

In 1926 Murphy sumnarized all the investigations which had been done by bis 

group (Nakahara, Sturm, Liu, etc.) at the Rockefeller Institute in the preceeding 

14 years on the role of "The lymphocyte in resistance to tissue grafting, malignant 

disease and tuberculous infection" . The studies thus assembled had previously ap

peared in over 60 publications. They were published as Monograph No. 21 by the 

· Rockefeller lnst_itute for Medical Research, 1926. This deserves to be studied at 

the present tiae in the light of 1110re recent investigations as regards the importance 

of lymphoid activity and the inf18111Datory reaction in host resistance to cancer. 

Tissue Resistance to Malignant Disease 

Boyd (1921), in discussing tissue resistance to neoplasms, noted that many of 

the peculiarities of distribution of metastases can be explained on anatomical grounds. 

It is easy to see why the liver should be so frequently involved in neoplasms of the 

aliaentary tract, the lungs in those of the uterus. Although tU110r cells must be 

carried in large numbers to the heart, the spleen and the muscles, yet metastases in 

the two former are rare and in the latter almost unknown. I s this because the heart 

and the spleen are pulsating constantly and the muscles are also active? Muscles 

also provide a highly acid environment and cancer cells prefer an alkaline environment. 

Boyd believed that there probably exists "a preliainary interval during which it is 

not possible for secondary gr owt hs to be set up, a refractory period in which the 
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tissues are being sensitized and prepared, it may be by the action of ferments pro

duced by the tumor cells--a period ••• of comparative i1111lUnity." 

He then cited three cases illustrating some points in tissue ia:aunity: 

CASE 1: Mrs. M., aged 40, a stout, well-nourished woman; developed scirrhus carci

noma of the breast in the fall of 1915, with axillary node involvement confirmed by 

microscopic examination; the breast was removed. Early the next year aetastasis de

veloped in the right humerus. By Septmeber 1916, there was extensive involvement of 

the right humerus, right feaur and pelvis. In October 1917, she was bedridden, un

able to feed herself, with spontaneous fractures of both huaeri and numerous firm 

nodules over the vault of the skull. Nuaerous x-rays showed involvement of skele

ton of most remarkable extent. It almost appeared as if not a bone in the body had 

been spared--skull, humerus, radius, ulna, femur, tibia and fibula on both sides, 

pelvis, small bones of the hands and feet. Arrangements were made for the patient 

to be sent to a home for incurables, but in the four months' delay prior to getting 

her in, "the clinical picture underwent a most extraordinary transformation. The 

nodules in the head disappeared, the fractures of the arms united, strength returned 

to her legs, she was able to sit up and knit, and by the time she left she could 

walk almost without assistance. Boyd stated: "Such an outcome is not rare in slowly 

growing primary tumors in old people, and the failure of metastases to form owing to 

the unsuitability of the environment is an everyday occurrence. The disappearance, 

however, of metastases so widespread as to involve almost every bone of the body, and 

so far advanced that spontaneous fractures had occurred is a phenomenon as startling 

as it is incomprehensible. It proves beyond cavil that the body may acquire at least 

for a time an i111DUnity to malignant disease." 

CASE 2: Mr. w., aged 71, had always enjoyed good health until 1913. In that year 

a pigmented warty growth developed on the plantar surface of the heel. It was re

moved, found to be a malignant melanoma, and soon recurred in the margin of the scar. 

It continued to grow and was removed again in 1916 but soon recurred. In 1917 the 

nodes in the groin became enlarged and continued to increase in size until they foraed 

a pigmented mass the size of a fist. The primary growth was reaoved for the third 
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·aud last tiae in 1918. At the end of 1919 pipented 1pot1 began to appear on the 

leg ~etwen the knee and the ,aule. There were raiaed, fira nodule• about 1% ca. in 

diaaeter, aoae ,£ an intenae jet black, others shoving little spot• of 'black here 

and there on the surface. A few 110nth1 later aull pipented apota appeared on the 

cheat wall and the aide of the nose. By August 1920 the leg preaented a 1101t clas

sical picture of aalignant aelan011&. There was also a huge pipented aaaa in the 

groin, aarked collateral circulation in the abdOlliaal wall auggeating pre•••r• on 

the inferi•r vena cava. A spontaneous fracture of the rib had occurred in Duly 1920, 

and was possibly due to involvement of bone. In reporting this case Boyd stressed 

the fact that during the seven years that the patient had suffered froa aalignant 

aelanoaa, for six he had been in perfect heal th and vigor, able to do a full day'• 

work. Only in the last year had he not felt strong enough to work and had finally 

been confined to bed for two aonths. He added: "Such a patient aust have a wonder

fully high relative iawnity which is only now breaking down.-

"At the sae tiae, . the general conception of the malignancy of aelanomata is un

duly glOOIIJ. A• Saapson Handley puts it, the prognosis had been painted in tonea aa 

black as the characteristic nodules. It is true that disseaination ia terribly rapid 

in aany caaes and death aay follow in a few aonths. In others, however, tissue ia

llUDity ia sufficient to allow of successful operative interference. 

"Very rarely the reaction on the part of the tiaaues is sufficient temporarily, 

at least, to destroy _the secondary growths." Such a case is that reported by Pearce 

Gould and referred to by Handley in hia Bunterian lecture on aelanoaata: , a aaall 

coqealtal aole was reaoved froa the chest , after it had been growing larger for 

three aonths. aeaoval was soon followed by the appearance of tumor nodules in and 

under the akin. When first •~en by Pearce Gould nine aonths later, the nodules were 

acattered over the greater portion of the body. A aonth later it was found that no 

new nodules had appeared, and that aost of these already present were very auch 

aaaller. So were the enlarged lyapb nodes . In the course of a few weeks all the 

nodule• bad disappeared with the exception of two ... 11 on••• The_ patient gained 

considerable weight. Six aonths later cu~aneoua nodules again appeared, and the pa~ 
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tient soon died after being confined to bed only three or four days. 

CASE 3: Mr. P., a healthy farmer aged 38, was first seen in March 1918, with a aass 

in the right axilla, of nine months' duration. Seven years previously he had had a 

growth of unknown nature removed from the interscapular region. "It had troubled hi• 

so little that he did not leave his work to coae into the city to be treated." It 

was removed and proved to be a typical malignant melanoaa, containing a large amount 

of pigment. He made a rapid recovery and did a full sumer's work on the farm. In 

the fall several blackish nodules appeared on the skin of the chest and anterior ab

dominal wall. These were excised and proved to be identical in aicroscopic structure. 

The health remained unimpaired, but realizing the seriousness of his condition, he 

insured his life as a first class risk. 

In June 1919 he reappeared suffering from an acute abdoainal condition which 

proved to be an intersusception. At operation an enlarged lymph node was found close 

to the intersusception which probably had caused it. Sections showed aelanoaa. In 

September 1919 he again presented himself complaining of sore throat. It was found 

that the tonsils were converted into two large black masses which were removed with 

perfect ease, also proved micro1copically. He returned to his farm and continued to 

work throughout the winter, but in tae spring he succumbed rather suddenly. He thus 

enjoyed nearly three years of robust health after metastases developed, 10 years af

ter the onset of the growth in the interscapular region. 

"The fate of a metastasis depends not only on the proliferative activity of the 

tumor cells, but also upon the behavior of the tissue in which they are implanted." 

Boyd noted that Murphy and his co-workers were of the opinion that the essen

tial iamnity mechanism against carcinoma is the proliferation of lymphocytes so fre

quently seen in the neighborhood of a malignant growth. 

"He has .shown experimentally not only that a strong dose of x-rays, by injuring 

the lymphoid tissue of the body, may render the animal more susceptible to the inocu

lation of tumor fragments, but also that by stimulating the lymphoid tissue by a 

small do1e of x-rays the animal may be made correspondingly imune." (Boyd, 1921) 

• 
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Vaughan and Eppler (1923) described experiments which de110ns trated quite · con

clusively why cancer is so difficult to cure when once established , as well as why 

one case succumbs rapidly to the disease, while in another it progresses but slowly. 

They concluded: ''Whether recurrence be rapid or slow after surgical removal of 

cancerous lesions, where all tumor tissue has not been removed , is dependent not upon 

the type of operation performed but upon the patient's own abili t y to form antibodies 

antagenistic to the growth of cancer cells." This ability is evidenced by the per

centage of mononuclear cells present in the circulating blood stream. When a high 

percentage of large 110nonuclear cel ls is noted for several days in succession, the 

tumor retrogresses during that peri od. Conversely, when the count shows a high per

centage of polymorphonuclear cells over a considerable number of days, it signifies 

rapid tumor growth. 

These antibodies that destroy cancer cells are extremely unstable, they last 

only a matter of a few hours--very different from say the i111RUnity produced with the 

typhoid bacillus, which may last a lifetime. 

"For this reason the term t ransitory inaunity has been used to distinguish that 

particular type, lasting but 4 to 24 hours, that is elicited when cancer tissue is 

injected into a healthy animal. Qui t e obviously it i s t he the explanation of why 

the body so seldom rids itself of cancer, s ince if substances are formed which des

troy cancer cells and such substances are lost before t heir work is completed, the 

tumor is given opportunities to grow again before new ant ibodies are formed. 

"That some people suffering f rom cancer are better abl e to form antibodies than 

others explains why cancer grows and forms metastases rapidly in some individuals 

but slowly in others. Rapid recurrence and death in cancer i s not dependent so much 

upon the type of treatment employed as upon the ability of the person afflicted to 

form substances which inhibit t he growth of cancer cells. That this is actually the 

case can be proven by runni ng a l ong ser ies of blood counts on cases progressing 

both well and poorly. 

•~etastasis does not occur until the ianune mechanism has been destroyed and is 

no longer capable of being s timul ated to renewed function. The injection of cancer 
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protein or of a vaccine or residue prepared from any tissue that normally produces 

a decided increase in lymphocytes is a useful method of ascertaining the presence or 

absence of aetastasis, since subsequent blood counts will demonstrate the ability of 

iimune bodies to be formed. Occasionally, even with metastasis, the body will manu

facture inmune substances over a considerable period. It is such advanced cases that 

appear to cure themselves and in which the physicians should be guarded in making a 

prognosis as to length of life. Such patients frequently live months after death has 

been predicted and furnish a fruitful field for the charlatan, since the temporary 

benefit observed from Nature's efforts is frequently credited to whatever aedication 

is being used at the time." 

Importance of Stromain Cancer 

Durante (1923) cited the paper by Dupont and Leroux in which they reported that 

in cancers that are treated by irradiation, a favorable clinical course coincides with 

an active stroma reaction, and in cases of rapid recurrence, this coincides with ab

sence of this defense reaction of the stroma. 

Durante stated: "The attention of histologists has until now perhaps been con

fined too exclusively upon the neoplastic cell. We have always accorded a great im

portance to the reactions of the stroma, whether inside the neoplasm or in its im

mediate periphery, and we have insisted since 1920 on the interest which these re

actions may present as regards pathogenesis, development and even treatment of tumors." 

(He had begun these studies prior to 1914, when they were interrupted by World War I.) 

He cited the interesting report of Rubens Duval (1914) on this question and noted 

that Roussy had become interested and had encouraged some of his collaborators. 

Thus the development of cancer involved two factors! 1. The acitvity of the epithe

lial proliferation, which is rather clearly indicated by the morphology of its ele

ments. The more rapid the growth, the less differentiated and more embryonal the 

cells. 2. The second factor is the reaction of the stroma, more difficult to inter

pret. 

Most frequently one encounters inflannatory reactions, more or less localized 
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or diffuse, and soaetiaes several types coexist in different portions of the saae 

neoplasm ... 

Before being able to estimate the importance of this reaction on the course of 

the tumor, it is important to determine its cause. 

It may be present prior to onset of the tuaor and may represent only the pro

longed irritation which finally ended in a malignant degeneration. (Interesting 

from an etiological standpoint, but since it indicates the peraistence of a deter

mining cause, this would be unfavorable as regards prognosis.) 

It may be secondary to the onset of the neoplasm, indicating a real effort of 

the organisa against the invading parasite which the neoplastic elements represent. 

It may be due to an accidental complication such as infection in the ulcerated 

tumor or therapeutic intervention. The latter is usually easy to recognize, but the 

first two are difficult to evaluate as regards prognosis. 

The greater intensity of the reaction in the i-ediate vicinity of the invasive 

cancer nodules appears to be an argument in favor of a defensive local reaction 

against malignant invasion. In cases of diverse reactions in a simple tumor, it is 

at the periphery that one must especially attribute the evidence of defense. 
~ . 

Such as they are, these diverse reactions of the stroma are capable of modifying, 

more or less, the epithelial evolution, especially when they are intense and gene

ralized throughout the neoplasm. 

When there is a very intense reaction, stimulating the defensive forces of the 

stroma may enable it to battle victoriously against the invader, and a very acute 

infection (erysipelas) has sometimes produced cure. 

A subacute or generalized reaction even though it may moderate slightly the 

course does not seem to present a serious obstacle to the evolution of the neoplasm. 

The chronic fot'll always produces a considerable slowing down of the growth. 

Retractile sclerosis is an effective reaction. It stifles and destroys the 

neoplastic eleaents, but it must extend over the entire neoplasa in order to pro
:, n•l. 

duce a real cure. One seeks to provoke it, it may exceptionally occur spontaneously • 
. •, 

Also, we know that the awakening of the defense meachniaas of the connective tissue 
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may result in a cure. 

Whatever may be the point of departure of the modifications of the stroma, the 

two extreme forms, the acute and the sclerotic, seea to be the only ones able to 

exert an effective force against the neoplastic element. It is necessary to try to 

produce thea therapeutically. 

Thus, chemical cauterizations have been used and infections have been induced. 

In any case, these methods only applicable to certain easily accessible organs run 

the risk in cases of failure of sti111Ulating the neoplastic elements and of inducing 

an increased growth. Reverdin had advised very extensive cauterization for inopera

ble uterine cancers, which occasionally gave a long survival and Durante observed the 

hardness and thickness of the cicatrices obtained by Keating Hart with fulguration. 

His own experiences attempted to obtain at a distance a progressive sclerosis of 

the stroma without proceeding to the acute form of reaction. 

We do not yet know the exact mode of action of x-ray or raditJl!l. They appear to 

act not only upon the neoplastic cells, and the studies of Dupont and Leroux seem to 

indicate that they are capable of stimulating the stroma and of developing means of 

defense. (Durante, 1923) 

Tumor llllllUnity 

Des Ligneris (1935) stated that "therapeutic measures directed against any 

disease act by making use of the already present, though often quantitatively insuf

ficient aethods, which nature sets up &gainst the disease. In the case of cancer, 

there is a distinct indication that the cancer-bearing organism tries, though in vain, 

by the production of immune bodies to protect itself against the growing tumors. All 

the methods which by general action occassionally arrest growth do so pr~bably by 

increasing through non-specific stimulation, the specific anti-action of the organise • 

• • • "I am inclined to think that the success with Dr. Connell's method (ensol) 

may occasionally be brought about by a non-specific stimulating of the naturally pre

sent, though quite insufficient, specific anti-action of the organism. But. • .this 

f II 
action is uncertain and insufficient in the majority o cases. • • (Des Ligneris, 1935) 
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Wogloa (1929) made an exhaustive review of imwnity to transplantable tumors, 

in which he discussed some 600 papers, aost of them published between 1913 and 1929. 

The previous literature had been sunaarized in his book, "ftudy of experi■ental 

cancer," 1913. 

He emphasized the need for 110re extensive experiments involving hundreds of ■ice 

before authors published results that would be seriously considered, also the impor

tance of using a pure breed of mice. 

Natural Immunity: 

''That adult animals of a foreign species enjoy complete iasunity to the con

tinued proliferation of a subcutaneous graft is disputed by but a few writers, later 

work upholding the results of the earlier investigators. 

''Murphy believed 'the small round cell to be a factor of prime importance in 

species resistance, since it was absent in susceptible tissue such as the eabryo and 

the brain. In this explanation Hardy concurred, having found the lymphocytic res

ponse in the brain much less active than in the subcutaneous tissues or the muscles , 

while Maiain and Sturm could discover no reaction of any sort in this organ, unless 

the graft happened to coae in contact with the wall of the ventricle; in such cases 

.an intense lyaphocytic reaction developed and the graft failed. 111 . . 
Mouse and rat tumors can be grown in vitro in the pla81118 of all ~lien species 

investigated except in that of the goat. 

Heredity: 

It is the general opinion that natural illlllUnity is hereditary. 

Local Influences: 

''There can be no doubt that extraneous factors in both host and graft may affect 

the outcoae of inoculation. In the host there have to be considered such influences 

as infl .... tion, anemia, or hyperemia; in the graft the proportion of necrosis, age 

of the tuaor which it is taken, etc. 

"According to v1,s and de Coulon, the injection of substances which cause a varia

tion in the iso-electric point of the host's tissues towards high pH values increased 

susceptibility, and vice versa, though the reaction is not a specific one. 
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" •••• Russell, Bashford, Tyzzer and Murphy and Lewin have all suggested that 

natural imunity is only the power to react promptly with a defensive mechanism to 

choke off the graft before it obtains a foothold. Mottram and Russ shared this 

opinion, pointing out that natural imnunity to the Jensen rat sarcoma appeared to 

be acquired during the regression of a small nodule, for they had never .. se~n . .in 

normal rats the complete inhibition of proliferation observed in iDDune animals. 

Uhlenhuth and Seiffert concluded that iBlllUnity, whether natural or produced by 

tumor, or by normal tissue, seemed to be the same; the differences were quantitative 

only. (p. 146) 

Acquired l1111lUnity: 

"Of the homologous tissues, embryo skin is still acknowledged to be the aost 

efficient." (p. 147). Bashford found that practically all the organs and tissues 

would i._unize, though for technical reasons some were preferable to others. Spleen, 

while unusually efficient, was apt to be infected, as was liver, which in any case 

was not so active as spleen .. . 

As with other antigens adequate amounts are required: 0.3 to 0.5 cc. of blood, 

0.05 cc. of fixed tissues. The inmunizing power of the blood appeared to reside in 

the white cells, both the granular leukocytes and the lymphocytes being active. 

The majority of investigators believed that tissue will produce i11111Unity only 

when living; but Caspari (1929) and his associates believed that its death was the 

essential feature. Necrotic material (necrohormones or chemical substances elabor

ated in dying cells) caused formation of stroma and a capsule, nourished the tumor 

cells, exerted a toxic effect and called forth a general immunity. Imnunity was not 

so active when necrosis took place outside the body. Caspari and Ascoli concluded 

that the ability of tumors to imunize was greater the high their growth energy. 

Bullock and Rohdenburg (1920) could find no evidence that imunity was solely 

the result of either the life or death of the injected tissue. 

Haaland demonstrated (1909-1910) that devitalization of normal or of cancer 

cells by radium or certain other agents robbed them of their iamunizing power. 
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Contamin (1910) found that if the dose of x-ray was mild, illlll'Unizi ng power was 

retained. These findings were confirmed by Wedd, Morton and Russ, Lepper , Mottraa, 

and Chambers. "Their general impression was that the agent causing resistance was 

produced by the tumor cell during death after irradiation and that any treatment 

which caused ianediate destruction prevented elaboration of the effecti ve agent." 

Later Chambers and Scott repeated the view that the agent causing i-..inity to 

the Jensen rat sarcoma is a product of the dying tumor cell, but said t hat the 

difficulty of detecting and isolating it was increased by the fact that the breaking 

down of the cell was accompanied by liberation of a second substance, whi ch stiaulated 

tumor growth. 

Tizzoni, Centanni and DeAngelis found that Ehrlich adenocarcinoma was completely 

absorbed after mice bearing it were treated with tumor exposed to 24 hours of radiua, 

but 48 hours of radiation deprived the cells of all curative power. 

Woglom then cited the studies of Chambers, Scott, Russ and Kellock in attempting 

to iaaunize patients against their own neoplasms. They regarded t he procedure as 

devoid of danger since the amount of radiation employed was such as to retain 

i11111Unizing activity while abolishi ng growth power. Twelve cases were treated, five 

of them died, the remainder being in more or less good health up to 14 months later, 

when the paper was published. 

Wood and Prigosen used 6000 animals, t es t ing r esis t ance with an "unusually 

energetic neoplasm", aouse sarcoma 180, or with Flexling-Jobl i ng carcinoma, rat 

carcinoma 10, or mouse carcinoma 11. They found that irradiated tissues neither 

protected against inoculation nor retarded progress of graft s already established. 

Caspari also discussed the perils of treataent with devital i zed t umor because 

even extraordinarily large doses of radiation may not suffice t o kill all the cells. 

In a discussion between Wood, Chambers and Russ regarding thi s me t hod, Wood 

pointed out that the inoculation of radiated material in humans was said to have 

been followed in England on at least one occasion by extensive metas tasis. 

The injection of patients ~it-A their own emulsified and treat ed tumor s was 

reported by Von Dungern to produce edeaa and reddening, whereas neoplasms from 
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other persons were inactive, a hypersusceptibility which he regarded as of surprising 

specificity. 

Wogloa was not impressed with the studies of Rondoni (1912), Kepinow or Taka

hashi (1922), who inoculated fragaents of heated or boiled tuaor tissue to produce 

iaaunity. Kost of these observers used too few aniaals or did not aention the 

number of aniaals. 

Wogloa stated that "the only experi■ents in this field that possess any interest 

at all are those of Koenigsfeld (1913-1915) which really deserve repetition. He 

used Pohl's rapid method, smearing the tissues on a glass plate and drying thflll in a 

vacuum at room temperature. After 24 hours, the material was scraped off in a fine 

powder(\ - 1/5 the weight of fresh tissues). Tumor dried this way and suspended in 

water did not grow after inoculation but conferred resistance when achainistered 

intensively in increasing amounts. The imunity which lasted several weeks either 

·entirely prevented the taking of grafts, or at least restrained considerably the 

growth of those that did succeed in developing. The controls received dried normal 

tissues which conferred no iaaunity at all. Koenigsfeld suggested that the resis

tance elicited was probably specific and due to the formation of a real antibody, 

the nuaber of animals employed appeared adequate." 

Woglom suggested that there was a possibility that sepsis played a part in 

Koenigsfeld'& experi■ents. Tissue spread out on glass plates for drying would almost 

certainly become contaminated in 24 hours, and this objection was strengthened by 

the fact that many of the treated animals died. 

Nakahara recorded a distinct resistance after prelimi nary treatment with fatty 

acids; the details of this work may be found in Murphy's monograph (1926). 

Concoaitance: 

Concomitant iuaunity - the resistance induced by a tumor during its growth. 

Some tumors possessed this iaNnizing power - others did not. As a rule the tumors 

which illllllWlized the host were those most liable to spontaneous cure. 

Distribution: 

Imaunity, in whatsoever way initiated, appears to spread over moat of the body. 
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First Appearance: 

The shortest length of time after which i11DUnity appeared was four day1, and it 

persisted for six months or more, according to Tsuruai (1915-1916) and Raposo; the 

time and rate of development were practically the same for sarcoma and carcinoma. 

Transfer: 

l111DUnity apparently cannot be passively acquired. The only writer to report 

even a trace of passive i-unity was Tyzzer (1916). In the hope of disclosing 

evidence too slight to be discovered in the gross ■easurement of tumor s as ordinarily 

practiced, he injected mice with the serua of inmune mice just prior t o tumor inocu

lation. Microscopic examination of grafts removed at various intervals showed that 

the serum had made the implants positively che110tactic to polymorphonuclear l eucocytes, 

and that there was an increase in the amount of collagen within the grafts, as well 

as a more pronounced degeneration of the tuaor cells. The implanted fragments had 

thus encountered in the serum-treated animals conditions which, although transitory 

and insufficient to produce passive imunity, were nevertheless definitely unfavorable 

to the growth. 

Nature of lD1DUnity: 

Among the first to discuss the possible identity of inmuni t y to transplantable 

neoplasms with that against normal cells was Rous. He found that mice refractoey to 

the growth of embryo were apt to be hostile to a tumor graft as well, and that as 

with tumors no supporting stroma was elaborated. 

Toward a fowl tumor Rous found two varieties of resistance: one agains t the 

implanted cells as such and one against the etiological agent . 

The tumor problem in brief is a tissue problem, resistance being di r ected against 

the tumor graft as strange tissue merely, and not connected wi t h any neoplastic 

qualities which the graft happened to possess. 

Antibodies: 

Although some tangible basis for illlllllnity, soaething of the nature of a specific 

antibody had been sought for 30 years, none had yet been discovered, though the methods 

employed had nothing to be desired in the way of comple teness or i ngenuity •••• 
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"The ground haa recently been gone over again with the greatest care by Luaaden 

(who found that) ••• antiaera can be produced in any anillal by treatllent with hetero

logous tu.>r, and these contain an antibody toxic in vitro to ulipant cells. Yet 

in vivo they are c011paratively ineffectual, perhaps because they do not aeet the 

cancer cell in sufficient concentration." 

The truth is that the tu.or iaaunizes against itself so that even rats in which 

it is growing are refractory to a second inoculation. 

An analogy between bacterial illaunity and resistance to transplantable tu.>rs 

has nevertheless been several tiaea suggested, as when Daela (1910) found that infec

tion with Spirillua duttoni seeaed to protect aice to a certain degree against the 

Jensen aouse carcinoaa. Resistance seeaed highest when antibodies were in the blood 

and phagocytes which had fought the Spirillua infection were also present. 

Levin (1913) believed that immunity to transplantable tuaors is similar to that 

exerted against bacterial diseases, though not identical, while Pearce and Rivera 

discovered that rabbits, imaune to a certain virus, were 110re resistant to the growth 

of the rabbit tumor than normal ones, though the exemption was not specific. 

It is well known that tuaora grow poorly in aniaals that are not in good health, 

and Wogloa stated that "it is reasonable to ask whether .this ■ay not be because their 

whole _ iaaunizi~_eroce81 has_ been thrown into a aore labile state by _!.,o■e infectious 

eroceas". 

Metabolin: 

Accelerated lipoclastic activity in the serum, not specific, however, to cancer, 

has been suggested as a possible protective process by Shaw-Mackenzie. 

Uhlenhuth and Seiffert (1925) have also offered a change in the general aetabolisa, 

combined with some alteration in the reticulo-endothelial syatea, in elucidation of 

natural im11UD.ity. 

INFLUENCE OF VARIOUS ORGANS: 

Lymphoid System: 

The lymphocyte hypothesis appeared first, perhaps, in a paper on the infective 

sarc011A of the dog, in which it was reported by Wade (1908) that grafts deposited in 
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animals that had recovered from the tumor were flooded al110st at once with cells of 

the lymphocyte group. Lymphocytes and polyblasts were seen, also, around receding 

tumors, and final disappearance was associated with a flooding of the implant by lyaph

ocytes, polyblasts and plasma cells, the nodule being finally "borne away", as Wade 

put it, "on a lymphocyte tide." It was suggested that recession and i-unity were a 

product of the cytolysis of tumor cells, this being brought about in all probability 

by lymphocytes and polyblasts. 

In the case of the more authentic tumors of the mouse and rat, the signlficance 

of the lymphocyte was first investigated by Da Fano (1910-1912). According to his 

description, lymphocytes gathered in large numbers around any tissue capable of elicit

ing iDDUnity, and he thought that the intimate connection of these cells with the 

i11111Une process might be regarded as practically certain. The plasaa cell seemed equally 

important and its wide distribution throughout the tissues made it appear that resis

tance was a general rather than a local phenomenon. 

Dead tissue excited no lymphocytic or plasma cell response, an· observation which 

may be of considerable significance. Furthermore, the lyaphocytic response about 

iDlllUnizing material was more distinct than that characterizing the ordinary foreign

body reaction of the rat. Most striking of all, perhaps, was the fact that the lympho

cyte did not reappear when an immune animal was injected for a second time with tis

sues capable of inducing the refractory state. 

Baeslack, who exaained the blood of mice bearing inoculated tumors, found that 

regression was accompanied by an increase in the number of small lymphocytes •••• 

Loeb (1915) and Loeb and Harter (1926) regarded the lymphocyte, in association 

with the connective tissues, as a defensive agent against both tumor grafts and those 

of noraal tissues.... The lymphocyte reaction was thought to be, in part at leas.t, a 

response of the host to tissue toxins rather than entirely a result of the development 

of i111DUne substances, and its method of attack to be largely mechanical. Though it 

did take part in the destruction of an inoculua. it performed this office only under 

certain conditions; other factors, one of them the connective tissue, as already 

mentioned, undoubtedly shared in the process. 
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Mottram and Russ have also suggested the necessity for intervention by other 

agents, which, on account of the apparent lack of i1111Une forces in the body fluids, 

they thought might be provided locally by the lymphocytes themselves. Like Da Fano, 

they could discover no accumulation of lyaphocytes about dead tissue, nor could they 

find lymphocytes in the degenerated central portions of tumors. They therefore ex

pressed the opinion that the lymphocyte was not a mere scavenger, but that it had an. 

important role in the destruction of the Jensen rat sarcoma, the tumor with which their 

observations were conducted. 

"Russ, Scott, Chambers and Mottram were led to emphasize the need for an accessory 

factor by their observation that a rat with an extraordinarily high lymphocyte count 

might have nevertheless a growing Jensen sarcoma, whereas another, with a count but 

little above normal, might be innune. Other papers by the Middlesex group, in which 

these views are repeated or amplified, are those of Mottram, Russ, and Russ, Chambers 

and Scott. 

"Sokoloff and Prat believed the lymphocyte and the macrophage to be important and 

protective forces in man, while Vaughan and Eppler attributed considerable weight to 

the large aononuclear leukocytes, which they thought determined whether or not a tumor 

would recur in human patients . 

"Lumsden regarded the extravasated leukocyte, in conjunction with a factor exist

ing in the blood, as an important defence against transplanted tumors. 

"While many investigators have thus attempted to determine the significance of 

the lymphocyte in resistance to transplantable tumors, it is with the name of Murphy 

that the lymphocytic hypothesis is most intimately associated. Those who wish a full 

account of his work must be referred to his monograph, in which are collected the 

results of his own work and that undertaken in collaboration with Morton, Taylor, 

Nakahara, Hussey, Sturm, Maisin and Liu. 

''Murphy started with the observation that the avian embryo had no protective 

mechanism against the growth of heteroplastic tissue until after the 18th day of 

incubation, when a method of defence was rapidly developed, to attain full force at 

the time of hatching. In an attempt to discover what tissue or organ was responsible 
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for this resistance, mammalian tumor grafts were transplanted into the embryo together 

with bits of normal adult chicken tissue. The effects of spleen were striking; the 

tumor was found to be largely necrotic, and encircled by small round cells. Marrow 

had a similar action though less complete, and either would inhibit growth of the 

graft even though placed at some distance from it after it had become established. 

All the other tissues examined proved to be inert. 

11The adult brain had been shown to share with the embryo this lack of opposition 

to heteroplastic inoculation,- and here again a fragment of spleen was found to embar

rass the growth of the tumor-~ .. 

"If the lymphoid tissues were as important factors in resistance as these exper

iments suggested, it should be possible to effect hetero-transplantation by lessening 

the activity of the lymphoid tissue, and it was found, in fact, that chicken and 

mouse tumours would grow in rats after the lymphatic system had been largely depleted 

by x-rays. 

"But the lymphocyte proved to be equally essential in itllllUnity to homologous 

tumors. Not only were its numbers increased in the bloodstream of iDlllUnized or nat

urally resistant mice after inoculation with cancer, but there was a corresponding 

enhancement of the rate of cell division in the lymphoid centres of spleen and lymph

nodes. 

"Resistance to homologous tumours disappeared when the lymphocyte was eliminated 

by appropriate x-ray dosage, or the activity of the lymphoid organs suppressed by the 

injection of a large dose (0.7 cc.) of olive oil into the peritoneal cavity. On the 

other hand, stimulation of the lymphoid system by a small dose of x-rays, by exposure 

0 0 to dry heat (55 -65 C. for five minutes), or by small doses (0.2 cc.) of olive oil or 

certain unsaturated fatty acids, augmented the refractory state. 

"Iarunity to transplanted cancer having been found thus to manifest itself by a 

cellular reaction about the graft, it was desired to ascertain what relation this lo

cal response bore to generalized resistance. Two methods were found whereby a local

ized round cell infiltration could be elicited without at the same time inducing a gen

eral reaction; these were, the injection of foreign blood into an animal already 
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sensitized to it, and the production of an x-ray erythema. In both ' instances the 

local reaction conferred adequate protection against grafts inoculated into the area 

involved. The reverse condition--absence of cellular reaction in an animal with gen

eralized iamnity--resulted in a failure of the defensive aechanism. Thus the local 

reaction appeared to constitute the resisting force, and might be effective even in 

the absence of generalized iDDunity, whereas generalized illllUllity without local res~ 

ponse did not prevent the growth of a graft. 

"Repetition of the experiments with x-rays, heat and oleic acid on animals with 

spontaneous tumours confirmed the results with transplanted neoplasms, these three 

agents exerting a distinct effect upon the outcome of autotransplantation; and as 

the only detectable biological effect induced in common by the three was stimulation 

of the lymphoid apparatus, it appeared that this must be responsible for increased 

resistance to the growth of spontaneous cancer •••• 

"Loeper and Turpin intensified the lymphocytic reaction about tumour implants 

by introducing fragments of various organs from other species. Mouse testis produced 

in the rat an especially active lymphocytic permeation, yet the growth of transplanted 

sarcomas by the side of which it had been introduced continued unchecked. Thus the 

lymphocyte seemed to express a reaction toward any ordinary irritant, rather than to 

possess the important and almost specific defensive power which had been attributed 

to it. 

"Caspari suggested that the lymphocyte was an accompaniment and not a cause of 

cure •••• 

"Increase in the circulating lymphocytes without stimulation of the lymphogenic 

tissue, particularly the transitory lymphocytosis following administration of certain 

drugs, was without effect on resistance to cancer, Murphy maintained, because the aug

mentation was caused by contraction of the spleen and a consequent expulsion of its 

lymphocytes, which, however, soon vanished again from the blood-stream. 

"It does not seem to me that Murphy has succeeded entirely in establishing his 

position, in spite of the ingenuity with which his experiments have been planned and 

the patience with which they have been carried out. Yet, on the other hand, I do 
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not think that any of his critics have entirely dislodged him. After all, there is 

something to be said for the lymphocyte. The observation that dead tissues excite no 

lymphocytic response suggests caution in dismissing the lymphocyte as a mere scavenger. 

Again, if its function were merely to dispose of dead material it might be expected 

in large numbers about the necrotic centres of transplanted tumours, particularly 

as the presence of polymorphonuclear leukocytes shows that there is no barrier to the 

access of cells from the blood. Yet none was found by Mottram and Russ, as has al

ready been said, and my own experience supports their statement; I have sought for 

lymphocytes in this situation, where polymorphonuclear leukocytes lay in large num

bers, but have sought in vain. 

"Perhaps the strongest hint that the lymphocyte may not be present simply as 

a scavenger is Da Fano's assertion that, although in previously untreated animals it 

gathered in profusion about any tissue capable of inducing resistance, it did not 

r eappear, except perhaps in small numbers, when such an inoculation was repeated in 

an i11111une one. 

"Yet in spite of all this, the lymphocyte fails when actually confronted by the 

1 tumo~ cell, and the proposal that some sort of connecting link is required between 

cancer and lymphocyte if protection is to be extended is at least worthy of consider• 

ation." 

Peritoneum: 

It appears to be resistant only because the tumor cell is unable to lodge on its 

slippery surface. 

Reticulo-Endothelium: 

Blockade of the reticulo-endothelial system appears to increase the susceptibility · 

to cancer. 

Spleen: 

Partly because of its probable significance for bacterial immunity, but particu

larly on account of the superstition that it is free from metastatic attack, the spleen 

has received more attention than all other organs. Von Hansemann, however, found that 

it was frequently the site of secondary tumors. Many investigators succeeded in 
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implanting tumors into the spleen without difficulty. 

Others mixed spleen with tumor before inoculation and all but one found that this 

caused inhibition of growth. A third approach was to study the growth of tumors in 

splenectomized animals. Unless the effect of splenectomy be so slight as to appear 

only upon microscopic examination as MotttTam and Russ contended, it seemed safe to 

conclude that absence of spleen neither accelerates nor retards the growth of propag

able aouse or rat tumors. 

Testis and ovary: Effects of castration were essentially negative. 

Thyroid and Thymus: Experiments up to 1929 were inconclusive or contradictory. 

Regression: 

In order to endeavor to penetrate the mystery of inaunity, the receding trans

plantable tumor has been carefully investigated. There was at first considerable 

doubt in respect to the relation between regression and resistance, for either one of 

two explanations seemed plausible: the neoplasm iaaunized the bearer, thus bringing 

about its own eventual destruction; or on the other hand, the tumor cells themselves 

suffered some cha~ge which prevented further proliferation and the host subsequently 

became refractory by absorption of products of their life or death as in the case of 

illlllUnization with norm.al tissues. 

Haaland (1909-1910) soon showed that the refractory state set in before even 

absorption bega~; hence, as Russell (1912) expressed it, the metabolic activities of 

the tU110r cell rather than its death and autolysis were to be regarded as the means 

by whtch resistance was induced. Tyzzer (1916) also was convinced that an imnune 

principle was elaborated long before the tumor was destroyed. 

Additional evidence that the host was responsible for spontaneous cure was 

offered by Mottram and Russ , in the fact that the same tumor emulsion gave rise to 

both growing and receding tumors, and Woglom's experience fully corroborated this. 

The host's attack probably begins at the margin of the growth. The prolonged 

conflict which ensues shows how closely balanced are the tenacity of the tumor cell 

and the curative forces of the organism, and explains the four types of neoplasa 

described by Mottram and Russ, and so thoroughly familiar to all who have had any 
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experience with transplantable new growths: (1), the "progressive" tlm.Or, which 

steadily increases in size; (2) the "retarded" tU110r, in which the growth rate grad

ually diminishes as the tumor increases in size; (3) the "oscillating" tumor, whi ch 

after reaching a certain size, oscillates between narrow limits for long peri ods of 

time; (4) the 11disappearing11 tumor. To these -may be added a fifth t ype, t hat which 

recedes until it seems about to disappear and then increases s t eadily in size again. 

Hypersusceptibility: 

According to Chambers and Russ i111DUnity seemed to follow when tumor cells died 

under conditions which insured intimate contact with an active circulat ion; hyper

susceptibility, on the other hand, when they were allowed to autolyze before i nocula

tion or ~e,;e subjected to conditions favot'ing_ rl:lpid aut_olysh, such as mechanica l dis

integration, washing with so-called physiological fluids, or increased temperatures 

(Woglom, 1929). 

COD1Dent: Thus in the treatment of human cancer it appears t hat the vascularity 

and permeability of the tissues in the tumor bed are of gr eat importance. It also 

would seem best not to destroy a tumor too fast by too aggres s ive toxin therapy or 

radiation, in order to produce the most effective i111DUni t y. 

Tumor IDlllUni ty 

Cleamsen (1938) discussed various methods which had been used up to that time 

in attempting to produce tumor immunity. 

"The power to induce resistance is possessed not only by tumor tissue but by 

practically all kinds of homologous tissue, except a few such as the lens of the eye, 

brain, or kidney (Itami, 1926). The aajority of investigat ors have held, however, 

that the tissue must be living. More recent investigators seem to indicate that this 

condition is not an absolute one. Thus Woglom (1933) succeeded in inhibiting the 

growth of rat tumor by mixing it, prior to inoculation , wi t h tumor cells which had 

sojourned for some days in the subcut aneous tissue of an i mmune rat. These cells had 

been killed by freezing and thawing; but Woglom will not deny the possibility that 

t he pr ot opl asm may s ti l l have been living. 
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Clemmsen noted that spleen, which is exceptionally effective in producing i111nunity, 

is very likely to cause infection, and the same is true for liver, which is less effec

tive. The most serviceable is fetal skin (Tsurumi, 1915), as it is easy to obtain in 

a sterile condition and readily produces a high degree of resistance. Itami (1926) 

believes that the skin of grown animals is just as powerful an inductor. 

Clemmsen noted that the lymphocytes and leukocytes possess protective power, as 

reported by Bashford, Murray and Haaland (1908). Washed erythrocytes will not induce 

resistance (Itaai, 1908). 

According to Bashford, Murray and Haaland (1908), the increase in resistance is 

greater the more nearly the inducing tissue and the indicator approach each other 

genetically. This agrees well with another observation they made: that the protection 

is stronger against the tU110r used to produce the inaunity - against which it is often 

absolute - than against any other tumor. The resistance-inducing quality is to a 

certain extent specific, and the consequence of this must be that to obtain the highest 

degree of inaunity possible, the same tumor should be used. (C011Dent: It is of interest 

to note that patients who have recovered from one type of neoplasm following toxin 

therapy, an acute concurrent infection or an acute inflm.atory or febrile episode, 

may develop some other type of cancer many years later. At least 46 such cases have 

been found, of which 26 proved fatal .) 

Clelll'!lsen stated that good producers of illlllUllity are often very rich in cells, 

but no single factor has been found to be the determining one for the power to induce 

resistance. The following seem to play a part: 1. the quantity used to induce immun

ity (successes more numerous when dose is reduced, though the reverse effect has also 

been noted); 2. In reimplantation the dosage is also important. A large graft may 

break down an increased resistance, which might have been proof against a lesser dose; 

but here the susceptibility of the inoculated tumor to the induced resistance is an 

important factor as well, since it varies considerably from one tumor strain to another. 

Woglom (1929) showed that certain transplantable tumors are able to defy the refractory 

state, and tumors are occasionally found against which no resistance seems to have 

any effect. If the vitality of the tumor has become reduced through exposure to heat 
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or radiation, its susceptibility to an iD111unity caused by living tissue is increased. 

That the cause of a tumor's regression must probably be within the host was shown 

by Woglom (1925), who found that Jensen's rat sarcoma even while regressing was able 

to produce growth on transplantation to normal animals. He found besides that the 

animals with regressing tumors were refractory against fresh inoculation, while such 

inoculation might give both positive and negative results in animals with growing tu

mors. From this he concluded that some animals are more readily iaaunized than others. 

(Comment: In studying over a thousand cases treated by toxin therapy, one finds that ... 
certain patients are more easily immunized than others.) 

As to the time when immunity begins, the consensus of opinion of the earlier in

vestigators seems to be four days after inoculation of the inductor, reaching a maximum 

12 days later, and lasting three weeks. (Wogiom mentions a period of as much as six 

months.) 

Clemmsen concluded: "It is natural to subscribe to the view held by Murphy (1913) 

and subsequently upheld by W.E. Bullock (1915), Tyzzer (1916) and Bittner (1931) that 

it would seem much more likely that there is a defensive mechanism whose strength and 

rapidity of action depends upon the degree of relationship, being more prompt and vio

lent. the more forei~ the thsue introduced." 

Tumor Transplantation and Exposure to X-ray: 

Clemmsen reviewed the literature and stated: "It thus seems justified to conclude 

that the general exposure to x-ray prior to inoculation lowers the resistance to im

planted homologous leukoses and tumors . If the resistance is particularly strong, such 

irradiation is not sufficient to produce a positive result by general exposure to x-ray. 

On the other hand, evidence has been adduced that makes it likely that a resistance 

induced in normal tissues may under certain circumstances be overcome by this same 

means, and that a resistance induced by tumor tissue may be temporarily overcome by 

exposure to x-ray. 11 

Demonstration of a Lowered Resistance against Heterotransplants as a Result of Exposure 

to X-ray: 

Clemmsen himself demonstrated that "Operative implantation of 6 - 8 ctgr. of 
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Crocker mouse sarcoma 180 from mice of a Bagg strain into 114 white and black and 

white rats previously irradiated with 460 - 575 r resulted in the development of 

tumors weighing as much as 15 grams and over. All the x-rayed rats that were alive 

on the 14th day after inoculation had nodules larger than the original graft. In the 

96 normal rats in the control, no similar phenomena were observed. The tumors event

ually recede, but the mortality of the rats is considerable as a result of radiation, 

especially in the second week. 

Serial Passage of Mouse Sarcoma 180 in X-rayed Rat~: 

Cle11m1sen found that he could keep tumor cells alive in x-rayed rats first for 

85 days and later for 55 days as proved by biological criteria (their subsequent suc

cessful reinoculation into mice.) 

It has thus for the first time been found possible to keep tumor cells alive in 

an x-rayed foreign host for a period longer than that which they are capable of sur

viving in a normal animal of foreign species. (Comment: These findings suggest that 

in treating patients with toxin therapy who have had preliminary radiation one should 

give more prolonged toxin therapy in order to destroy all viable cells, and overcome 

the immunosuppressive effects of radiation.) 

The Relation between Heterologous Tumor Immunity and Exposure to X-ray: 

Clemmsen then performed an experiment which showed that the growth of heterolo

gous tumors in x-rayed rats could be prevented by provoking tumor immunity: i.e. 

rats which had been previously iDDUnized by inoculations of mouse sarcoma 180, 44 to 

157 days prior to irradiation and reinoculation. It was found that in both normal and 

x-rayed rats inoculation of mouse sarcoma 180 develops considerable resistance, that 

is, "the growth of heterologous tumors in x-rayed rats can be prevented by provoking 

tumor immunity." Clemmsen surmised that the x-ray effect merely delays the process 

whereby an org•nism defends itself against cancer. 

The Respective Effect of X-Radiation Before and After Transplantation: 

Clemmsen concluded that his experiments indicated that x-rays have the effect of 

inhibiting the self-imaunization temporarily, provided the exposure takes place very 

shortly before transplantation, but that if i1111lUnity has become fully developed (44 
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to 153 days after · inoculation), the exposure to x-ray has no effect on imunity. 

(Co111Dent: These findings are significant as they relate to the use of radiation in 

cancer patients who are to receive toxin therapy. Many case histories have been found 

which clearly indicate that when toxins are given first and thus are able to strengthen 

whatever natural immunity already exists by causing necrosis and absorption of tumor 

tissue, subsequent radiation is apparently enhanced (complete regression of radio

resistant tumors). However, if heavy radiation is given first, and the inaunity of 

the patient is thus suppressed subsequent toxin therapy does not appear to be nearly 

as effective as in patients who have had no radiation.) 

Histological Investigations into the Interrelation Between Heterologous Tumor 

IlllllUnity and Exposure to X-ray: 

The early investigations on i1111lUnity to heterologous tumors are few and contra

dictory in results. They are, however, closely connected with the so-called "lyapho

cyte theory." 

Clemmsen then reviewed the work of DaFano (1912) who found that with inoculation 

of homologous tissue, lymphocytes will gather in great nuabers around any such graft 

capable of provoking tumor i111BUnity, while dead tissue, which has no corresponding 

immunizing effect, does not call forth a similar cellular reaction. When an inocula

tion is repeated in an animal already i111DUnized the said reaction does not appear. 

From this experiment DaFano concluded that the intimate connection of the lymphocytes 

with the immune process aust be practically certain. 

His observation gave rise to a rather extensive literature. (See Wogloa, 1929, 

and Murphy, 1926 for references). Murphy and his group elaborated the theory of the 

important part played by the lymphocytes in the matter of tumor i111DUnity. Thus, they 

maintained that under certain conditions where the organism is poor in lymphocytes, 

either locally or generally, a decreased resistance is observed both to homologous and 

and heterologous tumors. On the other hand, an increase of cell division in the lym

phoid centers (spleen, nodes) indicating a stimulation of the lymphatic system, was 

observed after inoculation of tumors into imaunized or naturally resistant mice; and 

the resistance could be increased still further by stimulation with small doses of 
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x-ray, or by injection of small doses of olive oil. Moreover, Murphy claimed it was 

possible to increase the resistance to spontaneous tU110rs. 

It was further pointed out, in support of the lymphocyte theory, that tuaors with 

an abundant peripheral zone of lymphocytes often grow slowly, and aetastasize late, and 

that a corresponding relation between the fate of the graft and the degree of lyaphatic 

reaction is found in transplanted tuaors. 

Cleansen stressed that "heterologous tumor iaaunity is the result of self iaauni

zation provoked by the transplant." 

Both heterologous and homologous tumor immnity can be reduced one step by pre

exposure of the organism to x-ray. However, when manifest (complete) heterologous 

inaunity has become mobilized, it cannot be influenced by radiation, i.e., it is so 

strong that it cannot be broken down, or it is not susceptible to x-ray action. Or 

heterologous resistance may contain two elements, an x-ray susceptible, which accounts 

for resistance during the first two weeks after the primary inoculation and an x-ray 

resistant, which provides the necessary defense after that time and under subsequent 

inoculations. 

Clemmsen then reported on his experiments on mouse sarcoma 180, in nor■al rats, 

imunized rats, x-rayed rats (520 r) and normal rats. Group N: Normal Bats: 24 hours 

after transplantation there is marked degeneration of the nuclei of the graft, and · 

numerous polymorphonuclear leukocytes invade it. At the periphery, tUIIOr cells of 

n•raal appearance are mixed with lymphocytes and monocytes, from which they are easily 

distinguished by their large nuclei. The whole graft is surrounded by an exudate com

posed of lymphocytes and monocytes as well as poly■orphonuclear leukocytes, among which 

are many eosinophils. Some proliferation of the tumor cells is seen during 4 to 6 

days, but soon these cells are surrounded by ly,iphocytes and monocytes, and after six 

days the graft becomes necrotic and encapsulated. 

Group 1 1 lllmunized Jlatss First day: In contrast to the above, all tumor cells are 

degenerate. The graft ii invaded by polymorphonuclear leukocytes, a siailar peripheral 

exudate is present. From the fourth day, infiltration of 110nonuclear1 is seen, and 

the graft is enclosed in a capsule, which during the second week shows no alterations. 
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Group X, X-rayed Rats: "From the beginning, this group is distinguished by a compara

tively great number of tumor cells of normal appearance. During the growth and sub

sequent retrogression of sarcoma 180 in x-rayed rats, 1110nonuclear reaction is very 

slight or entirely absent, and cannot be considered to play any significant part." 

Group I plus X, lmunized and Subsequently X-rayed Rats: First and second day: tumor 

cells degenerated, and the center of the graft is invaded by polyaorphonuclear leuko

cytes, the same as in ianunized rats. In the surrounding exudate are a few cells, 

mostly polymorphonuclear leukocytes. The chief characteristics of this group are the 

rapid death of the sarc011a cells and the absence of mononuclear reaction. 

Clemmsen concluded that the i11111Unity to heterotransplants does not depend solely 

on the round cell reaction in any of the ways that DaFano and Murphy based their theory. 

Cleaasen concluded that other factors operate together with the mononuclear reaction: 

thus, that part of the organism's defense which is susceptible to x-ray is connected 

with the cellular reaction and exerts its energy during the first two weeks after the 

transplantation; while after that time a defense is set up which is independent of the 

cellular reaction and insusceptible to x-ray. (Cleansen, 1938. He gives several. pages 

of bibliography.) Colaent: These experiments suggest that in treating cancer patients, 

we should attempt to stimulate the resistance first, by toxin therapy, and then it 

may be advisable to use small doses of x-ray therapy, thus utilizing the destructive 

action of radiation without the danger of reducing the patient's existing iaaunity or 

hastening the development of aetastases. Clemmsen's work seems to suggest the dis

advantages of preliainary radiation, prior to surgery or toxins. There are several 

cases on record of patients in whom preliminary acute infection occurred, or toxin 

therapy was given, and later x-ray was administered. These patients showed a surprising 

response to the radiation, and recovered completely even when the tumor was a radio

resistant type, and the prognosis had appeared entirely hopeless. 
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Touraine and Duperrat (1938), in a paper on the spontaneous cure of cancer, stated 

that the French medical public was not sufficiently familiar with this phenoaenon. 

They believed that Lo■er (1903) was the first to publish an iaportant work on 20J cases 

of regression of cancer. A considerable nuaber of these were inoperable cancers of 

the uterus which were cauterized. Some of them lacked microscopic confiraation of the 

diagnosis. 

Further cases were assembled by Kohr (1903), Gaylord and Clowes (1906), Handley 

(1909), and especially Theilhaber and Edelberg (1913). 

In 1918 Rohdenberg reviewed the question and analyzed 302 cases of cure or spon

taneous regression of which 192 appeared unequivocal. To that study, which has since 

been regarded as a classic, have been added others of less importance. Beck and de 

Courcy readily adait that this phenomenon does occur, and stress its great interest. 

Beck (1933) reported in the Traite de Jadassohn: "One can affira that there are 

spontaneous cures of skin cancers. Both clinically and histologically, one has proofs 

of the arrest of their vitality proceeding to spontaneous cure. 

French oncologists accept this cure, but consider it as being very rare. Ken,

trier ■ade a critical study of the published cases and regarded only 148 of Rohdenburg'• 

as definitive. Be regarded their nu■ber as being of importance. ''Moreover, their 

interpretation is supported by histological and experimental studies. cases of spon

taneous regression are coaaon in the history of experimental cancer of aice. 11 

As to its rarity, Bashford believed it occurred once in 100,000 case,. In any 

event, it is poesible that it is less exceptional. Certain cancers aay reaain unrec

ognized and aay have regressed spontaneously before they were apparent. This hypoth

esis rests on certain observations of case• in which no priaary tuaor could be found, 

but lyapWnode ■etastases developed. (Butlin, Williaas, Sezary, etc.) In such cases 
! 

the priaary tumors must have been absorbed. 

1. Clinical Types of Regression: 

Complete cure implies the disappearance, more or less rapid, of all the neoplastic 

tissue. In addition to the cases assembled by Frauchiger (1929), Rohdenburg (1918) as

sembled 20 cases of skin cancers. Godfrey (1910) published a case of inoperable cancer 
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of the base of the tongue, the tonsil, and the pharynx, verified histologically. 

The patient was sent hoae to die and the only treataent was to wa1h his aouth. The 

tumor entirely disappeared, leaving supple ,car tissue; ·traced 18 aonths. 

Other even more striking cases have been published of cancer of the skin with 

biopsy, not only of the neoplasm, but of the scar ti1sue after regression took place 

(Ferguson Smith, Neageli)(1897). 

There is partial cure when the cancer di1appears in one area at the 1aae tiae 
,,, 

that it develops in another. A good exaaple of this was given by Ducuing in his Precis 

de Canc,rologie: an infiltrating basal cell epithelioma of the lower lip, which healed 

itself along the lower edge while progressing on the upper side. It appeared to be 

completely healed several tiaes, finally a "colloidal shock, 11 produced. by a subcutan

eous injection of ailk, cured it again. 

In a patient of Nicholas, Massia and Weigert, a spindle cell epithelioaa of the 

back of the hand healed in its central area and was replaced by scar tis1ue. The s•e 

thing occurred in a case of spindle cell epitheli011& of the loins observed by Dorffel. 

Shaw Dunn and F. Smith (1934) also verified the process of cicatrization histologi

cally in an analagous personal case. 

Soaetiaes the primary tuaor disappear, completely, although the aetastases pro

liferate. Walsh published a case of breast cancer of two years' duration in which the 

patient died of cerebral metastases. At autopsy he found that the priaary tuaor had 

completely disappeared. Peterson and Col.aers resected a cancer of the pylorus but had 

to leave ■any cancerous nodules. The patient died 18 aonths later of intestinal obstruc

tion due to .an umbilical hernia. At autopsy the cancer nodules had disappeared, although 

there were so■e hepatic ■etastases. 

The opposite has also occurred: while metastases are absorbed, the primary tumor 

continues to increase in size. Theilhaber and Edelberg (1913) noted how often tumor 

cells penetrate by breaking into the veins and the lyaphatics and are seen in the cir

culating blood (Goldmann, Schaid, Borrel, etc.), and yet how few of these eaboli produce 

metastases which actually grow. Schmid has studied the proces1 of regres1ion of these 

cancerous eaboli in the lungs, a process he bas observed in 15 out of 41 cases of 
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various types of cancer. Handley has seen four cases of spontaneous fEacture of bony 

metastases. Though all these patients ultiaately died of their cancers, the fractures 

had consolidated and the bone metastases had disappeared. Theilhaber and Schuchardt 

have reported that at a second laparotomy, they found complete disappearance of cancer-
t-i,"---t h~cl., 

ous nodules in the peritoneum developed in the course of ovarian or gastric carcinoma. 
A 

In other cases there is a temporary regression: the tuaor disappears without 

apparent reason, only to recur. Osler'• case, one year after aastectoay:, for breast 

cancer, had paraplegia and metastases in the sternua, right eye, and in the pleura. 
c;.,.-.cl., 

Two years later all these had disappeared, and she even regained her eyesight returned 

to her former occupation .· . The cure was only temporary, and she later died of cancer. 

It is not absolutely exceptional to observe in a cachectic cancer patient com

plete>rapid disappearance, in a few days, of all or almost all the tumors. Their re

appearance a few days later slightly precedes death. This curious "eclipse" was 

reported by Rohdenberg. A generalized lymphosarcoma, of six aonths' duration, disap

peared the night of February 6, 1917. A week later the lymph nodes regained their 

original size, and death occurred on March 5, 1917. Schkarin,and Mackay (1907) 

published similar cases. 

One must also consider the extraordinarily slow progress of certain cases. 

Handley observed a case of breast cancer which in 28 years had had periods of pro

longed arrest, during which metastases disappeared. 

Discussion: In all the preceding cases the regression of the neoplaas is unequivocal; 

they were reported by observers of recognized experience and honesty, either clinically, 

or anatomically in the course of a second operation or autopsy. 

One must remember, in evaluating the size of malignant tumors, the importance, 

sometimes marked, of the pericancerous inflamatory reaction. Cleanliness, palli•tive 

intervention, internal aedication (anti-syphilitic treatment, opotherapy, lecithin, 

antiseptics, etc.), often suffice to cause the enonaous swelling to disappear. One 

should only consider as unequivocal cases in which there is microscopic proof of 

malignancy. 
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Many investigators question the histological findings or else they consider that 

if a tumor regresses spontaneously it cannot really be malignant. This latter ob- · 

jection Touraine and Duperrat felt to be unwarra.nted. 

2. Conditions of Spontaneous Regression. All cases were excluded in which .the can

cer had been directly attacked by surgery, radium or injections of radioactive salts. 

a. Local circwastances: In a first group of cases, there was no local interven

tion whatever, not even biopsy. (Godfrey's case cited above) This was true of cer

tain skin cancers in which the clinical findings were sufficient to confirm the diag

nosis of epithelioma: Wise, Tauber, Goldman, Balban. 

Incomplete Surgical Reaoval: Sometimes a siaple biopsy to confirm the diag

nosis. Rohdenburg's case presented a non-ulcerated spindle-cell epithelioaa of the 

exteraal palpebral angle. A biopsy caused a violent hemorrhage which required a 

ligature. The tUIIOr rapidly flattened around the seventh day. A pneuaonia caused 

death five weeks later. Serial sections confirmed the disappearance of the e·pithe

lioma, found at biopsy. 

Cusani's patient had a deep ulcerated spindle cell epithelioaa of the dorsal 

surface of the foot. The only treatment consisted of sterile dressings. Clinical 

cure was c011plete in six months, and was verified by two or more biopsies. Shaw 

Dunn and F. Smith's case was similar, the site being Scarpa's triangle. 

Soaetiaes incomplete removal was done because the tumor was too extensive •or too 

adherent to the adjacent tissues. This was true in many cancers of the pylorus or 

the uterus, assembled by Rohdenburg, Theilhaber and Edelberg. Schuchardt's case is 

cited, where a partial resection of an advanced gastric cancer was done, leaving the 

disseminated peritoneal metastases and chyliform ascites. Two years later the pa

tient died of pleurisy. Post mortem revealed no ascites and no peritoneal metastases. 

In certain cases of cancer.of the pylorus or intestine an "o~ration de deriva

tion" was practiced. Czerny published 11 such cases in which the patients survived 

from 2 to 14 years. Chevrier and Dalsace reported a case of a female, age 52 years, 

who had a gastroenterostomy in January 1930, for a juxta~pyloric tuaor of the pos

terior wall of the stomach, 4 cm. in diameter. On June 14, 1930, a second laparo

toay was performed and revealed that the tumor had disappeared. Palpation revealed 
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a little glandular nodule which did not infiltrate beyond the muscularis mucosa. 

Sometimes the intervention is limited to a surgical laparotomy (Williaas, Boldt 

(1908), Rohdenburg (1918), etc.) In Clarke's case, an inoperable canc,r of the stomach 

wida metastases to the mesenteric lymph nodes.., the patient remained in perfect health · 

nine years later. 

Finally, an inoperable cancer was often treated only partially by cauterization, 

with or without curettage. Regression or cure was noted in -such cases by Chrobak 

(1905), Lomer (1903), Liek (1928), Prochownik, Weindler (1907), Frankel (1901, 1905), 

Scroder, and many other cited by Theilhaber. The authors cited one such case of 

Delbanco's in which a cancer of. the breast was incompletely removed by electrocautery. 

In a third group of cases, regression of cancer followed local infection. We 

have long known of cases of tuaora which have completely diasppeared following ery

sipelas: epithelioma of the skin~ ·Coley (1893), de Gaetano (1903), Jersild, R~ding 

(1928), etc.; breast cancer:. , Czerny (1907), Papadopoulou, etc.; testicle and sar

coaa, -Bolognino (1907-08); lyaphosarcoaa,-Watson (1902), etc. In all the cases ery

sipelas was accompanied by high and prolonged fever. The cures thus obtained aay be 

considered as definitive since some of the patients were followed 20 years. 

The voluntary inoculation of streptococcus was done by Kleeblatt (1890), in an 

inoperable lymphosarcoaa of the ear and by Coley (1891, 1893) in a sarcoma of the 

neck. In these two cases the results were favorable and Coley'• pat,ent remained 

without recurrence eight years later. 

b. General Circumstances: These have been carefully analyzed by Thielhaber and 

Edelberg (1913) and by Rohdenburg (1918). These authors and also Lomer have assem

bled certain cases where the regression of a cancer appeared to be associated with 

a high fever lasting several days. Whether this temperature was due to small poxJ 

· Riffel (1901); pneumonia) 'Kutzner· ,1889); malaria., Loeffler· (1901)., Avromovici. .(1907): 

acute tuberculosis; ·sigg {1891); or suppuration at a distanceJ Perrin· {1891). The 

condition needed seemed to be the fever during several days. 

Such conditions are difficult to achieve artificially even if lysates, vaccines 

or hot air are used - tlle authors had not discovered any one who had used diatheray. · 
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"Rohdenburg noted that one of these cases, a female age 37, (in which laparotomy had 

revealed an enormous mass on the lateral wall of the pelvis, and microscopic examina

tion showed it to be a fibrosarcoma) developed a very painful sciatica following 

operation, for which she was given "hot air baths." To the surprise of all, the pa

tient recovered completely. She died 20 years later of uremia, and a careful autopsy 

revealed not a single cancer nodule." 

These reports nevertheless, do not perait more general conclusions. The oppo

site may occur: one has seen certain cancers progress more rapidly under the in

fluence of fevers. Brisset has observed on two occasions, that a lymphangitis of 

the hand and arm had precipitated a recurrence of cancers of the breast. In another 

case, it played a~ JBrt in a larse recurrence on the surface after a grippt pleuro

pneumonia. In one case of Nicolas, et al., a breast cancer which had been heavily 

irradiated, the general health remained excellent until a lobar pneU1110nia developed 

with fever, which was followed by 11lymphangitic cancerization of the skin." 

In two especially curious cases, one had the impression that the regression of 

the tumors (temporarily) was associated with absorption of exudates. Tllli first such 

case, a scirrhus of the breast, MacKay operated in 190_4, and it soon recurred. In 

1906 the patient was cachectic and presented a pleurisy and a voluminous metastatic 

mass in the opposite axilla. In a few days the pleural exudate was entirely ab

sorbed, the cough, the dysphagia and the axillary metastases all disappeared. This 

amelioration was only temporary, as the patient died three weeks later. (MacKay, 1907) 

The second better known case (Hodenpyl, 1910) had multiple recurrences of breast 

cancer with metastases to the liver and chylifora ascites; nevertheless, four years 

later there remained only the ascites. This fluid was injected into cancer-bearing 

mice and cured them. Hodenpyl then had the idea of treating 47 cancer patients with 

these same injections. _He observed the tumors diminish in volume and noted that 

the injections were followed by local reactions at the site of the neoplastic masses, 

redness, sensitivity, and tumefaction. 

These cases have raised the problem of the therapeutic action of cytolsins. 

Furthermore, one must note the existence of se(ous effusions, often mentioned in 
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the observations on spontaneous regressions of cancers. 

The role of pregnancy on tumors is disputed. It seems that i n t he great majority 

of cases it aggravates the disease, . and reciprocally, its termination aay be favor

able. Jahr (1894) obaerved a sarc011a of the axilla, with numerou• metastases , r a

pidly progress in a pregnant woman. Following therapeutic abortion , all the t11110rs 

disappeared. 

In other observations, artificial menopause helped cause r egressi on of the tu

mors (Pearce . Gould). 

Certain reports indicat·e that severe hemorrhages may exert a very f avor able i n

fluence , and may even be followed by "unexpected cures". (Lamer , Kaltenbach and 

Leopold , Theilhaber) 

Finally , in other cases, the resorption of malignant tumors occurred a fter di

verse internal medication, without any local treatment of the tumor. 

When epithelioma develops in a syphilitic lesion or in an old syp•ilitic case, 

specific treatment may cause amelioration and even rapid cures . A patient of Tou

raine and Solente presented syphilitic ulcers on the palm of the hand, which several 

histol ogic examinations proved to be spindle cell epithelioma. An energetic aixed 

treatment with arsenic and mercury was followed by an amelioration from the fifth 

day, a cure which wa•maintained three years later. Limouzi's patient had a vast 

ulceration of the nose and upper lip of six months' dur ation. The serological reac

t ions were strongly positive for syphilis, but biopsy revealed spindle cell epithe

lioma (confirmed by several pathologists). Mixed treatment with arsenic and bismuth 

produced a complete cure which was ■aintained two year s later. The observations of 

Kolopp, Levy, Franckel, and Touraine are almost identical: cancers of the face, 

verified histologically, were completely cured by specifi c t reatment. Injections of 

bismuth alone caused the regression of the vegetations of a spindle cell epithelioaa 

reported by Pinard. 

It is evident that, interesting though they are, t hese cases do not permit a 

general i zation. One would be in grave error to attack all cancers by antisyphilitic 

t reatment. 
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0ne has, nevertheless, often noted that a series of injections of cyanide of 

aercury produces a diminution of the neoplastic masses and a decrease in their ad

herence to the surrounding tissues. But this diminution ia only temporary, and can 

only be used to facilitate surgical removal. 

Other internal medications against cancer have frequently been extolled. Juster, 

Cailliau and Huerre are said to have obtained cures in diverse cancers of the face 

with injections of lecithin into the tumor or at a distance. Werner (1912) is said 

to have done so with choline, Clay with turpentine, Liebreich with cantharides, Behla 

with lysol, Zeller with silicic acid, Burov with calcium chloride, Delbet with mag

nesium salts, others with colloidal metals (copper, selenium, etc.) Yeast extracts 

have given important ameliorations~ 

The results from these diverse therapeutic methods are, nevertheless, irregular. 

One would not be able to generalize. 

3. Histologic Ttpes of Cancers that are Spontaneously Curable: Rohden~rg's 

study (1918) on 102 cases lists 1S9 epithelioaa (squamous cell, pavement cell or 

parenchymatous); 2 endothelioma, 24 sarcoma, 7 chorioepithelioaa. Of 14 cases of 

skin epithelioma, histologically proven, and spontaneously curable, which Touraine 

and Duperrat had assembled, 11 were squamous cell and 3 basal cell. 

Among the epitheliomas, soae have a very special appearance, and all surgeons 

have seen papillary ovarian carcinomas with numiaEous peritoneal metastases, regress 

markedly after laparotomy, to the point of sometimes giving the impression of cure. 

Flesch published an excellent case in 1927. 

All types of sarcomas have been observed, and also malignant melanoma has pre

sented an atypical evolution which was benign or slow. (Handley~(--1906, 190~, Matthews 

-.(1915). 

Finally, the spontaneous regression of choriocarcinoma does not seem to be 

exceptionally rare. In a r ecent case of Remzi and Erez in a female age 25, hemorr

hage was so persistent that laparotomy was necessary to ligate the hypogastric ar

teries, but this proved impossible because of the presence of choriocarcinoma veri

fied microscopically. A year later the patient's cure remained complete, and was 
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verified histologically. Roble (1902), Marchand (189S), Boraann (1904), von Franque 

(1903) all observed unhoped-for regressions in this type of tuaor and even of its 

aetastases. 

4. Histological Process of Spontaneous cure: The coaparative studi es of tuaor s 

healed by radiation and especially cancers of aaillals 6uite often spontaneously cura

ble) permit one to understand the histologic process of spontaneous regressions of 

certain cancers. 

Even though the phenoaena observed in man and in animals is not exactly i den

tical, the detailed study of Roussy and Leroux (1922) on experimental tar cancer s 

has a great value for clarifying the mechanisa of cure in aan. 

The cancers in the process of regression are surrounded at the s t art by a granu

lation tissue which is fonaed by "leukocytic infil tratea", especially COIIPOH d of 

lyaphocytes , but also of plasma cells, giant cells and macrophages or vacuolar cells 

of Renaud and Lecroix. 

It is not rare to encounter, in addition, capillary lesions of which the endo

theliua aay even be thrombosed. It is to this that Wogloa accords the principle 

role in spontaneous regression. 

Later this granulation tissue is .progressively invaded by a sclerotic reaction , 

which usually starts at the center of a neoplastic ■ass, mor e rarely at the periphery. 

'Jacobsthal· (1907); Shaw Dunn -0.934). It produces a strong surcharge of stroma by 

thick bands of collagenous tissue, sometimes associated with hyperplasia of the elas

tic fibers, more often accompanied by abundant vascular new growths and by thrombosis 

of the lymphatics (Renaud and Barjon). The sclerotic tissue dissociates the eplthe

lioaatous masses, fragmenting thea into islands. On contact t he cancer cells soae

times undergo an early horny maturation, while the central cel l s remai n undifferen

tiated. There results an aspect inverse to that of horny pearls, with axial kerati 

zination. This peripheral keratizination represents the pr i ncipal manifeatation of 
c..tit\ L''-\C 

the process of cure for Shaw Dunn and F. Smith (1934). In other cases, certain can-

cer cells show hyaline degenration" ( Proescl1,_er ___ O'f'.t Follmann~or 
~ ~, ,., r..,_ _,.~t~ L.'-\ -------~v-4 . -·· ---- ·· -

by cal cification Wells (190tJ); Beck \193~: Rohdenburg (1918). 

a necrosis followed 
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But the order in which these diverse processes occur is not always easy to es 

tablish. Does sclerosis occur because a cancer is "sick" or does the cancer regress 

because the sclerosis progresses? There is a debated question to which i t would, 

seem that we may give a second answer. 

5. Preliminary Remarks on Pathogenesis: To what may we attribute this complete re

versal in the evolution of tuaors which usually continue to grow? Certain cancers 

have regressed under the influence of local circ\1118tances, i.e., simple biopsy or 

partial resection. In these cases, the death of the cancer cells may be due to iscb

emia~ Rohdenburg (1918) gives an example of an epithelioaa of the face which be cured . 

I n cases where severe local infection occurred the process had the effect of 

caus i ng purulent necrosis of all the tumor and thus effected a veritable exeresis._ 

If the infection is DlOre benign, it produces infiltration of the cancer tissue by 

lymphocytes. Ribber t (1911), Bayer (1910), Da Fano (1910, 1912), Murphy (1926), 

Rubens-Duval (1914), etc. , believe that lymphocytes have a destructive act ion on can

cer cells, and this action appears to be confirmed by certain experimental studies. 

When the regress i on of a t\JIIIOr occurs under the i nfluence of "general circum~ 

stances," i . e., systemic effects, its explanation is even more diffi cult. 

One has asked if simple general anesthesia may provoke a disequilibrium of lipid 

metabol i sm or of the sympathetic nervous system. Gaylord and Simpson do not admit 

that this can be the case, for they have observed experimentally t hat the disease 

progressed after inhalation anesthesia. 

The role of fever appears less negligible. One has observed that when a laparo

tomy was followed by amelioration of the cancer, it was precisely when it was accom

panied by a temperature which remained high for some time. 

Perhaps fever act~, as some think in the United States, in provoki ng local thr om

b~sis favored by the hyperinosemia and the hyperviscosity of t he .bl ood in feverso 

Perhaps also the modifications in the acid-base equilibrium should be taken into ac

count. Cancer patients are often alkalotic. a,ding has noted a s light tempor ary 

acidosis in a case of cancer of- the cheek cured after erysipelas. In the same way 

does a normal or slightly augmented cal cium content , succeeding t o t he habitual hypo-
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calcemia of cancer patients, constitute a favorable element? 

One knows also that the metabolism of hydrates of carbon, and especially of 

sterols, is disturbed in cancer. The sterols comprise in addition to sterol and 

vitamin D the majority of the sex hoI'IIOnes. The action of these hoI'IIOnes on cancer 

has been the subject of studies that are frequently contradictory. Sannie and Al-

phandery devoted a recent general review to the subject. 
; 

Sezary noted that injections 

of a testicular extract very often are followed by marked relief of pain, a cleansin1 

and diminution of cancers of the skin, the tongue and of lymph node metastaus of 

adenosarcomas. In other patients folliculin (estrone) appeared to give the best re~ 

sults: one also recognizes the action "frenatrice" of castration, the stillulating 

action of the extracts of genital glands, the inhibitory role of insulin on the growth 

of sarcoma. By injections of estrogen, Lacassagne produced adenocarcinoma of the 

breast in male mice. 

The authors then called attention to the hypothesis of catalysins, of cytolysins 

raised by Hodenpyl (1910) and De Courcy (1933) and not verified. The theory of in-

· flmaation attributes the fact that young people are less often subject to cancer to 

the fact that their organism is capable of intense inflamatory reactions. Lohmann 

(1931) has actually demonstrated that cells of epithelioma can survive a certain 

length of time in the body fluids of the organism and in the physiological serum, but 

that they die very quickly when placed in the exudate produced by vesication. 

Finally, Dustin devoted himself to the difficult study of the action cf the pro

ducts of necrotic cancer cells on the remaining neoplastic cells. He admits that these 

necrotic products may play a catalytic role dangerous at first, later useful. Rubens· 

Duval (1930) thinks that in this way slowly but progressively, i111DUnity to cancer is 

acquired. 

The spontaneous cure of cancer is thus possible, even in a very advanced stage. 

Certainly, this eventuality seems to be very exceptional and could not in any way modi

fy the prognosis and the treatment of the disease. 

Nevertheless, the question is important theoretically, because it iaplies that 

the evolution of cancer is not always or absolutely fatal. 
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It has also a great practical interest, for it proves that, in certain local or 

systemic circumstances, regression and even cure of certain malignant tumors have 

been obtained. Thus are indicated various avenues in which future studies may be di

r ected . (Touraine and Duperrat, 1938 - they gave 25 references) 
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As regards spontaneous regression of various tumors, Ewing (1940) states that 

'spontaneous absorption of implanted tU110rs was first recorded by Loeb, and its com

parative frequency and the increased resistance to re-inoculation were emphasized es

pecially by Clowes and Baeslack (1905-1906) ••• The histologic changes in regressing 

tumors vary widely ••• Phagocytic processes by mononuclear cells are frequently ob• 

served (Gaylord, Clowes and Bashford). In angioaa they may occur "as a result of con

traction of the capsule, thrombosis, inflanmation or ulceration, or a cure .may be af

fected by continuous pressure, ligature of the vessels o~ excision. Very slight in

terference may be sufficient. Intercurrent diseases or cachexia may initiate the re

gression." (p. 256) In giant cell tumor of bone he stated that "spontaneous cure 

is sometimes observed, but the natural termination is death from hemorrhage and in

fection, after the growth has reached large dimensions (and caused much destruction 

of bone". (p. 318) ••• "There is little tendency to spontaneous regression in the 

average case, and yet not a few records exist of a spontaneous cure, some after frac

ture". {p. 147) 

Ewing stated that a remarkable feature of juvenile nasopharyngeal fibroma at

tested by many observers was its tendency to complete spontaneous regression after 

partial removal (Bensch, Grunwald, Konig, Bruns, Zarniko). "This seems to occur 

chiefly toward the end of the period when the tumor may develop, i.e. the 25th year. 

There is thus illustrated a form of natural ianunity •••• 11 {p. 180-181) 

In Kaposi's sarcoma he noted that spontaneous cures have been reported. (p. 281) 

As regards lymphosarcoma he'noted that "Not a few cases have been reported as 

cured •••• Ruff (1906) baa collected a series of more recent reports illustrating the 

regression of lymphosarcoma after infectious diseases and irradiation. Koschier (1910) 

reports regression of a tonsillar growth after removal of a portion of tissue for 

diagnosis, followed by a recurrence in the abdomen. Longcope reports the complete 

spontaneous disappearance of extensive lymphosarcomatous tumors followed by death 

from asthenia. 11 (p. 423). 

Spontaneous changes and regression may occur in congenital tumors such as neuro

blastoma and other tumors of the sympathetic system. 
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As regards cystic ovarian tumors, Ewing states that "as a rule they are of mod

erate malignancy and slow growth. Calcification is a striking feature of the epithe

lial elements in certain tumors, mainly those of the serous type and marked papil l ary 

structure. It indicates a limited degree of growth capacity and a tendency to spon

taneous regression. {p.648) ••• Spontaneous regression is a remarkable feature observed 

in a well-attested group of cases. These are usually of the papillary type and low 

grade malignancy; often exhibiting calcification in the primary growth. The process 

has been described in detail by Troschel, Bunm, Freund, Fraenkel, Pfannenstiel and 

ot hers. The regressing nodule is found enclosed in fibrin, granulation tissue and 

mult iplying endothelium, which cuts off nutrition, leaving a flat scar. A very long 

observation is required before regression may be assumed, since recurrences have been 

noted after from 15 to 21 years {Malcolm, Opitz, Pozzi), and in the line of incision 

after 21 years (Olshausen). 

"Spontaneous cure is observed with certain tumors under pecul i ar condi tions •••• 

Inflammat ion about the borders of, or in the body of the tumor, seems to cause occa

sional extrusion of certain sarcoid growths of the .skin (Randolph Watson). Accidental 

infection by erysipelas has been followed by spontaneous regression of sarcomas •••• 

A local 01' general inmunity seems to be the only explanation of an incr easing list of 

spontaneous cures of highly malignant tumors. 

''Most of these cures are only partial. Among them are sarcomas , squamous epithe

liomas , and adenocarcinomas. 11 

He then cites the cases of Tripier, Kaposi, Reichel, Shepherd and Watson, and 

added : "Some of the cures have followed persistent recurrence after oper ation." In 

the de rmatological literature there is a considerable list of spontaneous cures of 

cutaneous sarcomas. 

Spontaneous recovery from choriocarcinoma belongs in a special category owing to 

the peculiar relations of this tumor. In 15 cases this process has been kniinm to re

gress after the occurrence of pulmonary or vaginal metastases, in three of which nei

ther ut erus nor vaginal nodules were removed. In seven other cases recovery followed 

partial r emoval. 
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The spontaneous disappearance of multiple implantations of abdominal tumors has 

been recorded by many authors. These cases have been reviewed by Taylor and Alsop 

(1932), who add five cases of their own. They find that the regression occurs with 

papillary adenocarcinomas of ovary, especially in young subjects, endometriosis and · 

pseudomyxoma. In many cases a partial removal of the tumor was accomplished at oper

ation. 

He then discusses cases of breast cancer in which improvement or regression occu

rred apparently spontaneously, noting that in MacKay's case (1907) improvement was co

incidental with absorption of pleural exudate, and added: "I have followed several 

very resistant cases which were marked by continuous ascites, sometimes chyliform." 

Hodenpyl (1910). 

He then cites the two extensive catalogues of the cases of supposed spontaneous 

cures of malignant tumors reported in the literature by Lomer (1903) and Rohdenburg 

(1918). Ewing concluded: ''With very few exceptions these cases fail to furnish sat

isfactory evidence that an established malignant tumor actually did disappear spon~an

eously. Some event usually happens which may account for the disappearance of the 

tumor. Rohdenburg finds that this event is usually an incomplete surgical operation 

or some rather severe febrile disturbance. 11 (Ewing, 1940). 

Self Healing Epitheliomas 

Charteris (1943) reported on five cases of aultiple self healing epitheliom.ata 

occurring in a family in Scotland: The patient, his father and three of his five sons. 

Finally the patient died of rapid and extensive recurrence of his anal lesion, at the 

age of 72, nearly 50 years after the first lesion appeared. 

In discussing this case and those of th.e: three sons who were similarly affected, 

Charteris noted: "Capacity for healing was obvious in all ••• for a certain time, as 

evidenced by the many scars, but it failed eventually in the case of the parent, and 

was feeble or abseat in the case of th~ sons by the time they came under observation ••• 

Almost all the lesions appeared on the exposed surface of the body but there ia no ob

vious physical or occupational cause to account for this except for the possibility 
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that normal ultraviolet radiation may play some part. 

"All who deal with malignant tumors are aware of the very different grades of bio

logical activity met with even in one class, as is well known in the case of carcinoma 

of the tongue, and they would probably agree that the body mechanisms of defense and 

healing play a part in modifying the course of tumor growth. This is seen to an exag

gerated degree in such cases as have been described and so it is suggested that a more 

intimate study of these patients might be of some value. lncrea•iag knowledge of de

fense and healing processes might carry with it possibilities of their artificial 

stimulation, and it is conceivable that this might be of value in the therapeutic 

field." (Charteris, 1951) 

Spontaneous Regression 

Huth (1952) made a detailed analysis of spontaneous regression and remission in 

leukemias and cancer. He asks whether from the clinical observation of spontaneous 

remissions a plan of treatment could be developed. He states that this question was 

first asked by Busch in 1866, and then later by Lassar, Fehleisen, Coley and others. 

All of these used methods available at their time. Huth, therefore, proposed to in

vestigate this question in the light of modern research. 

Spontaneous remissions were mainly observed in skin cancer. All authors denied 

that this was really completely spontaneous without some outside help, but believed 

that there is a possibility of partial spontaneity; e.g., M.B. Schmidt (1903) and Ceelen 

described destruction of embolic lung metastases. Borst assumed that cells circulating 

in the blood were continuously destroyed. Konjetzny (1918) observed destruction in 

the omentum of metastases from gastric cancer. Therefore, it seems that there are 

powers of resistance to cancer in the body, but they are rare. Sauerbruch (1922) 

believed that spontaneous cures may occur. 

The author would like to call "spontaneous cure" only those where cancer regressed 

without medical help, or without the occurrence at the same time of another illness. 

Remission after purulent diseases, he would like to call "Naturheilung." 
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1. Analysis of Remissions of Leukemias. 

A case of remission of leukemia observed by the author prompted this paper. 

Smith and Bell stated that remissions in acute leukemias occur in 2 to 3%. Huth saw 

only one in 101 cases. As folic acid antagonists cause remissions in a third of the 

treated cases, according to Dameshek, only those cases are considered which did not 

receive folic acid antagonists. However, such remissions last only for three months. 

As c~ses of remissions, he enumerates from 67 cases the fo]J.owing: 

(1) Arsenic. (2) Phosphorus and other radioactive isotopes. (3) Urethane. 

(4) Blood transfusion, including exchange transfusions.(5) Bone marrow extracts. 

(6) Yeast adenylic acid. (7) Infections with certain organisms, especially erysipelas, 

or py~ogenic infections. (8) No cause for remission found. 
V 

The author believes that the first three have only palliative importance in 

treatment and therefore are the same as (8). Blood transfusions cause remissions only 

occasionally. They last only two to three weeks. Repaated exchange transfusions be

come less and less effective. (5) Bone marrow seems to cause some remissions . (6) 

Adenylic acid made from yeast, only one case known. Possibility that cause was no t 

adenylic acid but impurities from yeast (micro-organisms). (7) Infections: 30'%. 

of all remissions are caused by erysipelas, purulent infections or infections in which 

large amounts of bacteria are -destroyed. 

Huth then described a case of Henning's (1936) who observed that when myelo

genous leukemia was treated by intramuscular inject1Dns, and that when abscesses oc

curred (Staphyloccus aureus), remissions of leukemia occurred. Similar case des

cribed by Moeschlin (1944): Another case described by Von Bock (1932): (Infection 

with hemolytic streptococci). Remission started after three weeks and lasted for 

three months. The patient died of bronchopneumonia. Autopsy showed many bacteria in 

the alveoli of the lungs, but no sign of host resistance. Huth con~ludes that there

fore remission does not only demand invading bacilli, but also lysis of bacteria by 

· the resisting body: In other words, pus is necessary. For the same reason, he believes 

that the stimulation of the reticulo-endothelial system by bacteria cannot be the 
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important part of remission. Glanzmann (1942) described a case of pus formation with 

staphylococci. Other cases were described following erysipelas, pneumonia, sepsis-

always infections which were connected with lysis of bacteria. Huth's case was 

caused by a staphylococcal infection. Huth believes that lysis is important, he 

believes that rare remissions are caused by the fact that the body is no longer able 

to form pus. He thinks that in more advanced cased this could be initiated by "giving 

infection plus blood transfusions." 

Some authors believe that in a leukemic patient, something is missing which 

helps the body develop megaloblasts into normal leukocytes, just as in pernicious 

anemia patients something is missing which helps the body develop erythroblasts, into 

normobl~ts. Blood transfusions help for some time to provide this material and as 
~ 

a consequence leukemia improves for some time. 

II. Analysis of Spontaneous Cures of Sarcoma and Carcinoma. 

Huth does not claim to be complete in his cases. His charts contain 26 sar

comas which reacted to erysipelas, and 32 carcinomas. He intentionally did no t dis

cuss spontaneous remissions of unknown origin. Beside erysipelas, ·he mentions as 

possible chemical materials which caused remissions: (beside those ment ioned under 

leukemia ) N-Lost, Stilbamidine, carcinogene "Kohlenwasserstoff," T.E.M. and x-rays. 

He al so mentions hormonal materials in cancers of genital origin. But he thinks 

that none of these materials~ cancer. As to irJ~~ation of remission "by nature," 

he mentions the case of Busch: In the SUD1Der of 1869, a 19 year old gi r l was admitted 

to University Clinic of the University of Bonn, Germany, suffering from a t r emendous 

sarcoma of the cervical lymph nodes. As rapid death was expected, a trial was made 

to i nduce erysipelas artificially. There was an "airy beautiful ward" in the clinic 

where there was a corner into which no patient with an open wooo..d was permitted to be 

laid. The reason was the experience that every patient in this corner became infected 

with wound infection, but not the patients in the other beds. Our patient was put 

into this corner and a wound was created on the back of _her neck by cauterization 

(burning). The patient developed a first degree burn and after one week , erysipel as 

developed from this burn. Fever was never higher than 106°F., and pul se never above 
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120. The sarcoma became softer immediately and measurements of the circumference of 

the neck between the 8th and 12th day revealed decrease in size of about 1 cm. a day. 

At the end of the second week, the tumor at the back of the neck had entirely disap

peared, and the skin looked· wrinkled. The main mass had reduced to the size of an 

apple and could be easily moved towards the skin and underlying tissue. However, at 

this time the pulse became almost imperceptible and at times the pulse beat stopped 

and the patient became pale. There was also a feeling of "precordial anxiety." 

Temperature became lower than 30°c., and it was assumed that the rapidly deteriorating 

twnor mass was absorbed by the blood." The author feels that this case of Busch is 

typical of the possible effect of erysipelas on tumors and also of the danger involved 

in such treatment. 

Bruns subsequently reported three cases, and Coley reported three further cases 

(all sarcoma). Eschweiler found an additional seven cases and Wolfsheim another six. 

The last named series contained two carcinomas of the breast observed by Czerny. 

Fehlei.sen was the first physician to induce erysipelas artificially, and R. Koch and 

Petruschky reviewed the results and concluded that the "therapeutic influence of 

repeated streptococcus infection on the course of cancer cannot be denied. " 

Huth also mentions a case of Weichel in which erysipela~ cured penile cancer. 

At autopsy no signs of the tumor remained. In several cases where erysipelas was 

artificially induced the infection proved fatal, as described by Bruns. Nevertheless , 

Bruns felt that the method was justified in cases of inoperable cancer. 

Ill. Results of Analysis in Leukemia- and Malignant Tumors. Questions for Experiments. 

1. Comparing results in leukemia with those in malignant tumors, a surprising 

similarity of effective factors is found. 

2. In spite of the fact that leukemias, sarcomas and carcinomas are all malignant 

tumors, there is a different grade of virulence. No complete cures of leukemias are 

known; however, there are some known of sarcomas. Carcinomas stand in the middle. 

In other words, "virulence" may be ordered in the following order: sarcomas, car

cinomas, leukemias. 
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3. Cures and remissions occur spontaneously only if there is a greater collection 

of pus in the body or after erysipelas. No matter whether in the skin or lungs, a 

lysis of the causative organism occurs. This lysis is the decisive factor. Fever 

by injection of heat-resistant bacterial toxins is without effect. (CoUDent: this 

is incorrec t, see Fowler and Miller and Nauts 1953-1970). The cure, however, is not 

tied to any specific bacillus. According to clinical observation, cure is caused by 

staphylococci and pneumococci. The effective materials from these organisms should 

not be confused with toxins liberated in vivo, as Coley assumed, as never was a re

mission observed when the body was flooded with toxins and the causative organisms 
ho~T 

without any~ resistance within the affected body. The curative effec~ 

may only be observed if the effective endotoxins of cocci are liberated in solvent 

form or are liberated tied to corpuscles. 

4. What are the differences between the tumor bearing cells and the bacilli 

which cause purulence after having invaded the body? Many experiments show that there 

are decisive differences between the ·cells of an individual who acquired malignancy 

spont aneously and healthy persons (e.g., the experiments of Hackmann. with i111DUnization 

of mice which acquired tumors spontaneously). ·Malignant degeneration is an illness 

of the whole body. What may be the nature of this malignant degenerat ion is an un

solved question. 

For an experiment with animals, it is important to initiate the lysis of cocci 

as it occurs in pus, and to isolate the effective material. This will prove then 

whether the working theory derived 'from clinical observation is correct or incorrect. 

5. It should be noted that deaths have occurred after the rapid degeneration of 

malignant tumors under erysipelas, and that Jacobsen had similar results from animal 

experiments . 

6 -. It should also be discussed whether the irritation caused by the infection a

lone causes the remission of malignancies. This seemed to be the case in the method 

originally devised by Coley: Coley evolved the theory that during erysipelas, the 

toxins developed by the streptococci harmed the cancer cells. However, with the toxins 
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of streptococci alone, Coley did not achieve the same successes observed in erysipelas, 

which suggests the possibility that the effective materials were not contained in his 

vaccine. Best results were obtained by sterilization, in which the bodies of strep-

o 
tocci and Bacillus prodigiosus were killed at 56 , or, in other words, still contained 

the bodies of these bacilli. This compares with the results of Roskin and his colla

borators who formed a lysate by lysis of Trypanosoma cruzi, which was slightly toxic 

but very effective against tumors formed by transplantation. Finally, Lewisohn 

cured 30-X. of mammary carcinomas of mice with the extract of spleen from mice. How

ever, this extract had to come from mice in which transplanted sarcoma 180 had been 

cured by .spleen extract from beef. 

The author would like to assume that irritation by infection plays a role, but 

that beyond this, a definite chemical compound is effective. 

7. As for animal experiments, how does an infection occurring remote from 

the tumor have any effect on this tumor? The infection must be controlled in order 

to prevent the death of the animal. It must 

should be examined, including yeasts and molds. Above all, an organism should be . 

looked for which is effective against tumors but is not unduly toxic. Tests for this 

purpose are essential. Laszlo developed a method of experimentation for Sarcoma 180 

in mice. He excised the tumors after injection of the substance which was to be 

tested and compared the weight and size with another case, which originally was the 

same size and weight. There are disadvantages to this method because transient 

remissions occur and the cell changes during remission may not be sufficiently observed. 

However, ascites carcinoma of mice offers itself as an ideal object for experimentation. 

In his animal experiments, Huth followed the methods of Lettre and •Klein. The 

advantage is that spontaneous .remissions were never observed and that tumors may 

be formed in 1001. of cases. Cell material may be obtained by puncture at any time 

without interrupting the development inside the mice. By weighing the living animal 

conclusions may also be drawn. However, such experiments require controls (spontan

eous cancer of mice) befor e they can be applied t o human beings. 
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IV . Experiments with Animals. 

1. Experiments with ascites carcinoma of mice. 

(a) In vitro: Suspension of adenocarcinoma (Caspari) with Oidium albicans (the 

0 t hrush fungus) caused complete lysis of carcinoma cells after 24 hours at 37 c. 

Under t he same conditions, no lysis occurred of noraal liver cells. The oidium 

s trains used had to be stimulated by passing through animals or by growing on blood

yeas t plates. 

(b) In vivo: In 1911 M. Beck observed that if he injected Staphylococcus aureus 
0 

killed 24 hours previously at 100 C. directly into the tumors in mice, the tumors re-

gressed completely. This did not occur if he injected it subcutaneously remote from 

the t umors. 

I n Rut h's own series, he injected Oidium albicans into peritoneal cavity of mice 
~ 

suffering from Ehrlich ascites carcinoma. Shortly after injection, Oidium was phago-
v 

t ized by invading leukocytes. Cancer cells remained untouched. If, therefore, a 

large amount of Oidium was injected, ascites tumors became necrotic, but the toxi c 

e ffect was so strong that all the mice died. 

Penici llium notatum had similar results. This fungus was not as toxic as Oidium 

albicans t o the general health of the mice. Therefore, higher dosages coul d be used . 

Then the author. examined the effect of subcutaneous injections remote f rom t he 

tumor: 

(1) as it was known from clinical trial that penicillin does not limit the 

l ys i s of carcinoma by Staphylococcus aureus, a suspension of these cocci in pen

icillin was produced and injected. Cancer improved, but the animals died as high 

dosages of the staphylococci were necessary. 

(2) Oidium albicans was also effective and less toxic than staphylococci. 

(3) Penicillium notatum was also effective and even less toxic than Oidium 

albicans . 

Hut h then discussed the morphological changes which occur in cancer cells during 

lys is aft er treatment with Penicillium notatum. He states that probably basophile 

material i n yeast products is responsible for growth. He then discusses t he impor tance 
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of ribo~~nucleic acid. The site of this ribo"."'nucleic acid and its action is found 
~ '-' 

in the chromosomes of the protoplasm. He also mentions the fact that carcinogenic 

chemicals like benzpyrene are mainly accumulated in these chromosomes. As to peni

cillin, he states that the purified salts of penicillin used in chemotherapy have 

no effect. However, there are authors who feel that penicillin has some effect on 

cancer and aureomycin on leukemia. 

2. Experiments on the Spontaneous Cancer of Mice 

Subcutaneous injections remote from the tumor were used. Injections were 

toxic and the animals died, but with Oidium, regression of tumors was found. The 

same is true with Penicillium notatum (with less toxicity). (Huth, 1952) 
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Stewart (1952) stated: "Pathology has never found a definition for cancer. 

To define it requires condensation and simplification of many attributes that con

tribute to the knowledge of an entity. These attributes expand or contract as data 

concerning them increases. Until such time when some great generalization becomes 

possible, the expansion of data seemingly creates spreading confusion. 

"Every medical student is furnished with a definition of cancer, usually one 

that merely emphasizes one supposed attribute of the process modified by one or two 

adjectives. Thus, Ewing defines a tumor as follows: 'A tumor is an autonomous new 

growth of tissue.' This statement appeared in the first edition of Neoplastic 

Diseases in 1918. In the last major textbook of pathology to appear in this coun-

try this definition is given again, although very slightly modified: 'A neoplasm 

is an uncontrolled new growth of tissue.' These two definitions vary in the matter 

of two adjectives - 'autonomous' and 'uncontrolled'. Autonomous means existing in

dependently or responding or reacting independently of the whole. In the field of 

biology there is no such thing as autonomy, and 'uncontrol ledness' - if I may coin 

a word• is an equally inacceptable concept. Because biology has failed to dis-

cover laws of tumor control, it has no right to assume that they do not exist. 

Actually, investigative medicine is forced to admit that they do exist; for if they 

did not, cancer research in turn should !!,2! exist, because it could have no future. 

Thus the mere existence of research constitutes a denial of the definition of cancer." 

Better than the words 'autonomous' and ' uncontrolled' might be the adjective 

'heterotopic', which refers to the ability acquired by the tumor cell to exist out

side of its locus of origin. The skeptic would, of course, say immediately: ''How 

about carcinoma in situ, where the tumor cell is still within - let us say - the 

mucous membrane of origin?" This is not really an objection, because even while 

within the germinal layer of the epithelium of origin, the tumor cell looks like a 

cell apart. Further, as it moves toward the surface, it becomes heterotopic, be

cause the immature-looking tuaor cell is heterotopic as soon as it leaves the en

vironment of the germinal layer. It is obviously heterotopic within the tissue of 

origin as soon as it leaves the immediate environment of the cells of origin, whether 
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or not it remains within the organ. Be that as it may, little satisfaction can be 

obtained by quibbling about definitions for actually there is no definition of can-

cer that cannot be attacked. 

Carcinoma in situ 

By definition, a carcinoma in situ is a neoplastic entity wherein the tumor 

cells still lie within the epithelium of origin. We accept the fact that they are 

cancer cells because, when they leave this site of origin and infiltrate or dis

seminate, their appearance is that of the cells still resident within the site of 

origin. This similarity is the only thing we have to identify them as cancer cells. 

Hence, in our present state of knowledge, they~ cancer cells. 

There is abundant evidence that these cancer cells may have remained within 

this site of origin for ten years or longer. This extensive period of relative 

quiescence, although most commonly recognized in the uterine cervix, is by no means 

thus restricted. It can be .observed in in situ malignant cervical lesions, laryn

geal cancer, glandular cancers of the endometrium, lobular carcinomas of the breast, 

and perhaps other neoplasms. Chronology can be established only by fortunate ac

cident in such cases. Thus, in a biopsy report of in situ cancer of the larynx oc

curring many years ago, the clinician doubted the report of carcinoma and did nothing. 

Infiltrating carcinoma first became apparent seven years later. 

Recently, a patient was admitted to a certain clinic under the diagnosis of 

mammary carcinoma arising in the scar of excision of a benign lesion. The benign 

lesion had been removed a decade before. The infiltrating cancer was of the lobu

lar pattern. Fortunately, the sections of the old benign lesion were available for 

re-examination, which revealed lobular carcinoma. 

The chronology of the endometrial cancers was well established by Hertig. He 

re-examined curetted materials taken at various intervals prior to the curettage 

that demonstrated unmistakable cancer. I do not wish to infer that this slow evolu

tion is a feature of all cancer development; if such were the case, we would have 

no means of proving it. Rather, I suspect it to be a feature of~ examples of 

many types of cancer, and a feature common rather than rare. I do suggest that 
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Every cancer must begin as a cancer in situ - although this term is popularly 

applied to one anatomic type, cancer of the cervix. It may be equally applied to 

many mammary cancers, not alone the in situ lobular carcinomas, but also the papil

lary cancers of ducts that fail to infiltrate. The term is suited to describe cer

tain bronchus cancers, many early cancers in rectal polyps, some gastric cancers, 

some endometrial growths, and would have a much wider application if we only saw 

more early lesions. 

In these in situ stages there is evidence of cancer control. In the epider

moid cancer the tumor cells respect the basement membrane; instead of infiltrating 

and destroying it, they move outward toward the layer that normally desquamates -

thus following the course normally assumed by the noncancerous cell. When the 

tumor cells extend inward, they first fail to infiltrate, and only progressively 

replace the linings of pre-existing gland ducts. In other words, they exhibit a 

certain property of tissue interrelationship that fails to depart in any essential 

from that exhibited by the normal cell. 

In an in situ gastric cancer, the cancer cell seems liable to necrosis and ero

sion; but the regenerating cancer cells, instead of infiltrating, regenerate to re

place the lost surface. Therefore, the in situ gastric cancer may be confused 

clinically with a peptic ulcer, because it heals over eroded areas under dietary 

regime and thereby lends a false sense of security. Thus, the normal attribute of 

healing effort is shown - a sort of normal physiologic behavior, rather than the 

much touted 'autonomy' and 'uncontrolledness'. Later on, when some attribute or 

attributes are added to behavior, more characteristic features of neoplasia appear, 

r endering the totally unbiological word 'abnormal' more appropriate. 

In some instances of in situ epidermoid carcinoma of the uterine cervix, posi

tive smears have been obtained repeatedly. Then, quite suddenly the tumor cells 

cease to appear. If we assume such cases do represent early cancer - and we are 

relatively certain they do - then we must admit that the normal process of desqua

mation rids the mucosa of its tumor. Further, the stimulus to further production 
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of tumor cells ceases . In but one instance have I had reason to believe that a 

fully developed cervix cancer had disappeared. This was in 1946 in a patient with 

incontrovertible biopsy proof of cervical carcinoma, which had developed beyond the 

simple in situ stage. This patient has no cancer today. Furthermore, she had had · ---,-
no treatment unless it be said that the securing of a very small biopsy not more 

than 2 11111. across had removed the cancer. This idea is conceivable but extremely 

improbable. 

There are cur,ious features about these in situ cervix cancers in Jewish women 

that interest me greatly. At my request, our statistics department investigated 

the incidence of cervix cancer in a four-year period. There were 702 cases and of 

these but 26 were in Jewish women (3.7%). The total hospital population is at least 

one third Jewish. In the detection clinic, however, about one fourth of the car

cinomas in situ were in Jewish women, Yet, the frequency of these tumors in all 

women examined was the same as known incidence rates of cervical carcinoma. Unless 

there is some discrepancy in the data, which, of course, there may be, the impres

sion is that such lesions in Jewish women disappear ~- Or it might be that their 

total evolution is so slow that they do not contribute their full bearing on the 

frequency of developed cervix cancer . Are we all wrong in regarding these_!!! situ 

lesions as cancers? This I doubt . Are there racial behavioristics? This one must 

question because there is no such thing any more as a Jewish!:.!£!• Thus, the mat

ter remains unanswered. More data are r equired with larger figures. 
I 

"!:believe that the diagnosis of in situ cancer of the cervix is made too £re-
l 

quently. There are diskaryoses to be seen in pregnancy and in trichomonas vaginitis 

that are very confusing and are being called cancer. I do not think pathologists 

are well aware of this pitfall. 

"Recently, I was talking with Dr. TeLinde, chief of gynecology at Hopkins. I 

asked him about the diagnosis of in situ cancer of the cervix in pregnancy, and he 

said he did not dare make it. I asked him what he would call the same type of cy

tologic change in a middle-aged nonpregnant woman, and he said he would call it in 

situ carcinoma. I am in complete accord with this point of view, but it opens more 
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·problems than it solves. Why are two lesions essentially identical in pattern dif

ferent in different physiologic states? Are they both cancers? Do they represent 

processes that are usually considered irreversible; and is one reversible, though 

cancerous, by 'normal' means! In other words, is it spontaneously controllable? 

If it is, then have we not a lead toward the controllability of the other process 

that does not occur in pregnancy? Have we a lead on causation? 

Spontaneous Control 

"Spontaneous or induced cancer control is evidenced in certain tissue reactions 

of the host. In one variety of cancer of the breast a tremendous lymphoid infil

trate occurs. In fact, for this type we have invented the term 'medullary carcinoma 

with lymphoid infiltrate'. The prognosis with this type of cancer is much better 

than w;th any other type of infiltrating manmary carcinoma, even though nodes are 

involved. We believe this massive infiltrate indicative of a state of spontaneous 

host resistance. As an example of what we might call induced resistance, I refer 

you to certain observations we have made on cervix cancer treated by external radia

tion via vaginal cones. When a patient has a cancer of the cervix that is partly 

in situ and partly infiltrative and when one treats this patient by x-ray through 

vaginal cone and studies the result pathologically , it will be seen that the in situ 

portion will persist whereas the adjacent superficially infiltrative portion will 

show very advanced degenerative changes directed toward disappearance. Since dif

ferences in dosage cannot be significant within areas of no more than one or two 

millimeters, we have to assume that the difference of behavior is due to the fact 

that the cancer that has infiltrated is in the presence of a reactive bed. Further, 

we assume that the effect of the radiation has been sufficient on the tumor cells 

so that the forces of the reactive bed, whatever they are, become manifested. Thus 

the body is~ accepting the tumor cell passively, at least in this stage. Unfor

tunately, the other extreme also exists in the cancer field where the acme of tumor 

acceptance is seen. This is best illustrated in advanced disease where, as in a 

recent case reported by Dargeon et al., transfer of melanoma occurred from mother 

to fetus, resulting in death of the infant in early life . 
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"The field of prostatic cancer is curiously contradictory. In the last decade 

or so it has been widely admitted that some 251o or more elderly subjects had minia

ture prostatic cancers. Since it is apparent that these have not behaved like 

clinical cancers, one is justified in assuming that they are restrained by some sort 

of physiologic control for long periods. We have no knowledge of wherein this con

trol lies. However, not only in these miniature cancers but also in clinically ful

ly developed prostatic cancer, I have sometimes noted cytologic patterns suggestive 

of those seen in the prostates of therapeutically castrated and estrogen-treated 

individuals. Therefore, it may well be that spontaneous alterations of hormone en

vironment may be invoked in explaining this long evolution or restrained activity. 

"This attitude is reinforced when one examines the incidence curve of clinically 

detected breast cancer. This curve shows a double peak. It is rising prior to the 

menopause, then it falls, and then it rises again. This information, coupled with 

the knowledge that certain manmary cancers are favorabl y influenced by an altered 

hormone environment, suggests that the menopause provides a changed hormonal en

vironment unfavorable to the progress of certain mammary cancers. Therefore, the 

clinical appearance of some breast cancers is slowed. Had no change in environment 

occurred, the lesions would have progressed at a normal rate and eliminated the 

slump in the incidence curve. 

"We know that prostate cancer exhibits regressive alteration after castration 

or hormonal therapy and that breast cancer also does. Therefore, remembering the 

long latency periods sometimes involved in these diseases , may we not be justified 

in believing that some lesions is these organs, which ordinarily would progress, may 

involute completely? We have no evidence from the prostate that such is so. In the 

breast , however, it is quite certain that papillary lesions of ducts which are capa

ble of giving ri se to breast cancer do show, at times, very pronounced involutional 

patterns tending toward atrophy and fibrosis. The fact that some would deny that 

such lesions can pass over into cancer does not disturb me, because no one who has 

seen a large amount of breast material would deny that they do. Then if we admit 
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· that there are levels in the development of these lesions where one could not be 

certain whether the cells one sees are cancerous or not, is not one by inference 

justified in assuming that some small early breast cancers disappear spontaneous ly? 

This evidence, in turn, would seem to indicate that we are witnessing control. 

"It may be said that these are specific examples and that such phenomena can- . 

not exist in other parts of the cancer field. However, no. one knows that such is 

a fact. Because we do not know of controls, we have no right to assume their non

existence. We see evidences of control only in those situations where we have 

learned something about the modific.-t ions of environment possible. Our status is 

like that of embryology prior to Spemann's classic demonstration of organizers. 

Certain patterns of tumor growth are close duplications of stages of embryonic dev

elopment, developmental patterns that mature under control. Let me cite for you an 

example. Two microscopically similar tumors exist, one in the testis and one in 

the ovary. The first is co111DOnly called seminoma, the second dysgerminoma. Some 

months ago I received a section of ovary from a fetus. I looked at it and said it 

was a prenatal dysgerminoma. Another pathologist, who had not forgotten his em

bryology, said the material was only cords of early sex cells. After he said that, 

I secured a number of ovaries from embryos. Sure enough, at a certain embryonic age 

I could have thought that every ovary contained djsgerminoma. Yet, naturally they 

couldn't have been tumors. Instead, they would have undergone normal maturation as 

they fitted into the pattern of organization of the host. Still, seen in a young 

adult, they would have constituted a tumor. 

"Just what is a placenta? In certain stages an early placenta looks like a 

malignant choriocarcinoma. Fu.rthermore, it acts like a cancer. It invades and des

troys the ~terine wall and derives its blood supply from curious lakes of blood 

without formed vessels. Its cells are large and atypical . Remnants of placental 

cells break off and exist temporarily in such organs as the lungs, and then they re

gress. Sometimes, as in the case of what one calls chorioadenoma destruens, the 

process becomes even more cancerlike in clinical behavior, only to regress. The 

diagnosis is exceedingly difficult for the pathologist, and obviously many cases of 
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cured choriocarcinoma reported were never real choriocarcinomas at all. Every early 

placenta looks an~ for a period, acts like a cancer. I like to think of it as a 

cancer, in the high proportion of cases under control. If we don't think of it as 

a cancer, we have to abandon the microscopic criteria for the diagnosis of cancer 

something I am not willing to do. 

Spontaneous Regressions 

"Striking evidence for the state of control appears in the admittedly rare in

stances of spontaneous regressions of established cancer with proved metastases. 

I say 'spontaneous' although naturally these instances are not examples of tumor 

disappearance in the absence of all treatment, but involve therapeutic procedures 

either insufficient to cure disease or not even directed to the site of disease. 

I wish to give you examples. In all but one case I have myself seen the pathological 

material. In the instancewiere I did not see it, the exploratory surgery was per

formed by Dr. Allen 0. Whipple. The pathologic study of this case was made at Pres

byterian. 

"The first case I saw was one of uterine myosarcoma treated by Dr. George Pack. 

The tumor was wholly inoperable, being spread throughout the pelvis and in the mesen

teries. The lesion was soft, very vascular, and hemorrhagic. After biopsy was per

formed, the patient was treated by a radium bomb. As might have been expected, 

nothing happened. There was no evidence of any radiosensitivity, and the mass failed 

to regress at all. Then just before the completion of treatment and within the 

course of almost hours, a dramatic change occurred. The patient developed a high 

fever, an urticaria! rash, a high eosinophilia, and within a few days lost kilos of 

tumor and ascitic fluid. The tumor completely disappeared; and when last I heard 

10 years later, the patient was well. Five years or so after treatment, she had 

some insignificant lesion of the cervix for which she received a small amount of ra

dium. She repeated the hypersensitive reaction. What I assume happened was that 

some alteration occurred in the tumor protein of this patient and she became sensi

tized to her own protein. This, in turn, provoked an intense imnune reaction. Cer

tainly this cancer came under biologic 'control'. 
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"The next case was in an infant a few months old. He was brought to the hos 

pital with multiple tiny subcutaneous nodules. When one was subjected to biopsy, 

a diagnosis of neuroblastoma was made. After the final result I sent these sections 

to various pathologists in New York and Boston and always got back the same •diag

nosis: neuroblastoma. The child had small radium plaques applied to one or two of 

the nodules to see if they exhibited enough sensitivity to warrant, let us say, 

general body irradiation. They did not. He also had a little of the old Coley 

toxin - not really treatment. After being discharged with a hopeless prognosis , 

the nodules proceeded to disappear. Today, more than five years later, he is a per

fectly healthy child. Here no known allergic reaction took place. 

"Back in 1937, I saw another case of metastatic neuroblastoma in a young in

fant, this time producing a destructive metastasis in the upp~r end of the left 

femur. We have to say it was a metastasis, because we have no reason to expect a 

neuroblastic tumor primary in a bone of the lower extremity. This child was treated 

by x-ray directed in adequate doses to the involved femur. Treatment was directed 

to the metastases and not the primary, which probably was tetroperitoneal if it was 

in the usual spot for these tumors. This child is now 14 years old and has no trace 

of tumor. The primary must have been under control, perhaps through some spon

taneous maturation - such as was described years before by the late Harvey cushing 

in a slightly similar situation. Only two months ago I received follow-up data on 

this case. Again I examined the biopsy material and could arrive at no other diag

nosis than that originally rendered." Com:nent: This patient described by Wolbach 

and CUshing (1927) received Coley toxins alone for two years! His recovery is now 

regarded as being due to this treatment. He remained well in 1970, 59 years after 

onset. (Fowler, 1970) 

"At this time, I saw ~he initial x-rays on this last case and took them to our 

department -of roentgenology. There, I was happy to receive uncoached a report that 

the lesion was consistent with metastatic neuroblastoma. The doubter will, of course, 

say perhaps these were not tumors. Perhaps embryonic neuroblasts disseminate to 

such sites as skin and bone and vanish in the course of norm.al maturation. However, 
I ' 
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I have to say that these neuroblasts look ■icroscopically like tumor; they grow and 

destroy! they are heterotopic in location; and hence they fulfill the definition of 

cancer. Wyatt and Farber describe a cure of neuroblastoma differentiating i.nto its 

adult ' counterpart after inco■plete surgery. 

I am indebted to Dr. John Godwin of the Ochsner Clinic for ■till another ex•

ple of extreme regression of neuroblaatoma in infancy. At birth the infant's abdomen 

was enlarged. No increase in this enlargement was obse:i;ved by the parent during the 

first month of life. But at the end of that month, there were noted aultiple sub

cutaneous nodules 2 to 4 cm. in diameter scattered over the abdomen, groins, back 

and head. These were large enough to produce blui■h discoloration of the skin. 

When admitted to the Clinic, the cutaneous nodules were noted, and in addit ion the 

abdOlllen was markedly protuberant and tense. A large _ ma■s occupied the region of 

costal margin to iliac crest on the right. It extended 5 cm. over toward the op

posite side at the level of the umbilicus. Excretory urogr ... shoved both kidneys 

displaced downward, and the right pushed medially until its ureter lay in the mid

line of the abdOlllen. Biopsy of the cutaneous nodules (2) showed neuroblasto■a, 

which diagnos·is I have .confimed beyond any question. The only treataent adminis

tered was a little nitrogen au■ tard over a 4-day period, and this had no immediate 

effec~ whatever during a month of observation. Then, six weeks after discharge, 

the abdomen began to shrink and the cutaneous lesions started to disappear. On re

admission to the clinic about seven months after first admission, the child appeared 

like a healthy infant. Only two cutaneous nodules could be located. The liver edge 

was palpable three fingers belo~ the right costal margin, which does not indicate 

any great enlargement. Excretory urogram.s showed the kidneys still low, but the 

previously displaced right kidney in a much more nomal position. The original mass 

was much smaller. I do not maintain that this child will be cured, and in fact just 

yesterday learned that new cutaneous nodules have appeared. However, the fact that 

this mass regressed enormously late after treatment and in a fashion that could not 

well be related chronologically to treatment reinforces my belief that these other 

cases are true examples of spontaneous regression of neuroblastoma. (Conment: This 
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child had concurrent infections and is included in the infection 1erie1 in Fowler'• 

monograph on neuroblastoma (1970) ~ She ii entir,ely well in 1970, 20 years after on-

set.) 

"And while thinking of tUIIOra of children, it ■ay not be i■pertinent to reclall 

the bulky hypertrophic angiomas of infancy, often ■iacalled 1arcoaas by the unin

itiated. These tu■ora used to be treated vigorously by x-ray, radium, aclero1ing 

agents, before it was realized that their tendency was to spontaneous disappearance , 

the local circulatory apparatus becoming 'organized'. 

''No clinician who treats many examples of acute leukemia - usually defined as 

a malignant tuaor of the marrow - is without these curious examples of profound re

■issiona of the disease. When this happens. the peripheral blood returns essen

tially to normal status, sometimes for a considerable period. 

''ltecently, I saw a node fro■ a patient who had Bodgki_n's disease. Over a 

decade before Dr. R.oy Kracke, one of the beat known American hematologists . had 

■ade a diagnosis of leukemia on this patient, but the leukemia had vanished. Per

haps it was infectious mononucleosis, and unfortunately, Kracke is not alive to 

defend his diagnosis; but I do not see reasons to doubt him. 

"To one who witnesses the temporary diaappearance of large leukemic masses under 

ACTH, transient th~u1h t~e•e disappearances are, 'control .' is an obvious feature of 

this tuaor. Only the why and the how are great proble■s. In certain ex8'll)les of 

lympboaarcoma, a history is obtained showing repeated enlargement and regre1sion of 

nodes prior to the. establishment of _clinical stability of the •tsease. Unfortunately, 

we do not know just what such nodes show pathologically - that is, whether they are 

at that stage lymphomatous. 

''The case of controlled ca~cer observed by Dr. Whipple was in a nurse. She 

was explored and found to have a large, inoperable malignant hepato■a. Instead of 

dying of the disease in a relatively brief period, she survived in apparent health 

for some twelve years, finally dying an accidental death. Autopsy revealed a small , 

shrunken lesion coapletely fibrotic and with only traces of atrophied tumor cell s . 
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"In the old days, there were a few strange events in patients treated with the 

old Coley toxins. It is generally presumed that the effect of toxins wa• froa heaor-

. rhages induced in the tumors. Yet, I seriously question whether aultiple heaorthag•s 

cali1., themselves be responsible for the disappearance of large ■asses of involvement , 

even though one might invoke this explanation for the destruction of small ■icro

acopic deposits. Let ae cite an example. A man had amputation of a lower extr.e■ity 

through the lover femur for primary reticul1m cell sarc0118 of bone. Disease recurred 

the entire length of the remaining femur. A metastasis occurred in the skin of the 

abdominal wall. This was excised and its character proven. All disease vanished 

under Coley toxins alone (Miller & Nicholson, 1970, Series A, Case 3) and the pa

tient is still well now after 30 years. I don't think the result was froa hemor

rhage• in the tumor. Hemorrhages always leave peripheral viable tumr cells. The 

only exception to this rule is the very rare minute testis tuaor that produces ae

tastaan, but where the primary through spontaneous heaorrhage is reduced to a small 

scar without residue. This occurs in testicular choriocarcinoaa and tn se■inoaa, 

although in the former the residue of nonmalignant teratoid ele■ent aay persist. 

In the Coley toxin case.a, I like to think that soae combination of toxin and tUIIOr 

protein has occurred and made the tumor antigenic, but naturally one lacks all proof. 

''The whole field of aetastatic cancer is riddled with example• of growth ·con

trol. Every late metastasis is an example of control. When a successfully resected 

rectal cancer reappears, let us say, in the thyroid as I have seen it do 110re than 

once after as long as seven •ears , or when a breast tumor or a aelanoma ' first ex

hibit metastases after 20 years., are we not justified in aasu■ing a long interval 

of control of growth? If we knew wherein this control existed, we would have gone 

a long way toward the answer to cancer. 

"One of the aost atriking examples of what ve ■ay call latent aetastaais ap• 

peared •uite recently. The patient was a woman aged 55. She first entered Memorial 

complaining of shortnesa of breath. She expired 11 110nths later from the effect of 

her tumor. The point is that this tumor was a type of ovarian cancer , and the in

volved ovary had been removed 35 years before her first admission to Maorial. 
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·Other exaaples of long latency with this type of tuaor exists, but this i s the lon-

gest to ay knowledge. At autopsy there were good and sufficient reasons histologi

cally for this long course. The tUIIOr varied greatly froa area to area - in aoae 

areas being actively proliferating, in others atrophic-looking, degenerate, s clero

tic, and with the calcific deposits that ca.aonly characterise the lesions naked, 

without their cuff• of tuaor cells. To be sure, this tUIIOr was growing. However , 

at t he amae tiae it was disappearing, even though the ultiaately attained balance 

wae in favor of the tuaor rather than the patient. A siailar case at the New York 

Hospital had a duration of 33 years. 

"I suppose the all- tiae record for behavior of cancer i• to be found in a case 

of cylindroaa - or, if you prefer the term, adenoid cystic carcinoaa - of the sali

vary gland that was fi r st noted at the age of 15, was first operated at the age of 

29, and killed at the age of 80. 

''Thinking in the cancer field is perhaps too largely directed t o aethoda of 

artificial des truction of ~he cancer cell - eit her by it1 r adical reaoval or its 

chemical destruction. There has not been enough thought given to biological con

trol by the' boat. Of course, the former is easy when t he setting is favorable, and 

we lack all the knowledge to undertake t he latt er. St i ll, Im willing to predict 

that the solution will be the latter, and that it aay not be too many decades away. 

"In closing, I wish to eaphaaize that the cancer cell, t hough superficial l y 

anarchical, is not, nor ~ -it be unbiological , just 10 long as it is part of a bi o

logic boat. Moreover, there are difference• in the pattern• of host acceptance 

amounting to evidence for boat control. Therefore, one aay not be too far out of 

line in suggesting that great profit may ensue by redirecting soae of the efforts 

" at de1truction of tuaor cells or their radical removal toward an underatamling of 

host-tuaor i nterrelation, an understanding t hat amt precede any biologically-pl anned 

One'• philosophy towar d the cancer problaraay be en-
I ,. 

/ at tack on the cancer probl•. 
' 

I 
l 
i 

j 
( 

gendered by one's attitude; to hia ~o see• aainly anarchy, the problea's outl ook is 
' , .... 

surely bleak. But wher e one look• ac,re optiai1tically and 1eea evidence• t o justify 
f 

~- by t he absence of this much touted ' unbiologic' anarchy, then surely the 
. ground for optiain has been attained. (Stewart, 1952) 
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Everson and Cole, beginning in 1956, published a series of reports on spon

taneous regression of cancer, COlllprising more comprehensive studies than others. 

In 1966 their textbook on the subject was published containing abstracts of 176 cases 

in the world medical literature or obtained by personal c0111DUnications wlth physi

cians. Over 50"4 of these cases occurred in four types of neoplaaas: hypernephroma, 

neuroblastoma, malignant melanoma and choriocarcinoma. Others included bladder, 

soft tissue, bone, colon and rectum, ovary, testis and breast. These cases were 

grouped in chapters by the organ involved. Other. chapters dealt with regression of 

benign tumors, delayed recurrence or metastases and a final SUIIIIUlry and conclusions. 

The existence of these cases, they concluded, supports the concept of biologi

cal control of cancer and reinforces the hope that a more satisfactory method of 

treatment than surgery and irradiation may be found in future years. 

Spontaneous regression could entail any of several mechanisms they speculated , 

including endocrine factors, fever and acute infection, unusual sensitivity to 

usually inadequate therapy, (i.e. incomplete surgical removal), or allergic or i m

mune reactions • . They noted that several remissions occurred following acute febrile 

episodes. In this study they arbitrarily ruled out all cases reported pr ior t o 

1900. 
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Spencer (1942) reviewed the subject of tumor immunity, citing from this volum

inous literature seven monographs: Tyzzer, 1916; Wpglom, 1922 and 1929; Murphy, 

1926; Caspari, 1929; Lumsden, 1931; and Clemmsen, 1938,which, taken as a whole, 

covered the essential knowledge of tumor iaaunity up to the time each was published. 

Woglom's second review had a bibliography of over 600 titles. 

Most of this report was concerned with experimental work on animal tumor sys

tems. He noted that in recent years the blood supply of the tumor had been con

sidered as a cause of regression: thrombosis, then necrosis. Regr essions have been 

noted following an acute febrile episode caused by pneumonia and other infections 

in which the viscosity of the blood and the amount of fibrinogen in t he blood is 

changed. 

Spencer · then reviewed the work of DaFano and Murphy and his colleagues on the 

role of the lymphocyte in iDDUnity and the view of those opposed to these studies. 

He gave 49 references. 
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Duran Reynals (1940) reported on the neutralization of· tumor viruses by t he 

blood of normal fowls of different ages. 

The knowledge that wide individual variations of susceptibility to tumor vi

ruses exist among normal chickens dates from the discovery of the tumors themselves 

by Peyton Rous (1910). Such variations were recognized as r angi ng from ext reme sus

ceptibil ity to compl ete resistance , and included those cases in whi ch rapid growth 

was followed by r egr ess ion and resistance to inoculation. 

The f irst worker to approach the humoral aspects of the problem was carrel 

(1925). His work established the existence in the blood of normal chickens of some 

suppressing factor for the lous virus. 

The shdy of naturally occurring antibody-like factors which exhibit a sup

press ing action on filterable viruses has so far received little attention. In 

Dur an Reynals ' studies a factor behaving to all i ntents and purposes like a natural 

antibody for the virus of the Rous sarcoma, has been found to be generally present 

in the blood of adult Plymouth Rock chickens , whereas it is but occasionally found 

in the blood of chicks • . Analogous suppr essing factors for the viruses of the Fugi

nami sarcoma and t he Mill Hill2endothel ioma were also found in the blood of adult 

fowls. 

I t has also been shown that the susceptibility of t he chick, as compared to the 

chicken, to the Rous virus manifests itself by a constant r esponse (tumor foraation) 

to very S11Al l amounts of inoculum and by the development of larger tumors. A very 

small percentage of adult chickens are highly susceptible to t he virus and these, 

like the chicks, show very little or no an~body in the boood, wher eas those aore . 

resistant or totally resistant show such antibody in amounts directly proportional 

to their degree of resistance. The l atter holds true also for t he Fuginami and Mill 

Hill2 viruses . 

The results show that a humoral factor has a great influence in conditioning 

t he infection induced by these tumor viruses, and suggest, but do not prove, that 

the responsible factor is a viral antibocly . 

Duran Reynals noted t hat since pla8114 from adult fowls is often used in the cul

t i vation of viruses of tumors and other diseases, t he questi on might be raised as 
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to whether different results might be obtained if chick serum were used. In this 

connection, he cited Ludford 1 s observation that plasma suppressed the culture of 

the Fu,ginami virus ~ vitro • 

Sumary: Paralleling the growth and aging of the individual there develops in the 

blood of fowls an antibody-like factor endowed. with the property of pronouncedly 

suppressing the effects of the viruses inducing the Rous and Fuginami sarcomas and 

the Mill Hi11 2 endoth~lioaa. 

In the case of the Rous virus, the only one studied in this respect, the fac

tor is rarely present in young chicks, but is to be found almost uniformly in adult 

chickens. In both groups its presence or absence or the extent to which it is 

found stands, as a rule, in an inverse relatioaship to the incidence of tuaors after 

inoculation and to the rapidly growing of the induced tumors. The same has been 

found to hold true for adult chickens of differ'i:~ag susceptibility to the virus. 

Those developing slowly growing tumor or no tumors at all have a large amount of 

the antibody-like factor, while those developing more rapidly growing tumors have 

lesser amounts of neutralizing factor or none at all. (Duran Reynals, 1940) 

Bunaester at East Lansing, Michigan, u.s. Dept. of Agriculture (1957-58) found 

that a high percentage of chicks can be protected against lymphoaatosis by inocu

lating mother hens with the killed viruses of the disease. The i1111Unity, passed 

from mother to offspring, tides the chicks over their susceptible period until ' they 

develop their own iaaunity. 



1944 Multiple Primary Malignant Tumors 
and Susceptibility to Cancer 

(\CVtl-f) 

Warren & Ehrenreich -90-

OY'\. 

Warren and Ehrenreich were one of the first to report multiple primaries. They 
"' " 

studied 2,829 consecutive autopsies on cases of cancer performed at three hosp~tals 

in or near Boston from 1932 through 1943. ; · ,.. .... '.. In an earlier report (1932) Warren 

and Gates had reported on a series of 1,078 cases covering the period 1926 through 

1931. The incidence of multiple primary malignant growths in the second series was 

almost double that of the first: 6.8i as against 3.n.. They believed tlis was a 

reflection of the current awareness as regards cancer, resulting in more complete 

histories and histologic examination of all tumors excised. 

Their criteria: "Each of the tumors must present a definite pic~ure of malig

nancy, each must be distinct, and the probability of one being a metastasis of the 

other must be excluded. Malignant tumors of the same organ or of symmetrical or

gans were included only if the clinical history and the gross and microscopic 

findings proved them to be independent." (i.e. only six cases of bilateral breast 

cancer were accepted out of a total of 10. All cases of bilateral ovarian cancer 

were excluded.) 

"The study of contrasted synchronous and metachronous tumors might provide an 

approach to .the further elucidation of individual susceptibility to tumor devel op• 

ment. ~. U~fortunately, it is not always possible to be sure that such a distinct i on, 

' which is of necessity based on clinical symptoms and biopsies, corresponds to real

ity. Furthermore, it is difficult to know how much significance to attach to the 

intervals between the development of tumors • •• There is not much difference as far 

as information reg~rding heredity g~es, and indeed, regarding susceptibility as well, 

as to whether the patient develops his two tumors five years apart, ten years apart, 

or practically simultaneously.". 

"• •• It has been suggested that multiple malignant tumors constitute an in

direct measure of the degree of intensity of malignancy or of the disposition to 

cancer in an individual •• • " Multiple malignant growths in themselves do not al

ter survival rates to any appreciable degree ••• The presence of nU111erous malignant 

tumors does not necessarily imply a worse prognosis. It seems unlikely that the 

degree of malignancy is related to • 11~1~1icity ••• 
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••• Although there is some evidence that organ or tissue specificity with re

gard to the development ·of tumors may exist, the evidence is not conclµsive. Con

versely, there is nothing that suggests antagonism between tumors from different or

gans o·r tissue. 

The organs most frequently .involved in the group of 194 multiple tumors: 

COLON: 95 malignant tumors in 69 patients. 

SKIN: 44 malignant tumors in 34 patients. 

BUCCAL CAVITY & PHARYNX: 34 malignant tumors in 30 patients. 

STOMACH: 28 malignant tumors in 28 patients. 

UTERUS & CERVIX: 23 malignant tumors in 22 patients. 

Almost all studies of multiple malignant neoplasms show a high proportion of 

multiple cancers of the gastrointestinal tract. These are chiefly of the large 

bowel and aay be related to polyposis, in which secondary malignant changes are so 

c01a0n ••• In a third of the cases of carcinoma of the large bowel, there was a 

second carcinoma in this location. 

"• •• Collision of tumors (i.e. , the encounter of two malignant tumors or their 

metastases) is infrequent ••• only three instances of collision tUDlOr out of 194 

ease~. of multiple primary tumors . The first presented the encounter of two primary 

malignant growths in their site of origi~; a renal cell carcinoma and a rhabdomyo

sarcoma in the left kidney. In the second, an epidermoid carcinoma of the bl adder 

metastasized to a mucinous carcinoma of the rectum. In the third there was col l i 

sion between the lung metas~ases of a carcinoma simplex of the breast and an adenocar

cinoma of the pancreas. 

The co-existence between multiple malignant tumors and beni gn tumor s has been 

noted by many authors, but stastistical data are not really available. Although no 

attempt was made to determine the incidence of benign growths in this series, it 

was noted that a number of cases showed a striking number of benign tumors involving 

several organs and systems. Case 60, 431 (Table II, C.) provides a good illus t ra

tion. The patient who was 58 years old at the time of her death had t hree malig-
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nant neoplasms (leiomysarcoma of uterus, with lung metastases, adenocarcinoma of 

ovary with numerous metastases, and lymphatic leukemia) and five benign tumors 

(adenoma of islet of Langerhans, Burthle-cell adenoma of thyroid, leiomyoma of sto

mach, embryonal cyst of kidney, and hemangioma of lip). 

In 1932, Wilson and Maher discussed the statistical significance of the oc

currence of multiple malignant growths and estimated the expected incidence to be 

five to six per thousand (based on the Massachusetts mortality rates for 1902, 1912, 

and 1920-1927, prepared by Dr. H.L. Lombard). In analyzing the first series, Warren 

and Gates used a table set up by Lombard and centering at the same year as the can

cer autopsy series. The expected number of multiple malignant neopla811ls in the 

series of 1,058 cancer autopsies, on the basis of two years' duration, was 10.5 , 

whereas the actual number observed was 40. 

Desaive and his co-workers based their statistical studies on the population 

of Liege, Belgium, from 1925 to 1934. The expected incidence of multiple malignant 

growths was calculated to be 6 per thousand. It is noteworthy that, working with 

two entirely different population samples, Wilson and Desaive found almost identi

cal figures (5 to 6, and 6 per thousand, respectively). 

In Warren and Ehrenreich's second series the observed incidence of multiple 

malignant tumors was 68 per thousand; on the basi~ of both series it was 60 per 

thousand. The expected incidence of multiple malignant neoplasas in the second series 

was 17; the observed incidence was 194, or 11 times the number expected if chance 

alone were a factor. They regarded .this as a further confirmation of the existence 

in some persons of a susceptibility or predisposition to cancer. 
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The ultimate ·:, ~d-\ in the · therapy of cancer is the permanent eradication. of 

the neoplastic growth and recovery of the patient. When a cure is not possible, 

' 
the goal is toward retardation of the growth, with prolongation of useful and coa• 

fortable life. If prolongation of life cannot be achieved, therapy is directed to• 

ward palliation of symptoas or signs of the disease. 

"The distinction between procedures that may retard the progress of neoplaaas 

and purely palliative measures is ••• difficult. 

"Objective improvement and clinical remissions of (chronic myelogenous leu

kemia) ••• are achieved with radiation • . Statistical comparisons of groups of pa• 

tients treated with radiation aticffhose not so treated, however, fail to demonstrate 

significant prolongation of life in patients receiving radiation •• · • 

"Despite repeated statements to the effect that neoplastic disease is more ma

lignant, i.e., kills faster, in young patients than in those of advanced years, 

definitive studies fail to substantiate this clinical impression." 

Spontaneous Regression: "For practical purposes , the course of untreated 

cancer in man is one of steady inexorable growth , spread and fatal terminat i on. • • 

The progression of growth in fully developed neoplasms is by no means uniform 

in all pat ients. Fluctuations in growth, occasional decreases in the size of the 

masses, necrosis and hemorrhage • • • and partial clinical improvement for varying 

periods of time are infrequent but not rare clinical occurrences. In the lymphoma 
,.., 

group of .neoplasms, . temporary and partial remisa......,ions without therapy are seen in 

up to 10 per cent of the cases. " 

Even complete regressions of fully developed cancer, without recurrence and 

without therapy, have been recorded ••• (Rohdenburg, 1918) 

Among recent contributions to this subject he cited Strauss, Cusani, Hirsch, 

Rae, Tourraine and Duperrat, Hajek and Dunphy. "In general, they present additional 

cases of spontaneous regression of malignant ·neoplasms in men, and emphasis that 

occasionally a malignant tumor will spont aneously recede, suggesting that some 

method of bringing this about at will may some day be achieved, and that spontaneous 
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regr ession should be considered in judging new therapeutic procedures, particularly 

when the evidence is limited to single-case demonstrations." 

Long Term Recrudescences in Cancer: Shimkin cited Wil l is as having recorded 

30 such cases, and no t ed: "The proclivi ty of r ecrudescence af ter years of apparent 

cure is part icular ly we l l known in intraocular melanoma. Cases have been r epor ted . 

of removal of t he eye 10 to 30 years before the return of the neoplasm was heralded 

by the appearance of distant metastases ~" Breast cancer cases 20 to 40 years later, 

also the foll owing individual cases: testicular cancer metastas ized 11 years af

t er orchiectomy; osteogenic sarcoma, 13 years after mid-thigh amputation; renal car

cinoma 10 years after nephrectomy; recurrence 12 years after partial gastrectomy for 

gastric carcinoma. 

"In the evaluation of long t erm recurrences, the possibility of a new neoplas

tic focus must always be considered. Mult i ple unrelat ed neoplasms are found in at 

least 4 per cent of pat ients with cancer coming to necropsy. This incidence exceeds 

the incidence to be expected from chance alone and will undoub t edly increase as the 

age of the population rises and as the number of patients cured of one cancer in

creases • . The possi bi lity of new neoplasms i ~ pat i ents apparently cured of one can

cer i s particularly high in sites where multiple independent foci are well known, 

such as the bladder, oral cavity, and colon. I ncreased i ncidence of second i ndepen

dent cancer is also to be anticipated in patients with neoplasms affect ing paired 

organs, such as the testes, kidney and breast . The incidence of cancer of the 

breast is s ix times higher among women who have been cur ed of cancer of one breast 

than in women without previous m81111ary cancer. (Shimkin, 1951) 
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Hauschka (1952), in a survey of immnologic aspects of cancer, reviewed the , 

literature representative of factual as well as theoretical developments, largely 

from 1942-1952. 

"The field of tumor innunity, when last surveyed, was characterized by a pre

occupation with induced resistance and diagnostic serology. During the ensuing de

cade, emphasis has shifted toward problems of tissue specificity and a more bas i c 

concern with the genetic control and chemical nature of cellular antigens. Improve

ments in centrifugal and enzymatic fractionation and .purification procedures, iso

topic labelling of gama globulins, and synthesis of protein-carcinogen conjugates 

have opened up new possibilities for imnunochemical investigations. Meanwhile, the 

biologic attack on the question of distinctive tumor constituents has profited from 

advances in inaunogenetics and virology. 

Experimental design in general appears to have been influenced by Woglom's 

sobering admonitions and is today guided by a more critical awareness of genet ic 

and serologic pitfalls. Although the outlook· toward clinical application of . new 

facts is no less dim than it was 10 years ago, the advantageous use of sensitive 

imnunologic techniques should contribute greatly to a fuller understanding of di f 

ferences between tissues in biochemical te~s. The question whether t he malignant 

change involves a gain, loss, or qualitative alteration of antigenic components is 

relevant here and will demand further probing into almost every aspect of cel l func

tion and constitution. 

"Transplantation iD1DUnity need no longer be viewed as 'some novel and mysterious 

process', but conforms in main outline with the illlllUile state generated by infection. 

A spontaneous tumor is not a foreign tissue, hence cannot evoke as measurable a 

response as the iso-antibodies elicited by grafts. Neoplastic antigens proper may 

indeed be ephemeral; yet, the reality of auto•iDlllUnization in heal t h and di sease 

argues against ••• abandonment of the search for them. 

"The ramified subject matter has been organized into five chapt ers: (1 ) The 

inmunogenetics of tumor transplantation; (II) Induced I111DUnity and hypersuscepti

bility; (III) Neoplastic antigens and the question of their speci f icity; (IV) Im-
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munologic approaches to therapy and protection against carcinogens; and (V) Cancer 

diagnosis by serologic methods. Some recent consideration of specific antigenic 

entities in malignant cells, iso-antibodies in t\DDOr transplantation, growth-inhibi

tory and enhancing effects of nonliving tissue fractions, host and extraneous fac

tors in heterologous grafting, and the concept of tumor autonomy should supplement 

the following discussion with viewpoints of sufficient variety for a balanced ap

praisal of current trends." 

In the section on induced inmun~ty and hypersusceptibility, Hauschka noted the 

work of Aptekman who produced tumor atrophy by strangulation. "It is interesting 

that tying off the blood supply for as little as 24 hours induced illlllUnity, whereas 

the surgical excision of an untreated sarcoma or carcinoma after 8-13 days of growth 

did not bestow resistance. The degree of response to oncolytic prophYlaxis could 

be selected for,so that the percentage of illlllUnity (82't) inducible among the off

spring of successfully treated mothers was greater than that (SO'Z) in litters from 

non-selected parents. 

Hauschka noted that the difference between resistance and hypersusceptibility 

was sometimes merely a matter of small versus large dosage of antigenic material. 

Gorer (1942) has confirmed the earlier results of Tyzzer showing that antibodies 

may sometimes stimulate growths. This is most likely to occur in the presence of 

a relative excess of antigen. 

NEOPLASTIC ANTIGENS AND THE QUESTION OF THEIR SPECIFICITY: 

Viral Antigenicity: ''The antigenic nature of filtrable causative agents of 

avian sarcomas, the Shope rabbit fibroma and papilloma, and certain mouse mammary 

carcinomas has been the subject of intensive investigation, justifying the conclu

sion that the ability to elicit neutralizing and other more or less specific anti

bodtt.es is indeed a characteristic of known tumor viruses •• • When sera of fowls 

were tested one or two years after recovery from Rous Sarcoma they still gave a 

high titre of neutralizing antibodies to the Rous agent. The demonstration of ac

tive antibodies in such birds may be regarded, by analogy with other virus diseases 
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as evidence for the continued presence of neoplastic virus, although no further 

tumors are being produced. Hens that are carriers of the Rous virus lay eggs con

taining a considerable amount of virus-neutralizing antibody in the yoke. Si nce 

virus was not detected in the eggs, embryos or chicks derived from these car riers, 

however, it was concluded that transmission via the egg is possible but is probably 

not an important cause of the high incidence of neoplasms in poultry." 

The experiments of Duran Reynals and his associates on the age and species 

dependence of natural neutralizing antibodies against chick and duck variants of 

the Rous sarcoma agent, and on the inlllunological implications of virus mutability 

have not only revealed pronounced antigenic shifts coincident with the processes of 

adaptive change, but have strengthened the doctrine of an infectious cancer eti ology 

by deriving seve~al lines of histologically distinct neoplasms and leukoses from 

induced variations of a single virus. Resistance or susceptibil i t y of host tissues 

which themselves undergo ontogenetic changes in antigenic specificity and their 

multiform responses to an agent of fluctuating antigenic pot ent i als - ranging f rom 

epithelial growths and lymphosarcoma through mult i ple bone tumors to the induction 

of non-malignant new bone - assumes the proportions of a bas ic problem; i1111111no

differentiation in histogenesis not only in the case of chi cken sarcoma, but also 

in rabbit fibr011a. The neoplastic effects of a virus depend on imunological .fac

tors for degree and tyPe of expression. 

Several tumor viruses, notabl the rabbit papilloma agent (Shope) , are inter

mittently "masked", hence detectable only by serologic search for the specific 

antiviral antibody. 

"• •• the partnership between such a cancer (V 2 carcinoma) and the virus en

dured for five years of transplantation in domestic rabbi t s ; all later tests for 

the specific antibody in the blood were, however, negative. Had the virus merely 

r idden along as a pas~enger until it was lost? Apparently it was no longer essen

tial for the continuing malignancy of the V 2 carcinoma cel ls." 

The Bittner milk agent , functioning synergi stical l y wi th genetic constitution 
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and hormones in the production of mouse mammary tumors, is highly antigenic under 

certain experimental conditions. Complement-fixing antibodies and precipitins for 

t he mammary tumor agent have been reported. In rabbits or rats it elicits inact i 

vat ing antibody effective both in vitro and i n vivo. If, as is probable , the milk 

factor is a virus, it should behave as an antigen not only toward foreign hosts, 

bu t also toward the susceptible speci es; in mice, however, neutrali zing immune bodies 

could not be clearly demonstrated." 

The obstacles hampering unequivocal antigenic typing of neoplastic viruses 

have their counterparts in other branches of virology. Some pathogenic viruses do 

no t gi ve complement fixation in mixtures with their specific antisera or cannot be 

extracted from tissues diseased by them either in sufficient amount or in suitable 

form for in vitro seroiogical demonstration ••• One therefore, should not expect 

that, even if specific antigenic tumor components are viruses, they may be entirely 

disassociated from normal protoplasmic constituents. 

"During the events which lead f r om precancerous metaplasia to mal ignancy , or 

during t he course of subsequent transplantation, cells may acquire constituent s not 

f ound in their benign prototypes. 

"The most exhaustive studies of an antigenically distinctive substance, regu

l arly associated with a mammalian tumor, are those of Kidd, Friedwald and MacKensie 

i n the Brown-Pearce rabbit carcinoma (1941 to 1952) ••• 

"The non-infectiousness of extracts containing Brown-Pearce antigen i n high 

t itre and the inability of host cells to protect the tumor substance against a t -

tack by its specific antibody (whereas neoplast ic cells no rmal ly provide such am

nesty for viruses) argue against the virus nature of the distinctive cons ti tuent. 

Kidd (1946) prefers to view it as an autocatalytic cytoplasmic determinant of pro

lifer ative activity. This interpretation hinges largely, but somewhat i nconsequenti

a lly , on the apparent antiblastic effect of the corresponding antibody exer t ed against 

Br own-Pearce cells during incubation in vitro and al so potent in vivo. Rabbits pre

viously i njected with cell free extracts containing the serologically ac t i ve ma

terial resis t ed t umor grafts if t heir ser a contained the speci f ic ant ibody. 
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If ••• they had failed to develop the antibody, they were regularly suscepti-, 

ble. Experimentally induced i11DUnity had nothing in cOlllllon with the unknown factors 

causing spontaneous regression. The latter occurred more often in the absence of 

the specific antibody than in its presence, while sera of rabbits which had spon

taneously recovered from the tumor did not inhibit the malignant cells.!!! vitro un

less they contained the antibody. 

One significant factor which Hauschka noted was that ·antibody titres were en-I hanced by the synergistic influence of staphylococcus toxin administered simulta• 

neously with the tissue antigens, a technique which should be more widely employed 

in boosting measurable responses to weakly reactive constituents of malignant cells. 

Hauschka noted that there is a general decline in antibody production found 

associated not only with well established malignancy, (Parfentjef et al. 1951) but 

occurring soon after the application of certain hydrocarbons. {ijoch-Ligeti, 1941; 

Malmgren and Bennison, 1952) ••• 

"The evidence for quantitative, if not qualitative differences in the ant.igenic 

comp~ents of normal and neoplastic tissues is ••• convincing." Not only are the 

inmune bodies described (complement fixing, and neutraliz ing antibodies, precipi

tins, lipins, agglutinins, and antiblastins) of the same types as those familiar to 

microbiologists, but the similarity between tumor inmunity and resistance against 

parasites is further emphasized by the protective functions which cellular elements 

of the reticulo-endothelial and lymphatic systems perform in both neoplasia and in

fectious disease. {Murphy, 1926, 1941; Rodrigues, 1940; Stern, 1941) The lympho

cytic theory of antibody formation, as revised by Ehrich and Harris (1945) is in 

keeping with observations on the coincidence of tumor decline and lymphocytic acti-

vity, as well as the finding that there is a reversible exchange of antibody be

tween normal and malignant lymphocytes, and that the latter may even exceed the for

mer in their demonstrated capacity for antibody production (Dougherty~et al. 1945). 

IV. IMMUNOLOGIC APPROACHES TO THERAPY AND PROTECTION AGAINST CARCINOGENS 

Although effective "inmunization" against transplantable tumors does not inter-
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fere with the strain-characteristic incidence of spontaneous neoplasia of the same 

histologic variety as the immunizing graft, and although passive transfer of exper

imental immunity by means of cell-free sera or therapeutic trials with antisera 

"specific" to various tumors and antisera homologous normal tissues, have generally 

met with failures, a hopeful attitude relative to serologic therapy persists to 

this day in some quarters. 

The apparent role of the reticulo-endothelial elements in defensive phenomena 

around and within foci of cancer tissues was the guiding impetus in the work of 

Bogomolets (1943) and his school with anti-reticular cytotoxic serum, small doses 

of which may stimulate the cellular protective reactions. ACS was prepared by 

inoculating horses with spleen and bone marrow from healthy persons who had met sud

den accidental death. "Its use is said to have brought about the disappearance of 

metastases and to have considerably diminished recurrences after operations for gas

tric and lung cancer. Tests with ACS in other laboratories showed inhibition or 

enhanced malignancy (depending on deeage) of the Brown-Pearce rabbit carcinoma 

(Movitz~et al. 1949) and a reduced incidence of spontaneous mouse mammary adenocar

cinoma (Heiman and Meisel, 1949) but failed to affect the growth of Carcinoma 2426 

and Fibroma 2011 in rats, or Sarcoma 180 and mammary tumors in mice (Heiman and 

Meisel, 1949). Reticulo-endothelial immune serum (RE IS), a preparation basical ly 

similar to ACS, inhibited Walker rat sarcoma 319 in vitro, provided homologous rat 

spleen had served as antigen (Pomerat, 1945). Sarcoma cells were not harmed by in

timate contact with splenic fragments growing in the same flas ks; but in these two

membered cultures REIS injured sarcoma at concentrations lower than those needed f&r 

damaging effects in the absence of spleen. 

Treatment with bacterial toxins (Nauts, 1947, 1953) and with Shear's Serratia 

marcescens polysaccharides (1943) has several important iumunologic implications 

and c•'mplications. The polysaccharide branch of chemotherapy is traceable to ob

servations of local tissue reaccivity, i.e., the Shwartzman phenomenon, in a trans-

plantable liposarcoma of the guinea pig experimentally sensitized with bacterial 

filtrate. The tumor responded to intravenous challenge by tumor hemorrhage and ne-
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crosis (as have many mouse tumors and some human neoplasms since then), while nor

mal host tissues remained relatively unaffected. Since the bacterial toxins eli

cited equally extensive hemorrhagic disintegration in the non-sensitized control tu

mors, prior accidental sensitivation by a cross-reacting microorganism or virus 

was postulated. (Gratia and Linz, 1931) 

A large investment of cooperative effort ••• has gone into screening a range 

of antigenically distinct polysaccharides and into attempts to detoxify them, and 

separate their potent antigenicity from their oncolytic property by chemical modi

fication (Creech, 1949). It is now possible to protect mice passively by anti-poly

saccharide sera against the usual toxic syndrome without decline in the tumor-des

troying capacity of the antigen (Creech, 1948). 

Both Serratia marcescens culture filtrate and Shear's polysaccharide are capa

ble of eliciting the phenomenon of local skin reactivity. Shwartzman (1944) found 

no measurable alteration in antigenic specificity (immunizing value, precipitation 

and neutralization reaction) consequent to tryptic digestion and other purifying 

methods employed by Shear. Hence, the principles producing the Shwartzman phenomenon 

are akin to or identical with the factors inducing hemorrhage and regression in 

certain mouse ~\DDors. 

The hemorrhagic response of experimental tumors is, however, by no means speci

fic to bacterial products, since it has also been invoked through histamine or 

through anaphylaxis in mice sensitized to normal filtered horse serum. 

The demonstration of antibodies against body secretions, organs, components of 

normal tissues and distinctive constituents of some tumors (Kidd, 1946), has sug

gested the potential usefulness of immune bodies for selective localization of me

tals (Mcclintock and Friedman, 1945), dyes, and radioactive tracers in malignant 

lesions. 

Under the synergistic influence of adjuvants, such as staphylococcus toxin, -

titres against weak tissue antigens have been stepped up in the donors of anti-serum 

(Maculla, 1947) and after differential absorption a specific globulin fraction could 

conceivably be isolated and isotopically labelled. 
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First steps in this field have been taken by Pressman and his associates (1949) 

who have obtained zones of localization of radio-iodinated antibody in mouse and 

r at kidney ••• 

Landsteiner's classical experiments achieved antigenic specificity of otherwise 

inactive molecules of known structure by their conjugation with proteins . The pro

b lem of an immunological defense against carcinogenic processes through haptenic ac

tivity of -carcin~gen-protein conjugates offers challenging possibilities for inmuno

chemical synthesis and co-ordinated prophylactic experimentation. Creech and others 

(1947-1949) have coupled various serum albumins with isocyanates of a representa

t ive range of polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons. Injection of the conjugate into 

rabbits elicited antibody which was precipitable by conjugates of the homologous 

hydrocarbon with a heterologous _protein. These serological reactions were entirely 

dependent on prosthetic group activity, hence strengthened the feasibil ity of pro

tection against carcinogenesis by chemo-antigens ••• More critical recent tests 

with C57BL mice (inbred for low spontaneous tumor incidence but very responsive to 

treatment with carcinogenic compounds) should evaluate the hypothet i cal protective 

efficacy of conjugates recently synthesized from proteins and certain sys t em,v 

carcinogens. (Creech, 1952) 

V. CANCER DIAGNOSIS BY SEROLOGIC METHODS 

Cancer appears to differ biochemical ly from normal tissues in a quanti t a t i ve 

rather than the qualitative sense, which bespeaks synthesis not of speci fically ab

normal substances, but of normal molecules at t~e wrong time and in the wrong places 

and amounts (Toennies, 1947) ••• So far the search for minute increments of cryptic 

tumor proteins and other unknown metabolites amidst the massive output of normal 

cells during early stages of metaplasia had defied electrophorectic , ul tra-centri

fugal and solubility methods. (Hughes, 1951) Even during advanced stages of the 

di 5ease, electrophoretic studies of plasma proteins and nitrogen, and lipi d analy

s is of plasma fractions have revealed no characteristic deviations from the pattern 

of ot her ailments (excep t in multiple myeloma). General l y, the albumin concentra-
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tion decreases and the alpha-globulins and fibrinogen increase while the shift in 

beta and ganma-globulins is not appreciable- before the onset of cachexia. 

Thus diagnoses based on i111DUnologic principles rather than on much less sensi

tive chemical methods has continued to challenge experimentation. The optimism 

behind these attempts is founded on the immunologic specificity of certain normal 

tissues, on demonstrations of more or less "specific" antibodies evoked by trans

plantable tumors, on the antigenicity of some neoplastic viruses, and of carcinogen

protein conjugates, and on the existence in human serum of natural auto-antibodies 

formed against antigenic lipids which are liberated in tissue wear and tear • 

• • • As yet there is great paucity of data on the antigenicity of malignant 

grC>Mhs in man • 

• • • Certain abnormalities of serum albumin often associated with tumor growth, 

such as decreased coagulability, solubility, and combining power for fatty acids, 

seem to depend on the presence in cancer sera of characteristic abnormal lipids 

which unite with the albumin (Hanke and Kahn" 1952). 

Kahn's observations of inmunity to lipids or lipo-proteins should stimulate 

further study of lipid serologic reactivity in the various forms of neoplasia ••• 

(Hauschka, 1952. He gives ,220 references mostly 1941-1952) 
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Mefferd and Loefer (1953) noted that "Once neoplasia has conmenced , the sur

roundi ng tissue responds with ill-defined resistance patterns and the neoplastic 

tissue may be overwhelmed, contained or practically unaffected. Only in the latter 

case will a gross inspection reveal a palpable tumor. It must be obvious that nu

merous loci of neoplasia, because of their very smallness , or because they already 

have been overwhelmed, are never recognized ••• It is likewise impossible to deter

mine the exact time of origin or initiation of growth of such tumors." 

Tumor Implantation: It is conditioned by the resistance level of the host strain 

and of individuals within the strain, and by the non-antigenic ity (non-foreignness) 

of the tumor to the host. (Homologous tumors produce little or no detectable im

munological response - for to all intents they are not foreign to the host's tissues.) 

During the growth of a tumor, cells of lower vitality, viability, growth rate 

or potentialities soon a~e in the minority; thus one finds an increase in malignancy 

and autonomy with recurrent or metastatic tumors. 

The success of tumor implantation depends upon what rapidl y mobilizable defen

sive focus the host can elicit, and upon factors immediately affecting them, such 

as lymphopenia and lowered antibody response following a pyridoxine deficiency 

(Stoerck, 1948). Exposure to ionizing radiation causes a marked leukopenia, inhi

bits the production of antibodies (Hektoen, 1915), lowers the resistance to infec

tious diseases, and enhances the takes of homologous skin grafts and tumors (Toolan, 

1951 ). Probably the mustard gases would likewise enhance transplantations, since 

they exert similar effects to x-rays (leukopenia , lowered antibody production). 

Since tumor cells are actually largely of non-foreign composi tion, unless trans

planted to a foreign strain, it is not surprising that so little success had at

tended efforts to demonstrate acquired i111DUnity. 

The second response , coming i n about a week, involves the elaboration of anti

bodies, to neutralize any foreign antigens whi ch might be present, and the infil

tration of monocytes and lymphocytes. These encircle the implant and tend to con

tain or destroy it ••• it is quite possible for these cells to destroy or nuetralize 
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a certain rather definite number of cells in any implant, regardles s of its size. 

The size of the implant therefore, becomes critically important •• • the larger the 

number present, the better the tumor can fare in the "soil" of t he host. 

Apparent lag periods or latency following induction or implantation may be ex

plained as due to the interval required for the unneutralized neoplastic cells to 

gain momentum (number of cells x rate of growth) sufficient to overcome the defen

sive forces of the host. 

Nutrition and Tumor Resistance: Forces other than the above are also operative in 

the expression of total resistance: it . can be altered signifi cant ly by non-specific 

treatment of the host prior to tumor implantation. Sabine and Olitsky have demon

strated that during host maturation, barriers quite unrelated to humeral iumunity 

develop, which block in adult animals the routes of disseminat ion of infectious 

disease which are possible in young animals. Sabine (1941) demonstrated that nu

tritional deficiencies prevented or retarded the appearance of some of these na

tural barriers. 

Of very great significance was the discovery that caloric restriction lowers 

the growth of spontaneous tumors reported by Rous.(1914} Tannenbaum (1947) demon

strated this clearly in leukemia and in eight spontaneous or induced tumors. That 

the resistance mechanisms to implantation were st rongly influenced by nutritional 

factors was demonstrated by supplementation of the diet with pyridoxine (Loefer, 

1951) and thymic extract (Loefer and Geller, 1951). This t reatment significantly 

enhanced implantation while a converse effect was noted fo llowing treatment with 

supplementary phenylalanine (Loefer & Mefferd, 1952). Meffe r d noted that these ef

fects are probably not the result of direct action on the tumor cells. 

Resistance is thus a relative factor depending on many variables, such as size 

of inoculum, age of host and donor animals, and significantly , the nutritional state 

of the animal. As Clark et al (1949) pointed out, the evi dence is clear that the 

typical clinical picture of several virus diseases can be markedly altered by a 

variety of dietary deficiencies. That hormones per_!! exert specific effects has 
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been established by Huggins (1941). Mefferd and Loefer "suggested that tumor growth 

is regulated as a result of a shifting ratio between nutrition (including related 

factors) and resistance. 

These workers have correlated peculiar metabolic patterns, particularly those 

involving vitamin deficiencies, with certain diseases, and have shown further that 

these diseases (genetotrophic) may be successfully treated by suitable dietary sup

plementation; even though a physiological condition rests upon hereditary roots, a 

nutritional attack may be successful." It is now generally recognized that genes 

control enzymatic reactions ••• modification of the conditions surrounding the en

zyme molecules, even though the quantity and specificity of the enzymes are basi

cally gene controlled, can result in a change in the phenotype expression. 

Mefferd and Loefer suggested that a basic research program be established on 

rats to study the differences in metabolic patterns between resistant and suscepti

ble animals (quantitative determination of 30 or more physiological characters) 

and thus possibly determine the prime factors related to susceptibility. (Mefferd 

& Loefer, 1953) 
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In a paper entitled "Cancer as a Chronic Disease" Morton and Morton (1953) 

stated: "Scattered through the literature a series of remarkable cases indicates 

how unpredictable cancer is as a disease. In any series of untreat ed cases there 

will be certain ones with much longer survival than the average. Some apparently 

show spontaneous disappearance either of the primary tumor or of secondary implants. 

Some seem to grow in cycles with times of rapid growth alter nat ing with stationary 

periods or actual recessions. And there is the phenomenon of de layed recurrence 

where the tumor reappears years later in the scar of the previo~ operation or in 

its iD1Dediate neighborhood. Sometimes the metastatic cells seem to have remained 

dormant in the lymph nodes or in organs of the body without ever producing symptoms. 

Sometimes after such a resting period the tumor cells seem t o regain their vigor 

and flare up anew with rapid spread throughout the body. The balance between the 

growth rate of the tumor and the resistance of the hos t has been of interest to us 

for several years in the clinic as well as in the laboratory. 

We have sU111Darized cases which indicate that cancer may behave as a chronic 

disease. These cases cover a variety of cancers, showing that chronicity is not 

confined to any particular type." Morton then gives 17 histories of cases personally 

observed and a table of 46 cases reported by other physicians. 

In the discussion Dr. Joe E. Meigs stated : "I think this is a very important 

paper. I would like to know whether Dr. Morton is carrying out any imnunity studies 

and whether or not he is trying to find out whether he can boost the resistance of 

these patients. It is probably that many people have an i111DUnity to disease which 

may be lost at certain times during their lives . I am sure we all have seen pa

tients with cancer who have gone on for ten or twelve or more years after operation, 

and then suddenly the cancer may appear in various r egions all at once - just as 

though something that protects them from recurrence i s l ost. I wanted to ask whether 

any work is being done in an effort to find out whe t her there is any immunity against 

cancer ." 

Dr. J.M. Finney, Jr . , Bal t imor e, Md ., stat ed : "Apropos of what Dr. Meigs just 
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said about irmnunity, we know that for a long time it was felt that active tubercu

losis and cancer did not exist together. I think that has been pretty well displ_,rved. 

There came to my attention some years ago, via a letter from Asheville, where a man 

had died of active tuberculosis and on whom autopsy had been performed, a request 

for the description of an operation which he had had done by my father at Johns 

Hopkins. I looked up the old history and found that, 17 years previously, he had 

been operated upon for an adenocarcinoma of the stomach. A large part of the sto

mach was ·removed (it was not a total gastrectomy, but a near total one), and there 

was a note in the operative record that there were several enlarged glands high up 

under the diaphragm in the gastric mesentery, about 1 cm. in diameter, which felt as 

though they were involved in the malignant growth. I sent this message back to the 

doctor at Asheville, and I received in return an autopsy report stating in substance 

'that the stomach showed evidence of having had an extensive resection with no 

evidence whatsoever of malignancy at the present time; but high up under the dia

phragm there are six nodes about 1 cm. in diameter, all of which are almost com

pletely· replaced by adenocarcinoma of gastric origin. 1 Seventeen years I 11 

In closing, Morton emphasized three points: "First, although cases of t his 

type are rare, they do occur and should be remembered when one in offering a prog

nosis to a patient or a family about carcinoma. Second, as mentioned by Dr. Meigs, 

in many cases there will be a long period of complete absence of symptoms and then , 

when the tumor reappears, it spreads very rapidly and the patient succumbs. Third, 

in these patients we are not talking about people who have just lived and dragged 

on with carcinoma, but _people who have gone on with a long survival of active and 

useful life." (Morton and Morton, 1953)' . 
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While much has been written about the markedly beneficial effects of concurrent 

bacterial infections on cancer, the data on ~he role of acute inflanmation has been 

largely ignored, possibly because much of it was reported in the 19th, century. 

Menkin (1950) defined infl81111lation as a complex vascular, lymphatic and local 

tissue reaction elicited in higher animals by the presence of microorganisms and non

viable irritants, a basic reaction to injury whereby .the deleterious agent tends to 

be localized and ultimately destroyed, i.e., an iDlllUnOlogical mechanism. It may be 

elicited by physiological stimuli such as sunlight, or chemical stiaali such as bile 

or various bacterial or protozoal toxins. All produce an inflammatory reaction vary

ing in intensity from a ba;ely perceptible hyperemia to a suppurative process with 

abundant pus formation. 

Menkin isolated a polypeptide from inflammatory exudates which he called leuko

t&xine. Diffusible, thermostable, this substance has no relation to histamine, which 

increases capillary permeability and migration of leukocytes, first polymorpho

nuclears then macrophages. The only substance capable of counteracting its effects 

on capillary permeability is adrenal cortical extract. Adrenalectomy results in 

marked enhancement of spreading reaction in animals. It is entirely counteracted by 

intraperitoneal injection of adrenal cortical extract. Hyaluronidase, in contrast to 

leukotaxine, does not cause migration of l~kocytes. 

The role of inflamation in illlllUnity: When various materials or bacteria are 

injected directly into an inflamed area, these substances are retained or fixed in 

situ more firmly than under normal circumstances. This fixation occurs extremely 

soon with certain irritants, as early as 30 minutes after injection of a powerful 

irritant. 

Bacteria are also inhibited in their nermal rush into the systemic circulation 

in the presence of acute infla1Bation (Op1e, 1929). Foreign proteins are also held 

in an acutely inflamed area. Antibodies and interferon which are also proteins may 

presumably also be retained in areas of acute inflammation. This point is of impor

tance in designing the most effective technique of administering bacterial toxin ther

apy to cancer patients. It suggests the need for initial injections into the tumor 
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and its periphery when.ever thi5 is possible, in order to localize the lymphoid and 

reticuloendothelial cells and interferon. 

It is well to remember that material injected at the periphery of an area of acute 

inflammation fails to enter such a focus, due to mechanical obstruction. 

By circumscribing the irritant rapidly)the acutely inflamed area allows a certain 

interval of tiae to elapse and thus prevents general infection. This allows time for 

the leukocytes to assemble to dispose of the irritant through the process of phago

cytosis. Thus by local damage the vital organs are protected. 

Bacterial Invasiveness: Bacteria introduced into normal tissues are likely to 

invade the tissue and enter the general circulation, but microorganisms vary in this 

capacity: staphylococci remain localized, streptococci tend to invade extensively. 

One reason staphylococci a.,e such :, necrotizing organisms•s to cause pr0111pt lymphatic 

blockade, is that they produce a soluble toxin which per.!!. is capable of causing 

lymphatic blockade. This soluble toxin is inactivated by heating to 58°c. 

Menkin pointed out that invasiveness and virulence are two separate factors. 

Virulence refers to the innate toxic property of injuring tissue; invasiveness refers 

to the ability of an organism to spread from its point of entry either to the tribu

tary lymphatic nodes and vessels or to the systemic circulation. One can interfere 

with the invasivness of a microorganism, and yet its virulence may remain intact. 

(Menkin, 1950, pp. 57-58.) 

Foreign protein introduced into the skin of a rabbit appears imediately in the 

blood serua, remaining seven to nine days, disappearing shortly after precipitin 

appears. With repeated injections of antigen the quantity entering the blood diminishes 

and with advanced imaunization none enters unless massive doses are used~ (This is 

what occurs in cancer p~tients receiving intramuscular, subcutaneous or intradermal 

injections of Coley toxins or other bacterial toxins and explains why they gradually 

ceased to elicit febrile reactions unle.ss ·:·. {,'.1 massive doses were used.) 

Phagocytosis: Metchnikoff showed that. two cells are primarily concerned with 

phagocytosis: macrophages and polymorphonuclear leukocytes. The important phagocytosis

promoting substances in normal and i11111Une serum are the opsonins and the globulins 
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which form a film over the surface of the object to be phagocytized. However, these 

opsonizing antibodies are not always necessary for phagocytosis to operate. Phago

cytosis of bacteria can take place if the cells operate upon relatively r ough sur

faces such as filter paper and fiberglass, but ori smooth surfaces such as glass, para

ffin or cellophane, no phagocytosis occurs unless opsonins are added. This is an 
,.. 

important point, for it is possible that in inflamnation with the net~work of fibrin 

the cells behave in the same way, and in the presence of such rough surfaces, can 

phagocytize without an intermediary. Ehrich (1945, 1949) in studying the functional 

significance of various leukocytes in inflanmation, concluded that the neutrophils, 

pseudo-eosinophils and macrophages are catabolists in splitting the antigen into 

soluble antigenic fractions. The mast cells prevent coagulation, the lymphocyte 

destroys toxic products of protein metabolism and the plasma cells synthesize anti

bodies. 

The Systemic Repercussions of an Inflammatory Reaction: Leukocytosis accompany-

ing inflauaation is partly -referable to the liberation by injured cells of a globulin 

which acts on the bone marrow via the circulating blood, inducing the growth of gran

ulocytes and of megarkaryocytes. The leukocytosis-promoting-factor (LPF) liberated 

by injured cells into the exudate is non-diffusible and thermolabile. Menkin (1950) 

suggested the clinical use of this substanc_e as possibly reinforcing the known anti

biotics, especially since the prognosis in many diseases depends to a large extent on 

the .number of circulating leukocytes. 

Celcus pointed out that every type of inflanmation is characterized by four 

cardinal f_eatures: rubor, tumor, calore, dolore (redness, swelling, heat and pain). 

Menkin added a biochemical feature: proteolysis or breakdown of proteins. 

Inflanmation leads to the disappearance of the basement membrane. This membrane 

contains glycoproteins whose condition of polymerization is apparently responsible for 

its properties and plasticity. Alteration in polymerization may be caused by enzymatic 

activity (hyaluronidase and collagenase) . This depolymerization may be significant 

in changes of permeability of the capillaries. 
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Menkin discussed the fever-inducing capacity of the insoluble, thermostable 

euglobulin fraction of exudates. Fever very frequently accompanies inflanmatory 

states. He termed this substance pyrexin (Menkin,, 1950, p. 110). 

The dog is a more reliable animal than the rabbit in inducing a febrile response 

with intra-vascular injection of inflammatory exudates. Jansco has noted that the 

histamine liberated in acute inflanmation is a physiological activator of the reticulo

endothelial system. 

Repait'z One of the most fascinating subjects in general pathology is repair, . 

the .healing of inflanmatory lesions. How is this accomplished? 

When damage is merely to the epithelial lining, normal regeneration occurs by 

simple mitosis. When a clean cut wound is made at operation, relatively aseptically, 

and when the edges are brought together by suture, healing occurs rapidly by primary 

union. There is hardly any fibrin or exudate. Fibroblasts move to the line of 

incision. A few polymorphonuclear leukocytes may appear due to the injury caused by 

the knife. Within a few days firm union occurs, and more and more fibroblasts and 

their collagenous tiundles are deposited. The result is a scar or cicatrice which 

becomes bloddless and usually persists indefinitely. 

Repair of a lesion may start during the course of the inflammatory reaction when 

repair occurs simultaneously with the end stage of inflammation. One encounters 

mononuclears or macr~ph4$es, eosinophils, lymphocytes or plasma cells and v&rying 

degrees of fibrosis - the histologic pic~re of "chronic inflammat ion". 

When a wound is open or if it suppurates, healing is somewhat slower and proceeds 

thus: the gap is filled with fibrob~asts and eventually their inter-cellular matrix 

(collagen) . Fibroblasts grow in abund~ce once the irritant has become localized and 

disposed of by the various forces already discussed. Fibroblasts need blood, which 

explains the active proliferation of the capillary endothelium. New capillaries 

sprout, from the base of the wound upwards. Vascular organization is the combination 

of reparative factors consisting of fibroblasts, capillary sprouts and numerous new 

lymphatic channels. Granulation tissue is as a rule very resistant to superimposed 

infections. After a long period more collagen is deposited. There is a tendency to 
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contraction, resulting in a cicatrix. For some re-ason not well understood, perhaps 

due to contraction of the dense deposits of collagen, devascularization occurs -

"avascular organization". 

Menkin's observations suggest that there is a growth-promot i ng factor or 

factors liberated by injured cells which may account for . t he proliferative forces 

i n the region of injury. 

In general, when the area of injury is severe an acute inflammatory process 

i s likely to result, whereas when injury ia mild proliferative reaction may en

sue (Menk in, 1950). 

I, 
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Burrows (1932), in his monograph on the localization of disease, states : "At 

first sight the passage of colloidal and other particles through the vascular endo

thelium might be regarded merely as an attribute ,of inflanation, when the subjec~ is 

examined with more exactitude, it becomes manifest that such permeation may occur in 

conditions other than inflaaatory. Thus it is a pronounced and widely spread phen

omenon of general shock and of the antibody-antigen reaction; it is a normal occur

rence in the healthy placenta and the liver, in clean granulating wound•, in the 

brain following concussion, and in certain special forms of poisoning. The endothelium 

of the capillaries in and about a scar may remain more permeable than normal for long 

periods of time in the absence of any ordinary evidence of inflamaation." Also soae 

aaevi and ••• dusky areas of a mottled skin react in the aaa.e way. 

Diapiresis: The passage of colloidal or other particles of suspended matter, 

including bacteria and blood cells through the unbroken walls of the blood vessels, 

is diapiresis. The noraal fate of foreign colloids and suspended particles depends 

on the electrical charge they carry; most substances (blood cells, bacteria, proteins 

and other colloids) are negatively charged when carried in the blood. In the absence 

of any local inflammatory or other condition involving diapiresia, electronegative 

foreign substances are speedily ~emoved by the phagocytic cells which line the sinu

soidal blood spaces of various internal organs : liver, bone marrow, and spleen 

especially. infJ+~i.;ft'.'ion, when present, modifies this, so that the capillary vessels 

of the affeated tissue appear to become phagocytic, and certainly become traversed 

with foreign particles. 

\ 

Degrees and results of inflamma~ion vary greatly according to the intesaity 

,and duration of the irritation. They also differ in kind. One irritant produces a 
\ 
local concentration of polymorph•, another an exudate containing mostly mononuclear 

lymphocytes and macrophages. Such differencea~y be of considerable therapeutic 

import. 

The injured cell, although surviving the injury, may not invariably make a perfect 

recovery, but may continue to be too permeable. 
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The size of particles influences the speed with which they traverse the endo

thelial cytoplasm. (Pigments and viruses much faster than bacteria. ) 

Localization of Foreign Proteins: Not only do foreign proteins &ain entrance 

to the extravascular regions, but under the influence of inflamation they remain 

there. In other words, if a foreign protein be introduced into the blood stream, it 

will become concentrated in any focus of inflamaation that is present - re·tained and 

concentrated. 

Localization of Dyes: Colloidal dyes, carrying a negative electrical charge, 

when injected into the blood stream are taken up by the sinusoidal endothelium of 

the reticulo-endothelial organs, especially in the liver, bone marrow, and spleen. 

When a focus of inflannation is present, an alternative destination is provided. This 

localization of colloidal and other matters in the reticulo-endothel ial organs and 

in inflamed tissues seems to be but little influenced by the chemical constitution 

and special affinities of the matters themselves, and to depend entirely on the nature 

of the electrical charge which they carry, and on the size of the particles. Only 

negatively charged particles ~ecome localized by inflammation. 

-Schmidt found that after exposure to x-rays the connective tissue cells took 

up increased amounts of trypan blue. Echstein and Von Mollendorff noticed increased 

coloring of skin with trypan blue after ultra-violet radiation. 

Roosen reported that localization occurred after intravenous administration of 

isamine blue in tuberculous glands and other pathological tissue. Anitschkov stated 

that any active hyperaemia would increase the passage of dyes through the vascular 

endothelium. In fact the distribution of colloid substances after their intravenous 

introduction could be quantitively changed by thermal or other stimuli. 

Okuneef (1924) applied a hot water bottle to the abdomen of a rabbit, and then 

, gave an intravenous injection of trypan blue: the belly wall (where it had been in 
. .✓. 

contact with the bag) and the subjacent coils of intestines were strongly colored. 

Okuneef (1924) confirmed Goldman''s observation that a functioning mamma collects 

trypan blue. 

Roosen has observed and has made use of the fact that isamine blue becomes local• 

ized in tissues subjected to di athermy. 
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Aseptic inflammation was set up in subcutaneous tissue•• The irritants used 

were agar, gum, kaolin suspended in si gum solution, and Coley tozins. 

Diathermy applied to a rat's thigh also caused a pronounced deposit of tl'}1>an 

blue in the superficial and deep structures which lay between the electrodes. Concen

tration of localization differs considerably between individual animals. 

Electropositive dyes are much more toxic than electronegative ·dyes and they are 

rapidly absorbed by the oppositely chargeclproteins of the blood and blood vessels; 

the latter are mainly deposited in the reticulo-endothelium of the liver, bone-marrow, 

spleen and lymph nodes, and also, when the presence of inflammation permits of their 

exit from the blood stream, in the macrophages of inflamed tissue, but they have · 

little or no tendency to enter the parenchymatous cells, for example the secretory 

cells of the liver and pancreas. 

"One curious and perhaps significant fact is reported by Von Jansco, namely that 

colloidal metals are not taken up by the reticulo-endothelial system if, just previous 

to their injection, one of the anti~coagulants -- heparin, nove-rudin or germanin 

is admih.istered. 11 Hirudin he found without influence in this respect. 

Unexplained selective affinities exist between particular tissues on one hand 

and various substances, including alkaloids, toxins, pJgments, viruses and bacteria 

on the other. 

Localization of SyPhilis: The special tendency of the earlier general manifes

tations of syphilis to appear in areas of irritation is now an accepted clinical fact 

(including in tattoo marks). 

Localization of Bacteria: "The evidence available to prove that bacteria are 

sometimes collected from the blood stream by inflamed and otherwise altered tissues 

is conclusive. Clinical instances are numberous and striking. The phrase 'locus 

minoris resistentirae' is hoary with years, and the initiation of local infective 

processes by injury unaccompanied by direct infection is a widely recognized fact." 

Burrows cites tuberculosis experimentally produced in animals : lupus in sun

burned or chilblained tissues, not those protected by clothes. 

Kettle found that if a l.ocal subcutaneous inflammation were produced by intro

ducing calcium chloride or turpentine, and the animals were subcutaneously inoculated 
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intravenously with tubercle bacilli, these became localized in the inflamed tissues. 

He further obtained a similar fixation of the tubercle bacillus in subcutaneous lesions 

effected by silica. But whereas the infl81111lation set up by calcium chlo~ide or tur

pentine was more severe than that caused by silica, the fixation and proliferation of 

the tubercle bacillus was much greater in the lesions caused by the silica. Burrows 

noted that "this is in accordance with the clinical and experimental information 

collected in this volume; that is to say, the gentler irritants may be more effective 

agents in causing localization. In other words, localization does not bear a direct 

proportion to the degree of irritation." 

That living organisms after lying dormant for long periods of time in the 

tissues may be awakened into sudden pathogenic activity is recognized. The recrud

escence of inflanmation in tuberculous joints as a sequel to injudicious movements, 

or the flaring up of sepsis in old wounds after surgical interference, are notable 

examples. 

Leprosy: Leprosy follows the same rules of localization in the skin as does 

tuberculosis. 

Bacillus Typhosus: There are very numerous examples of typhoid abscesses develop

ing at sites of hypodermic inject,ons of various substances during a case of typhoid, 

thus localizing the bacilli in the inflamed area. 

Benians (1921) experimented on this subject. He injected various substances (gum 

tragacanth, mucin, starch, agar, McConkey's bile, salt agar and muscle extract) into 

the subcutaneous tissues of rabbits and then injected bacteria into the ear vein. He 

found that Escherichia coli (non-motile form), Bacillus typhosus and Bacillus para

typhosus readily became localized in the areas injected with the above substances 

and were isolated therefrom. Staphylococcus aureus usually could not be recovered, 

and Micrococcus catarrhalis and streptococci were never recovered at all. Egg albumin 

and mutton fat failed entirely to localize bacteria from the blood stream. 

Pneumococcus: Like typhoid bacillus, pneumococcus readily becomes taken up by 

inflamed tissues, in which it may cause suppuration. Zuber, in his thesis on the local• 

izations accidentally produced during the course of pneumonia, described a case in 
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which abscesses containing pneumococci occurred at the sites of hypodermic injections 

of caffein benzoate, and he collected a great many similar cases in the literature. 

Streptococci: Rolly (1923) recorded a case of severe puerperal sepsis in which 

the patient received 24 subcutaneous injections of a silver preparation in the lower 

limb. Abscesses dewloped at these punctures and the patient recovered . Burrows 

cited other similar cases in which streptococci were concentrated or localized in sites 

previously .inflamed by silver nitrate or other substances. 

Fixation Abscess: "Hippocrates observed the favorable effect which local abscesses 

seemed to have upon the prognosis in certain diseases, and recognized the value in 

treatment of hot fomentations and counter irritation. 

"Jenner was a firm believer in the efficacy of artifical inflanmation in diverting 

disease from vital parts. 'May we not,' he asked, 'by making new diseases, check the 

progress of disease in a vital organ or in a part where it may be unmanageable, by 

aubstituting another which is under control? Whoever has observed the deranged state 

of health where vesicated disorders have been called into action by an effort of 

nature, must have seen how often they arrest the progress of the original diso~er, 
I 

and may we not from thence infer what appears to be a pretty general law of nat,re, th•t 

she often gets rid of diseased action affecting vital organs, by exciting eruptions in 

other parts not vital. I am aware that this doctrine is not entirely new; but though 

the phenomena have been so often described, have we taken the hint in our treatment of 

diseases, either chronic or acute?' 

"Jenner gives references to earlier literature on the subject, and described his 

own method of treatment, which consists of gentle and repeated rubbing of a stimulating 

ointment into the skin of the inner sides of the arms or other convenient area, until 

an er-~ption resembling herpes had been produced in the treated parts. The pr•-cription 

••• Antim. tartrat. (subtil. pulv.), 2 ounces; Ung. cetacei, 9 ozs.; Sacchari alb., 

1 oz.; Hydr. Sulph. rub. gr.V; M. Ft. ung.) An increased proportion of tartrate 

will, he says, cause earlier inflanmatory results. 

"In spite of the fact that belief in the efficacy of counter-irritation as a 
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remedial agent has endured so long in tradition and has been so fi rmly upheld by 

leading minds in the profession, the principle involved appears never to have played 

a dominant part in therapy - possibly because its mechanism was never freely understood. 

A great deal of new interest was attracted to the subject when Fochier (1892) pub

lished his paper on the treatment of puerperal infection by subcutaneous phlegmon. 

The fundamental observation which had led him to adopt this method was the sudden 

amelioration which sometimes came about in a general infection coincidentally with the 

formation of a localized abscess." Fochier still has many followers in France, par

ticularly in his own district, Lyons, but relatively few elsewhere. Good results have 

been claimed for the method in a variety of ailments: puerperal f ever (Fochier, 

Gonnet, Madrids); various kinds of septicaemia and severe sepsis (Snapper, Jacob, 

Villaret et al, Boidin, Lestfe et al, Espenal); pneumo~ia (Conor, de Lostal et , Des

tefano et al, Todd, Guerat); encephalitis (Netter, Martin); Mal ta f ever (Rozies); 

malaria (Carl~s); a virus septicaemia following rat bite (Brodin and de la Riviere ); 

and various other diseases including severe Jacksoni an epilepsy (Ricaldoni); poison-

ing by toad stools (Pie and Martin) and by mercuric chloride (Aquino). 

"Some of this therapy may at first seem bizarre, but not if ~onsidered in the 

light of such clinical and experimental knowledge as can be derived from a study of 

deliberate fixation abscesses, and also of those acci dental fixation abscesses ·which 

have followed hypodermic injections and local lesions due to other causes. 

"Fochier injected rabbits with anthrax, and into some of these he injected sub

cutaneously in a different spot 0.25 cc. of turpentine . Al l o f t he control s died in 

the usual time, about 66 hours. However, some of the rabbi ts treated with turpentine 

survived, while others, altho~gh dying, outlived the control animal s. 

Findlay made a study of the hematogenous infection in rabbi ts . Bacteri a were 

injected intravenously, and inaediately afterward flank inj ections of histamine were 

made on the right side and a phosphate buffer solution of the s ame pH(7.2) on the l eft. 

Only in the histamine areas were the bacteria localized: Staphylococcus aureus (three 

strai ns ), 5treptococcus hemolyticus (one out of t wo) and a pneumococcus. 
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Inflamed tissues not only segregate bacteria from the blood, but retain them and 

prevent their direct spread to the neighboring parts. 

It is probable that when Coley toxins or other bacterial products are given 

intramuscularly remote from the tumor such inflamed injection sites may localize the 

toxins given at subsequent injections and keep them from reaching the tumor cells. 

Localization of Viruses: Burrows stated: "Just as no doubt can be held con

cerning the localization of bacteria from the blood stream by inflamed tissues, so 

none can be entertained as to the localization of viruses." 

. Measles: Hebra noticed that if a patient during the prodromal stage of measles 

had been lying for some time on one side, the rash was apt to become apparent first 

in the arm upon which his weight had been resting, and he further observed that if 

ointments, plasters or lotions are applied to the chest, the rash would often first 

show itself ·,:n, that region. The rash was also, he noted, very prone to appear 

in any part which was compressed by tight ban~ages or articles of clothing. 

Schick noted that to older doctors it was well known that bandaging or the ap

plication of iodine could~lead to a copious outbreak of spots if these applications 

were made during the prodromal stage of small pox. 

Von Pirquet, in a classic paper, discussed the distribution of the rash in mea
~ 

sles with great care, and concluded that the spots appear in all chronically hypermic 
" 

areas earlier than in the normal skin, no matter what the cause of the hyperemia. 

Anemic scars remain poorer in rash than the surrounding skin, though the tissue im

mediately adjacent may show a particularly rich crop of spots. 

Experimentally Von Pirquet found he could influence the distribution of measles 

rash by a variety of cutaneous irritations provided that they were made in the pro

dromal period, at least one day before the general erupt ion came out. Thus a mustard 

plaster applied to the patient's leg during this stage led to the outbreak of a 

confluent eruption over the entire area so stimulated. Mere bandaging of a limb was 

followed by an early appearance and an increased profusion of spots. Venous congestion 

caused a delay in the appearance of the maculae, followed by a rich crop. 
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(Comment: These observations suggest that in order to assure that bacterial 

toxins be absorbed throughout the tumor area, an electric pad, hot water bottle or 
lo cr:dly 

a mustard plaster might be applied 10-30 minutes prior to the toxin injection given 
J\ 

in or near the tumor.) 

Smallpox and Vaccinia: Hebra stated that when a person previously affected with 

any other acute or chronic skin disease -- eczema, psoriasis, syphilis, etc • 

. was attacked by small pox, the exanthem developed with peculiar intensity on the parts 

that were already unhealthy. 

Tieche also noted that in variola the rash appears copiously where any irritation 

of the skin is present, and that in these areas vesicles are often confluent, so as 

to give the appearance of a burn. Ordinarily the rash is least abundant in the regions 

of the body most protected from irritation, i.e., the loins and abdomen. 

Jenner remarks that if children suffering skin lesions were vaccinated in the arm, 

typical vesicles not infrequently appeared on the affected parts of the skin. 111 

have seen many instances where pre-existing pimples have been converted into vaccine 

pocks which have kept pace with those on the arms in their progressive changes." 

Denney and Hopkins vaccinated 118 lepers and 105 non-leprous attendants with the 

same lymph and found that among the lepers not only was the local vaccinial response 

severe and often accompanied by necrosis and ulceration, but there was general fever 

and acute temporary exacerbation of all leprous lesions. No abnormal effects occurred 

in the leprous-free attendants. Burrows believed that ·the vaccinia virus may become l o

calized by the chronically inflamed leprous lesions, a widely-distributed, though 

modified vaccinial eruption being thus brought about. 

Calmette and Guerin's work gave laboratory confirmation of the fac t that vac

cinia virus may be localized in irrftated tissue (rabbits), provided that the irrita

tion was induced within 24 hours after the injection of vaccinia. If an interva l of 

48 hours elapsed between the injection of the virus and the epilat ion, no l ocalization 

occurred in the denuded area. 

Camus has also noted the tendency of vaccinial virus, when gi ven intravenous ly to 

rabbi ts, to become localized in recent scars, on naevi, on shaved skin, about small 
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burns, in areas of skin to which chloroform had been applied and also in areas affec,ted 

with chronic eczema. To get consistent results large doses of virus must be given. 

He noted that scratching of the skin added nothing to the influence of the razor. 

Vesicles were often a~sent from .the scratch marks, and in any case did not show a 

special tendency to appear along these lines. 

Levaditi and Nicolau verified the fact that after intravenous injections of vacci

nia virus in rabbits the subsequent cutaneous eruption occurred particularly in areas 

where the skin had been irritated. Vaccinial lesions of the eye were produced in a 

similar way by scarification of the cornea or by exposure to x-rays prior to intra

venous administration of the virus. 

Duran-Reynals effected localization of intravenous injections of vaccinial 

virus in 25 out of 29 places where either chicken embryo cultures or chicken sarcoma 

cultures had been previously injected. Peptone and Kieselguhr failed as localizers. 

Hoffman and Duran-Reynals (1931) observed that if an extract of testicle was 

given intracutaneously and vaccinia virus intravenously the subsequent virus infection 

was sharply localized to the part of the skin in which testicular extract had been 

injected. Thus many investigators have proved that vaccinia virus becomes localized in 

inflamed skin. 

Ultra-violet radiation inhibits vaccinial eruption whether given before or after 

inoculation. X-ray radiation prior to inoculation also inhibits the eruption in irra

diated areas. The heavier the irradiation the greater the inhibition. 

Varicella: Swoboda refers to the localization of the rash by bandages and tight 

clothing. 

Rivers and Tillett (1925) give details of cases illustrating the influence of 

irritation on localizing the rash: adhesive plaster had been applied to ankle; diaper 

rash was present; a tight necktie with a soft collar had been worn; acne on the face. 

All four developed more varicella vesicles in the irritated regions. In a later paper 

these authors r eported a patient with secondary syphilides who developed chicken pox 

and the spots were l ocalized in the skin areas affected with syphilis, face, scalp, 
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extremities. 

Scarlet Fever: This rash follows the same general rule of localization for the 

rashes of fevers due to viruses. Hebra long ago noted that the rash appeared first on 

regions which had been kept warm, or had been previously exposed to pressure or f riction. 

Heim and John published a case under the title, "The reinflanmation of a cutan

eous reaction that had already passed away, during an attack of scarl et feve r." 

A child of four was given three doses of different tuberculines into the flexor 

surface of the left forearm. These excited no general or local react i on. On Apri l 

0 
13 the child developed scarlet fever (104 F.), a sore throat, and a t ypical rash on 

face, neck and chest, none on abdomen or extremities. To their great astonishment, 

Heim and John found a re-inflammation of the three inoculation sites of a month prev

i ously. Two days later the rash spread over the entire body, and the "revived papules 

wer e surfei t ed with it." At this time the later tubercul in inject ions made between 

March 23 and April 10 first showed pronounced local reactions with r eddening and 

infiltration. 

Martland proved that the localization of the l es i ons of hoof and mouth disease in 

guinea pigs is due to pressure and slight traumatism. By bandaging the foot of an 

animal suffering from this disease in cotton wool he prevented lesions developing 

on that foot, although its unprotected fellows all deve loped t ypical lesions. Burrows 

felt ~~~tit was remarkable that such r el atively s l ight and normal stimuli as the 

pressure on the feet when standing, and the small injuries received by tissues of the 

mouth during eating were sufficient . Such minor traumata apparently are insufficient 

to bring about the localization of most bacterial infections. It i s poss ible that the 

discrepancy may be due to the smaller size of the virus as compared wi th bacteria, be--

cause the ease with which diapiresis is effected appears to depend to ~ome ext ent on 

t he effective size of the particl es. (Colllllent: The smaller t he particle the less the 

degree of permeability requi red fo r its localizat ion. Therefore viruses may be local

i zed by l esser s t imuli than those needed for bacte r i a. Thi s point should be considered 

in t he preparation of toxi ns fo r treatment of cancer patients. They may require a 

spreading factor to increase the permeability of the tissues. Perhaps that is why 
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streptococcal infections have produced the majority of so called spontaneous regressions 

in cancer patients. Streptococci produce hyaluronidase, a potent spreading factor.) 

Hyperemia by itself has little effect in causing exudation, but when associated 

with increased capillary permeability it leads to a pronounced increase of exudation. 

Thus it not only assists and accelerates the localization of viruses from the blood 

stream but it facilitates the production of vesicles. 

Tumor-Producing Viruses: Epithelial injury is the one great factor in determining 

the localization of virus of epithelioma contagiosum, whether the virus is applied 

externally or circulates in the blood stream. Burrows cites Burnet, Goodpasture and 

Findlay's experiments. 

Moses found that if some of the hair of an animal were plucked, an intravenous 

injection of infective myxoma in rabbits was regularly followed by extensive severe 

lesions in the depilated area. 

Comparable effects were obtained with the Rous chicken sarcoma. Rous, et al, 

suggested t hat injury might be a factor in the infectivity of cell-free filtrates . 

They observed that such a filtrate of Rous sarcoma was more likely to produce a tumor 

if a little diatomacious earth was added to it. 

Other experiments were made by Pentimalli using red-hot cautery on various internal 

t issue& after laparotomy. He also concluded that the virus of Rous sarcoma, and the 

cellul ar elements also, become selectively local ized in tissues which have been dam

aged. Suzue came to a similar conclusion, having observed that injections of Kiesel-

guhr, lycopodium or powdered charcoal into any part of a chicken suffering f r01li 

sarcoma led to the formation of a metastases at the site where the foreign substance 

had been injected (muscles, liver or lung). 

Mackensie and Sturm, in similar experiments injected various substances including 

embryonic tissue, Scharlach-R, Kieselguhr and tar and concluded that the earlier s t ages 

of the inflanmatory reaction localized the tumor agent more regularly than the 'later 

stages. 

Similar localizing effects of inflanmation were recorded by Fujinami and Hatano, 

who stated that if simple granulation tissue or inflanmatory spots are created in any 
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portion of a sarcoma-bearing chicken, the tumor-producing agent operates there and 

often results in the formation of a sarcoma. 

Findlay produced local tumors after injecting histamine in the right pectoral 

muscle of fowls who had received an intravenous or intraperitoneal dose of a cell

free filtrate of Rous sarcoma. 

Localization of Cancer: The development of a spontaneous neoplasm may be due to 

a local concentration under the influence of chronic inflanmation of some cancer

producing or cancer-favoring subs~ance present in the blood . It may be also that often 

repeated or continued stimulation of cells prepares them in some manner for an inde

finite period of multiplication with imperfect differentiation. It may be that apart 

from its power of localizing the cancer-producing substance, irritation in itself is 

inimical to cancerous growth. 

When an epithelioma develops in connection with an old scar , the growth appears 

\ often in the margin of the scar, which is precisely where the local~zation of natural 
i 

pigment of dyes given intravenously, of blood-borne viruses, and of syphilis, is most 

pronounced. (If imperfect recovery from injury can not be invoked to explain the 

persistent permeability of the capillary endothelium in scar tissue, an alternative 

possibility is that the newly formed vessels have failed to arrive at complete maturity.) 

The Readiness with which Colloids are Concentrated in a Particular Part Depends 

Largely on the Size of the Particles: 

Inflanmation: The most familiar cause of increased permeability of the vascular 

re 
endothelium is inflanmation, whever it occurs and whatever causes it, with inflanmatory 

A 

edema as a common result. The process is confined strictly to the area which has 
I 

been directly stimulated, and does not involve the neighboring vessels. The essential 

element of inflammation is the direct response of those cells to which an irritant has 

been .applied. 

Anoxemia and Accumulation of Metabolites: Cerebral tissue is peculiarly sen

sitive to the deprivat ion of oxygen. Anoxemia rapidly increased the permeability of 

the cerebral capillaries. The point of escape of colloids and cells from the cap

illaries corresponds with the site of the lowest tension of oxygen in these vessels. 
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Variation of Hydrogen Ion Concentration: Reactions of the blood vessels to the 

pH of the blood depend upon the condition present at the time: when there is no 

accumulation of acid in the tissue, an increased alkalinity of the blood causes 'vaso

constriction, and an increased acidity causes vaso-dilatio~n, ~ But when acid has 

accumulated in the tissue, then an increase of alkalinity of the blood causes vaso

dila::,tion, while acids have the opposite effect. In other words, with a constant 

alkaline pH of the blood, an increase of acidity in the tissues leads to vaso-dila-

tion. r'nflammation is accompanied by acidity. Cooling a limb increases alkalinity 

of the skin by reduction of metabolism. Warming increases acidity as does arrest of 

circulation. The physicians of 100 to 200 years ago used both these methods, warmth 

and arrest of circulation (compression), combined with various local applications and 

drugs administered orally for cancer of the breast (Tanchou, 1844). 

Circulating Poisions: Poisons brought into direct contact with the vascular 

endothelium will reduce its resistance to permeation. Some venoms and toxins, either 

by direct injury or indirect influence, render the capillaries incompetent. A 

variety of organic and inorganic chemical reagents may have a similar effect. 

Defective Constitution of the Blood: Quantitative defects in the components of 

'the blood may be enough to cause an increased capillary permeability, (i.e., reduction 

of protein content). Amyloid disease is a recognized example of this cause of incre

ased endothelial permeability. 

Physiological Activity: Not a pronounced causal agent, but there is a definite 

and slight increase of endothelial permeabil ity preceding or accompanying activity .of 

an organ. 

Immaturity, or Imperfect Recovery After Injury: 

Vasodilation · plays a minor part. It is not an essential factor in the causation 

of local edema; permeation is not prevented by vasoconstriction. Vasodilation may be 

regarded as an accessory though subordinant factor. 

Transport of Matter from the Blood Stream to the Tissues by Production of Plethora 

and Venous Obstruction: Variations of hydrostatic pressure play a minor and almost 

negligible part. Venous obstruction acts in two ways: first by increasing the 
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permeability of the vessel walls, and secondly by the rise of intracapi llary pressure. 

Simple suction, however, intense, never produces wheals, even on susceptible 

skins. Applied over a developing wheal the increased venous pressure prevents the 

wheal from forming freely. At the site of cupping a complete stand-still of the 

blood develops. 

Hyperemia: Dilatation of the arterioles, capillaries and venules with an in

creased flow of blood through them. Striking though it may be as an accompaniment to 

inflammation, hyperemia occurs apart from that condition and is accompanied by a dif

ferent range of phenomena. Dilatat i on of the arteries in response to irritants was 

regarded by Lister as a functional phenomenon developed indirectly through the ner

vous system, whereas stasis was the result of the direct operation of the irritating 

agent on the tissues. The blood in hyperemia is well oxygenated and relatively free 

from metabolites. 

Hyperemia unaccompanied by any condition causing an increase of endothelial per

meability will not of itself bring about any considerable augmentation in the output 

of lymph. Yet it seems that an artificially produced hyperemia is capable of adding 

considerably to the volume.of lymph derived in a given time from a lim~ the per

meability of whose vessels has been increased by some other cause. 

A profound degree of transudation may occur in the absence of any hyperemia. 

Changes in Hydrogen Ion Concentration: Fischer believed the chief factor in the 

causation of inflammatory edema was the increased imbibition of water by the colloids 

of the injured tissue, .due to the presence of acids formed as a result of injury. 

lnflamnation causes not only an increase of the amount of lymph produced, but 

the lymph itself becomes richer in protein. Lewis has shown that the fluid of wheals 

contains all the proteins of the blood plasma. 

Several investigators have found that inflanmation is accompanied by acidity, 

the grade of which seems to have some relationship with the degree of inflanmation: 

centre of a furuncle 

acute axillary abscess 

phlegmonous abscess 

pH: 5.96 

5.98 

6.05 
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acute emphyema 6.24 

impetigo bullosa 6.44 

chronic emphyema 6.57 

coxitis tuberculosa 6.58 - 6.81 

cold abscess 6.91 - 7.00 

pleural exudate (?T.B.) 7.00 

tuberculous ascites 7.03 

pleural exudate (carcinomatous) 7.09 

ascites due to morbus cordis 7.21 

average of five healthy tissues 7.21 

Electrophoresis: As soon as the endothelium of the small vessels becomes per

meable from any cuase, several forces hitherto held in .abeyance come into e ffective 

action and under their influence colloids and suspended matter, including blood cells, 

will be transferred from the interior to the exterior of the affected vessels . 

El ectrical disturbances accompany trauma of living tissues, t he injured surface 

becoming e l ectro-positive in respect to the uninjur ed . There is now reason to be-

lieve t hat the diapiresis of colloids, free inorganic par ticles and organized bodies, 

i ncluding bacteria and leukocytes, is due mainly to electrical energy. (They all carry 

negat t ve ·· charges and are therefore attracted to any tissue which is r elatively positive) 

The Size of Transported Particles: Size seems to have an important influence 

on t heir localization from the blood stream. Smaller particles localize more readily 

than larger ones, presumably because of lesser hindrance to their passage through the 

capillary endothelium. Colloidal dyes such as isamine blue and Congo red are more 

rapidly and intensively concentrated in inflamed tissue t han coarser suspension of 

India ink or mercuric sulphide. Similarly, viruses are localized more readily by 

inflaD1Dation than are bacteria. A remarkable fact is the constancy wi th which Tre

ponema pallidum finds its way into fields of irritation - and that it will pass 

through filters tha t will restrain most bacter i a . The effective s i ze of any organized 
·, 

structur e cannot be gauged by its \appear ance when at r es t under the microscope. It 

it. were so, there would be di fficulty in accounting for the early diapedis of white 
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blood corpuscles. (They undergo great distortion when they pass through the capillary 

wall.) It has been suggested that the peculiar shape of the nucleus of the poly

morphonuclear leukocyte is a special adaptation to facilitate the escape of the cell 

through the vascular endothelium. 

The Electrical Charge of the Particles: The blood being alkaline, the inner 

surfaces of the blood vessels, the cells and colloids of the circulatory stream all 

carry negative electrical charges. Any substance therefore which is injected in 

large amounts into the blood must also bear a negative charge if it is to circulate 

freely, for positive substances so introduced will become adsorbed at once onto the 

walls of the blood vessels, and onto the electro-negative constituents of the blood. 

For this reason, perhaps, electro-positive substances given intravenously are apt 

to have injurious effects, and may in any case show little or no tendency to become 

concentrated in the macrophage system. 

Von Jancso found that when arsenious acid in distilled water was given intra

venously to rats it caused no damage to the reticulo-endothelial cells, but when ad

sorbed by India ink and so introduced it brought about reticulo-endothelial cata

strophe in 13 hours. He was also able to poison the reticulo-endothelial cells with 

the electro-positive dye Janus green by adsorbing it to India ink. Though toxic for 

the animal, Janus green alone in watery solution does not become localized in the 

reticule-endothelial system. 

Spagnol stated that negatively charged colloidal dyes introduced into the blood 

stream always become localized in areas of skin where irritation is caused, but pos

itively charged dyes never do, even in large doses. But if an electropositive dye is 

added to an electronegative one, the charge on the former is reversed and then it is 

taken up by the phagocytes of the reticulo-endothelial system • 

. Discussion: Life appears to consist largely of the maintenance of potential 

differences at the cell boundaries by a supply of oxygen on the one hand and by met

abolic processes on the other. With cellular injury the conductivity of the inter

vening phase is diminished and the potential differences fall. With an increase of 

injury and conductivity the differences of potential will disappear and unless restored, 
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life will cease. 

The Re t ention of Colloids and Other Substances by Inflamed Ti s sue : When 

plasma, fine organi c par ti cles, viruses, bacteria and leukocytes migrate into the 

perivas cular spaces due t o inflammation and cer t ain other conditions, they do not 

drain away speedily in the l ymph stream in t he presence of es tab l ished inflam:nat i on. 

The r etention of transuded lymph is familiar to everyone as inflammatory edema and 

serous effusion; and t he l ocal retention of the polymorphonuclear leukocytes i s a l so 

generally recognized , e specially if the pathological disturbance has led to the for

mation of an absces s. The principle holds good for other matter than lymph and blood 

cells, such as dye and fine -color ed particles. 

"Opie, in a s eries of papers has discussed the arrest and concentration of ant i 

gens in inflamed tissues. He observed, while immunizing rabbits against egg-white 

or horse serum, that these substances , a fter repeated injection into t he peritoneum 

or the subcutaneous t i ssues, entered the blood s·tream wi th decr easing r eadiness. 

In well- immunized animals these ant i gens f ailed entirely to enter the circulating 

blood unless given in mas sive dosage . I n a non- immunized animal, however, egg white 

and horse serum readily passed into the blood stream, where they could be detected by 

precipitin tests for seven, eight or nine days after their introduct ion into the sub

cutaneous tissues . He believed that when an antigen mee ts an an t ibody in the living 

organi sm an acute inflanmation is at once produced i n the tissues wher.e.. they meet. 

This inflammat i on has the double effect of (a) prevent i ng the free dist r i bution of 

the antigen, and · (b) causing a copious i nf low of ant ibody owing to the incre ased 

t r ansudation which results from inflam:na t ion. The Arthus phenomenom, t hus represents 

a protective arrangement whereby an antigen i s fixed and des troyed at i t s portal of 

entry. 

"Okuneef (1924) observed that t he absor ption of trypan blue from the peritoneal 

cavi ty was delayed if animal charcoal, casein or gel atin were injected s imultaneously 

wi th the dye or 30 minutes previously. 

"In some fur ther experiments he inquired int o the effec t s of hyperemia and in

flammation on the rate of absorption ~ ~ • 2 inj~cted into the subcutaneous tissues 
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of the rabbit's loin. He found that vaso-constriction caused by a previous injection 

of adrenalin at the site of injection of the dye delayed its absorption. A rubber 

bag filled with ice applied to the loin for 45 minutes, the dye being injected within 

5 minutes of applying the bag, also resulted in a delayed absorption of the dye. Heat, 

applied by a hot water bottle so as to preserve a temperature of 35 - 45°c. between 

the animal's skin and the bag, caused an increased rate of absorption. The same 

result followed hyperemia due to the application of a mustard plaster, the dye being 

injected within 10 - 20 minutes of applying the plaster. Experiments carried out with 

turpentine were of special interest: If a small amount of turpentine (0.06 to 0.2 cc.) 

was injected subcutaneously in the loin inmediately before giving the dye, an increased 

rate of absorption occurred, but if the trypan blue was injected 12 hours after the 

turpentine, a great reduction occurred in the rate of absorption of the dye . (See 

charts 211-214 reproduced from Okuneef's paper)." 

Burrows regarded these results as of considerable importance since they indicated 

the time interval requisite for the establishment of conditions favorable to retention. 

(These factors should be considered in planning the sites, dosage and frequency of 

toxin injections and whether to apply local heat to tumors to help localize toxin 

injected intravenously or remote from the tumor into other sites.) 

Burrows noted that it is difficult to be sure when producing hyperemia by heat 

that the tissues have not been injured to the extent of producing an inflammatory 

reaction. His own experience confirmed that of Rogowicz in which, although a dye 

given intravenously appears in a larger concentration in hyperemic tissue than else

where, it shows little tendency to be retained there unless the stimulus causing the 

hyPeremia has brought about inflarmnation also. 

He also describes Menkin's experiments with induced aseptic inflanmation in 

causing retention of dye in the inflamed areas. 

In another experiment Menkin injected a small amount of diluted croton oil into 

the subcutaneous lymph space of a frog's thigh. After an interval varying from 45 

minutes to 24 hours, he injec t ed .05 cc. of 1 per cent solution of trypan blue into 
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the inflamed portion of the thigh, and made a similar injection into the same part 

of the thigh of a normal frog. After several hours both animals were pithed and 

examined. In the control frog the dye had diffused through the body, staining the 

buccal cavity, tongue, abdominal wall and thighs, viscera and heart. The experimental 

frog, however, showed intense staining at the site of inflaumation, no dye elsewhere. 

Regarding the rapid dissemination of bacteria in normal animals, Noetzel ob

served that B. pyocyaneus, when injected into the knee joint of a rabbit, could be 

demonstrated in the inguinal lymph nodes within 10 minutes or less. Buxton and 

Wells and Johnstone recorded that bacteria injected into the peritoneal cavities of 

normal animals reached the blood stream via the lymphatics within a few minutes. 

Schmidt-Ott noted that trypanosomes, spirochetes, and certain bacilli may be 

found within the regional lymph nodes within a few minutes after their subcutaneous 

inoculation, and he believed that rapidity of dissemination to the lymph nodes was 

not dependent on size, motility or virulence, but that as regards the entry of or

ganisms into the general blood stream, virulence played a decisive part. 

Pawlowski (1909) found that if a suspension of Staphylococcus aureus were in

jected into the knee joint of a guinea-pig, in which inflammation had been produced 

four days before by introducing turpentine, dissemination of the organism was delayed 

or entirely prevented. 

Similarly Sicard, Paraf, and Wallich (1927) found that an aseptic peritonitis 

produced by an injection of tapioca prevented the dissemination of cholera vibrios 

and other organisms introduced into the peritoneum. 

Opie (1920) states that streptococci introduced into the peritoneal cavity of 

healthy rabbits enters the blood stream in a few minutes; whereas the presence of 

aseptic peritonitis set up by an injection of aleuronat 48 or 72 hours before, en

tirely prevented the organisms from becoming disseminated. 

Willis's (1925) experiments with inoculated tuberculosis are also cited. 

A striking example of the retention of fine inorganic particles in .tissues which 

are the seat of chronic inflanmation is anthracosis: Cummins and Sladden (1930) 

showed that no remarkable degree of anthracosis occurs in coal miners unless silica 
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has also been inhaled. In the absence of inflammation set up by the presence of 

silica, the relatively non-irritating coal dust is not retained in the lung in amounts 

comparable to those which are so retained in the presertce of silicosis. 

The Causes of Inflammatory Retention: 

An Increased Osmotic Pressure in the transuded material may be one reason. 

Stasis of Lymph: Still hypothetical Burrows believed. 

Clotting of Lymph: Sufficient to block natural flow. Menkin made careful stu

dies into this matter. He brought about cutaneous inflammation in a rabbit by intro

ducing a culture of Staphylococcus aureus. After a sufficient time he injected 1 cc. 

of a 1% solution of trypan blue into four or more areas of skin adjacacent to the site 

of inflammation. The inflamed area became circumscribed by a band of blue, the dye 

failing completely to penetrate the edematous tissue. He performed similar exper

iments on frogs, causing local inflammation by means of diluted croton oil and sub

sequently injecting a solution of trypan blue into adjacent areas. No dye diffused 

into the inflamed part. Menkin attributes this to the occlusion of lymphatic vessels 

and the presence of a network of fibrin in the inflamed area and he regards the fix

ation of foreign substances by the inflannnatory reaction as due to mechanical ob

struction caused by a network of fibrin and by thrombosed lymphatics at the site of 

inflannnation. 

Menkin records that B. prodigiosus (Serratia marcescens) injected into inflamed 

tissue is fixed there and fails to disseminate to the regional lymph nodes as readily 

as when injected into normal tissue: this organism inoculated at the periphery of 

an inflamed area does not readily penetrate into the site of inflammation. These 

experiments, he beli eves, furnish additional evidence that the fixation of foreign 

substances by the inflammatory reaction is primarily due to mechanical obstruction 

caused by a network of fibrin and by thrombosed lymphatics at the site of inflammation. 

(This would seem to explain why in cases treated by intramuscular injections of Coley 

toxins the sites of inoculation became very indurated (localizing the toxins in these 

sites) and the effect on the tumor was much less marked than when using intratumoral 

or intravenous injections.) 
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Phagocytosis: plays an appreciable part in the retention of bacteria, dyes and 

other substances in inflamed tissues. Falk and Matsuda have observed that phago

cytosis of bacteria is largely influenced by the electric charge which they carry, 

and that it is possible to effect alterations of this charge by artificial means; and 

Falk advanced the view that virulence of micro-organisms is dependent upon their 

electric charge. 

Agglutination of Bacteria in Vivo: Immunity Factor with regard to the fixation 

of a foreign protein under the influence of an immune response it may be, as Opie 

(1925) suggested, that specific precipitation plays a part. 

Electrostatic Condition in the Tissues: (Precise data are lacking.) Inflamed 

tissues may be positively charged relative to normal tissues. Inflammation being 

accompanied by an increased permeability of the blood-vessels and by an augmented dif

ference of electrical potential between the contents of the blood vessels and the 

extra-vascular tissues, would not only result in the transference of the mobile 

electronegative colloids of the blood to the positively charged tissues but until 

neutralization of the charges had taken place to some extent, the effused substances 

would be held within the damaged zone by electrical attraction. 

The Electrical Charges on the Particles which are Retained under the influence 

of inflammation must be of importance if the foregoing theoretical argument is sound . 

On such a basis it is easy to account for the rapid spread of negatively charged 

bacteria through non-inflamed electro-negative tissues, as it is to understand their 

retention in inflamed tissue under the influence of the raised electrical potential. 

The same argument can be applied to the retention of proteins, acid dyes and other 

electro-negative substances under the influence of inflammation. 

The Inflammatory Barrier: Every surgeon is aware of its potency in limiting the 

spread of micro-organisms. Apart from surgical operations, the routine treatment of 

a local infection consists entirely of attempts to second Nature's inflammatory response. 

Durham showed that the resistance of the peritoneum against infection could be 

greatly increased by preliminary production of an aseptic peritonitis. (Pozzi's famous 

caa~- ~187$,,1904) is of interest in this connection. He induced peritonitis by injec

tions of iodine in a case of advanced ovarian cancer. See below Page 169.) 
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Besredka (1923) learned that animals could be protected against a local dermic 

inoculation of anthrax by previously injecting into that part of the skin some fil

trate from a culture of the organism or by applying the filtrate to the skin by means 

of a compress. He later found that by comparable means a local protection could be 

produced against staphylococcus which was virulent for guinea pigs. He further 

observed that a filtrate made from an 18-day broth culture of this staphylococcus was 

non-toxic when injected into the animal. Staphylococci inoculated into the filtrate 

maintained their vitality but did not multiply. When the living organisms were in

oculated subcutaneously together with some of this culture filtrate the resulting 

lesions were not so severe as those produced by the staphylococci minus the filtrate. 

He obtained similar results with streptococci and their filtrates. 

He and Urbain obtained a local protection against a virulent streptococcus by 

previously dressing the skin with bacterial filtrates. Besredka believed that the 

local innnunity was brought about by the presence of specific inhibitory substances in 

the bacterial filtrates and therefore applied the method in the treatment of puer

peral sepsis and other human infections. 

Brocq- Rousseau, Forgeot and Urbain confirmed the possibility of obtaining local 

immunity in guinea pigs against intradermal injections of a virulent streptococcus 

0 by previous i noculation with a culture which had been attenuated by heating to 60 c. 

for 15 minutes. 

Burrows believed that in view of more recent work it was doubtful whether the 

effect of these bacterial filtrates was to any great extent the consequence of speci

fic anti-bactericidal properties, but rather to stimulating a non-specific resistance. 

Gratia found that the previous application of vesicants made the skin more resis

tant to infection and this protection lasted about two weeks. Mallory and Marble 

produced a local cutaneous immunity in rabbits toward staphylococcus equally readily by 

means of sterile filtrates of cultures in broth and sterile broth alone. The immunity 

was strictly local, and was manifest within eight hours, and lasted for 15 days at 

least. The protection obtained by the bacterial filtrate was never greater than that 

obtained by the original broth, from which the filtrate had been prepared. Miller 
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found that guinea pigs were protected locally against staphylococcal, and rabbits 

against streptococcal infection by previous treatment of the skin with horse meat 

broth or beef tea, or with bacteria-free filtrates of cultures. He regarded the 

immunity as non-specific. Protection appeared in 24 hours, lasting 10 days. He noted 

that if inflammation was too severe, no increase of resistance was obtained. Freed

lander and Toomey also found plain broth as effective as specific broth in protecting 

guinea pigs against subcutaneous injections of staphylococcus. 

Other pathologists, while admitting the potency of non-specific protection, have 

obtained a still higher degree of local immunity by the use of specific serum or broth. 

Gay and Morrison called attention to the leading part played by the macrophages assem

bled as the result of aseptic inflammation. They noted the results of injection 

of streptococci into the pleural cavity of rabbits after the onset of inflanmation 

caused by various substances, and they found that meat infusion broth and diluted 

egg white, which in 24 hours had produced a notable increase of macrophages in the 

cavity, protected the animals against 100 times the minimal dose that was fatal for 

' untreated rabbits. Substances which when injected into the pleura brought about a 

large increase in the number of polymorphonuclears but not a pronounced increase in 

macrophages, were not effective in affording protection to the host. Thus an injec

tion of 5% aleuronat in 0.3 sodium chloride gave these "absolute counts" (in millions): 

macrophages 3.8, polymorphs 58.9, and no recognizable protection. With strong 

broth injection the exudate contained: macrophages, 18.7, polymorphs, 47.9 and com

plete protection. Nakahara came to a similar conclusion. He was able to greatly 

enhance the resistance of the peritoneum in mice against certain organisms by 48 

hours previously injecting into the abdominal cavity 0.2 cc. of commercial olive oil. 

At first this causes an exudation of polymorphs, but at the end of 48 hours these 

become replaced with macrophages. The protection gradually subsides in the next two 

weeks. He used Escherichia coli, Staphylococcus aureus, and a pneumococcus. 

Gay and Clark (1924 and subsequently) found that normal rabbit serum injected 

into a rabbit's pl~ura produced just as high a macrophage count as antistreptococcal 

rabbit serum, but the latter led to an earlier sterilization of the pleural cavity 
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after its infection with streptococcus. (Macrophages reached their maximum earlier 

with immune serum.) Rivers and Tillett also observed that imnune serum was more 

efficient than normal serum or beef broth in protecting the skin of rabbits against 

streptococcal infection. 

Thus it is seen that to provide the most efficient barrier against infection it 

is not enough merely to cause a local inflamnation, but the correct type: (a) i.e. 

:: the maximum number of macrophages must be mobilized in the zone of infection. (b) the 
,. 

jj 1evel of local inmunity must be raised by specific treatment, (enabling the tissues to 

\i produce agglutination of the invading organi~ms). (c) the degree of inflammation must 
1: 
I' 
'' be appropriate,. 

Hanger noted that severe injury of the tissues by chemicals or an excessive antigen-

antibody reaction produces loss oflocal resistance even in immune animals. Mild 

injuries from the same causes, however, have a protective effect. Miller (see above) 

also noted this. 

Halley, Chesney and Dresel showed that while fresh wounds in rabbits were sus

ceptible to infection with Streptococcus erysipelatis and Staphylococcus aureus, 

granulating wounds were resistant to these organisms, but this resistance of gran

ulating wounds was not general against every infection. (Pasteurella applied to 

granulations gained access to the blood and killed the animals.) Inflamed tissue 

forms a nidus that is especially favorable to the growth of tubercle bacilli, (i.eo 

silica). The grade or type of inflammation must be considered because although local 

injections of calcium chloride or turpentine caused more severe inflanmation than 

silica, it was not so favorable to the growth of tuberculosis. 

Viruses also become localized in inflamed tissues (amply proved). 

L A barrier of granulations will act as a buffer against the absorption of a toxin. 
i 

Noetsel found that in rabbits and in guinea pigs the time required for a wound surface 

to become resistant to bacterial infection was five or six days. (Coument: Thus toxin 

therapy should be started before or inmediately after operation in order to permeate the 

entire area before scar tissue is formed.) 
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The protecting barrier of granulations requires in certain of the lower animals 

a period of several days to develop, and even a slight injury just enough to cause 

b\eeding may lay open the defenses to bacterial or viral invasion. 

The production of a macrophage barrier in healthy subcutaneous tissue or in the 

peritoneum or pleura takes 24 hours at least and is effective for a week or two. 

Burrows stressed Okuneef's experiments with the absorption of dyes~oting that 

hyperemia accelerated absorption and that a definite lapse of time was required to 

institute these conditions which cause retention of substances under the influence of 

inflammation. 

Persistent Permeability: (Chapter XV, p. 244) A diminution of alkalinity or 

increase of acidity is the usual accompaniment of damage to the tissues and as long 

as excessive acidity continues it seems that any contiguous capillaries will be de

prived of their normal tone . 

Whealing cannot be induced again in the same area of skin for some time. 

An increased exudation from the blood vessels takes place continuously in the 

presence of pyogenic infections or of other persistent causes of irritation (i.e. tur

pentine in a fixation abscess) whereas, with non-septic and discontinuous traumatism, 

periods of time intervene during which little or no exudation takes place from the 

blood vessels into the injured part. 

The Inflammatory Response: Roger divided the sympathetic nerve of a rabbit's 

ear and inoculated both ears with equal quantities of Streptococcus erysipelatis. He 

found erysipelas developed much more promptly in the hyperemic ear than in the normal 

one. In the next two or three days erysipelas developed in both, always more pro

nounced in the denervated one. However, from the third to fifth day the ear with 

intact nerves became the seat of a severe lesion, while the other one had become nearly 

normal. 

A full supply of well-oxygenated blood has the effect of increasing inflammatory 

exudation. 

Variations in pH may be the chief agents in regulating the inflammatory response. 
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Therapeutical Considerations, The Curative Use of Hyperemia: (Chapter XVI) 

: From ancient times measures to increase the local blood flow have been used thera-

peutically. Hippocrates used fomentations and placed actual cautery as among the 

most potent of remedies. More recently diathermy, fomentations, dry heat, tincture 

of iodine, and other chemical rubefacients and liniments, also setons, blis ters, f ix

ation abscesses and cauteries are used. The general appreciation of these agents 

and the selection of the one most suitable for an individual case, have both res t ed, 

t ill recently almost entirely on empiricism, tradition and convenience . 

There is a sharp and primary distinction between measures which cause hype r emia 

alone and those which induce inflanmation. 

Hyperemia stimulates healing of wounds: It should be avoided in t uberculos i s . 

I t may also favor the development of syphilis • 

. ,-., Therapeut i c Values of Artifically Induced lnflamnation: I t may be induced (a) 

! as a means of producing an accessory hyperemia in the neighborhood o f a diseased 
I 

'. focus , (b) to forestall the establishment of infection in a freshly inoculated healthy 
I 

' ti ssue, (c) to prevent the spread of established infe ction by the creation of an 

i antibacterial barrier around the focus, (d) to br ing about the local fixation and 
! 
j; 

;: destruction of micro-organisms which are free in the circulating blood, (e) the local-,. 
(This applies to toxin 

" 
I i zation of pharmaceutical remedies within di seased tissues. 

therapy. In tissues that have been heavi ly i rradiated it would seem feasible to 

initiate an aseptic inflammation wi t hin the zone o f an intended operation - so as to 

increase the macrophages which have been des troyed by the r adiat ion.) 

The temporary irritation caused on wound surfaces by antisep t ics - far from being 

inimical to healing, may favor the process. Carrel concluded that irritation expedites 

healing of skin wound~ and that onset of repair is delayed in a wound that is not 
" 

irritated. 

The Local Fixation and Destruct i on of Micro-Organi sms Present in the Circulating 

Infl ammat~on not only pr event s dissemination of i nfection but may have remedi al 

; value once disseminat i on has occurred , since an inflammatory focus will segregate 

, micro-organisms from the blood stream. This is the principle underlying the treatment 
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I ,: by fixation abscess, cautery or other therapeutic measures involving the establishment 

of an inflammatory focus for the cure of a general blood infection. Moreover, matters 

other than bacteria can be localized by an abscess. 

Although the curative effects of cutaneous inflanmation appear to have been 

recognized empirically from the dawn of history, they receive little attention now. 

, Jenner, in a letter to Charles Henry Parry (1822) on the influence of artificial 

. eruptions, not only expresses his own belief in the therapeutic value of cutaneous 

irritation, but refers to similar opinions expressed by his contemporaries and pre

_' decessors. His explanation is that an inflanmation of the skin diverts disease from 
·' 
father parts of the body. 

I 
The only known method of localizing bacteria from the blood stream is inflammatory 

fixation. There is no alternative method. 

Laboratory work has shown that if bacteria are injected into the blood stream of 

an animal in which an abscess has been induced, some of the bacteria will find their 

way into the abscess. This fact confirms the judgement of Jenner, Fochier and others 

in causing cutaneous irritation and fixation abscesses for the treatment of mankind . 

However, these methods are not generally viewed with enthusiasm by clinicians today. 

The readiness with which particles undergo diapiresis appears to depend large~y 

on their size: a mustard bath which may be sufficient to localize viruses in the 

skin may yet be too mild to fix bacteria owing to their greater dimensions. Bacteria 

may require a mustard poultice to localize them. Much exp,erimental work must be 
I 

carried out before a high degree of therapeutic success cah be expected f~om this form 

of therapy. , 

!I Nobody will suppose that fixation abscesses can segregate all the micro-organisms 

' ; circulating in the blood. The liver and spleen will still retain a large proportion. 

Nevertheless, if given sufficient time, a fixation abscess will take and hold some of 

the circulating bacteria and thus may relieve the assault made on the reticulo-endo

thelial system. Not only does a fixation abscess collect bacteria from the blood, but 

it also destroys them. 
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1 The Use of Inflammation to Localize Pharmaceutical Remedies Awaits Further ,, 
!! 
:, Exploration. Since a sterile inflammation can be set up at will in any part of the 

body, it seems almost certain that with this method we can localize any substance 

1 that can be prepared in the necessary physical state in whatever organ we wish by in

troducing it into the blood stream. Its deposition in the tissues will be largely 

within the macrophages, though not always entirely so. Even so a medicament may be 

effective. Colloidal substances with particles that are not too large and which 

carry a negative electric charge, will wi.th certainty escape from the blood vessels 

(when injected intravenously) and reaching extravascular regions will be retained 

there in a relatively high concentration. Burrows reiterated that he believed we 

can obtain a special concentration of any substance we choose in an inflamed tissue 

provided we introduce it to the blood stream in the form 9f an electro-negative 

colloid whose particles are of suitable dimensions. As a rule there will be nq 

' difficulty in effecting the necessary aseptic inflammation if it is not already 

' present. 

General Swmnary and Conclusion: 

Three conditions are required for the localization of many blood borne di

seases - namely: 

1. An abnormal permeability of the walls of the smal l blood vessels. 

2. The presence of forces whicb will transport the noxi ous agents through the 

endothelial cytoplasm. 

3. The retention of noxious agents in the tissues unjer the influence of inflaa

-· mation. 

He noted that these three conditions lead to the localization not only of the agents 

of disease, but to the factors of defence. (Burrows, 1932) 
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An interesting example of the effects of trauma in localizing blood borne bac

teria occurred in 1892 in a patient under W. B. Coley's care, a male aged 46 with a 

recurrent inoperable sarcoma of the back with metastases in the groin. Coley attempted 

to induce erysipelas in this patient by inoculations of fresh cultures of streptococci 

made directly into the . tumors. Finally after four weeks he succeeded in doing so with 

a f resh culture. Coley reported: "From the beginning of the attack the change that 

took place in the tumor was little short of marvelous. It lost its lustre and color, 

and had shrunk visibly within 24 hours. During the early part of the inoculation 

t reatment (before erysipelas developed) the patient "received a blow on the chest while 

scuffling with another patient. Four weeks later, when recovering from the erysipelas 

he began to feel pain in the region of the injury and soon a diffuse swelling appeared." 

i O 0 The temperature ranged from 101 to 102.5 F. for a week, and a large abscess developed 

in t his area from which 10 ounces of pus were evacuated. The tumors disappeared fol

lowi ng the infection but recurred and again regressed following toxin therapy. Final 

reactiva tion with ascites caused death 10 years after onset and four years af t er ery

sipelas developed. (W. B. Coley, 1893, Case VI; 1894) 
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Fisher and Fisher (1967) studied the effect of trauma on localization of tumor 

cells. They concluded that increased numbers of tumor cells lodge at sites of traumar · 

and may well be the reason for the observation of augmented metastases. They added: 

"The hazards of translating findings from an experimental model to events which may 
\ 

• I occur in man are fully appreciated, yet to disregard the evidence relating trauma to 

metastases as being in'"'consequential appears equally inappropriate. There are many 
V 

clinical observations that surgery, chemotherapy and even irradiation (all forms of 

trauma) may augment metastases. Such modalities may change host-tumor relationships 

allowing for unexpected neoplastic growth. In this regard surgeons have long practiced 

self incrimination for local recurrence's of tumor following 'adequate' operation when 

actually these recurrences may have been the result of a biological phenomenon beyond 

{-hear control, i.e. circulating tumor cells lodging at a site of trauma." 

Agostino and Cliffton (1965) also reported on trauma as a cause of localization o f 

blood borne metastases and discussed the preventive effect of heparin and fibrino l ysin. 
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Lohmann (1931) discussed the physiology of tumor cells and various therapeut i c 

attempts at producing conditions within the body which may interfere with tumor 

growt h , their respiration and glycolysis. 

Ehrlich found that a tumor which had been implanted in mice did not grow or 

regressed rapidly (acquired tumor immunity) if the animals had been t r eated with 

diluted t umor mat er i al or if they had suffered an infectious disease , e. g., relapsing 
i 

fever: t he transpl ants failed 'completely in a series of animals. 

Infl armnat ory Reactions: "Kempner and Peschel (1930) observed .that , corresponding 

to the extent of an i nflammation, the inflamed ti_ssue separates itself fro~ the nor

mal tissue and s tar ts a life of its own in the area of inflammation. The metabolism 

of inflammation i s the center of this life. The tnetabolism of the i nf l ammatory cells 

is a ~oxious me tabol i sm of necrosed cells, with considerable respi rat i on and glycosis; 

it causes in t he inflanimatory fluid: 

reduction of oxygen 

increase in co2 

reduced sugar 

increased lactic acid 

r educed bicarbonate 

lowered pH. 

"Based on t hese observations, one should assume t hat the inflammatory state of 

tissue may offe r the worst conditions for t he life and growth of malignant tumor 

cells, and it might perhaps be possible that tumor cells would perish under such con

ditions •••• For the optimum of the glycolic efficacy of the tumor cell is linked 

' 
with alkaline reaction and depends on the bicarbonat e contents - the reaction in an 

inflammatory area is acid, the bicarbonate contents a r e r educed 601.. The metabolism 

of a tumor cell in an inflammatory fluid should, there fore, differ from that in a 

normal body fluid, such as lymph or blood serum. 

Experiments on the Influence of Inflanmation on Tumor Met abol i sm: 

Method : · Resp i rat ion and aerobic gl ycolysis of t umor cells were determined in hu

man serum and in infl ammat ory fluids of man, by using the contents of cutaneous blis

ters, which were produced by cantharides (a counterirritant and vesicant) and pleural 

exudates. Sections from Jensen's r a t sarcoma and human spontaneous carcinoma were 

used as tumor cells. 
I . 
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- - Sterile puncture of the infla111Datory fluid was carried out after the cantharides plaster 

had exerted its effect for 24-48 hours (the age of the pleural exudate could not be ex

actly determined) the cells were centrifuged and the fluid saturated with various gas 

0 0 
mixtures at 37.5 C. (99.4 F.) 

Results: Aerobic glycolysis of the tumor cells is always reduced considerably in 

the inflannnatory fluid as compared to serum. The aerobic glycolysis of tumor cells had 

almost completely disappeared in inflamnatory fluids obtained from healthy human pat

ients after about 50 hours' duration of the inflannnation: i.e., the tumor cells no lo

nger showed the specific tumor metabolism in the inflanmatory environment, but showed -

[that of normal tissues. It was shown that the tumor cells are destroyed in the inflam-
! 
I 
!matory fluid if the latter is allowed to exert its effect on the tumor cells for a 

]sufficiently long time. 
I 

Sectiens or rat sarcoma were again placed in normal serum after a sojourn of ' 6, 10 

and 14 hours in the inflammatory fluid; their metabolism was then determined; not only 

t he aerobic glycolysis but also the respiration was considerably reduced after being ex

posed to the inflannnatory fluid for six hours. After 14 hours i n t he f l uid~respiration 

and glycolysis was zero, i.e., the tumor cells had undergone necros i s, while the tumor 

tissue which had been maintained in normal serum under constant condit i ons, st ill pr e

sented its original metabolism. 

Thus, inflammation is capable of causing the death of the tissue of malignant tumors . 

within 14 hours, even in the presence of optimal saturat i on of i nfl .!.JJIUatory fluid with 

oxygen. 

Hypothesis Concerning Origin of Tumors and Possibilities of their Treatment: It has 

been demonstrated that non-specific inf~ammatory reactions which depend on the metaboli sm 

of inflammatory cells (oxygen, sugar and bicarbonate deficiencies, acid reaction) are 

capable of destroying tumor tissue within_ 10-14 hours. The inflammatory capacity, how

ever, depends on the general health of the total organism and of the single organs in 

each case, and decreases with advancing age. 

Not only one "malignantly degenerated" cell is required _to produce cancer but also 

the "incapacity of the tissue for inflaumation." The rapidity of tumor gr owth is deter ... 

mined by the relation: amount of degenerated cells v, inflammatory capacity of t i ssue 

affected . 
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The inflammatory capacity does not signify only the intensity of the inflammation, 

but also the sensitivity to any minimal change in the normal tissue which is indis

pensable for eliciting an inflammation, irrespective of whether this change depends on 

a mechanical injury, on bacteria, on degenerated cells or on any kind of noxa which 

may cause simultaneous degeneration of cells. Thus just the weakest stimuli may be

come the most dangerous ones with respect to the genesis of cancer. An insignifi-

cant noxa may elicit the malignant degeneration of cells but, in the presence of 

reduced susceptibility of stimulus in the affecred tissue ••• may not induce suffi

cient protective inflammatory reactions. 

In conclusion Lohman suggests that in addition to combatting t he noxa which 

may cause a degeaeration of body cells, a~d to destroying these degenerated cells 

by surgery, radium or tumor-destructive substances, one should preserve the inflam-

. matory capacity of the body, so that every degenerated cell may be destroyed at its 

origin by isolation, starvation and acid and to combat the degenerated cells by in

tensifying the inflammatory capacity to a maximum and by mobi liz ing these increased 

i nflammatory reactions for the affected tissue. (Lohmann, 1931) 
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The experiences of two French physicians, Magnant (1891) and Bayle (1903) using 

injections of inflammatory exudate~ the former heterologous, the latter, homologous, 

suggest that such treatment may stimulate resistance in patients suffering from 

chronic or debilitating diseases or that it may speed wound healing. 

Magnant (1891) reported on his therapeutic use of inflammatory exudates (or 

"human lymph" as he called it) in the treatment of pulmonary tuberculosis. He noted 

that this material was obtained from the blisters produced by vesicants (cantharides). 

He stated that atonic ulcers and unhealthy wounds healed under the influence 

of injections of inflannnatory exudates obtained from heal thy individuals. Also, 

infectious diseases, such as tuberculosis, typhoid fever, etc., were successfully 

controlled by this method. He added: "Even cancer recedes under the influence of 

a 'revivifying lymph'"• 

The injections of inflammatory exudates, in localized chronic affections, pro

duces astonishing results: a vast varicose ulcer of the leg, resistant to the most 

varied treatment for several years, healed completely in less than a month after 

four injections of 1 gram each of the inflammatory exudate. 

An enormous cervical lymph node in a phlegmatic young girl "melted away as if 

by magic," after a single injection. In another case, the fluid was introduced by 

Pravaz's syringe directly into the glandular tissue of the breast. There resulted 

an inflammation (suppurative) which terminated by a melting of the gland as in an 

ordinary cold abscess. 

Magnant suggested, however, that it was more rational to inject the material 

according to the lymphatic channels in a given area, directing the injections of the 

superficial tissues toward the deeper organs, to facilitate penetration and absorp

tion of the therapeutic fluid through the lymphatic system. (Magnant, 1891) 
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Bayle (1903) produced a small area of vesication on the normal skin of the 

arm of a patient with a very advanced, inoperable cancroid . He then aspirated 

t he i nflarmnatory exudate and injected it into different parts of the tumor. Af

t er only t wo or three injections, repeated at intervals o f eight days, a notable 

change was produced . 

Bayle bel i eved this was a new principle of serotherapy, applicable not only 

t o skin cancer, but to those of other organs. He added: •~ injected the fluid 

into the tumor, but I don't know whether subcutaneous injections of the same fluid 

in other s i tes might not have produced the same effect." 

He mentioned briefly various forms of serotherapy which had been tried in 

Europe the previous year by Von Leyden and Blumenthal, Char cot, Richelot and 

Wl aeff. These men injected emulsions of cancer tissue into animals and used the 

serum from these animals to treat inoperable cancers . Some cases appeared to be 

ameliorated. However, these serums caused toxic side effects, such as fever, 

nausea, vert igo, and skin eruptioos. 

Altogehter different was the idea of Ko rlech who, noting that cancer occur

red only in the aged, tried treating cancer pat i ents by injecting serum from 

young i ndi viduals. Bayle mentioned the work of Coley in America as being a mod

ern application of "erysip~le curat eur" (curative erysipelas) . 
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He then gave a detailed history of a case of very advanced,hopelessly inoperable> 

ulcerated cancroid of the face with involvement of both orbits, the nose and the 

cheeks, in which injections of inflammatory exudate caused a very aarked improvement: 

regression of the tumor ~~~-~!~~-~~ of th~ _ll~.~ -:_~~~on-.6}~::e history ha• been abstracted 

in detail: ,>. ( ~Ba!le, l!~~_; ___ c~~:~- ~! -~~dal, 19-~~l) 

Diagnosis: Very extensive inoperable epithelioma involving the nose, both orbits 

and both cheeks, causing blindness of one eye. 

Previous History: Mme. M., female, aged 72, widowed milkmaid. The patient's 

father had died at 70 of emphY,ema and chronic bronchitis, he also had rheumatism. 

Her mother died at 65 of unknown causes. The patient had eight siblings, all living 

and well. She was married at 18, and had six children and one miscarriage. She did 

not remember ever . having a single illness. Onset, about 1889, a small ''wart" appeared_ 

at the level of the root of the nose. This was "burned off". The tumor recurred and 

progressively enlarged, although it remained torpid, being confined to the root of the 

nose for a long time. Then suddenly it began to increase in size and at the same time 

deep induration extended toward both orbits and onto the upper cheeks. Ten years after 

onset the patient was struck on the center of her forehead by the horn of a cow. 

Following this an ovoid almost spherical tumor mass formed at the site of the injury, , 

which progressively increased in size. This tumor did not appear to have any relation 

to the epithelioma. Bayle believed that the frontal tumor was of periosteal origin. 

About 11 years after onset of the epithelioma and a year after onset of the frontal 

tumor two small sinuses appeared on either side of the frontal mass and these suppurated. 

At this time the tumor involving the nose became ulcerated, exposing the naris, and the 

right eye which had been gradually invaded by the neoplasm, entirely disappeared, being 

compressed and thrown back by encroaching cancerous tissue. Finally, during the 

months prior to consulting Bayle, the left orbit began to be involved. When first seen 

by Bayle, the dorsal surface of the nose was completely ulcerated, with the left nostril 

laid bare by the ·tumor process. On either side of the nose indurated masses of tumor . , 

of the consistence of carcinoma extended very far out on the cheeks, with a few cruets 

covering the ulcerated surfaces having the typical aspect of carcinoma. The ulceration 
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extended from the open naris to the bleeding, irregular hard carcinomatous granula

tions, which had invaded the right orbit. The latter was absolutely filled and co

vered with tumor tissue, so that it was impossible to tell whether the eye still 

remained beneath the growth. Another extension of the tumor had invaded the left orbit 

as far as the cornea. 

Preliminary Systemic Treatment: For 20 days the patient was given specific 

treatment with mercury and iodide of potassium without any amelioration being evident. 

Then for another 15 days large doses of quinine were given (Jaboulay's method) again 

without any effect being noted. 

Inflammatory Exudate: Bayle then produced an area of vesication a few centimeters 

in diameter on the patient's arm, from which he withdrew about 1 cc. of inflanmatory 

exudate. This he injected first in one part of the tumor and on other occasions in 

two different areas of the skin cancer. A total of eight injections were given at 

intervals of eight days. The only other local treatment consisted of washing the 

ulcerated areas twice a week with lukewarm boiled water to which had been added a 

small quantity of oxygenated water, 1 to 12 dilution. After drying, the area was 

powdered with sterile talc. At the time of the second injection, eight days after the 

first, the amelioration was such that the patient and her family were impressed. The 

induration of the lateral portion of the nose had diminished considerably , the neo

plastic granulations had changed aspect, and begun visibly to regress, and even to 

ameliorate. Following the second injection a clear border of cicatrization formed on 

the ulcerat ed tissues and the right eye, which was shapeless, "squeezed, " opaque, began 

to free itse.Ef "from the carcinomatous bars of its prison. 11
• At this time Bayle took 

his first photograph of the patient. Thereafter, little by little the improvement 

continued and the tumor masses receded from the orbit leaving the eyeball rather loosely 

attached, somewhat "like the clapper of a bell." All the ulcerated areas healed except 

for a few rare fissures which drained a small amount of fluid. The left eye was com

pletely delivered of the tumor mass which had begun to invade it. During this time no 

injections had been made into the tumor of the frontal region, and this mass was not 

modified at all. It was partly hard, partly cystic, and "seemed to have nothing in 

, ·· .· 
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common with the subjacent skin cancer as regards etiology." Bayle made an ex

ploratory puncture into one of the cystic areas of the frontal tumor and obtained 

a brownish colloidal fluid. Photographs taken by Bayle show that this mass was 

about the size of a large orange, protruding from the forehead about 7\ cm. 

Clinical Course: Bayle cited this case briefly in February 1903 and in detail 

in May 1903, so that the final result is unknown. The marked benefit derived as re

gards healing and regression of the cancroid suggests that inflannatory exudate from

vesicles should be tried in ulcerated and inoperable cases at the present time, alone 

or in combination with other methods of treatment. It is of interest that the frontal 

mass did not appear to be influenced by the concurrent regression of the epithelioma. 

(Bayle, 1903; cited by Vidal, 1910) 
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Ungar (1953) discussed the evidence in favor of the view that patients who tend 

to have acute inflammatory episodes and infectious diseases have a low incidence of 

cancer. 

He cited Von Bergmann as stating: "Even in respect to carcinoma, we shall, as 

do the ancients, have to raise the question anew whether some reactive inflammatory _ 

process might not injure the cancer cell, might not combat cancer ••• " 

In 1910 ~- Schmidt pointed out that in the histories of cancer patients infec

tive diseases, and especially children's diseases are found much more seldom than 

in those of other patients: among 291 carcinoma sufferers he found 99 who had never 

at any time contracted any infectious disease. Schmidt then, in his private prac

tice and in his capacity as head physician to two university hospitals followed up 

this phenomenon for several decades, with the resul t that 97 years later, 

in 1948, he was once more able to draw attention in his book, "Ther apie und Prophy

laxe innerer Krankheiten" (Therapy and Prophylaxis of Internal Diseases ) to the fact 

that where marked "diathesis inflammatoria", as he termed it, existed cancer was a 

rarity . In 1931 Engel of the No. 2 Surgical Clinic of Vi ertna Universi t y reported 

t hat when the medical histories of patients were accuratel y recorded i t was found 

<" 

that among 300 patients suffer~ing from other diseases there were 16 who had never 

had an infectious disease but 113 such among 300 cancer patients. I n 1937 Schier 

i n his book on children's diseases, also confirmed Schmidt ' s experience. 

Incidentally, it had also struck Schmidt t hat the vaccination of cancer patient s 

against smallpox led much less frequent l y t o the format i on of pustules . Christoph 

u. Linder (New York) has now recently reported, on the strength of 20 years ' experi

ence, that poison ivy (Rhus toxicodendron), and which, similarly to the Urtica dio

ica and Urtica urens varieties of stinging nettle but to a much more pr onounced ex

tent than these, provokes most severe dermatitis in t he majority of subjects and es

pecially in allergies, generally provokes e i ther weak skin reactions or none at a l l 

in cancer patients. 

Henschen also, i n his many years of practice as a surgeon (as he frequently em-
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phasized in his lectures), reported similar experience in this field to R. Schmidt, 

and as a result he invariably instructed his assistants to compile the historie s of 

patients with the greatest accuracy as regards children's a i lments and infectious 

diseases. It was for this reason that the case histories of t he Basle University 

Surgi cal Clinic from 1927 to 1945 were able to provide Ungar with the basic material 

for his investigations into this ques t ion. 

From these 68,385 case histories, 4,192 of which related to cancer patients, 

i t was ascertained that even when comparing the various decades of life, etc., the 

number of infectious and children's diseases which the non-cancer patients had ex

perienced was on the average three times as high as in the case of the cancer pa

tient • •• What Schmidt had called the infection index (number o f infectious diseases 

cont racted by the individual patient) had to be considered no t only quantitatively, 

but qualitatively as wel l . For in this connec t ion t here is, for ins t ance, a vast 

di fference between a patient who has scarlet fever accompanied by intensive exan

thema and high feve r and one who has no dist inct symptoms of disease, which is ~ot 

recogni zabl e as scarlet fever unt il later when desquamation takes place. 

"For t his reason we attempted to the best of our abil ity t o obtain quantita

tively and qualitatively accurate records of the 'diathesis inf l ammat oria 1 of all 

our i npatients in the year 1946 and the resul t clearly shower that this inflammatory 

dia1:hesis was generally much weaker in cancer patients t han in the majority of the 

others ••• 

"It was observed in a small number of patients that , where cance r se t s in, not

withstanding a relatively pronounced tendency to i nflammation, the case is generally 

one of especial malignancy . By and large , however, Billroth's wel l -known dic tum 

was confirmed: "It is as though a surplus of heal t h appertained to the acquisit i on 

of a carcinoma." 

Comment: In view of the importance of these questions i t i s most desi rable that 

hospitals should collect further statistics of thi s nature. In areas wher e t he r e are 

still family physicians in the old sense, these general practitioners can ass i s t in a 

most valuable way , since they, thanks to thei r closer contact wi t h the patient and his 

f amily, are often better aware of such a "diathesis . " (Ungar, 1953) 
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Preble (1923) also studied this problem. He stated: "The iD1DUnities toward 

cancer in all or some of its forms are so manifest and manifold that in theory we 
,.... 

ought to be avble to arrive at some conception of the nature of the affection." 

He searched for a c0111Don trait in various "inmunes" - that is child.ren, Ameri

can Indians living on reservations, and lepers. These three groups have been shown 

beyond doubt to be comparatively free from cancer ••• The Indian ••• shares his im

munity with other aboriginal and primitive peoples, so that it cannot be specific. 

The leper does not attain the cancer age (so the low incidence in lepers might be ' 

due to that). 

Wetterer, believing that the body of the young human being contains a normal 

protecting substance, has sought to test the effects of injecting the normal serum 

of children intravenously in cancer patients. He reports several striking results. 

Preble noted: ''We know that types ~hich seem inmune to cancer as a whole can

not resist certain forms of the disease due to continuous irritation; betel chewers' 

cancer, bilharzia cancer. of the bladder, and kangri burn cancer, (All occurring in 

regions where cancer incidence is otherwise extremely low.) 

The innnunity. of the leper is real and not apparent. Hardly a single well

authenticated case c~uld be found. ''We can only suraise that some substance forms 

in the blood of lepers which is hostile to the development of cancer. This fact is 

not isolated or singular, for there is an entire series of data of the same type 

which come under the head of anti-biosis. In some cases we see cancer become ar

rested or even disappear under an attack of typhoid fever • 

II • Many (cancer patients) seem to possess defensive forces against the at-

tacks of ordinary disease germs. They do not even contract the ordinary diseases 

of childhood .and are wont to say that they have never been laid up as the result of 

illness ••• Certain statistics compiled in Sweden showed that a large majority of 

cancer victims had been partly or wholly inmune to ordinary germ diseases. It is 

even possible that one sort of innnunity excludes the other. The antibiosis of ••• 

cancer and tubercle is quite as remarkable as that between cancer and leprosy. Even 
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syphillis, despite many assertions to the contrary, plays a very slight ·role in the 

spread of cancer, and symbioses between these two diseases ar~ extremely rare. The 

aboriginal with his imnunity to cancer is badly ravaged by tubercle , syphilis and 

most of the other germ diseases ••• measles, influenza. (In the tuberculous, can

cer, which is infrequently seen at best, runs a comparatively mild course.) ••• 

' Something of the nature of antibiosis must be invoked to explain the imnunity of epi-

leptics to cancer (even cancer of the tongue and mouth, although the epileptic is con

stantly biting his scarred tongue and lips.)" Preble noted also that various affec

tions may be arrested by pregnancy. 

He then noted the fact that in the arctic regions and in the tropics cancer is 

rare. 

1/ In conclusion he reiterated the "singular fact that those who are practically 
!, 

; immune to zymotic affections and germ diseases in general seem more predisposed to 

cancer than the average man who suffers from the contagious diseases of childhood and 

the same group of affections in adult life. We know little about this immunity , f or 

as far as we can recall it has only been tested by statistics in a few cases . We do 

not know to what extent its origin is hereditary and familial. We do not know that 

it is transmissible to posterity . The evidence indicates that i t is mostly i n~ivi

dual, personal. If this immunity connotes an increased liability to cancer, then the 

acquired or artificial immunizat ion of t he people to zymo tic disease will possibly lay 

. them more open to cancer. It is even possible ••• that the alleged increase in can

. cer is the result of sanitation and preventive medicine ••• whatever it i~ that en

ables us to resist zymotic disease may weaken our resistance to cancer." 

In another paper on this sub ject Preble (1925) stated : "There must be some con

nection between cancer immuni ty and rapid and efficient metabolism." Dercum stated 

(1925) that cancer rarely develops in the hyperthyroid subject. This observation 

was also confirmed by the Mayos , Crile , Deaver and Dacosta. Preble concluded there

fore that "it is not youth that gives immunity to cancer but relatively rapid meta-
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. bolism." He added that this idea receives confirmation from the fact that a certain 

antagonism subsists between fever patients and the development of cancer. In rare 
I 

' cases the presence of continued fever has arrested the growth of cancer." 

He pointed out that it is better to speak of a metabolic type of inmunity of 

certain primitive races (American Indian, African negro, Polynesian, Malay, Austra

lian black) and of various Hindus and Middle Eastern peoples, and to brethren living 

an ascetic life in European monasteries, Preble ascribed it to a scanty, monot onous 

diet, which antagonizes the development of cancer: ''Both anabolism and catabolism 

are efficiently performed, and the metabolic type resembles that of the young, grow

ing organism, the hyperthyroid, the hard, muscular worker, the febrile organ~m, the 

sufferer from wasting disease, the underfed and so on. Differing as these types may 

be in themselves, they all have essential features in common: an effective metabo

lism. It is conceivable that in these conditions certain deleterious waste products 

have no chance to form. 

He re-enunciates the old doctrine of sub-oxidation as the chief factor in causing 

the chronic diseases of the second half of life. · He suggests that cancer i 11111unity 

stands in some definite relationship to super-oxidation or excess of metabolism, and 

that cancer predisposition is equally bound up with sub-oxidation, in a slowing of 

normal metabolism, in low anabolism or catabolism (the disposal of unutilized food) 

••• According to the observations of Goldthwaite the habitually lean man has an ab

normally lean intestine with diminished power to utilize food. This type of indivi

dual should possess some inmunity to cancer, although he is often a hearty eater and 

eats far more than he can assimilate. (Preble, 1925) 

P.F. Clark, et al (1949) discussed the effect of nutrition on resistance. Pey

ton Rous made one of the earliest observations on the effect of nutrition on the 

transmissible chicken sarcoma. He reported that concurrent illness of the host checked 

the development of the tumor and that young healthy well-nourished fowl proved more 

susceptible than the thin and the ill. Heine's original observation, that poliomye

litis seems to attack the better nourished children with relatively higher incidence 
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than the scrawny or ill fed, has been supported by several observers since his time. 

Many of these experiments show clearly and with reiterated emphasis that the typical 

clinical picture of several virus diseases can be markedly altered by a variety of 

dietary deficiencies. (Clark et al, 1949) 

R.L. Smith (1957) has presented evi dence which suggests that cancer and allied 

diseases are still comparatively rare among the Indians of the United States, who 

still have a higher incidence of infections and infectious diseases. 
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There is increasing evidence that the acute inflammatory reaction is an impor

t ant factor in the host's resistance to neoplasms. Southam and Pillemer (1957) ob

served that the implantation of cancer cells into normal healthy volunteers elici t ed 

a marked local inflammatory reaction and rapid rejection of the transplant. In pa

tients with advanced cancer the ini tial inflammatory reaction was minimal and growth 

of implanted cells occurred at almost all sites. 

That the inflammatory reaction may trigger other resistance forces i s sugges t ed 

by the f act that the histamine liberated by acute inflammation appears to be a phy

siol ogical activator of the reticuloendothelial system. (Jancso, 1947) 

Of all the infect i ons that are known to have caused spontaneous regr essions in 

cancer patients, erysipelas seems to have produced the largest number of dramatic 

and permanent regressions. It is significant to note that an erysipelas infect i on in 

addition t o the fever it invokes the toxins it produces, is accompani ed by the most 

acute infl ammat ory reaction of any other type of infection. 

Modern sur gi ca l t echnics and the use of ant ibiotics have made erysipelas a very 

rare disease in re cent years, so the followi ng early descriptions by French and 

English physicians may. be of interest: 

Deidier (1725) described erysipelas as " a superfi ci al humoral tumor accompanied 

by a striking rosy color and a burning heat." Because of its redness it is called 

"rose", and because of its burning heat one has called it "feu s acre" (sacred fire). 

This mal ady is sometimes preceded by chil ls and fever, and t he latter continues 

during the entire course. Erysipelas develops first on a small portion of the skin, 

and as it spreads and swells, it appears like a pl ateau . I t moves from one area to 

another, leaving the part where it conmenced i n per fec t heal th . 

In light l y app l ying t he finger over the erysipel atous swelling, the red color 

fades, only t o re tur n when the finger is removed. Sometimes in the course of the 

disease the cuticle is raised and forms little vesicle s full of "lymphatic juice ," 

which is absorbed as the di sease runs its course. The skin then dries and scales 

off and new skin forms. 
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Erysipelas is an acute disease which ordinarily is terminated in 12 days, often 

happily, sometimes badly. 

Deidier then spoke of "erysipele salutaire": - cases of delirium, pleurisy, 

peri-pneumonia, and other internal disorders which are cured by an attack of erysi

pelas. He cited the dangers of a concurrent erysipelas in pregnancy: -it may kill 

the fetus in a pregnant woman or cause the death of both mother and child. It is 

also dangerous in the newborn. 

Gull (1849) dfiscussed erysipelas as follows: "To rest satisfied with the de

finition that erysipelas is an inflammatory affection of the skin, would be to re

main in ignorance of its practical nature. That erysipelas is of the nature of in

flammation we cannot doubt: we can imitate its results by applying a blister to the 

skin; and when the int'egument is loose, we get during erysipelas, a large amount of 

oedematous effusion, and often the production of pus in the parts beneath, as in the 

eyelids. But erysipelas is a peculiar inflammation, and is not, I think, necessarily 

limited to the .skin. II 

Nauts (1969) in a monograph on the apparently beneficial effects of bacterial 

infections on host resistance to cancer, assembled 435 cases in whic.h various types 

of infections developed accidentally or by inoculation. Of these 222 had microscopic 

confirmation of diagnosis and were followed at least five years after onset, and 106 

were apparent successes, traced free from further evidence of their tumors 5 to 54 

years later. Of the 116 failures 21 survived far longer than expected (i.e. from 5 

to 30 years). In this study it is apparent that streptococcal (principally erysi

pelas) and staphylococcal infections were responsible for the largest number of suc

cessful results. 
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Forster (1942) made a study of the incidence of cancer among bee-keepers. He 

stated: "During the last few years the question has been raised repeatedly whether 

bee-keepers are afflicted by cancer more rarely than other people, in other words, 

whether the bee venom is of influence upon the incidence or upon the growth of can

cer, in a similar way that it has a known curative effect in rheumatic and so-called 

allergic diseases (hay fever, asthma). No one has ever attempted to clear up this 

question in a scientific way. We first intend to create a base for the exact inves- . 

tigation of this problem by statistical data. For this purpose, questionnaries have 

been sent to all districts of Wurttenberg, Saxony and Schleswig Holstein with the re

quest to fill them out and return them promptly. The majority of these organizations 

have complied with our request. We have made inquiries as to the number of bee-keepers 

living at the present time and suffering from cancer and of those who have died of can

cer. We were interested in the age of these persons in question when they died and 

those who were still living and to learn which organs had been or are still affected. 

We also tried to find out how many years the persons in question occupied themselves 

with the rearing of bees, how many hives they possessed and as far as possible how 

many bee stings they each received. A total of 254 useful replies were received from 

the bee-keeper associations, of which 80 had no special remarks, 123 had short nota

tions, and 51 had given full information. The total involved 18,623 male members and 

403 female members. Seven chairmen of district groups noted the good effect of bee 

stings in rheumatic diseases; 23 stated that bee-keepers usually reached a good old 

age, and 40 chairmen, covering a combined membership of 3118 males and 75 females in

formed us that their observations have been made for a considerable time, in many 

cases extending over a period of 30 years." 

Forster stated that the distribution of cancer with regard to individual organs 

specified in his questionnaire, agreed well with similar statistics concerning neo

plastic diseases, but he noted one exception: "The small percentage of cancerous 

affections in the esophagus of bee-keepers is somewhat astonishing and is still un

explained. 
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"Our investigation showed. that there are O. 36 bee-keepers afflicted with can

cer for each 1,000 bee-keepers. 

"In our present statistics of 0.36% in bee-keepers the average percentage is 

lower only in the female workers in factories and jewelry factories, showing an 

average of 0.3%. It should be noted that these two professions involve only young 

people, who as a whole, are more rarely affected by cancer than people more advanced 

in age. But also with regard to other trades and such with a more advanced age, the 

small percentage of individuals afflicted with cancer is outstanding in bee-keepers." 

Forster concluded from his investigation that bee-keepers as a whole, are less 

affected by neoplastic diseases than other people "and that this may be due to the 

stings of bees, respectively, the toxin substances imparted with them." (Forster, 

1942) 

The following case is an example of the apparently beneficial effect of bee 

venom in a case of Hodgkin's disease: 

DIAGNOSIS: Hodgkin's disease, confirmed by microscopic examination of the left cer

vical lymph nodes removed at biopsy in September 1935. Dr. Ralph Miller, pathologist 

of the Mary Fletcher Hospital in Burlington, Vermont, reviewed the sections in July 

1937 and made a definite diagnosis of lymphoblastoma (Hodgkin's type). 

PREVIOUS HISTORY: C.N.W., male, age 37 (in 1935), of South Woodstock, Vermont. The 

patient's maternal grandfather died of sarcoma of the leg which grew to an immense 

size befor e his death. The patient's brother died of osteogenic sarcoma in 1941, at 

the age of 41. A paternal aunt died of tuberculosis at 19. The patient himself 

weighed 12 pounds six ounces at birth, and was told that his "neck was strained 

during the difficult delivery." He had the usual diseases of childhood, also asthma 

and rheumatism, especially of the left hand. He began working in a garage in 1917, 

at the age of 19. He started his own shop in 1921, consisting of garage work and 

welding. When he was examined for Army service in the fall of 1918, he was told that 

he had varicose veins and high blood pressure. He was not drafted. He was married 

in 1921 and two children were born of this marriage, a daughter in 1923, a son in 1930. 
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I n 1932 the patient began to keep bees as a hobby. In 1933, while taking up a wild 

swarm he was stung on the back and third finger. The next day the hand and forearm 

to the e lbow were markedly swollen. Prior to onset the patient weighed 165 pounds 

and was 5 feet 8~ inches tall. Onset, in April 1935, he first noticed that the le ft 

cervical lymph nodes had become enlarged. Dr. A.M. Cram of Bridgewater, Vermont was 

consulted . On September 22, 1935 he referred the patient to Dr. Clarence F. Ball, 

of Rutl and, Vermont, who was a cancer specialist. Ball found enlargement of the 

left cervical nodes, especially the deep cervicals, and a few nodes were also pal

pable i n the axilla and iliac regions. At this time the patient was well developed 

and well nouri shed and the physical findi ngs were otherwise negative. A blood exa

mi nation showed: rbc. 5,560,000 wbc. 9,250; hemoglobin, 110; polys. 63%; S. L. 36%; 

eosins, 1%. 

SURGERY: Ball excised one of the superficial cervical nodes for biopsy. The r eport 

of the pathol ogist in the State laboratory in Burlington, Vermont was indefinite. 

Nevertheless, Ball stated that "the clinical picture seemed de finite for a lympho

blastoma of t he Hodgkin's type." 

CONCURRENT INFECTION: -At this time the patient' s children contracted impetigo and 

he believes he may have caught it too. He then also developed an infection of the 

left foref inger (sub-ungual), following a bruise; this suppur ated freely. The infec

tion lasted a month and the nail came off. It was sufficiently incapacita ting so 

that he received workm.ens' compensation i nsurance for a time . 

RADIATION: Beginning in late September 1935, x-ray t he rapy was administered to the 

left cervical and supraclavicular lymph nodes as a therapeutic and a diagnostic mea

sure. Three treatments were given at 48 hour int erval s . Ball s t ates that "the tu

mors melted down to complete subsidence t hat was mo r e l ike lymphosarcoma than that 

of true Hodgkin's disease if it i s possible to make any such di fferentiation from ir

radiation r eactions." The patient was not told the diagnos is at this time. (Possibly 

the unusually good r esponse to radiation may have been due to the concur rent subun

gual suppurating infection.) 
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CHEMOTHERAPY: On July 17, 1936, Dr. Stuart Ross of Rutland, Vermont injected the 

varicose veins in the calves of the legs with Sodium Morrhuate 5% W Benzyl alcohol 

2%. For several months the patient wore bandages on the legs. 

FURTHER RADIATION: During September 1936 three more x-ray treatments were given for 

the recurrent enlargements of the cervical lymph nodes again resulting in complete 

subsidence: no palpable nodes remained. 

CLINICAL COURSE: On February 3, 1937 the patient again came to consult Ball because 

of further enlargements "not only of the left cervical but also of the right, both 

axillae and both inguinal regions. The generalized external glandular enlargements 

and the general condition indicated a constitutional reaction that had not appeared 

formerly upon examination. A loss of weight and a considerable loss .of working 

ability were especially noted." 

FURTHER RADIATION: At this time Ball administered x-ray therapy to all the affected 

· areas, "including the epigastric region, inasmuch as there seemed to be palpable tu

mor about the celiac axis." A course of 12 treatments were given in four weeks. 

Again there was complete regression. 

CLINICAL COURSE: The patient came back for a check-up a month later that was satis

factory. On April 28, 1937 there was still no evidence of further lymphadenopathy, 

but Ball stated that he showed "a definite wasting away in body contour from the ro

bust appearance he made at the first examination." At this time the patient became 

suspicious that his condition was malignant, and finally succeeded in getting Ball 

to tell him the diagnosis. Hoping that a mistake had been made, he went to the 

Hitchcock Clinic in Hanover, New Hampshire. On July 8, 1937, Dr. M. Dawson Tyson 

removed a small node from the supraclavicular region. (This area had recently re

ceived x-ray therapy.) The specimen was reported as showing "fibrous connective tis

sure. No lymphoid tissue. No evidence of tuberculosis or malignancy." 

The clinical history and the sections from the original biopsy by Ball were then 
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reviewed by Dr. Nathan T. Mi llilten of Burlington, Vermont, who reported to Ball 

on July 19, 193 7: "After receiving your (clinical report) and reviewing the slides 

which you kindly forwarded, we entirely agree with your diagnosis ••• Dr. Ralph 

Miller, our pathologist, feels that he can make a definite diagnosis of lympho

blastoma (Hodgkin's type) from the slides." 

FINAL CX>URSE OF RADIATION: A fourth and final course of x-ray therapy was given 

by Ball in April 1938, lasting four weeks. The right axilla, right groin, spleen 

and the hilus of the left lung were treated. (Chest films taken the previous year 

had indicated involvement in that area.) The patient became very nauseated fol

lowing some of these treatments. 

CHIROPRACTIC THERAPY: In May 1938 the patient "became convinced that he was going 

t<_:> die anyway and so decided to save what money he had left for his family" and there

fore declined further x-ray therapy. At this time his weight had decreased 15 

pounds to 150 pounds. In July 1938 he was persuaded by a neighbor who was a stu-

dent at Dr. B.J. Palmer's Chiropractic School in Davenport, Iowa, to go out to 

Palmer's Private Clinic. He stated that they "found a rotated condition on one 

side between the atlas and axis bones in my neck. Palmer personally gave me the 

only chiropractic adjustment I have ever had - quite a shock, I stayed in Davenport 

a couple of weeks and was checked daily with their neurocalograph." Further x-ray films 

were taken following this form of treatment which were reported as "showing the 

bones in correct position." Palm.er advised the patient to discontinue all heavy 

neck-straining work connected with his garage, and he did so, allowing his assis-

tant to do the heavy jobs. 

BEE VENOM AND HONEY: He returned to his home in Vermont in July 1938. He stated: 

"At this time I expected my days were to be short, and to keep my mind off my pro-

spects I put in a lot of time with my bees, which resulted in my getting plenty of 

stings." (During that pertod he sometimes was stung 25 to 75 times a day, but 
\.", 

later he averaged only three 'Qr so daily. At this time he also bought honey for 

' resale, and he began eating mu~h more of the extracted honey than he had of the 
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comb honey he had formerly raised himself. (Later he produced his own extracted 

honey.) During the next few months, that is, the latter half of 1938, the tumors 

decreased markedly in their growtb rate, then decreased in size. In November 1938 

the patient reported to Ball by letter that he was apparently getting along well, 

that he had not discovered any new tumor masses and that he felt "all right; the 

best I have for some time. Am not bothered with any cough." By January 1939 the 

nodes were a quarter their former size, and they gradually regressed until they 

were no longer palpable. 

CLINICAL COURSE: There has been no further recurrence of the Hodgkin's disease 

s ince the patient recovered in 1938-1939. He has continued to lead an active l ife , 

maintaining his garage and machine shop in addition to the bee-keeping, and being 

selectman of his town in recent years. He stated in 1955 that formerly he had 

been very sensitive to bee stings, but that gradually he bacame immune unle s s 

stung in the nostril or near the eyes. In March 1949 Dr. o.s. Peterson, r adio

l ogist at the Mary Fletcher Hospital in Burlington, wrot e to Ba ll (who had not 

heard from the patient for a decade) stating that the pat i ent was free from disease. 

At this time Ball replied: ''We had not really expected Mr. w. would still be about 

. . . " The patient's weight increased from 150 pounds in 1935, prior t o onset, to 

180 pounds in 1955. He stated that there was never any ev idence of lymphadeno

pathy or other symptoms after 1939. His only problem was psoriasis and varicose 

ulcers for which he was tilea"ted by his family physician. He was last t r aced in e x

cellent health January 1970, 35 years after onset. (New York Cancer Research In

stitute Records) 

COMMENT: In evaluating the successful outcome in this case, one shou l d a ttribute 

the result to no single factor, but rather to the combination of small doses of 

radiation, . the concurrent infections, and the bee venom (of which he had so much 

during the period in which the final complete regression and control of the disease 

occurred) , One shoul d also per ha ps cons ider the possible stress pr oduced by the 

shock of the chiropractic "adjustment" which may have had some adreno-corticomimetic 

effect. (New York cancer Research Institute Records). 
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In the 19th century inflammation was induced by citric acid, acetic acid, 

chloride of zinc, si. .lver nitrate, iodine, iron, creosote, turpentine, zylol and 

various caustics or vesicants. These. were used in Europe between 1856 and 1900. 

Other physicians used c.!lpping or fixstion _, abs.cesses in an attempt to evoke the 

beneficial effects of inflamma.tion i~ . cancer patients. Their experiences are 
\ ! - ' 

briefly reviewed as follows: 

In 1856-57 Simpson . first suggested injections of a few drops of sulphate or 

chloride of zinc, iron, c_reosote, etc. with an acupuncture needle into, around, or 

beneath the tumor to "destroy its vitality." The tumor itself was thus "Subsequently 

thrown off by the process of spontaneous enucleation. The needle is thus substi

tuted for the knife and the operation is quite bloodless." (Cited in Med. Times 

& Gaz.. 1: 483, 1866) 

Broadbent (1866) used large quantities of dilute acetic acid, injected into 

malignant tumors. Mr. C.H. Moore spoke very highly of Broadbent's method on three 

recurrent neoplasms all of which disappeared entirely. He cautioned physicians 

using this method not to attempt to cause necrosis of large tumors all at once be

cause "the amount of debris might be too large for absorption ••• " He warned that 

when the skin is involved, or when the tumor is of large size or rapid growth, one 

cannot expect absorption, but one may be able to cause it to be destroyed and dis

charged by sloughing. In such cases he suggested a different technic: the injec

tions should be most thorough, and the acid strong, so that the entire disease may 

be removed at once.. • • It is possible, perhaps probable., that there will be less 

liability to local return of the disease after removal of a tumor by acetic acid than 

by the knife, as the acid being more or less diffused in the surrounding tissues 

may reach germs which would have escaped the knife; and there is more reason to hope 

that such will be the case from the excellent results which have followed the ap

plication of chloride of zinc after cutting operations as recommended by Mr. de 

Morgan. Broadbent then described four cases treated in this way of which the fol

lowing was reported in detail: 
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Female adult; twice recurrent inoperable mammary carcinoma; onset 1864; mastec

tomy; recurrence; second operation, August 1865; second inoperable recurrence May 
,-i; 

1866 of even more rapid, overlying skin adherent; May 18 and 23, 1866: 30 minims 
I 

dilute acetic acid injected into egg-Sized recurrence, little or no pain, further in

jections June 7 and 9. of somewhat stronger acid caused pain, swelling,free drainage 

and marked decrease in size, no further improvement until cavity was dressed daily with 

s t rong acetic acid and injections were also given daily. "This energetic treatment 

gave much pain, and excited inflanmation all around. There was also considerable 

hemorrhage ••• as a result of this acute inflanmatory reaction the remains of t he 
f ;·v:\ 

neoplasm were entirely destroyed, leaving a healthy granulative surface." result un-
" 

known. (Broadbent, 1966, p.229) 

In the discussion of Broadbent's paper Hey noted that "the constant application 

of tincture of i odine ••• so as to penetrate the surface • •• has been known to keep 

pat ients alive for three or four years. Iodine 'blistered the surface of the t umors. 111 

(Broadbent, 1866) 

Others such as Brandini in Florence or J.F. Clark (1866) in Engl and observed that 

citric acid assuaged the violent pains of cancer patients. Brandini cited a case of 

a male, 71 with inoperable cancer of the tongue involving the base , the sublingual 

and submax i llary lymph nodes. "The patient asked for a le·mon which is nothing remar

kable as cancerous patients generally have an extraordinary liking for acids ••• the 

juice of the lemon diminished the pain. The following day he asked for another . 

Thi s gave him greater relief than the day before." This led Brandini to use ci tric 

aci d in a crystalized state as a gargle: (4 grams in 350 grams of water) wi th com

plete pain relief. In the course of a month there was not only comple te cessation o f 

pain but the swelling of the tongue reduced very considerably. 

Moore (1866 ) discus s ed Broadbent ' s me t hod as follows: "It is s trangely novel, 

inasmuch as it chemi call y di sso l ve s the cance r ous ce l l in the midst of the tissues ; 

and it is s trangely success f ul, for i t has e ff ec ted t he abso lute dispersion of smal l 

cancerous tumors, without de s t roying , as caustics do , the natural textures in which 

the tumours lay." 
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"• •• Acetic acid dissolves cancerous tumors, and the absorbents may remove the 

inert remnants of it; but the acid does not change the disseminating powe r of the di

sease. If fragments be left beyond the limits of a tumor, they will grow again, whe

ther the main mass has been cut away with a knife or dissolved away with acid." 

He warned against using too strong a solution, which would then act as a caustic, 

producing slough. Barclay claims to have originated the use of acetic acid on cancer. 

He used citric, acetic, and carbolic acids, but he used them superficial ly on ulcera

ted cancers. 

Moore describes his use of injections of chloride of zinc or sulphate of iron on 

two or three cases: these were very painful to the patient and produced local necro

sis and sloughing with rather inconclusive results. (Moore, 1866, 1867) 

Professor Karl Thiersch of Germany attempted to find a substance that could be 

injected into tumors which would remain in contact with the neoplastic tissue for a 

long time, and which would cause as little lixiviation as possible. His objective 

was not merely to kill the tumor cells directly, but to exert an anaplastic effect on 

the tumor bed. 

The first substance he tried was iodine, but this was too eas ily absorbed and 

disappeared from the tumor too rapidly: injections had to be repeated so often that 

this caused mechanical irritation in the tumor (swelling). He therefore rejected 

iodine and also arsenic because it can have a dangerously toxic effect on the entire 

organism. He also tried phosphorous. He finally chose silver nitrate in very small 

doses (in his first casel:5000, later 1:2000). Nussbaum also used th is method in 

doses of 1:2000 followed by injections of sodium chloride. Of the 15 skin cancers so 

treated, four disappeared after the patients developed suppuration and gangrene, in 

six the result was moderate and in the other five it was slight. (Nussbaum also injec

ted pepsin and acetic acid in some cases). Nussbaum believed that it was essential to 

saturate all portions of the neoplastic tissue with the injected material. Volker 

used injections of silver nitrate in much larger doses than recotmnended by Thiersch: 

on a tumor the size of a fist 0.5 grain was used and then 6/19 of a grain of actual 
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silver. Although V~lker did not consider Thiersch's method good, he could not deny 

that absorption and discharge of tumor tissue with pus did occur, but not in every 

case. Thiersch attributed success to the dynamic effect of the silver, but V~lker 

did not believe this was proved. 

Volker believed that the acute artificial edema should be regarded as the most 

important factor. Microscopic examination of the tissue showed cells which had swelled 

through endosmosis before rupturing. Following this the growth of the carcinoma 

ceased and the odor due to ulceration also ceased. The artificial edema of the tumor 

increased to a much greater extent than the surrounding tissues at first, and late r 

the injected fluids passed into the surrounding tissues, which speeded the resorpt i on 

of the tumor. 

Two cases treated by Volker were given injections of water, causing local infl am

mation, swelling, reddening, pain, discharge of pus, and finally necrosis of t he in-

fla,rn.ed tissue. Sometimes there was no local reaction at all, but this did not sur

prise Volker, who believed that one patient might be much more sensi t ive than anothe r 

to such treatment. (The water was probably contaminated with bacteria in some cases 

but not in others.) 

It is of interest that in both the cases Volker observed in the Greifswald Clinic 

given silver and saline injections, erysipelas infections developed , followed by re 

gression and pain relief in one case and complete disappearance of t he extensive tu

mor mass in the other. (See below for an abstract of the second case . ) Volker, 

Nussbaum and Thiersch did not attribute any beneficial effect to these concurrent 

erysipelas infections, having apparently been unaware of the case published by Busch 

(1866). Most of the many other cases suggesting the salutary effects of concurrent 

erysipelas were reported in the period from 1882 to 1900. 

The following history is that of V~lker's second case: 

Male, 49; extensive inoperable carcinoma inguinal region; onset, about June 1866; 

physician consul t ed when l~~er growth was size of man's fist, 2 smaller one s s i ze o f d 

child ' s fist, Hot , wet dr essings were appl i ed in the hope that t he condit i on was an 

abs cess; le3er tumor excised causing seve r e hemorrhage and pain; ev il smelling dis-
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charge from malignant ulcer ensued, indurated carcinomatous masses infiltrated sur

rounding tissues toward thigh to spine of ilium (13 x 14 cm.), extending deeply into 

peritoneum; June 18b7: 7 ampoules of silver salts, 5 ampoules of saline injected, 

causing severe pain, edema, surrounding skin tense and red, febrile (38.2°c), pulse 

74; tumor increased in volume due to edema; next day pain increased, skin intensely 

blue-red; profuse discharge; erysipelas developed that day, marked suppuration fever 

(40.2°c); 7 days after erjsipelas developed, cough, dyspnea, pneumonia; general con

dition failed rapidly, but bottom of carcinamatous ulcer "completely cleaned out, en

tire great tumor mass had disappeared without leaving a trace"; death 4 days after 

pneumonia set in. (Volker, 1867; Meyer, 1931, pp. 343, 367-368) 

In concluding his thesis Volker ascribed the success of the two Greifswald cases 

to Thiersch's silver and saline injections, stating that in favorable cases those in

jections can discharge neoplasms by sloughing, not by absorption, and that in any 

case they remove the foul odor. He admitted that the treatment was painful, but be

lieved it was indicated in some cases. (Volker, 1867) 

It i~ significant to observe that in a number of the early recorded cases in 

which acute erysipelas injections developed spontaneously, some form of irritating 

local treatment was administered prior to onset of the erysipelas : Lussana and Tansini 

(1868) applied gastric juice; Mosengeil (1869), actual caute ry; Mishtolt (1883), chlo

ride of zinc injections; Wyeth (1884), Fowler's solution injections; Verneuil (1886), 

"an irritating ointment"; Senger (1890), methyl violet; Pacinotti (1898), silver nitrate. 

In addition to all these cases in which some form of chemical inf l ammation or 

irritation occurred there were a considerable number in which a biopsy or explora tory 

incision was made, thus also producing a certain amount of inflammation in the tumor 

and (especially prior to 1900), making it easier for an infection to develop locally. 

, COMMENT: These observations suggest that in treating patients with bacterial toxin 

therapy now and in the future, a few of the njections should be made in various por

tions of the tumor or its immediate periphery (wherever accessible), in order to set 

up an inflammatory reaction which will help concentrate in the tumor area the defen

sive substances activated systemically by injections given by other routes remote from 

the tumor. 
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Schobl (1896) reported a case of retinoblastoma with concurrent acute inflammation 

in a female , aged three. There was spontaneous regression following acute 

and the use o f " ir ritating" medication by a quack. The child suddenly died of diphth

eria three months later just as the tumor appeared to be recurring. At post mortem 

examination of the affected eye revealed that the bulbus appeared to be still smaller, 

the sclera still thicker, the conjunctiva normal, the anterior chamber a little flatter. 

The pupil and the iris were full of round and spindle cells and liquid debris . The 

back part of t he eye was filled with a similar substance. In the lens there appeared 

cavities in which there were myelin globules and bits of detritus. Behind the lens lay 

an extensive layer of inflammatory tissue from the ciliary body consisting of round 

and spindle cells, the intermediate substance and some neoplastic blood vesse ls. The 

whole vitreous body was full of necrotic products of regressing tumor elements, which 

did no t take the hematoxylin stain. The optic nerve appeared to be infil trated. Ex

ten d i ng from it to the tissue surrounding the pupil, there was a funnel-sh aped mas s 

of glioma cells which infiltrated into the vitreous body which was filled wi th necro

t i c tumor tissue. The choroid appeared to be very much involved from the pupil t o 

the ciliary body. There was a clearcut line of demarcation between the necrotic pro

ducts of the older portions of the tumor in the vitreous body and the actively growing 

retinoblastomatous masses of the choroid. 

Schobl regarded these findings as indicating that the primary tumor which he had 

originally diagnosed with certainty as "glioma retinae endophytum ," had gr adually 

grown intI:t.he vitreous body until it filled it completely. In the meantime t he growth 

also i nfiltrat ed the optic nerve and the choroid. An acute iridocyclitis t hen de

ve loped, which, through the "senseless" treatment of the quack (irri tat ing medicines ) 

be came more acutely inflamed. The pr i mary tumor then began to reg r ess, influenced by 

this intense inflammat ion . The whole tumor fi.lling the vitreous body a lso began to re 

gress and progressive atrophy of t he bulbus coul d be seen. La ter t he re current tumor 

started to infiltrate both the opticus and the choroid, and th i s caused t he enla r gement 

o f the bul bus and increased intra-ocular tens i on, apparent just pr i or t o the dipht heria 

infection. Schobl did not a ttr ibut e any of the r egr ess ion t o the concurrent diph t he r ia. 

(Schobl , 1869 ) 
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Luton (1874) believed that the physician's role was not terminated after surgical 

removal of cancer, for one always fears recurrence, a fear which is too often justi

fied, the most frequent site being the regional lymph nodes. Even in the most favo·rabl e 

circumstances one- is never certain that one has not neglected some already diseased 

node. Also the operator may hesitate to explore too deeply in such regions as the 

axillary vessels. 

Nevertheless, if one had a simple and practical means of preventing these furthe r 

accidents, one would not omit using it in many cases, to give security both to the 

patient and the physician. 

Luton believed we possess such a method, and he described it thus: It consists 

of introducing by injections either in the eruarged lymph nodes or in the intersti

tial cellular tissue surrounding the former tumor area, a more or less destructive or 

neutralizing liquid. In two cases which he then described, he used tincture of iodine 

in one and chloride of zinc in the other. Both recovered and remained free from re 

currence or further metastases when last traced, one 11 years and one 14 months af

ter treatment. The second case, a breast cancer (1872) developed a wandering post

operative erysipelas infection and received one injection of chloride of zinc in an 

enlarged axillary lymph node which was considered to be metastatic - causing complete 

regression. The patient remained entirely well over a year later. The other; a cauli

flower growth at the base of the tongue, with a submaxillary lymph node metastasis 

received two injections of pure tincture of iodine in the node and caustics to the 

primary growth. This patient was traced well 11 years. (Luton, 1874) 
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Pozzi (1878) described in detail a case of a female aged 25 with bilateral malig

nant ovarian papilloma ("epithelioma myxoide") with ascites (10-12 litres of fluid 

removed each time) He therefore injected 100 grams of tincture of iodine intraperi

toneally, causing intense pain, fever, and distention lasting 36 hours, i.e. induced 

peritonitis. The ascites rapidly returned, but was less abundant. A third paracente

sis yielded 13 litres. At this time 150 grams of tincture of iodine wer~injected 

intraperitoneally followed by a violent peritonitis lasting 15 days. Three weeks la

ter the abdomen was as large as it had been prior to the third paracentesis. A quack 

then treated her with repeated purgatives, followed by notable diminution of the as

cites for eight months. A fourth paracentesis on March 2, 1878 yielded 16 litres. 

Ascites did not recur for seven weeks and at the fifth paracentesis 15 litres were 

withdrawn. In late August, 1878 she consulted Pozzi in Paris, as her abdomen was the 

size of a full-term pregnancy and she insisted upon an operation. A final paracente

sis yielded 14 litres of fluid containing rather numerous leukocytes and other edema-

tous lymphatic cells, a great deal of mucin, a few erythrocytes, and not a single can-

cer cell. Pozzi and Terrier operated in September 26, 1878, assisted by four other 
. 

surgeons. They found marked vascularity of the abdominal walls, requiring the appli-

cation of numerous hemostats. On opening the peritoneal cavity, a large quantity of 

ascitic fluid was evacuated and a cauliflower mass, the size of a full-term fetal head 

was found in the left flank which filled the entire pelvis and extended up to the hy

pogastric region. It appeared to be made up on innumerable small cysts which were 

agglomerated into one mass. It was attached to the broad ligament and to the uterus 

which it encased. The original 8 cm. incision was enlarged another 4 cm. to the um

bilicus. The polycystic mass was separated and removed with great difficulty, leaving 

two pedicles which were much too short. The pelvis was then cleaned carefully, as it 

had been covered with blood and much debris from the tumor, which had broken into 

fragments, having the aspect of hydatid cysts. It was then noted that the abdominal 

cavity had a very unusual appearance: the parietal peritoneum was wine-red in color, 

indicating an increased vascularity, as was noted in the abdominal walls. The intes-
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tines were matted together in one voluminous mass by adhesions. These two factors 

(incre ased vascularization and adhesions) were deemed a result of the two injections 

of tincture of iodine, followed by induced peritonitis which the patient had experi

enced. The large space formerly occupied by the tumor, especially the recto-vaginal 

cul-de-sac, was gaping extensively, and Pozzi decided to leave a drainage tube in this 

empty space, because he was sure it would become filled with sero-sanguinous fluid. 

The first two days after operation the patient had a rather high fever: 39-S0 c. 

There was abundant sero-sanguinous drainage from the drain. Lavages of the vagina and 

the wound via the drainage tube were done with dilute alcohol and phenol. The third 

day the temperature was 38.2°c. The general condition seemed better and the abdomen 

was no longer painful on pressure. Suppuration appeared in the drain and in the va

gina. The temperature spiked daily until the 16th post-operative day (38.5°c. to 

39.8°C.). By October 10, 1878, suppuration had almost ceased. The patient had to be 

catheterized for the first 16 days after operation. Thereafter this was unnecessary, 

and although she continued to have a slight fever, convalescence began. On October 

18th, 19th, and 20th, there was some retention of pus in the wound and on October 20th, 

two large spoonsful of pus drained from the suprapubic sinus. The sinus was probed and 

found to be 20 cm. in depth. On October 22, 1878, a small abscess broke open spon

taneously in the lower part of the cicatrix, 2 cm. above the insertion of the drain. 

About two spoonsful of pus drained out. From this time on there was steady and rapid 

improvement. The sinuses where the drain and the abscess had been, closed promptly. 

The patient returned to her home in the c,·untry the end of November, two months after 

operation. She made a complete recovery and remained well 20 years, to the middle of 

1898. Ascites then again appeared. The abdomen enlarged considerably, with edema of 

both legs, due to compression. 

A second operation was performed on December 10, 1899. The recurrent tumor was 

quite fixed to the pelvic floor, and as the patient was in very bad condition, Pozzi 

did not attempt to remove it, but merely drained it. 

The patient made a rapid though temporary recovery. The ascites and the edema 
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of the legs disappeared, and her health was again satisfactory for about one year. 

neath occurred on May 4, 1901, 25 years after onset. 

Pozzi (1904) stated that this case presented the longest survival of any of his 

ovarian cases, and added: "I am not aware of any other example of relapse after such 

a long recovery. If this patient had died two years sooner, she could have been quoted 

as an example of pennanent cure; in fact she was so mentioned in the second edition 

of my Treatise on Gynecology, 1897." (Pozzi, 1904) 

Thornton (1881), an English gynecologist, in reporting his end-results in a sur

gical treatment of ovarian tumors, stated that following removal of malignant ovarian 

tumors, in which extensive peritoneal implants were left, these "may disappear either 

with the removal of the tumor ••• or possibly by the irritation (inflanmatory reac

tion) induced by the sponging, etc., at the time of operation." (Cited by Taylor and 

Alsop, 1932) 

SPONTANEOUS REGRESSION OF PERITONEAL IMPLANTATIONS FROM OVARIAN PAPILLARY CYST-ADENOMA: 

"The disappearance of the secondary peritoneal implantations after the removal of a 

primary ovarian growth is a phenomenon accepted by most gynecologists, but treated 

with some scepticism by one or two of the special students of ovarian twnors. Very 

few instances of this apparently spontaneous regression have been reported in recent 

years, and the earlier cases are incompletely described. .••• 11 (Taylor and Alsop, 1932; 

p. 1305) 

The distinguishing clinical features of theae cases with benign implants are the 

gradual development and slow progress of the disease, the marked ascites, and the pa-

tient's youth. The onset is usually insidious, but occasionally the abdominal en-

largement may follow closely upon an attack of acute pain, which many of the earlier 

writers interpret as indicative of rupture and dissemination of intracystic vegeta

tions. Loss of weight and strength are connnon symptoms and patients may live for long 

periods in a state of ma r ked cachexi a . Ascites is the rule, the fluid being sometimes 

clear, sometimes sangui neous, and hydrothorax has been reported in cases that have 

eventually made a complete recovery . Many of the patients are tapped repeatedly be-

. / . 
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for e their first operation, and not a few have undergone a simple celiotomy before 

the definitive oper a tion for removal of the primary tumor has been undertaken. When 

ascites is found comp l icating a slowly progressing ovarian tumor in a young woman, a 

benign papi l lary cyst-adenoma with peritoneal implants may be suspected, but such a 

favorable type of growth is extremely rare in women over 50. 

The role of the celiotomy in promoting the disappearance of the implants is not 

cleer •••• It has been suggested (Fraenkel) that an inflammatory reaction of the peri

toneum to its exposure causes a stimulation of connective tissue activity which des

troys the implants. A far more plausible explanation (in Taylor and Alsop's opinion) 

was that absorption of the implants is a continuous process, taking place with equal 

speed before the operation, and that the function of the celiotomy, either by removal 

of the tumor or the ascitic fluid, is but the elimination of the source or the means 

of transport of the necessary supply of new implants. 

Tait, Professor of Gynecology in Queens College, Birmingham, England stated: "I 

have had more than one occasion to draw attention to the astonishing disappearance of 

tumors often of large size, after a mere exploratory incision. The cases in which I 

have seen tumors disappear have been mainly cases of diseases of the liver, spleen 

and head of the pancreas. I have seen others where the exact site of origin could 

not be accurately ascertained, disappear equally and I have also seen at least one 

case of uterine myoma go away after simple exploratory incision. The cases are far 

too numerous, and the results indicate sequence far too clearly for us to dismiss the 

phenomena as a mere coincidence •••• I am satisfied that the mere opening of the 

peritoneal cavity has a direct influence on setting up the process of absorption of 

the tumor. c .that some emphatic physiological change is at once set up by opening 

the peritoneal cavity is clearly indicated by the uniform onset of a most distressing 

thirst, which lasts for days, and is not so marked after any other operation known to 

me. Let the incision in the abdominal wall be made down to the peritoneum but let 

the serous cavity remain unopened, and this thirst is not marked, but let the peri

toneum be opened a fingers breadth and the result is remarked." (Tait, 1889) 
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In the discussion which followed the report of a case of inoperable spindle cell 

sarcoma of the parotid successfully treated with Coley's toxins, at the New York Aca

demy of Medicine, January 8, 1900, at which the patient was presented for observat ion, 

Dr. John A. Wyeth asked: '~hat was the object of introducing the toxins directly into 

the substance of the tumor, and was it Dr. Coley's custom to do this?" 

Coley replied that it was his practice whenever it was feasible, his experience 

: having been that the results were far more satisfactory and. more rapid when this could 

be done. He had, however, had good results in several cases in which it had been 

;necessary to make the injection at some distance from the growth. 

Wyeth asked if the temperature and inflanmation had been exaggerated by this 

direct injection method. 

Coley said that he thought this was apt to be the case, especially if sloughing 

were present, but that pyogenic infection could be largely avoided by careful clean

sing and disinfection before making the injections. 

Wyeth said that he had asked these questions because his own experience had led 

him to believe that much of the beneficial results following the injections of Coley 

toxins was due to an inflammatory process not directly connected with any special 

virtue of these toxins. This statement was not intended as any criticism of the toxins, 

because he believed they were directly beneficial and that Coley's method was both 

scientific and successful. 

He cited his own two cases of sarcoma of the abdominal wall in which acute in-

flarnma tion and suppuration occurred followed by complete regression. He believed 

"it was essential to secure infection with the erysipelas coccus" to secure satisfac
o ~ ' 

tory results • ~~yeth, 1100) These cases were abstracted in full and included in 
A 

the monograpl~ (Nau ts, 1969 ) 

Wyeth then cited a case of sarcoma of the abdomen who developed "great inflrumna

tion" innnediat ely after an exploration by Barton in 1897. The growth which was inop

erable, regressed completely in six weeks and the patient remained in -good health 

when last traced four years later (Wyeth, 1901, p• 596) 
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Among the physicians who used turpentine injections to induce an inflammatory 

reaction were Krynski, Kronacher and Goodale, whose experiences are briefly cited here: 

Havjng observed a complete temporary regression of a malignant goitre following 

a severe wound infection, Krynski (1895) resolved to ascertain whether or not suppura

tive changes of an aseptic character, with complete absence of danger, would favorably 

influence the growth of malignant tumors when artificially produced. 

In two advanced cases of carcinoma of the breast, he injected oil of turpentine 

in order to induce "artificial suppuration." No result was obtained, · save the inflic

tion of considerable suffering on the patients. Although necrotic tissue was thrown 

off from the diseased area when suppuration was well established, the tumor continued 

to infiltrate the neighboring structures, with pain. The end result was not recorded 

in these cases. 

The good results following inoculations of erysipelas encouraged Kronacher (1895) 

to try turpentine injections. He stated that he obtained "very remarkable changes in 

a carcinoma by this means." 
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The only deta i led history was reported by Goodale (1908); 

DIAGNOSIS: Inoperable lyrnphosarcoma of the tonsil, confirmed by microscopic examina

tion by Dr. J.H. Wright, pathologist of the Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, 

Massachusetts. 

PREVIOUS HISTORY: Female, age 35, or West Roxbury, Mass. The patient gave a history 

of having had pain in the left tonsil and adenitis several weeks previously. The con

dition ~t that time suggested a severe type of diphtheria ~f one tonsil, with swelling 

and exudate. The patient first consulted Dr. J.L. Goodale on April 15, 1907, at which 

time th e left tonsil was transformed into a firm reddened mass about the size of a 

hickory nut with deep extensive ulceration. The lymph nodes on that side below the 

angle of the jaw were enlarged, firm and slightly tender. Examination of the blood 

was negative. The clinical diagnosis was sarcoma. A portion of the growth was re-

moved and reported to be lymphosarcoma of a rapidly proliferating type. The growth 

rapidly increased in size and the cervical nodes became very much enlarged. By May 

4, 1907, the patient was breathing with difficulty. She was examined under ether 

with the object of removing the growth if possible. However, since it was extensive, 

having infiltrated the soft palate, and the base of the tongue, no surgical procedure 

was attempted. 

INDUCE0 INFLAMMATION COMBINED WITH TOXIN THERAPY: Because Goodale had observed a 

spontaneous regression in a case of Hodgkin's disease two months before, following a 

series of furuncles he decided to attempt to produce suppuration by injections of tur

pentine. These were made in the legs. Two minims were injected on May 25 and 27, 

1907, without results, except that the sites of injection became rather red and painful. 

At the same time injections of Staphylococcus aureus vaccine were given every three 

days. The dose of turpentine was increased every two days to a maximum of 12 minims. 

With in one week the patient began to show improvement: swallowing was easier, so that 

she could again take solid food. The general condition was also better. By June 8, 

1907, she was abl e to go outdoors and two days later was talking easily, the growth 

in the throat having steadily decreased in size. By the middle of June, it had nearly 

disappeared . The turpentine injections which up to that time had been borne without . . 
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great discomfort, be came very painful, and on June 14, 1907, she began to have locali

zed necrosi s of che sk i n from these injections. On June 29, 1907, she returned home. 

CLINICAL COURSE: By July 10, 1907, the site of the growth in the tonsil was a large 

stellate cicatdx, with absolutely no trace of tumor remaining. The infiltration in 

the tongue and soft palate had also disappeared and the cervical lymph nodes had be

come so small that only one was palpable about the size of a hickory nut. The patient 

was again examined by Goodale in September 1907 by which time the cervical nodes had 

entirely dis appear ed. The patient later married. She remained in perfect health and 

free from r ecurrence when last traced in November 1913, over six years after onset. 

COMMENT: This case is of interest since it is known that staphylococcus toxins alone 

may have little or no effect on neoplasms. The combination of inflammatory exudates 

and these t oxins appeared to be very effective. Tanchou (1844) cited cases in which 

a seton was induced in cases of cancer on one o r more limbs, and which produced com

plete r egress i on of t he neoplasms. (Goodale, 1908; W.B. Coley's office records) 
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While the following case seems to be "spontaneous", it is of interest to note 

t ha t turpentine and sulphur were administered just prior to the regression. 

DIAGNOSIS: Malignant melanoma, primary on the anterior chest wall, with multiple me-

tastases, confirmed by microscopic examination. 

PREVIOUS HISTORY: H.S., male, age 38, a stockbroker. The family and early personal 

history are not recorded. The patient had a congenital mole on the front of his chest. 

This began to enlarge in June 1902. 

SURGERY: lt was excised in October 1902. A small healthy scar marked the site of the 

operation. Shortly after the operation tiny dark blue or black nodules appeared in 

and under the skin, being most numerous on the front of the trunk. The patient then 

began to drink whisky very freely and he took arsenic for some weeks. On June 23, 

1903 he consulted Mr. A. Pearce Gould, F.R.c.s. Examination at this time revealed se

veral coal black spots the size of mustard seeds or lentils almost all of wh ich were 

f elt as little nodules in the skin. One or two were impalpable. They were firm and 

quit e painless. There were two nodu l es on the right groin, one on the left , but none 

on the lower extremities. The lymph nodes were distinctly enlarged in each gro i n , in 

each axilla and in the right posterior triangle. The urine was a deep purplish black 

cont aining melanin. The liver was felt below t he costal margin. 

MEDICATION: Pearce Gould discontinued the whisky and arsenic and prescribed a pi ll 

o f Venice tu rpentine and flowers of sulphur. Within three weeks, by July 14, 1903, 

there was remarkable improvement in the general condition. No new nodules had ap

peared and all th e old ones were flatter and smaller. The enlarged lymph nodes were 

a lso smaller. By July 30, 1903, many of the nodules had disappeared a l t ogether. 

Others were present as black stains, visible but not palpable. The lymph nodes had 

further diminished in size. By October 1, 1903 he had gained weight and appeared to 

be in robust health, working regularly with no fatigue. Only one palpable nodule was 

present over the entire body, although there remained three black stains on the face 

and six on the body. The lymph nodes in t he groin were normal, those in the axillae 

s lightly enlarged , but only a quarter of their former size . The liver could not be 
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felt below the ribs. On December 1, 1903 the general condition continued to be very 

good. The nodule in the left groin had disappeared. One black stain remained on the 

right abdominal wall and one over the right scapula could just be palpated. The others 

were impalpable. For six months there was marked and continuous improvement in the 

local and general condition, the stains of deep black melanin were absorbed although 

the melanuria continued. 

CLINICAL COURSE: On February 1, 1904 the patient seemed very well but a new black no-

dule had appeared over th e upper inner aspect of the knee. (The first to develop in 

the lower extremities . ) The patient had lost four pounds in recent weeks. Three weeks 

later another tiny nodule appeared in this region and pain was felt over the right 

lower ribs, due apparently to a tongue-like enlargement of the liver. During March 

the liver continued to enlarge and a fresh nodule appeared on the right side of the 

neck. The patient died in September 1904, having been confined to bed only three or 

four days, although for nine weeks he suffered from hallucinations. 

In reporting this case Pearce Gould stated: "I do not record this interesting 

case as an example of the therapeutic value of Venice turpentine and sulphur in this 

disease, but of the infinitely more important and pregnant fact that there are phy

siological forces which are able not only to stop the spread of secondary growths of 

melanotic sarcoma, but even to destroy such growths when they have formed. The exis

tence of these natural powers is the justification for the confident hope that malig

nant disease is curable, and it is the knowledge of them and of their conditions that 

will probably solve the problem of the prevention and cure of cancer." (Pearce Gould, 

1903; cited by Handley, 1907.) 
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I n t he following case hypermia was induced by cupping: 

DIAGNOSIS : Extensive inoperable small celled sarcoma of the left shoulder with supr a

clavi cul ar lymph node involvement, confirmed by microscopic examination following 

biopsy by t he Pathological Institute at Griefswald, Germany. 

PREVIOUS HI STORY: Male, age 20, mason, of Posen, Germany. Onses in the autumn of 1904, 

a tumor was first noticed in the left neck and shoulder region. In spite of various 

medications t he disease progressed and by 1906, the patient could no longer r a i se his 

left arm. He was admitted to the City Hospital in Posen early in April 1907. Exa

mination r evealed a big, strong,well-nourished young man. The left shoulde r was the s ite 

of a huge tumor extending over the middle of the scapula to within three f inger 

breadths of the cervical vertebra posteriorly along the left arm nearly to the inser

t i on of t he deltoid muscle and anteriorly to the coracoid process. The ove r l ying skin 

was blui sh- red with many enlarged veins and was completely imnovabl e. The tumor was 

soft, almos t spongy although in some areas it was more resistant, the l a tt er areas 

being painles s . The r e was passive mobility of the shoulder joint, but the left a rm 

could be moved only a li ttle above the horizontal position , and t here was considera-

bl e muscle atrophy. The supraclavicular fossa was almost compl e t e l y fi l led with soft 

tumor tissue, apparently originating in the lymph nodes. This tumor mass was rather 

precisely demarcated and was movable over the underlying tissues . There was no other 

l ymphadenopathy. The preoperative diagnosis was inoperable sarcoma, but to confi rm 

the diagnosis, Dr. c. Ritter decided to attempt to remove the tumor f rom the supr a

clavicul a r fossa for microscopic examination. 

SURGERY: This was done on April 6, 1907, under Schleich's infiltration anesthesia. 

The opera t ion did not prove to be as easy as Ritter expected. Upon incising the skin, 

a very l arge varix appeared overlying t he tumor mass. These vessels were readily l i

gated, but upon fu r ther attempts to extirpate the mass i n toto, it s eemed quite in

ope r able . It was no t onl y extremely vascular, but in spite of it s be ing movable, it 

had i nfiltrated t he su r r ound i ng structures in all directions. The att empted removal, 

t herefore, had to be abandoned and Ritter only removed a l a rger portion of the tumo r 
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than would have been done by simple biopsy. At once a profuse hemorrhage occurred 

from the incised portions of the supraclavicular mass. Ligatures and purse-string 

sutures only partially succeeded in arresting the bleeding. Many clamps were required 

and the whole bleeding area was packed with tampons, over which the skin was sewed 

and the incision closed. A compression bandage was applied and a saline infusion was 

given. The patient recovered from the loss of blood on the day after the operation. 

On the second post-operative day the tampons were loosened and on the fourth day they ·. 

were removed. On the eighth post-operative day there was good granulation, little 

secretion, and healing appeared to be progressing well. 

ARTIFICIAL HYPEREMIA: In the hope of influencing the main mass of this huge inopera

ble sarcoma, Ritter began applying glass suction cups daily to the tumor area six 

days after the exploratory operation. Ritter stated: "To our great astonishment, 

by April 29, 1907 (17 days) the whole tumor seemed to have diminished so that the 

normal shoulder line could be distinguished. The cavity which had been packed with 

gauze tampons was healed except fo r one small area." The huge primary tumor and su

praclavicular i nvolvement ent irely disappeared. The patient made a complete recovery 

and was discharged f rom the hospita l as cured on May 12, 1907, one month afte r Ritter 

had begun t reatment. At this t ime the affected shoulder appeared normal, exc ept f or 

a thick scar a t the site of the exploratory operation. 

CLINICAL COURSE : The patient was instructed to return inunediately if there was any 

evidence of recurrence. He was not heard from again until May 6, 1917 (13 years af

ter onset), when he wrote to Ritter and stated that he had remained in good health 

after his discharge from the hospital 10 years previously, and had been able to return 

to his work as a mason. He was drafted into the German Army on June 1, 1915, fought 

in the infantry against Russia, and later in France. In May 1917, he was admitted to 

an Army Hospital from the battlefield because of "pains in the stomach and neuralgia 

of the left arm." His military surgeon, Dr. Runze, reported to Ritter at this time 

that the patient's gastric complaints seemed to be due to defective dentures. He 

stated that the patient also had had some neuralgia in the left arm (the affected arm) 
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and this was attributed to the hardships and exhaustion of army life and to t he cold 

climate. In t he region of the exploratory operation there was a perfectly normal scar. 

The posterior portion of the deltoid muscle was atrophied. There was slight a t rophy 

of the who l e left arm, and analgesia of the supra-spinatus fossa. The l e ft arm tired 

more easily when working, causing neuralgic pain radiating down to the hand. Mot ion 

of the shoul der joint was very good. There was no evidence of recurrence . X- ray 

examin~tions of the shoulder joint and of the inner organs were negat ive . Runze added 

that the patient was a strong, good soldier, looking well, with a healthy appetite 

and a very good di gestion. After his dentures were repaired, his gastric complaints 

ceased. At t his time two Wassermann examinations were made and both were negative. 

He was then disch arged from the Army Hospital. In his letter to Ri tter he enclosed 

a photo taken with his wife and seven children to indicate his cond i tion. 

Ritter stated that as e arly as 1906 he had reported on his experiments on the 

possible effect s of induced hyperemia by the cupping method. At that time he "wanted 

to est ablish whethe r hyperemia is as destruct i ve to tumors or even the origin of growth 

as it was believed t o be. " Earl i er Bier had tried to i nf l uence inoperable tumors 

with injections of heterogenous blood, a method which he l ate r used locally with suc

cessful results. Ritter noted , however, that it was questionab le whethe r the hypere

mia alone or whether the heterogenous poison was the caus e o f the therapeutic success. 

As early as 1897, Bier tried to induce pure hyperemia locally with conges tion of tu

mors, but wi t h negative results: two cases of sarcoma rapidly spread under this 

treatmen :-: . 

I n hi s own cases, Ritter used the suction cup method, "the hyperemic reaction of 

which t he re is no doubt." The 10 case s he reported at the time "were all most un

favorabl e , i n the termi nal stage (with cachexia , in wre tched condition) In spite of 

this there was no ev i dence of increase i n s ize, spreadi ng or proliferation of the tu

mors. On the con t ra ry, in a series of cases a clear and essential regression of the 

tumors was observed, the l onger and mor e aggressively he treat ed the .patients. " 

During the course of tre at ment, port i ons of the tumors we re excised for microscopic 
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examination. In these cases the originally carcinomatous tissue showed granulation 

tissue with only a few cancer cells. 

Ritter added: "Naturally, I did not succeed in producing great therapeutic suc

cesses in these cachectic inoperable cases" (which were the only ones available for 

such treatment) "so I reported these none-the-less very interesting observations in a 

very modest form, proving that hyperemia is not harmful ••• but on the contrary, acts 

very advantageously." 

Ritter stressed the importance of the permanent result which was obtained in the 

above case and observed that today perhaps in a similar case radium would be used. 

He added: "the fact seems notable to me that with both methods the tumors are slowly 

destroyed without causing rapid necrosis, softening, sloughing or ulceration •• 

That hyperemia was the cause of healing in such a clear-cut case as ours cannot well 

be disputed. That it is also an important factor in the regression of malignant tu

mors, with radium, should be clear to us today, when erythematous inflammatory reactions 

are so often seen following radiation. (Ritter, 1917; cited by Willy Meyer, 1931) 

Ritter had originally reported this case in 1907, in the same journal. In ob

jectively trying to appraise the case he stated that the following objections might 

be raised: 

a) that the tumor might have regressed spontaneously. 

b) that the incomplete operation, not the hyperemia, was responsible for the recovery. 

c) that it was not a sarcoma. Concerning these objections he stated: "it is well 

known that a sarcoma disappears by itself, although this is always an unusual rarity, 

and is disputed by some pathologists. Never, however, has one seen a sarcoma disap

pear after incomplete operation. On the contrary, this procedure often stimulates the 

growth of a malignant tumor. As for the last objection, there was no clinical or 

pathological evidence pointing to a different disease; there was nothing characteris

tic of tuberculosis or lues. The whole behavior and appearance of the tumor was only 

that of a sarcoma. The microscopic as well as the surgical findings proved it to be 

a sarcoma. (Ritter, 1917) 
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DIAGNOSIS: Four-times recurrent neurogenic sarcoma of the right thigh. 

PREVIOUS HISTORY: H.J., male, aged 48. The date of onset was not recorded . 

SURGERY: From 1924 to 1929 the patient had four operations for a mass lying beneath 

the skin of the anteromesial aspect of the thigh. Each time recurrence developed. 

CLINICAL COURSE: The patient came to Memorial Hospital on December 3, 1929. - Chest 

films at this time were negative for metastases. No inguinal nodes were palpable, 

but there was a recurrent mass 3 cm. in diameter lying over the saphenous vein. 

INDUCED INFLAMMATION: On March 3, 1930, 3 minims of mustard gas solution were in

jected intratumorally. One week later, there was an intense skin redness, board-like 

induration, heat and tenderness extending from the site of injection on all sides for 

a distance of 20 cm. The reaction was of a very intense nature, precluding the use 

of more than 3 drops at one time. This gradually subsided, leaving an opening which 

drained serosanguineous discharge. Portions of the tumor were occasionally extruded 

through the small slough of skin. 

CLINICAL COURSE: By October 13, 1930, eight months after inflammation had been in

duced, there remained a thin disc-l i ke lesion which the authors believed was "in al l 

probability a completely devitalized tumor, now r eplaced by fibrous tissue." In re 

porting on their experiments on animals and patients with this substance the authors 

suggested that a cure may have been obtained in this case. (Adair and Bagg, 1931) 
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\vi lly M<'yer (1911) discussed the role of inflanmation an~ artificial hyperemia 

in Lhe trC'atmenL of cance r. He stated that (ever is symptomatic of acute inflmmna

tion. Hier (1921) has observed: "Inflammation and fever are so closely connected 

that they have to be called inseparable. Both are reactions of the body to injury 

involving the destruction of tissue and to irritation from the decomposition products 

of this destroyed tissue." 

According to Maccallum inflammation "consists essentially of the flooding of the 

injured tissues with an excess ••• of the fluids in the blood." There is, however, 
and acute inflammation, of which Bier says: "Tissue undergoing chronic 

a difference in the character of the edema in chronic inflaDlllation acts ••• as a filter 
I\ 

and retainer of noxious substances circulating in the blood. Consequently the nature 

of chronic edema is destructive, while that of acute edema is curative . " 

Pursuing this observation, Bier since 1900 attempted in many ways and for remedial 

purposes, to render edema acute. In this connection he speaks of remedial fever and 

remedial inflannnation. 

Tuffier (1910) reached the same conclusion when he stated that: "cancer must be 

killed by drowning." Theilhaber and Edelberg (1913) wrote: "The healing of a car

cinoma calls for a more plentiful supply of body fluids to be brought to it." 

Willy Meyer agreed with this approach. He noted that the first physician to in

duce artificial lnflanmation in cancer patients was Thiersch in 1866, when it occurred 

to him that saturation of a malignant tumor and the surrounding tissues by fluids 

could be brought about a rtificially through inflammation caused by injected chemicals. 

His first case was a great success. (see above) 

At Thiersch's suggestion, Nussbaum of Munich took up the method. Others followed 

so that in 1867 VolkC'r was able to report on 22 cases • 
.. 

Volker reasoned that the injected chemical mixture could not be the active des-

tructive agent of the malignant parenchyma, because he found plain water was Just as 

effective. He believed that the injury to the tissue in the sites of injection (the 

needle path) was responsible for the inflarmnation to which neoplastic tissue succumbed, 

and agreed with Nussbaum in demanding complete and uniform saturation of the twnor 

with edematous exudate as the condition for success in this type of therapy. 
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Confirmation of the correctness of this theory was furnished years later by Spude 

who obtained inflanmation of the tissue and serous saturation of the tumor by injec

tion of chemically inert material and thus transformed malignant tissue into scar tissue 

in cases of rodent ulcer of the scalp and face. At first he used injections of aqueous 

solutions of finely powdered magnetic ore around the tumor, then brought an alternating 

current magnet into play upon the injected area for 10 minutes at a time , the idea 

being that the oscillation and heating of the ore particles caused by their repeated 

magnetization and demagnetization 20 times a second (cycles of alternating current) 

would be a strong irritant. The result was an enormous inflanmation, lasting several 

hours, with discharge of drops of serous fluid from the tumor. The treatment had to 

be repeated about 60 times in four months to effect complete regression, and "made 

great demands upon the patience of both the patient and the doctor." The tissue 

would become tolerant of the irritation obtainable by this means, and intermissions 

of one or two weeks' rest had to be made. 

Spude , therefore, tried another approach: in a case of carc inoma of the cheek 

and lip, he curetted the affected areas, then brushed pulverized iron ore on the raw 

surfaces and pricked the whole area thoroughly with sewing needles. The end-result 

was the same. (He believed finely crushed quartz sand would do as well.) 

Willy Meyer (1924) observed the disappearance of an epithelioma of the nose un

der the symptoms of artificially induced hyperemia and inflammat ion produced by means 

of radium: "The tissue reaction was considerable. For a while the focus on the nose 

had a rather ugly appearance, discharging sero-pus for several days. Gradually the 

epithelioma melted away never to return." 

Similar results were seen in a number of cases of epithelioma and keratosis of 

the forehe ad, cheek, chin, scalp, etc. in middle-aged or older patients : "Under symp

toms of local hyperemia, the tumors gradually disappeared with and without slight 

discharge. Not even the vestige of scar remained. It is interesting , perhaps signi

ficant, that a few brief sessions on four to five consecutive days with a compara

tively small amount of radium (10 mgm.) brought these results. It seemed to be just 
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enough to induce a pronounced local inflammatory redness only .. This affected the dis

appearance of the tumors which did not return." (Willy Meyer, 1931) 

"Despite the probable inflammation-proof nature of the tumor parenchyma, the tu

mor as a whole, can become inflamed and therefore, one way of saturating a tumor with 

exudate, thereby ••• causing regression of the tumor, would seem to be the employment 

of means of artificial production of an inflanmation in the stroma and in the tissue 

surrounding the tumor." (Willy Meyer, 1931) 

Segale's experiments indicated that the local inflammation produced experimen

tally by breaking a femur in an animal caused an increase in the local temperature of 

S\°F. (3.1°c.) Meyer stated: "The correctness of the conception of inflanmation as 

a local fever would thus seem to have been proved and thus also the association of 

inflanmation with local acidosis." 

Meyer then discussed Ritter's use of suction cups, which we have just cited: 

"Ritter (1917) produced the complete cure of an extensive sarcoma by artificial 

hyperemia produced by means of small suction cups. Having tried this method in 10 

desolate cases and having, by biopsy, established _that under this treatment, carcino

matous parenchyma was replaced with granulation tissue, Ritter had recourse to the 

method in a robust brick-layer, age 20, who came to his clinic with an extensive tumor 

of the neck and one of the shoulder. The tumor was soft, almost spongy, blue in color, 

and had numerous enlarged veins. The laboratory reported: 'no tuberculosis; Wasser

mann negative. Diagnosis: sarcoma'. An attempt on April 6, 1907, to remove the tumor 

failed. Beginning on April 12, the tumor was thereupon treated with artificial hypere

mia. Small suction cups were applied in daily sittings. Regression of the tumor 

soon became noticeable. On April 29, it was marked. On May 12, 1907, the patient 

left the hospital apparently cured. No traces was left of the tumor. Both shoulders 

looked alike. By accident, the man was met with again on May 6~ 1917. In the inter

vening 10 years he had been active in his trade, was married, had children, and en

joyed good health. 'There can be no doubt,' says Ritter, 'that pure hyperemia was 

the cause of the cure."' Willy Meyer quoted Bashford (1912), who for many years was 
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in charge of the labon1tory of the Imperial Cancer Research Fund, as stating: 

' 'Cm1cer cells mu::;t be attacked by changes in their environment and be made liable 

to extinction through the agencies of these changes." (Willy Meyer, p. 383) He 

was "the first to suggest the attack upon cancer cells by wa~ _of the body, fluids 

in which t hey live". Operation alone should no longer be considered as consti

tuting in itself a curative sufficiency in cancer. It should always be followed 

by a general systemic treatment as a prophylactic measure against local recurrence 

and metastases. In the light of our present knowledge there no longer exists any 

justification for a procedure consisting in operation only, and then trusting to 

chance that the patient remain well." (Willy Meyer, 1931) 
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Two reports exist of the effects of lightning on cancer patients. The first by 

Eason (1776) discusses the effects on a tumor of the breast and was cited by Brues 

(1960) as a noteworthy observation. 

The second, Allison (1880) is described as follows: 

Previous History: R.S., male adult, the patient was a farm laborer living at 

Langtoft on the Yorkshire Wolds, and had suffered from cancer of the lower lip and 

~hin for about a year. In 1850 he agreed to an operation by Dr. A. Allison, senior 

surgeon to the Lloyd Cottage Hospital, Bridlington, England. 

Concurrent Shock: Before this operation could take place, Allison stated that 

the patient "undertook to assist a poor farmer for a day in ploughing his land. 

During this occupation he was struck down by lightning and carried home in a state 

of insensibility. Both of his horses were killed, and the wooden beam of the plough 

was split and reduced to considerable fragments." ••• He noted that the "electrical fluid 

seemed to form and pass through two small holes in the head band of his trousers, and 

to make its exit by corresponding apertures." ••• (There was a small burn beneath 

the belt buckle.) "Soon after this occurrence I visited and found the ploughman in 

a state of great prostration, and emitting a strong odor of ozone, indicating elec

trical condensation of the adherent oxygen. As soon as reaction took place, I bled 

him from the arm, which act constituted the whole of the treatment. What seems to 

be the most astonishing feature in the case is the healing process which was set up 

in the lip and chin soon after the accident." 

Clinical Course: "The cancer gradually lessened and in a few weeks every trace 

of the diseased structure disappeared, and for 10 years he enjoyed complete freedom 

from his former suffering and signs of the disease ••• 

"After this remarkable exemption from all cancerous development for so long a 

period, the disease reappeared and after a year of intense suffereng, proved fatal: 

still leaving the inference unaffected, that the imponderable element ( l ightning) 

secured for the patient an extension of life, and ten years' relief from the dis

tressing consequences of carcinoma, which circumstances establish my faith in the 
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therapeutic power of electricity in scirrhour indurations. 

Thi~ patient's granddaughter, of Driffield, developed cancer of the larynx in 

1879, or almost 30 years after onset of her grandfather's case. This was removed 

surgically and then treated persistently with arsenic, with satisfactory results. 

In reporting this case, Allison stated that he had done so because he was t1not 

aware that the records of the healing art furnish any case of cancer having yielded 

to the influence of lightning" and he hoped it would "awaken interest in the cura

tive value of electricity in diseases of a malignant type. Many years ago I heard 

Or. Golding Bird express an opinion to the effect that electrical sparks drawn from 

a cancerous structure until an eruption is produced is the only reliable means of 

cure he could endorse. In confirmation of the theory of the celebrated electrician, 

I beg to submit an extraordinary instance of the therapeutic freaks of atmospherical 

electricity in the cure of cancer." (Allison, 1880) 
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Allison does not give any details as to the physiological effects or symptoms 

·produced ,by lightning in his case. However, Le Conte in a long and most interesting 

paper (1884) describes the immediate and late effects of being struck by lightning 

in many cases, including men, women, children and animals. He gives a number of re-

I 

ferences. (All the following cases were knocked unconscious.) In one Negro woman, 

age 40, no marks of injury were found except a burn under the right axilla about 2.5 cm. 

or more in diameter. In another Negro woman, age 29, the right side of her body was 

blistered and marked with discolored streaks extending anteriorly on the lower abdomen 

toward the pubes. A small streak likewise- extended along the internal aspect of the 

right arm. She complained of gastric and bowel pain for three weeks. Her menses which 

had been regular prior to the shock became very irregular, and the flow much diminished. 

In another case, a female, aged 70, who had had menopause 20 previously, there was a 

violent paroxism of vomiting following return to consciousness, emesis continued for 10-

12 hours. She also complained of pain in the region of the stomach and bowels, for at 

least two weeks thereafter. Also a troublesome sensation of burning in the palms of 

the hands and soles of the feet. Wi thin two or three weeks a swelling made its ap

pearance under the right foot, which ultimately resulted in exfoliation of the skin 

(3-4 cm. in diameter). The shock also relieved her completely of a troublesome stran

gury which had harrassed her for four or five years. The most significant effect was 

that menses began after a lapse of 20 years, and they occurred regularly each month 

for more than a year (up to the time of his report). "The flow comes on with the 

usual premonitory symptoms. Her mammae have undergone an obvious preternatural en

largement, apparently originating in a sympathetic irritation emanating from the re

establishment of the reproductive functions." Menses had been regular prior to meno

pause at the age of 45-50. (Le Conte, 1884) 

These observations indicate that lightning may produce profound stimuli including 

".stress" phenomena and changes in the apparently senile genitalia, as well as the more 

obvious physiological effects such as burns, gastric disturbances, etc. In the process, 

the patients' ability to deal effectively with a malignant neoplasm may also be enhanced 
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or r e inforced, thus producing regression as reported by Allison. 

Comment: On July 28, 1958, five U, s. Army privates were hospitalized after a 

bolt of lightning hit their squad tent, Their reaction to this experience may be of 

interest: one man stated: "It felt as if someone was hitting me on the back with a 

s ledge hammer •••• A sensation like somebody choking me," Another stated: "It 

knocked me about four feet,, •• There was a burning sensation on my back and shoulders 

and my left arm got stiff." A third stated that his feet felt as if he was standing 

on ho t coals." Another "felt numb ... couldn't stand up." (New York World Telegram 

& Sun, 7 /30/58) 

The following three observations deal with the effects of accidental burns or 

actua l cautery on cancer patients. 

Case 1: Bilateral ovarian papillomata disseminated extensively over the peritoneum. 

Previous History: Miss D., female, age 33, The family history was not recorded , 

Menses began at 15, a regular cycle, of three or four days' duration, always associa ted 

with severe pain. She had always been constipated. Except for painful menses and sick 

headache s , she had always considered herself well until onset, in March 1886 , when she 

began to f ee l pain in the right ovarian region on reaching or stepping up . She could 

not lie on the right side. She experienced fullness after eating a very small quantity. 

Two years a ft e r onset she began to have "irritation of the bladder frequently ." 

Th is conti nued and her chronic constipation became very much worse. Abou t Septemb er 

1888, the abdomen began to enlarge with ascitic fluid. In March 1889, she f irst con

sulted a physician who made a diagnosis of "gas and water in the bowels . " The trea t 

ment was "turpentine, blue pill," etc. In November 1889, Dr. Mary Carle t on was con

su l ted and a diagnosis of ovarian tumor was made. The patient was referred to Dr . 

Fr ank L. Burt of Bost,, n, Mass. She did not consult him until March 1890 . 

He at Therapy: During this intervening four-month period, the patient took about 

75 vapo r baths. These r educed t he ascitic f luid somewhat, and "made he r fee l better. " 

Surgery: In March 1890, Burt di agnosed ovarian tumors and ady i sed surgical removal. 

He ope rate d on Apr il 20 , 1890. On openi ng t he peritoneum about two quarts of f l ui d 

e scaped. On the right side a cyst t he size of an i nfant's head was found, which proved 
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_, 

to be a papilloma with p~rtly fluid contents. A similar growth (about half the size) 

involved the left ovary. The omentum an'i:i bowels "were studded with thousands of pap

illary masses. The omenturn was considerably thickened, and both omentum and bowel pre~ 

sented a very congested and angry appearance." These conditions were considered by the 

seven physicians present to indicate an absolutely hopeless prognosis. A bilateral 

oophorectomy was performed in the usual manner. The cavity was thoroughly washed out 

with boiled water to get rid of as much debris as possible. Numerous small pieces of 

tumor were washed away. The wound was closed over a very small rubber tube which was 

left in place 48 hours. 

Concurrent Inflannnation: The patient received an extensive burn on the right thigh 

from a hot-water bag following her return from the operating room. This took several 

weeks to heal and did not present a healthy appearance much of that time. Burt stated: 

"I cannot but feel that it was beneficial to the patienL I do not, however, under 

similar circumstances, recomm_end quite so extensive a counter-irritant if indicated at 

all." 

Clinical Course: The patient made a complete recovery. She gained 20 pounds in 

weight. At examination a year after operation there was no evidence of recurrence of 

the tumors or the ascites. She remained in perfect health when Burt reported the case 

in September 1891, 15 months after operation, and 5\ years after onset. (hurt, 1891) 

Case 2: Inoperable carcinoma (cancroid) of the uterus; (no microscopic examination) 

confirmed by the clinical and macroscopic findings at incomplete operation by Ors. Lo

rner, Schrader and Niemeyer who stated that its malignancy was undoubted, due to the ex

tensive infiltration into the parametrium. 

Previous History: Frau R., female, age 31. Onset, beginning in November 1892 she 

began to have irregular hemorrhages from the uterus. The whole vagina was filled with 

soft cancroid carcinoma, which bled easily when touched. The extent and origin of the 

growth could not be determined. The patient was admitted September 9, 1893, 10 months 

after onset. 

Surgery: Dr. R. Lomer, of Hamburg, Germany, attempted a hysterectomy. The growth 
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had to be removed by morcellement. It was found that it had infiltrated behind and 

around the vagina, as well as into the right parametrium. Lamer believed the operation 

should be terminated, but the hemorrhage was so abundant that he decided to go on. The 

growth was very soft and friable and repeatedly the retractors were torn out, and on 

the right side a large opening in the parametrium was made with ragged, crumbling walls. 

The operation was then completed and the vagina packed with iodoform gauze. The pat

ient left the operating room pulseless and therefore, hot water bottles were placed on 

her legs. 

Post-Operative Inflammation (Severe Burn): From one of these bottles she received 

(while still anesthetized) a deep third-degree burn almost the si -:e of one's hand. 

The post-operative course was uneventful, but two weeks later the burned area was 

covered by a hard dry leathery scab. The patient had not felt any great pain, nor 

complained, and the nurse had successfully hidden the burn from Lomer's attention dur

i ng these two weeks. However, she could neither stand nor walk because of this burn. 

For many weeks Lamer attended the patient at her home, after she was discharged . The 

burn was dressed with camphor compresses and the limb was elevated. 

Clinical Course: On March 13, 1894, she was again seen by Lamer who stated that 

he was "surprised to see her not only alive but flourishing and to find that the s car 

was absolutely free from recurrence." She was again examined in September 1899, 

s tating that she had never been in better health and had not needed a doctor since her 

recovery. She worked hard, delivering bread, arising at 4 A.M. and climb ing many 

stairs; she stood this strenuous life well, and had become fat . Lamer found the vag ina 

smooth and the abdominal region entirely free from recurrence or metastase s. The scar 

of the former burn had shrunk to a diameter of 11 by 6 cm. This patient was in good 

health and free from recurrence when last examined by Lomer and three of his col leagues 

in July 1903, over 10\ years after onset. (Lamer, 1903, pp. 344-346 .) 

In reporting this case Lomer wondered if the burn had had a beneficial effect on the 

carcinoma, citing the fact that severe burns produce toxins. He asks if such t oxins may 

be antagonistic to cancer. He studied the whole literature on burns, concluding that red 

blood cells are destroyed by burns and other profound alterations of blood and toxins 

are produced. 
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Chroba~k (1906) used cautery (actual or fluid, i.e. fuming nitric acid) in 

r 
treating inoperable cancers of the cervix. He stated that the scab is thvwn off in 

A 

two to three weeks leaving a granulating surface w~ose healing can be promoted with 

iodine or silver nitrate. Suspecious points can be treated again. He reported that 

he had performed 408 such procedures in 10 years to 1900, and that seven patients 

were living and well three to eleven years after surgery. 

In the following case, a severe sunburn appears to have caused temporary re

gression of a malignant melanoma! 
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DIAGNOSIS: 1fa l ignant melanoma primary in the skin overlying the spinous process 

of the first thorac ic vertebra with a lymph node metastasis in the right posterior 

cervi cal triangle, confirmed by microscopic examination following radical neck and 

.1xillary di ssections at the Mayo Clinic. 
.~ .. 

PREVIOUS HISTORY: Male, aged 31, ·civil engineer. The family and early personal. 

history were not reco rded. In April 1965 the patient noted that a nevus which had 

bee n present since birth had increased in size and had become alarmingly darker in 

colo r. He consulted a physician who was also concerned and who took a photograph 

of the lesion. (Fig, 1) 

CONCURRENT SUNBURN: Because of a recent very severe sunburn acquired in Mexico, 

the patient was advised t o return for excision of the nevus after subsidence of 

the acute infl armn a t o ry process (erythematous reaction to the sunburn). 

CLINICAL COURSE: At ab •.)Ut this time the patient rubbed and scratched the lesion. 

Because i t seemed to disappear, he dismissed all further thought of it until early 

November 1965 when a mass appeared in the right posterior cervical triangle . This 

grew r apidly for one month and during the next month it remained relatively stable. 
AN:) INFEC'TlON: 

VACCINATION: In early January 1966 the pa tient was given a small pox vaccination 
A 

.in the right de ltoid area, Examinat ion at the Mayo Clinic that month revea led a 

hard, fixed 2 cm. mass in t he right post e rior triangle, and a pale slightly atro

phied area of s kin at t he site of the lesion which had dis appeared. Careful exa 

rnin~tion for o ther sit es o f primary malignant melanoma, including ophthalmological 

ex.:1mina tio::1, r evealed no o the r source of a pr.imary lesion, There was an erythcmatous 

area over the right deltoid mus cle, t he site of the recent small pox vaccination, 

with e·1i dence of slough and seconda ry in fection i n this area. 

SURGERY: Ex::isional biops y of the cervic a l mass revealed malignant melanoma. Right 

radica l neck and right radical axillary dissections were then performed, with wide 

excision o f the site of the original nevus . Pathologica l examination revealed only 

a solitary cervical lymph node involved by the neoplasm. All other node s, both 

cervical and axillary, showed non - specifi c inflammatory change s. The involved cer-

vic .Jl lyniph node was almo s t totai. y r cp l..h.:e d by solid sheets of :..umor cell s. In 
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the skin lesion a band of subepidermal fibrosis, with prominent vascular channels 

and a scattering of chronic inflammatory cells was present in the upper dermis. 

Numerous pigment filled macrophages were clustered about the area. No definite 

residual malignant cells were found, although a rare degenerating atypical cell 

was present in the junctional zone of the epidermis. 

PROPHYLACTI C CHEMOTHERAPY: The patient was given sarcolysin as an adjuvant to 

surgery (50 mg. orally every 12 hours for 36 hours.) 

CLINICAL COURSE: Convalescence was uneventful. The patient remained entirely well 

when the case was reported in 1966. The disease reactivated in June 1966, pre

senting as a metastatic nodule on the posterior chest wall. Subsequently metas

tases developed in the left kidney, right shoulder, right arm, right buttock and 

left chest wall, and there was an enlarged node in the left axilla. 

FURTHER SURGERY: On June 27, 1967 one of the last bcalized lesions in the left 

chest wall was excised. The left axillary nodes were also removed and showed no 

evidence of metastasis. 

RADIATION: Palliative x-ray therapy was given fo·r relief of pain due to the renal 

metastasis, without apparent benefit. 

CLINICAL COURSE: The disease progressed, causing death on December 24, 1967, 2 3/4 

years after onset. (Todd et al., 1966; New York Cancer Research Institute Records) 

COMM.ENT: In this case radical right cervical and axillary lymph node dissections 

removed the tissues which presumably had received the most obvious innnunological 

stimulus and which might have helped to prevent further activation of the disease. 

Possibly if only the involved node had been removed, thus preserving the lympha-

tics which showed non-specific inflammatory changes, the disease might 
.'r, ·'.· ·, \ 

reactivated. It is believed that both the sunburn and the vaccination 
r. 

produce the inflammatory changes seen in this patient's lymph nodes. 
I 

not have 

helped to 
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The following physicians used heat, actual cautery, electrocautery, or 11Surgical 

diathermy" in treating uterine or cervical cancer and cancer of the rectum. This met-

hod apparently induced a salutary inflammatory reaction in the tumor bed, and yielded 

better results than surgery alone. 

Diagnosis: Recurrent carcinoma of the uterus. 

Previou ~ History: Female adult. The patient had been operated for uterine cancer; 

local recurrence developed after operation. 

Cautery: The recurrence was treated by actual cautery with apparent cure by 

Ziemssen. 

Clinical Course: The patient remained free from further recurrence or meta

stases until her death from other causes, 17 years after operation; autopsy showed no 

signs of malignant disease. (Wells, 1909, p. 1735) 

Westermark, of Stockholm, Sweden, devised a method of applying local heat in the 

t r eatment of inoperable cancer of the cervix. His apparatus was originated ~y Berlien, 

a pupil of Welander, in 1895. Westermark modified it somewhat and called it a hydro

t hermostat. The illustration in his report shows a metal tank in which water was 

heated and from which it flowed through a rubber tube. The port i on of the tubing wh ich 

was placed in the vagina was wound around in spiral form and then returned to the tank, 

t o be reheated by constant flow. The temperature of the vaginal portion of the tube 

0 
was 42.5 C. The following was reported in some detail by Westermark (1898). 

Diagnosis: Inoperable extensive, ulcerated cancer of the cervix. 

Previous History: Female, aged 50. The patient was married and had a child 13 

years previously. She had always been well until onset in May 1897, when menses became 

irregular, and there developed a copious meat-gravy type of discharge. In August, 1897 

severe pains occurred being localized in the region of the left hip. The discharge then 

became very offensive. The patient was admitted to the Sophiahemmet Hospital in Stock

holm on October 24, 1897. In the portio vaginalis an ulcerating carcinomatous growth 

was found. The left portion had already been entirely destroyed by the growth which 

extended from the left fornix to the left vault of the vagina and to the left para-
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vaginal and parametrial tissue so that the uterus and vagina formed one compact mass 

with the pelvic bone. The discharge from the ulcerating portion was of an offensive 

odor. The patient was weak and appeared cachectic. 

Cautery: On October 26, 1897 the cancer was energetically curetted and cauterized 

with thermocautery. The vagina was then packed with "xeroform" gauze which was removed 

the next day. By October 30, 1897 the ulcerated area was again offensive. 

Heat Therapy: About November 1, 1897 Westermark began heat therapy with his 

special apparatus described above. 

Clinical Course: During the next week the discharge was very cop i ous. Scabs fell 

off the ulcerated area and the wound granulated .beautifully. After a month the patient 

was discharged, with the ulcerated area completely healed, the pain gone, the general 

condition improved. However, there remained an infiltration in the parametrium. 

Westermark stated that this was the only case in which his treatment caused com

plete healing of the ulceration, in the others there was no specific tendency to heal, 

although there was "nice granulation." He believed the reason why the above case was 

most successful was because this woman was very cooperative and patient, and tolerated 

a higher degree of heat than the others. (Westermark, 1898; cited by Lomer, 1903, p. 332) 

In the following case fulguration was used locally and injections o~ thymus emul

sion were given to stimulate systemic resistance. 

Diagnosis: Recurrent scirrhus carcinoma of the right breast with no lymph node 

involvement, confirmed by microscopic examinations after both operations at M~. Sinai 

Hospital, New York, by Dr. F.S. Mandlebaum. 

Previous History: Mrs. X., female, age 58, the mother of five chi l dren, had suf

fered for years with symptoms pointing to cholelithiasis. Although sharp attacks of 

colic were not a feature of the case, its chronicity and discomfort c%sed her son, a 

physician of unusual scientific ability, to urge operation, as he had a well founded 

fear of malignant degeneration from gallstone irritation. In April 1904, Dr. Howard 

Lilienthal performed a cholecystectomy, removing a small gall bladder whose walls tightly 

hugged a few large calculi, the viscus contained no bile. After convalescence the 
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patient found herse l f well and remained so for three years. 

a carcinoma of the right breast. 

Lilienthal -198-

5he then developed 

Surgery: Lilienthal performed a radical mastectomy on July 25, 1907. The 

operation was a very extensive one and healing was slow but complete. 

Clinical Course: The patient returned to Lilienthal 18 months later with a nod

ul e the size of a filbert just in front of the anterior axillary line at the level of 

the seventh or eigtht rib. The adherent skin was a little reddened. The indurated 

mass could be shifted to a limit ed degree, but was apparently fixed to the underlying 

st.ructures. A few fine friction rales suggested that the pleura beneath had already 

been involved. 

Further Surgery: With the help of local anesthesia, Lilienthal removed the main 

portion of the tumor, without invading the ribs or pleura. He felt that radical mea

sures would probably shorten her life. 

Fulguration: The wound was not closed, but was allowed to granulate, so that its 

base might be treat ed by fulguration. This was done several times by Lustgarten , using 

a coil spark, the electrode being the graphite point of a lead pencil. 

Clinical Course: The w(;und granulated nicely, but Lilienthal told the patient's 

son that he "had little confidence in the outlook." 

Thymus Gland Therapy: Under the guidance of Dr. G. L. Rohdenburg , the Gwyer 

method of hypodermic injections of thymus gland emulsions were given. 

Clinical Course: The wound healed with a soft cicatrix, the patient remained 

free from further recurrence or metastases at least seven years, according to Rohden

burg. Lilienthal regarded it as a very unusual case. (Lilienthal, 1913; cited by 

Rohdenburg, 1918). 
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Percy (1916) made a thorough study of the use of heat or fever in the treatment of 

inoperable cancer. He reviewed the literature briefly, citing Byrne (1897), Clowes 

(1906), Jensen (1910), Lambert (1912), as well as Vidal (1910). 

Percy decided to develop "a method of applying heat to the tumor mass to a degree 

that would pemit the greatest concentration on carcinoma cells with a maximwn con

servation of normal tissue cells." Among the possible agents which could be used were 

hot air, hot water, electro-coagulation, fulguration and actual cautery. He dismissed 

the first two, because the penetration of hot air and hot water is so slight (4-5 cm.), 

He attributed the effects of fulguration to heat alone, and stated that in comparison 

with the difficulties of applying the foregoing methods, his own method was free from 

difficulty and its applicability had no limitations when the malignant process is at 

all accessib le. The apparatus was not at all expensive and was easily portable. It 

consisted of applying heat with an electrocautery accurately controlled by a rheostat, 

and applied to the affected tissues. 

He warned against too high a degree of heat, which produces charring and prevents 

the permeation of the heat and interferes with subsequent drainage. When drainage is 

inadequate the patient may suffer toxemia from absorption of large quantities of necrotic 

tumor cells. Wasserman drew attention to this in the destroyed tumors in mice. He has 

· shown that if the destroyed tumor in these mice is as large or larger than a hazel nut, 

the animal dies from intoxication from the lytic cancer cellso Percy stated that in two 

of his cases he had observed intoxication of this character. In both the pelvis was full 

of secondary carcinoma following pan-hysterectomy. The heat was applied through the 

vagina and in both instances there was a perfect primary recovery. However, four days 

later each of these patients showed signs of failure which could not be explained by 

any local findings. 

Percy began using his method in the treatment of cervical or uterine cancer about 

1913. During the first three years most of the cases so treated were very advanced but 

he found that 90% of these vpatients were rendered operable by the application of heat. 

He stated: 

"The results in this otherwise utterly hopeless type of case are sometimes sur-
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prisingly good. This is especially true if there are no secondary degeneiative changes 

in the kjdneys, liver and heart •••• The heat technic is the only method by which a gross 

mass of cancer can be safely destroyed. The result of this is an immediate physical 

improvement of the patient. I am convinced that the activity of the metastasis is in

hibited, probably because the destruction of the gross mass permits the natural de-

fensive forces of the body to become more active. Another important fact that can be 

truthfully claimed in favor of the heat treatment is that the local recurrence, shoulf ' 

it develop, is much less active, as is shown by a markedly slower growth. In addition 

to ·this, the patient loses he r pain, and with it the dependence on morphine." 

He added that hemorrhages cease and also the stinking discharge, all of which 

brings with it a hope that life will be prolonged in comfort and it usually is. 

"Of the utterly inoperable cases, the kind with 100% mortality, I have six that 

lived beyond the three-year limit. One of them died at the end of three years, of 

cancer of the liver, but with a pelvis free from demonstrable cancer. Of the five re

maining alive, one was operated on seven years ago, one four years ago, and the remain

ing three, three years ago. In none of these cases was the abdomen opened, and in all 

the high degree s of heat were used. In none of these cases was there any subsequent 

treatment, with the x-ray, serums or toxins." 

He noted that recently he had an increasing number of cases recurrent after a Wert

heim or pan-hysterectomy, involving the bladder, rectum, pelvic fascia or vagina, and in 

these no very appreciable benefit was noted. 

Of the less advanced group, Percy had 15 cases alive and free from recurrence two 

or more years after treatment. "These were treated by a low degree of heat, the abdomen 

was opened, and nothing was removed except the tubes and ovaries •••• Since tying both 

internal iliac and both ovarian arteries I have had no secondary hemorrhage." 

He predicted that with the first and second stage of the disease treated by the 

heat method there would be a 70% five-year survival rate after one application of heat. 

He advised a thorough application of a low degree of heat two or three months before 

doing a Wertheim or pan-hysterectomy. The "operation will not only be made easier from 

the loosening of the fixed structure by the heat, but it will therefore be made safer; 
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but more important than all . these, if the structures he removes subsequently with the 

knife are subjected to complete serial section, and examined under the microscope, in 

many cases no cancer will be found.' In other words, he has performed, possibly, a 

needless operation. 

... , 
"There are three important causes for the dissemination of cancer ••• ~: the knife 

the curette, •• , and ••• the more or less rough manipul~tion of the cancer-infected 

tissues incident to their removal. The knife and curette are a most effective mechan

ical stimulant and disseminator of cancer infection ••• , the twnor growth is excited into 

new virulence in a most remarkable way. To remove a piece of suspected tissue for dia

gnostic purposes with anything but the hot knife is a most unfortunate breach of good 

, surgical judgment. As to manipulation, a mass of cancer should always be manipulated, 

' : if at all, with even more than ordinary gentleness. One of the great advantages of 
' i 
; the heat method is that practically no manipulation of the malignant growth is nec-

1essary. Wherever the hot knife goes, cancer is destroyed, wherever the cutting edge 

of a steel knife touches cancer, it is given a new impetus to grow, and many new. points 

of recurrence appear. 

Technic: "Open the abdomen. Only by doing this can uterine cancer be safely and 

most effectively treated by the application of heat. 

2. Use a low degree of heat. If a cauterizing temperature is used in the heating 

iron, a carbon core is formed in the cancer mass. This inhibits the dissemination of 

heat. 

3. Pass the heating head through the utero-cervical junction to the fundus of the 

uterus. Keep it in one position until the whole mass contiguous to the heating iron 

is made so hot that it cannot be held longer in the surgeon's hand when encased in a 

medium-weight rubber glove. 

4. Apply the heat until all the structures that were fixed at the beginning of 

the application are freely movable. To do less that this must of necessity defeat the 

object of the treatment, i.e., the complete penetration of all ·the cancer-infected area 

possible •••• (Can be done in the majority of cases)." 
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11-rcJ felt that one may hope for a large number of beneficial results ·from this 

method, j udging from those already attained (Percy, 1916). 

W. J. Mayo (1913, 1915) praised Percy's method and noted that the use of heat is 

an ancient practice. He added: "It is now 15 years since I abandoned the cutting 

instrument for the cautery knife in performing vaginal hysterectomy for carcinoma of 

the cervix. It is worthy of note that while I had few cures d~ring the period in 

which the knife was used, I noted a considerable precentage of cures after adopting the 

use of the cautery. The unexcelled results achieved by Byrnes (see below) in the use of 

igalvanocautery in high amputation of the cervix for carcinoma were probably due largely 

to the elimination of these causes of cancer dissemination •••• We should take into 

' strict consideration the possibility of dissemination of carcinomatous material during 
; 

:operative procedures. A specialized technique should be inaugurated in which carcino-,_ . 

ma t ous processes would be treated as though they were the focus of virulent infection ••• 

\ (so as to) avoid grafting and traumatic dissemination of malignant cells during the 

course of operation and by proper prophylaxis prevent the possibility of grafting 

f ol lowing operation. (W. J. Mayo, 1913) 

Tennant also discussed the use of Percy's method . 

Thus it will be seen that sevEfral investigators studied the use of heat locally 

on cancer, especially of the cervix and uterus. Perhaps the interest and enthusiasm · 

for radiation as an adjunct to surgery in such cases, beginning about 1916, may have 

been the reason why the use of heat was largely forgotten, except for a brief mention 

in some of the textbooks. 

It is hoped that now and in the future gynecologists will be stimulated to try a 

'. combination of heat applied locally, in combination with injections of stable, potent, 

bacterial endotoxins. Such a combined procedure may well be used in all stages of the 

disease, in the operable cases, before and after surgical removal, to stimulate the 

body's defense mechanisms and prevent recurrence by destroying any remaining cells, and 

. in the inoperable cases to facilitate later operation, and in terminal cases to make 

the patient more comfortable and occasionally achieve marked or complete regression. 
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Percy's conclusions to his first report (1914) are sound. He stated that he had 

tried to point out the need for widening the field of investigation regarding the vul

nerability of the cancer cell. "It will be of particular interest to make further ob

servations as to the relation of the react : on ••• (produced in the body) following in

jections of toxins, serums and vaccines in the destruction of carcinoma. If the pri

~ary gross mass of cancer can be rendered innocuous by raising the temperature through 

the medium of the electric heating iron and the remaining ••• lymphatic involvement be 

reached by fever produced by toxins, serums or vaccines, as is emphasized by Vidal, then 

the dream of the ages on the part of the physician, of doing something with cancer, 

will be on the road to realization." 

Byrne (1895) was the first American physician to advocate the use of electro

cautery for excision of the cancerous uterus, noting that by far the most important 

benefit of this method was the long period of freedom from recurrence. Several of 

his cases died of other causes after many years of complete freedom from disease. He 

noted that the condition of four of his patients traced from 4 to 20 years after oper

ation "was so unpromising at the time that no permanent benefit could be reasonably 

hoped for." 

He attributed the results to the effects of heat on the outlying structures. 

''In no other manner do I think it possible to explain certain phenomena followin~ these 

operations by galvano-cautery, e.g., (1) the absence of fever and almost all pain, 

pelvic or peritoneal; (2) the almost universal immunity of the scar tissue after caut

erization from second.ary attack in the event of recurrence; (3) in the event of recur

rence, the long respite obtained from reappearance of the disease in remote parts, even 

in the most unpromising cases of undoubted circum-uterine infiltration. 

"It would appear that utero-vaginal structures which have been severed by galvano

cautery or from which diseased portions have been excised by such means , are left in a 

state more favorable to a normal, or at least a healthy condition, than where scalpel 

or scissors have been employed •••• Gynecologists who fail to take- advantage of a method 

so safe, and yet so promising, assume the grave responsibility of withholding from 
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the afflicted the most reliable means through which a cure or at least a long respite 

from suffe ring and death may be reasonably assured." (Byrne, 1895) 

Strauss, et al (1935) reported on their experiences with surgical diathermy of 

ca rcinoma of the rectum and colon. 

He first used the method about 1913 for the removal of two cancers of the colon 

and t h r ee of the rectum in very old p~~ients. The results were excellent. For years 

he and h i s associates used it when operation was impossible because the twnor was 

fixed, or the patient very old .·. , or when there was some other contra

indi cation to a radical surgical procedure, such as disease of the heart or lungs. 

The resul ts were so satisfactory that beginning in 1928 they used the procedure i n 

prac t ically all cases of cancer in the rectum up to the sigmoid colon which could be 

reached from below by the glass tube method. 

"Clinically the results were remarkable. After the first or second applica t i on 

of diathermy t he patient gains weight, and the hemoglobin content and the r ed cell 

count of the blood are increased to normal levels. Even a patient who has lost a 

great deal of we i ght or is cachectic loses all the appearances that are characteristic 

of a person with advanced carcinoma. The gain in weight shown by our patients has 

amounted to from 15 to 50 pounds (6.8 to 22.5 Kg.). This increase in weight, red cell 

count and hemoglobin content is not temporary. We have observed a number of patients 

for from three to six years, and they have retained their weight, colo r and healthy 

appearance ••• , all the patients received diathermy a l one - - no treatment wi t h radium or 

high vol tag.e roentgen radiation and no liver therapy or other measures t o i mprove t he 

blood pi cture. Moreover, the improvement cannot be due to colostomy, which was pe r 

formed on some of the patients, for 22 patients were not subjected to colostomy and 

they have gained as much weight as those on whom the operation was performed. 

" •••• I n many of the cases ••• the pat ient was well along in year s and had a large 

mass which was fixed and prac t ically i noperable, and there must have been met astases , 

at least along the lymph nodes i n the pel vis . I n spite of th i s, some of the pa t ients 

show no sign of metastases, loss of weight or cachexia at the end of six or seven 
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years, and many at the end of three or four years. 

"Kolischer (1936) stated that the electro-coagulation not only produces mechanicat 

destruction of the tumor but causes the throwing off into the circulation of certain 

substances and antibodies which inununize the patient against further progress of the 

disease. These substances, in all probability, are similar to the end products of 

treatment with high voltage roentgen radiation or radium. The reaction may be attri

buted to an intense stimulation of the reticulo-endothelial system and the consequent 

local and general phagocytic action of the macrophages. 

" ••• The question is whether surgical diathermy inhibits the further progress of 

the disease along the lymphatics or in distant organs such as the liver. It is our 

impression that it does. If it did not, surely some of the patients who were treated 

for advanced carcinoma three or four years ago would by this time show metastasis in 

the regional lymph nodes or in the liver. No evidence of such metastases has been 

observed, however. On the other hand, in two cases in which we explored the abdomen 

on account of symptoms of disturbances of the bladder, which developed several years 

after the treatment with surgical diathermy, we removed from the pelvis a few slightly 

enlarged lymph nodes which contained what appeared to be poorly staining dead car-_ 

cinoma cells. This indicates at least the possibility that the macrophage and reticulo

endothelial reaction produced by the diathermy may have destroyed the carcinomatous 

cells in the regional lymph nodes or rendered them inactiveo 

"In four cases we excised the scar in the rectum resulting from the surgical dia

thermy by a modified Kraske operation. In one case the excision was made five years 

after the diathermy treatment; in one three years, and in two, two years •••• 

"The excised scar was examined histologically. In two cases no carcinoma cells 

could be seen, but in the other two there were definite carcinoma cells. More than two 

years has elapsed since the excision of the scar in these cases, and there has been no 

recurrence. The histologic sections appear to consist of degenerated carcinoma cells 

surrounded by a great deal of connective tissue; according to the pathologist they looked 

like dead carcinoma cells. This corresponds to the clinical fact that two years after 

excision of the scar the rectum is perfectly smooth, even in the two cases in which 
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carcinoma cells were seen in the scar." 

Duration and Effects of Surgical Diathermy: Of the 42 patients in their series, 

0 0 32 had a temperature ranging from 100.6 to 103 F. for several days. The fever usu-

ally subsided in eight or nine days. Nineteen had one, eleven had two, seven had 

three, and five had four diathermy treatments. 

End Results: Two of the 11 deaths in the series could be considered as the 

immediate results of surgical diathermy; two were due to sepsis, as a result of too 

thorough diathermy, about a year after treatment, and seven were due to other causes , 

coronary or cerebral hemorrhage, embolism, or pneumonia. (Three patients had under

gone an operation for cancer such as removal of the sigmoid or transverse colon, and 

in three patients the carcinoma of the rectum was probably metastatic.) 

The other 31 patients were in excellent condition, one after seven years, two 

after six years, nine after four years, and twelve after three years or less. They 

gained weight and did not look like patients with cancer. Twenty-two of them had 

full use of the rectum (they did not have colostomies). 

The authors noted that they had collected reports of 25 similar cases treated 

successfully by other surgeons in the previous two years. 

They then described their technique ••• , noting that they had been able to coag

ulate tumors as high as four to six inches above the anus. 

Early in the work they coagulated too deeply and too thoroughly. They then found 

it best to coagulate superficially and then wait two or three weeks to see how much 

has been destroyed, and then give _a second, third or fourth application if necessary, 

at intervals determined by rectal examination. In this way much less stricture or 

scar formation resulted in a number of cases there was none. 

In five cases there were severe hemorrhages requiring packing (none of them fatal), 

which usually occurred from 8 to 12 days after treatment, during the period of sloughing. 

In two cases it was so severe that transfusion was required. In one case a rectal 

abscess developed. 

Conclusions: •••• ''We lay great stress on the fact that in 22 cases excellent 

results were obtained without colostomy, the patient having full use of the rectum. 
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We are great believers in the radical and segmental removal of the entire ascending, 

transverse or descending colon for carcinoma, especially when the con~inuity of the 

bowel can be re-established and the p~tient can defecate normally. It is, however, 

quite another matter to remove the lower part of the sigmoid colon and the rectum 

and leave the patient with a permanent colostomy opening. While it may be gratifying 

to the surgeon to demonstrate a series of such cases many years afterward, we do not 

believe that many of the patients are happy •••• How much better it will be if by 

surgical diathermy the rectum can be preseNed with its full physiologic function 

and the patient can live as long as the one who has a permanent colostomy •••• 

''We are particularly interested in the method since it is the first one in which 

local destruction of, or local application to, a carcinomatous growth has produced, 

clinically at least, a permanent effect ••• o This reaction is probably being brought 

about by an intense stimulation of the reticulo-endothelial system. What the sub

s tances are that are liberated into the systemic circulation or into the body hy the 

dest ruction of the carcinoma by diathermy is an interesting subject for fur ther 

research." 

Strauss and his associates have continued to use this method and reported in 

1956 that in the preceding 40 years they had treated about 250 rectal cases this 

way with excellent long term results. (Strauss, et al, 1935; cited by Lehmann, 1955) 

I n 1969 Strauss reviewed his experiences with this method over a 50 year per iod in a 

monograph 

Another physician who reported on the beneficial effects of elect rocoagulation 

combined with injections of macrophages, was Kolischer (19j6), who recogni zed t he need 

for a constitutional treatment of cancer. He believed that surgery and radiation 

wi ll in time be only adjuvants to cancer therapy. He stated that "For centuries all 

attempts at curing cancer were based on the principle of destruction wi t hout paying 

any attention to constitutional factors. As all attempts at discovering one s i ng l e 

cause ot cancer resulted in failure, it became more and more evident t hat t he pro

duction of cancer is based on a multiplicity of factors , some essential and some of a 
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contributory character •••• We are compelled to acknowledge a general and a local 

predisposition toward the development of cancer. Millions of people are exposed to 

the same noxae and yet a minority only of individuals produce cancers •••• Predis

position is a constitutional proposition. Therefore, a great many biologists and 

pathologists lean toward the theory that cancer, even in its initial stages, presumes 

a constitutional derangement which under certain provocative influences leads to its 

local manifestation - the cancerous tumor ••• " 

Kolischer noted that in certain instances a combination of radiation and electro

coagulation showed a pronounced improvement in results over radiation alone. Exten

sive inoperable tumors were successfully coagulated while at the same time primary 

mortality and surgical shock were materially reduced. Encouraged by the results ob

tained by electrocoagulation of cancers of the portio, cervix, rectum and bladder, 

some surgeons extended the field to cancers in organs of the thoracic and abdominal 

cavities. This was accomplished either by the esophagoscope or by opening the ab

dominal cavity and anchoring the tumor to the edge of the incision and then proceeding 

with the electrocoagulation. In the majority of cases clinical cures were obtained 

even in tumors which were absolutely inoperable by ordinary surgical procedures. 

It was first observed, in electrosurgery applied to vesical cancers, that in some 

instances incomplete destruction of the tumors by electrocoagulation furnished complete 

and permanent cure. Similar observations were made in cancers of the tongue , cervix 

and rectum. 

Kolischer then discussed the reasons for such results: "To the biologists it 

has been known for a good many years that there exists in the human and animal body 

a well-defined system of specially endowed cells (the reticulo-endothel ial system) in 

which reside practically all the defensive forces of the body, and that these cells 

play a predominant role in combating cancer. The active elements of this system, the 

macrophages, are of migratory characte r and may be attracted to any part of the body 

in which an increase of metabolism occurs. Clinical and experimental research has 

shown that to the area around the zone of electrocoagulation there occurs an abundant 
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inmigration of these macrophages. The activity of these cells explains the success

ful results following incomplete destruction of neoplasms by electrocoagulation." 

Kolischer cited the studies of Cramer and Crabtree on the therapeutic action of 

radium on spontaneous manmary mouse carcinoma. They found that in radiosensitive tu

mors the reaction begins with the invasion of stroma by macrophages. In radioresis

tant tumors radium does not produce this migration. 

These observations indicate that radiosensitivity is not an inherent quality of 

the cancer cell, but depends on the surrounding stroma which in turn is influenced 

by the action of the macrophages. 

It is also known that in a number of individuals there prevails a functional and 

productive deficiency of the reticulo-endothelial system. Kolischer believed there

fore that the next logical step was to attempt to assemble macrophages outside the 

body and place them in a vehicle so they could be injected as an emulsion around the 

tumor. 

Horn, under. the direction of Saphir, succeeded in developing such a method in 

the Research Laboratory of the Michael Reese Hospital, Chicago, Illinois. Macho

phages were segreaated from the spleens of animals with a Rosenow tissue press and 

were suspended in a Tyrode solution in which they remained alive from six to eight 

hours. Experiments on tumor-bearing rats were so encouraging that the method was 

tried on human patients~ Such injections led in numerous instances to complete dis

appearance of the tumors. In other cases inoperable neoplasms ,became so reduced in 

size and so movable that they could easily be enucleated. That invasion by macro

phages following their injection around tumors led to the inactivation of remaining 

cancer cells, was proven by the histologic examination of specimens removed four years, 

two years and one year after injection. In the center of the specimen cancer nests 

were found surrounded by numerous macrophages, but no invasion of the surrounding 

tissue by cancer cells was observed. In ulcerated cancers the combination of electro

coagulation with cell injections accelerated the throwing off of the scab and healing. 

In conclusion he stated: "In the future will come biologic treatments that will 
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lead up to the ideal goal: cures without mutilation, and a guarantee against 

local recurrence or remote metastases." (Kolischer, 1936; cited by Stern~ 1941) 

Crile (1961-1963) studied the effects of heat as an adjunct to the treat

ment of cancer, both experimentally and on a small group of patients. In three 

patients with intracutaneo.us metastases from breast carcinoma, striking regres

sion followed heat, ranging from 30 minutes at 48°c. to 24 hours at 42°c. Ir

rigation of a colon cancer with water at 50°c. for 20 minutes combined with ra-

_diation, resulted in temporary regression. Similarly, a rectal cancer treated 

before surgery showed a striking regression after heating (50°c. for 15 minutes). 

He concluded that some cancers are more susceptible to heat than the surrounding 

normal tissues, and that further uses of heat should be explored. (Crile, 1961) 

He also reported the case of an infant in whom multiple subcutaneous me

tastases of a neuroblastoma disappeared completely following immersion first of 

the back, and several days later of the abdomen in a water bath at 45°c. for one

two hours. Regression did not take place in the unheated areas. Biopsy speci

mens taken three weeks after the heat treatments showed no viable tumor. On 

the basis of these observations, Crile concluded that the use of heat as an ad

junct to the treatment of cancers should _be further explored. (Crile, 1963) 

It appears that the inflanmatory reaction that follows prolonged exposure 

of certain cancers to temperatures between 42° and S0°c. selectively destroys 

the tumors without damage to normal tissues. This reaction is potentiated by 

injections of serotonin into the tumors immediately before they are heated. 

Since the tumors are transplantable, if transferred to another animal immediately 

after they are heated, it seems that it is the inflanunatory reaction that fol

lows heating rather than the heat itself that selectively destroys the tumor. 

Sublethal exposure of tumors to heat also greatly potentiates the tissue-des

troying effects of radiation. 

If the chemistry of the inflammatory reaction were better understood we 

might be able to use the compounds liberated by heated tissues as adjuvants to 

the t reatment of certain cancers. (Crile, 1962) 
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In this connection it is of interest to note that the Japanese, who daily 

take very hot baths submerged to the chin (113°-128°F.) have a very much lower 

incidence of cancer of the skin, breast and testis - areas in which the heat 

of these baths could stimulate an inflannnatory reaction as well as leukocytosis 

and thus destroy precancerous areas or incipient cancers before they became 

clinically app arent . (Bazett, 1924; Burton, 1891; Hill, 1907) 
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The following six histories are cases of concurrent hemorrhagic pleurisy 

or ascites: 

CASE 1: 

DIAGNOSIS: Inoperable atrophic scirrhus cancer of the breast with general i zed 

carcin~matosis, ascites, etc. 

PREVIOUS HISTORY: E.L., female, aged 22. Careful examination revealed no evi

dence of syphilis in the family or previous personal history. Onset, in May 

1882, the patient first noticed that her left breast had become painful at the 

compression of her corset. At this time she found a small t'11110r the size of a 

little nut ~eneath the skin which moved under the fingers. The tumor increased 

rapidly in size and the overlying skin became adherent. Lancinating pains (not 

acute) began to be felt in all the breast but they did not radiate widely. 

About 10 months after onset the tumor was the size of a large egg, and began to 

ulcerate and discharge a sero-purulent fluid. The patient became very much 

weakened. The tumor then diminished in volume, the ulceration healed and fi

nally the growth was much reduced in size • . Two months later, a year after on

set, the right breast became involved and the same symptoms supervened. At this 

point the patient became markedly cachectic. She took almost no nourishment , 

had no place to sleep, was exposed to cold, and had developed a persistent cough. 

She was admitted to the Hotel Dieu Hospital in Paris so weak she could hardly 

walk, extremely emaciated, with a markedl y straw-colored complexion and a dry 

cough which was very fatiguing. She also had severe abdominal .pains. In brief, 

she seemed to be in a state close to death with advanced cachexia . Physical 

examination revealed that the tumor of the left breast was the size of an egg, 

but was flattened, hard as wood and attached to the thoracic wall. Palpation 

revealed that all the tissues were adherent to each other . There was no longer 

any mobility between the breast and the overlying tissues or between the breast 

and the thoracic wall. The overlying skin was greyish , faded and wrinkled, the 
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classic "orange skin" appearance. From the body of the tumor there were irre

gular infiltrations along the periphery which invaded the surrounding struc

tures deeply and also involved the skin. There was no ulceration. Over the 

right breast the overlying skin was adherent but the breast itself was not as 

hard as the other one. In the left supraclavicular triangle and in both axil

lae there were painless enlarged lymph nodes the size of small nuts, which moved 

easily on palpation. There was no pain in the arm but quite considerable edema 

of the entire upper arm. The hepatic region was sensitive to pressure, and pal

pation revealed definite nodules deeply situated in this region. The liver was 

enlarged. In the thickness of the abdominal wall there were six or eight hard 

flattened nodules the size of peas, giving the sensation of discs fixed in the 

tissues. In the posterior thoracic wall in the region of the nape of the neck 

there were similar small metastatic nodules, the overlying skin being normal. 

PLEURAL EFFUSION: At this time, November 3, 1883, it was noted that there 

existed a slight effusion in the peritoneal cavity and a slight pleural effu

sion, believed to be about 1 to 1~ litres. Vulpian examined the patient and 

did not hesitate to say that the prognosis was extremely grave, in fact he be

lieved the end to be inminent. Nevertheless, he prescribed tonics: Todd's po

tion (Tincture of canella, brandy, sirup and water), extract of quinine, sirup 

of iodide of iron and arsenate of soda. Two days later the patient began to 

take a little nourishment. There was still some insomnia but the abdominal 

pains and the cough were less severe. The improvement continued and by November 

12, 1883 the patient had a better appetite. On November 20, 1883, she was 

able to get up for the first time. On December 1, 1883, it was noted that the 

tumor of the left breast had begun to decrease in size, also the axillary nodes. 

There was no longer any edema of the arm or of the ankles, nor any appreciable 

ascites. On December 20, 1883, the patient was discharged having completely 

regained her appetite and strength. On her return in January 1884, it was noted 

that her general condition had continued to improve, and that she had never been 
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better. The tumor of the left breast no longer was protuberant, the nipple com

pletely retracted; the remains of the growth consisted of a flattened disc about 

2 cm. thick, of the consistency of wood. The metastases in the abdominal region 

and dorsal region had completely disappeared, as well as those in the axillae. 

At the base of the right lung there persisted a marked dullness, the vocal vibra~ 

tions being absent. The voice was a little resonant. The patient was finally 

discharged on February 25, 1884, having entirely regained her former good health. 

This was almost two years after onset. 

In reporting this case in 1885 Vulpian stated that there could be no doubt as 

to the diagnosis; that in spite of the fact that the disease had become generalized, 

there was almost complete spontaneous regression. He added: "It must be remem

bered that there was also a pleural effusion ••• diagnosed as a cancerous effusion, 

a hemorrhagic pleurisy as it almost always is in these cases." (Vulpian , 1885) 

CASE 2: Inoperable recurrent ulcerated carcinoma of the breast ("cancer en cuirasse"). 

PREVIOUS HISTORY: Female , age not given. The patient had twice been operated 

for recurrent cancer of the breast in 1895 and 1897; the final recurrence involved 

the chest wall and axilla with extensive ulceration. Ther~ was enormous edema of 

the arm, and the patient was cachectic. 

CONCURRENT INFLAMMATION: In 1899 she developed hemorrhagic pleurisy (2 litres). 

No details are recorded. 

MEDICATION: Beginning in August 1899 subcutaneous injections of sodium cacodylate 

were given in doses progressively increased to 0.75. Thereafter this dose was 

maintained and given every 15-20 days for 7 months. The ulcerated area healed, 

the metastati c nodes regressed, the patient gained weight and strength, and at 

herown request she was discharged. 

CLINICAL COURSE: She remained thus in September 1901, six years after the first 

operation, according to Tuffier (1910, pp. 19-20), WhO reported the case. Tuffier 

was the first to deliberately induce fever as a therapeutic measure in a cancer 

pat ient , according to Willy Meyer (1931, p. 343). 
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CASE 3: Recurrent carcinoma of the breast (multiple) wtih extensive metastases 

in the liver: "the clinical history and the morphology of the tumor were typi

cal of a rapidly growing malignant cancer". The recurrent growths were also ex

amined histologically. 

PREVIOUS HISTORY: Female, aged 37. The family and previous personal history are 

not recorded. 

SURGERY: In spite of the fact that a radical operation for carcinoma of the breast 

was performed, multiple recurrences soon followed and were removed. Others soon 

appeared in the neck and breast, but on account of local complications and the pa

tient's debilitated condition, were not removed. Later large metastatic tumors ap

peared in the liver which nearly filled the abdominal cavity . 

CHYLIFORM ASCITES: This was followed by excessive chyliform ascites. The prog

nosis was "unqual ifiedly bad and death seemed innninent." However, instead of death 

ensuing, the patient's condition improved. The tumors in the neck and breast gra

dually dwindled and disappeared. The abdominal tumors grew smaller and became im

perceptible and the liver became smoother and smaller. "At length, about four years 

after the first operation, the liver is approximately normal in s i ze and position. 

With the exception of the scars, and decreasing emaciation, and extreme chyli f orm 

ascit es requiring frequent tapping, there is no indications of the or iginal disor

der." (Hodenpyl, 1910) 

This case impressed Hodenpyl with the possibility that the ascitic fluid might 

be tried experimentally. Accordingly, it was withdrawn an·d injected into tumor

bearing mice. These injections were made near the tumors, into the tumors and 

into the body at large, resulting in necrosis of the growths, a noteworthy dim~ n. 

u tion in size or complete disappearance. Having proved the harmlessness of the se 

injections, Hodenpyl tried the procedure on patients. "The general effect 
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was nearly uniform, in producing a temporary local redness, tenderness and swelling 

about the tumors, then softening and necrosis of the tumor tissue which was then 

absorbed or discharged by sloughing, with the subsequent formation of scar tissue. 

In all the cases the tumors grew smaller, in some they disappeared altogether. In 

no case did any tissue other than the tumor show the least reaction after these 

injections, nor were there any systemic effects evident after even large intra

venous infusions. The results in the majority of the 47 cases treated were dis

tinctly favorabl e , many of thelT)being hopeless and inoperable when treatment was 

begun." (Hodenpyl, 1910, pp. 105-106). 

In discussing this case and that of MacKay (see below, case 4), McConnell 

stated: "In both Dr. MacKay and Dr. Hodenpyl's cases the regression took place 

after the formation of large collections of fluids within the serous cavities. 

The tumor masses then begin to degenerate, become necrotic and are cast off or ab

sorbed as the exudate is taken up into the general system. It would seem that af

ter a certain point has been reached there are fo rmed in the patient substances 

that exert a distinct ly lytic effect upon the tumor cells. Dr. Hodenpyl's experi

ments in using the ascitic fluid as a therapeutic measure indicate that there is 

some substance present in the proteid exudate that exerts an active influence upon 

the growth ••• , the curative action of the serum ••• is apparently not of an an

titoxic agent as much as it is a lysis of specific cells." (Connell, 1910) 

Hodenpyl died in 1910 and we have not found reports of other investigators 

using this method since then. 

CASE 4: Recurrent inoperable scirrhus carcinoma of the breast with metastases in 

the sternum, the supraclavicular region and the lungs, confirmed by clinical and 
'r)c.le.5 

microscopic examinations of the primary growth and of some of the lymph~ at the 

Deaconess Hospital, Edinburgh. 

PREVIOUS HISTORY: Female, aged 39. The family and early personal history were 

not recorded. Onset, April 1903 she first noticed a lump in her breast. At this 
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time she was in very good health. The patient was first seen by Dr. Charles Gordon 

MacKay, of Lochcarron, Scotland, in October 1904, at which time she had a typical 

manunary scirrhus. The diagnosis was confirmed by Dr. Bruce of Dingwall, and the 

patient was admitted to the Deaconess Hospital in Edinburgh. Examination on ad

mission showed a circumscribed carcinoma in the outer quadrant of the right breast, 

adherent to the skin, but no lymph nodes were palpable in the axilla. 

SURGERY: A radical mastectomy was performed on November 4, 1904. The axillary 

nodes were involved, but the prognosis did not seem particularly unfavorable. The 

patient made a good recovery and went home. 

CLINICAL COURSE: On January 9, 1906, 14 months later, she returned with small 

fixed recurrent nodules in the scar, a larger one below the clavicle, and a bul

ging of the sternum. 

RADIATION: As the condition was completely inoperable, the patient was given x-ray 

therapy to the point of producing reddening and scaling of the skin. The progress 

of the disease appeared to be arrested. In August 1906 she returned for another 

course of x-ray therapy. In the interim the disease had progressed and there was 

an irritating cough, apparently due to the pressure of the metastases on the lar

yngeal nerve. 

CONCURRENT HEMORRHAGIC PLEURISY: There was marked dyspnea and dullness over the 

pleural cavity on both sides. Thoracentesis yielded 40 oz . of blood-stained fluid 

from the left pleural cavity and 10 oz. from the right. After this procedure there 

was dullness up to the lower angle of the scapula on both sides, and there was al 

so dullness of the right apex. A fortnight later, 28 oz. of blood-stained fluid 

were withdrawn from the left pleura. The breathlessness returned. An attempt 

was made to tap the left pleural cavity but only a few oz. of blood-stained fluid 

were drawn off. It was inferred that the dullness was mostly due to the thickening 

of the pleura and consolidation of the lung as a result of metastases. The pa

tient gradually failed, and made up her mind to go home. She was discharged on 

November 8, 1906 in a hopeless condition. For several weeks in December she was 
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in a state of semi-collapse. At this time there was a deep blue discoloration over 

the whole front of the chest from the clavicles to a line a little above the upper 

margin of the liver. The left breast was of great size and hard. The left axilla 

was obliterated, filled with malignant growth, and the right axilla was almost fil

led. Both sides of the chest contained fluid almost to the clavicles, respiration 

being 44. Swallowing anything, even a teaspoon of water, was difficult, and at times 

impossibl e. This state continued up to and including December 28, 1906. The next 

morning the condition had entirely altered. The patient was much better and felt 

comparat ively comfortable. She could swallow easily. The respiration had fallen 

from 44 to 24. The fluid in the chest had practically gone. She gradually took food 

in greater quantity and improved in every way. Still more remarkable was the fact 

that the seat of the local disease (the pectoral region) gradually underwent a change 

for the better quite as great as the general condition. It its whole extent the deep 

purple di scoloration gradually became markedly lighter. In some places the skin re

gained its normal whiteness, and where it had been tense .and shining, it became at 

first wrinkled, then flaccid. 

It wa·s noted that the diseased parts which had not received x-ray therapy had 

undergone an extraordinary change: the left breast which had grown to a large size 

and felt hard had absolutely disappeared with the exception of a brownish-yellow 

circular flat disk the size of a sixpence, of horny consistency and appearance, 

which occupied the place where the nipple had. been. There was absolutely no trace 

of the mammary gland and where it had been the skin was flat and close to the ribs. 

The left axilla which had been fu.11 of metastases was now a cavity into which Mackay 

could place his closed hand. The right axilla was the same. The space where the 

right breast had been and the parts adjacent had all been subjected repeatedly to 

x-ray therapy, and here the improvement, though quite as great, had gone on at a 

slower pace. Mackay stated: "Though there is healthy action, the t i ssues seem to 

be in a semi-paralyzed state. The x-ray had not been elective in action. It had 

a ff ected the diseased and healthy tissues in equal 
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CLINICAL COURSE: The cough, which had never been absent for 10 months, ceased 

completely on January 6, 1907, and had not recurred when the case was reported in 

July 1907. The steady improvement continued in every way. Morphine, which had 

been administered steadily for some time in 1 - U; grain doses, was stopped alto-

gether by February 1907. 

In reporting this case, Mackay stated that the patient had been . in a half-

starving, dehydrated condition, a state most favorable to the absorption of the 

thoracic exudatte. "When the absorption took place, the pressure on the esophagus 

was relieved, so that swallowing became possible, as well as relieving the lungs, 

so that respiration fell to 24. However, the improvement, not only general but 

also local, coincided exactly in point of time with the disappearance of fluid 

from the chest •••• The fluid (serum) had been suddenly, rapidly, and in considera

ble quantity, taken into the system. It thus came into contact •with a mali gnant 

growth which at that moment was overwhelmingly master of the situation •• ••• The 

growth then not only ceased to advance, but actually withered." Mackay bel ieved 

that a powerful agent in the serum had produced this result. He suggested t hat 

patients might be artificially "inoculated" with such a serum. In conclus i on he 

stated that he felt that the victory over cancer will ultimately be through a se rum. 

In a personal letter to H. Gideon Wells, M.D., of Chicago, Mackay stated : 

"I described the changes as if the tumors had withered. A closer descrip t ion 

would be that it looked as if the tumors had dissolved, and so dissolved, as to 

become absorbed, leaving nothing but the covering of skin." Wells was much im

pressed with this case and stated: "Apparently the serum from the cancerous pleura 

on being absorbed, either itself or else, which is to me more probable, it stimu

lated the resisting powers of the organism and led to the development of cytolysins 

for the cancer cells, which caused the rapid retrogression of the cancer tissue . " 

(Wells, 1915, p. 1738) 

Mackay informed Wells that th i s pa t i ent died some five weeks afte r he had r ead 
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his paper, or about 14 weeks after the disease had regressed. Mackay added: "She 

had gone through a very great amount of suffering under circumstances of excessive 

mental strain, and she died of exhaustion. So far as we could make out clinically 

the disease had absolutely left her. Whether, if she had lived it would have re

curred, is another matter." (Wells, 1915, p. 1738) 

In reporting this case Mackay further stated: "There can be little doubt 

that occasionally a true cancerous tumor comes to a pause in its growth, when it 

seems in fact to have lost its power of further attack on healthy tissue, and then 

a cure, more or less complete, is said to have taken place. When this has happened, 

it is re asonable to suppose that some agent must have been at work either as aiding 

the body tissues in their resistance to attack, or acting in antagonism to the can

cer cell, and so diminishing its invasive vigour. If there be any such active 

agent, what is it? Is there possibly elaborated in the body of the patient a some

thing which can act in this way and so effect a spontaneous cure ?" He believed 

the above case "seemed to suggest an answer to this question. (Mackay, 1907) 

COMMENT: The toxic effects of absorption of such large quantities of necrotic 

tumor tissue appear to have caused this patient's death. It is of interest to 

note that the irradiated tissues responded more slowly. 

Macculloch (1908) discussed Mackay' s case as follows: "In this, as well as 

in several cases recorded in England, in Europe, and in America, of spontaneous 

recoveries from cancer in man, one conspicuous feature that seems not to have been 

sufficiently appreciated has been the invariable extensive lymphatic glandular in

volvement - a fact, indeed, which has led to the decision that the cases were in

operable . Such was the condition of the case I have just refer red to • •• 

"Hitherto , lymphatic glandular involvement in the infectious processes in 

the animal body has been looked upon most unfavorably both by the physician and 

" the surgeon, as a 'spreading of the disease in.Jo the most vulnerable parts of the 

system', and not as an extended response of the body in the mechanism of bodily 

defense. 
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"These glands which are usually conspicuous in the neck and axillae are there

fore cut out as completely as possible, it is said 'to prevent further spread' or . 

'recurrence' of the malady. It should, however, be noted that there is this serious 

inconsis tency in what has been called the 'radical operation' mn cancer, that these 

glands are usually left undisturbed, when they are not easily accessible to the 

fingers, as in operations for cancer in the abdominal organs. The fact that these 

glands have been estimated to number from 800 to 900 in the human subject, and 

that they exist for the purposes of a most important function, seems to have been 

entirely overlooked. 

"Professor Goldman, i n a paper read before the Royal Society of Medicine i n 

November last, stated that the results obtained by the German surgeons who now 

operate in cancer without extirpating the involved lymphatic glands were no worse 

than those obtained by other German surgeons who insisted on their complete re

moval. " (Macqullough, 1910; cited by Venus, 1910) Only in recent years have a 

few surgeons begun to express this concern. (Crile, 1965-67; Fowler, 1969; A. St rauss, 
" 

1961 ) 

Mackay's case also impressed Wells (1909) who mentioned it in his paper on 

the resistance of the human body to cancer. Wells admitted even after years of 

careful, painstaking work, during which radical operative methods have been developed 

to a high degree of perfection, one is forced to admit that as yet the results 

from such surgery are anything but satisfactory. The most skillful operators claim 

at best about 40 percent recoveries in cancer of the female breast, while in can

cer of the cervix recovery is exceptional (10 to 20 percent five-year survivals). 

He suggested the need of studying the manner in which the body defends itself 

against the disease, so that we may endeavor to heighten, supplement, substitute 

or initiate this natural method. He noted that the development of concurrent in

fections notoriously impedes the progress of neoplasms; also, severe hemorrhages 

in advanced cancers are frequently followed by improvement. 

He mentioned the medieval practices of phlebotomy and the production of chronic 
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ulcerations on the extremities of cancer patients "to let the cancer humors escape. " 

He then studied the reports of cases in which malignant tumors had shown 

healing changes independent of any apparent infection, hemorrhage, change in diet, 

local nutrition or blood supply. 

He cited Mohr (1903), Senger (1903), Crosbie (1899), Rotter (1899), Von Hanse

mann (1902), Martin (1908), as regards carcinoma, and Randolph (1905) as regards 

sarcoma or endothelioma; Frank Hall (1908) as regards hypernephroma; and Gaylord 

and Clowes (1906) for chorioepithelioma. 

Wells stated: "The evidence concerning the healing of portions of carcinoma 

left after operation is far better than that offered as proof of spontaneous healing 

of growths in which no operation has been done." He cites a male who was operated 

for supposed recurrent appendicitis with abscess formation. A colloid cancer in 

the region of the appendix was found (but not touched), which regressed entirely 

following exploratory laparotomy, leaving a fecal fistula. A year later this was 

closed and examination at this operation revealed no trace of the former growth, 

but merely a calcified mass from an old appendiceal abscess. This was removed. 

The patient recovered and remained well and active for 12 years when he developed 

obstruction and died following anastomosis of the ileum to the colon. A large 

colloid carcinomatous mass in the cecum caused the obstruction. 

Wells cited the experience of Czerny and Pearce Gould's famous case. 

As to the value of cauterization, he cited Lomer and stated : "There seems to 

be a remarkable proportion of success among the cases (of uterine cancer) persis

tently treated for each recurrence with the actual cautery, a point on which 

Czerny seems to agree." (He cited Ziemssen 1 s case of recurrent uterine cancer 

cured after cauterization and traced 17 years.) 

"A possible explanation of the retrogression of metastases after operation 

which I would suggest is ~u;_~_irt?u_n!_za_~~<?n• During operative manipulation a con

siderable amount of cancer juice and cancer tissue is forced into the circulation. 

Ordinarily, as we too frequently observe, this results in a rapid and widespread 
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recurrence, but it may happen under certain circumstances that these cancer pro

ducts stimulate the reactive forces of the organism and lead to an active immuni

zation." He cited Mackay's very important case in support of this. (See above 

for his comments). 

Ribbert had reached a similar conclusion from his studies. He believed that 

in the case of tumors developing spontaneously, the tissues become habituated to 

the tumor, and the only prospect of immunization is the sudden overwhelming of the 

organism with cancer substance which would stimulate the production of antibodies, 

just as appears to have occurred in Mackay's case. Ribbert suggests injecting 

cancer extracts inmediately after surgical removal in order to induce active im

munity and to destroy hidden metastases. (This was similar to Rubens Duval's work 

discussed earlier). 

Wells concluded that the data he had collected indicate that there exists in 

man natural forces which tend to cause healing of malignant tumors, and the pos

sibility of augmenting these forces is before us, and should encourage us to cons

tant effort toward this end. (Wells, 1909) 

DeCourcy (1933) discussed both the Mackay and Hodenpyl cases abstrac t ed above. 

He stated: "In view of the general conviction in the past that cancer is an in

curable disease there has naturally been an inclination in cases (of spontaneous 

regression) ••• to assume that the diagnosis was erroneous - a disconcerting re

flecti on that has led the physician observing the case to keep silent about it , or 

to place a question mark against his report. There was a tendency to believe that 

if it could be cured, it was not cancer ••• 

"Reports of such cases have become too frequent to be ignored, and they come 

from too many authorities to require to be called by name. 

"There are no accidents in Nature •••• I believe it is of the very first im

portance to give close study to cases of this kind with a view to gaining an in

sight, if possible, into Nature's methods of healing and to discover what can be 

done t o make her wurk easier. " 
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Rohdenburg (1918) published a synopsis of 302 cases selected from the litera-

ture, i n which the phenomenon of spontaneous regression had been observed. In 

r ough l y one-third of these there was microscopic confirmation of the diagnosis and 

t he subsequent history was carefully controlled. In a second group a bare possi

bility o f diagnostic error might be conceded, and in a final group a somewhat 

gre at e r possibility . In every case the condition was inoperable and hopeless, no 

r adi a tion had been given, and where operation had earlier been attempted, it was 

recorded as pa l liative or incomplete. Yet tumors or metastases unaccountabl y 

disappeared and the patients became clinically well •••• A process that had been 

considered i rreversible was reversed.'' 

Irrespective of whether the cure was permanent or not, the fact of regres

sion f or a longer or a shorter period is established. 

DeCourcy stated: "!cannot sufficiently emphasize the significance of this 

fact. It demonstrates • • • that cancer is not necessarily incur able; t hat the hu

man body i s capable of waging a winning fight against malignancy under apparently 

the mos t hopeless conditions. It proves the existence of immune fo rces capable 

of terminating the disease. 

He ci t ed the work of Gaylord and Clowes (1906) wi t h experimen tal cancer in 

animal s; 23% spontaneously regressed, 95% of these be i ng in tumors less than 1 cm. 

in di ame t er. 

The frequency of regressions and its distribution in animals led these workers 

to believe that it might be more conunon in human beings than is generally supposed. 

Since cancer as a rule is already old when diagnosed in patien~s, there is no way 

o f knowing how many cure themselves in their early stages. 

He di scussed the various defense reactions of the body: scl erotic, lymphoid 

and infl annnatory. The sclero t ic reaction i n t roduces a process of fibrosis , with 

formation of dense cords of stroma rich in fibroblasts and collagen that prevent 

deep infiltra t ion - a sclero ti c barrier i s thus erected which tends not only t o 

arrest the onward march o f the epitheliomatous mas ses , but also t o circumscribe 
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the nucleus of the neoplasm. Such a barrier is usually only temporary, being as 

a rule rap idly overcome by the cancer. But occasionally it insinuates its way be

tween the neoplastic masses, segmenting them off into small groups which then be

come imprisoned, undergo atrophy and finally disappear. The blood vessels are ob

literated in the general sclerosis, with the two-fold result that their invasion 

by the proliferating cells is impossible, and that a state of anemia is produced 

in the cancer. 

The lymphoid reaction causes a layer of lymphoid tissue of varying thicknesses 

to appear around the cancer, due to accumulation of mononuclears and to the changing 

of the connective tissue into a reticulated tissue. It opposes not so much the 

proliferation of epithelial cells as the diffusion of toxic cancerous substances , 

and thus stands ready to assist any form of therapy, such as radium, for the suc

cess of which the prospect is good. 

The inflammatory reaction may represent a counter-offensive of the organism. 

The polynuclears cause degeneration of the epithelial cells that are still living , 

and may under some circumstances lead to extensive necrosis, reaching even to the 

periphery. The carcinomatous island .is destroyed, and at that point where this 

happens spontaneous cure must be regarded as a fact. 

He then described Mackay's case as one of the most instructive instances of 

spontaneous regression of a malignant tumor (see above for full abstract of case), 

and added: "How are we to explain such a case? The half-starved condition of the 

patient was evidently a state exceptionally favorable for the absorption of the 

exudate which was suddenly taken into the system in great quantity. It thus came 

into contact with the cancer, which thereupon underwent a shrivelling process that 

ended in its extinction. The connection between the absorption of exudate and the 

disappearance of the growth was indisputable. 

"The relation that may exist between the absorption of an exudate and the re

cession of a neoplasm is further illustrated by Hodenpyl's remarkable case. Here 

there was multiple recurrence of mammary cancer, with metastases to the liver, 
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followed by excessive chyliform ascites. The case was inoperable, but instead of 

dying the patient improved from her desperate condition, and four years later had no 

indication of her former disorder except her scars and continued ascites, which 

required frequent aspiration. Hodenpyl injected the ascitic fluid into cancerous 

mice, with the result that the tumors decreased or disappeared. Encouraged by this 

phenomenon he ventured to inject the fluid into no less than 47 human cancer sub

jects, using large quantities. The general effect was nearly always to induce tem

porary local r edness, tenderness and swelling around the tumors, then softening and 

necrosis of the tissue, which was absorbed or discharged externally, with subse

quent formation of connective tissue. In all, the tumors became smaller; in some 

they disappeared entirely. Many were hopeless and inoperable. In no instance did 

any tissue in the body show the least reaction after the injections nor were any 

systemic effects seen after large infusions. "In my opinion it is impossible not 

to be struck here by the remarkable selectivi ty of the necrotising effect upon 

cancer cells exerted by ascitic fluid from a r ecovered case of cancer, at whatever 

point of the body the fluid was introduced. The use of this fluid as a therapeutic 

measure suggests that there was some substance present, perhaps of a protein nature, 

that exerted an active influence upon malignant gr owths. The manner in which the 

tumor masses disappeared, by becoming degenerated and necrotic, after _which they 

were cast off and absorbed, as the exudate was taken into the system, points to a 

lytic action rather than an antitoxic effect. 

"I have called particular attention to these two cases because of the extraor

dinary importance of their implications. This effect of inflanmato ry exudates upon 

malignant cells is plainly something more than fortuitous. Lohmann (1931) has re

cently reported that cancer cells placed in exudates obtained from cantharides vesi

cles and pleural inflammations were uniformly destroyed in 6 to 14 hours, while con

trol cells placed in normal serum r emained unaffected. She thus demonstrated that 

cancer cells in an inflammatory environment are not capable of living on the oxy

gen from their fat and protein content, and that they die even when 3% oxygen is 
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added to the exudate for the purpose of reproducing the conditions found in vivo in 

the milieu of an inflanmation. 

"A capacity for inflammation is accordingly a requisite in the organism that 

is to cope successfully with cancer. This capacity is to be understood not only 

with reference to the degree of an inflanmation but also to the sens i t i v ity neces-

sary for the setting up of an inflammatory condition. This sensitivity is a charac-

t eristic of the entire organism regarded as a unit, and it becomes less with in-

creasing age. In this way we may see a reason why the body is able to restrain a 

tendency to proliferate in the years when it is subject most acutely t o inflamma

tions , and why prol i feration meets with less opposition in .the latter years of life, 

when inflammatory attacks, as is generally known, occur with lessened violence or 

not at all . The ideal prevention would then be to maintain the capacity of the or

ganism for inflammation, so that every degenerating cell will, as soon as it forms, 

be in some way destroyed by obstruction, starvation or acidity. Following this line 

of re asoning, the role in inflannation in the spontaneous regress ion of cancer 

would be clear." 

He then cited the "not infrequent retrogressions of malignant neoplasms after 

a shar p attack of fever, which has been r eported by a number of observers. The 

majority of such absorptions following i nfections have been reported in connection 

with attacks of erysipelas, but i nstance s are on record also where attacks of small

pox, pneumonia, malaria and acute tuber culosis have filled this role. In order to 

obtain the necessary amount of hype rpyr exia, a sustained temperature of 1040-105°F. 

must persist without remission for 48 to 96 hours. Injections of bacterial toxins 

with this end in view do not always accomplish the maintenance of such a high fever 

over a sufficient period of hours. 

"There have been cases i n whi ch only a small bit of the tumor has been excised 

for purposes of biopsy, and yet high fever and subsequent regress ion have followed." 

F,nally he noted that "hemorrhages are frequently associated with regression 
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of tumors. It has been observed that any treatment tending to produce loss o f 

blood has a retarding effect upon the development of neoplasms •••• Theilhaber ob

se rved that in the i ncomplete operations in which he obtained a radical cure there 

was always one common factor, namely, that loss of blood during operation was great, 

owing t o the failure of the instruments to hold in the cancerous tissue . The pos

sibility of an etiological relation between loss of blood and radical cure cannot 

be excluded. Aft er extensive loss the circulation is more active, the lymph stream 

increases, t here is greater secretion of sweat, there are more leukocytes and in a 

few weeks the red blood count is higher than it was before the hemorrhage - consti

tuting conditions that serve as stimuli for r esorption of retained cancer cells." 

SUMMARY: 1. The human organism possesses powers of defense that enable it to re

sist in greate r or lesser degree the development of malignant tumors. 

2. These powers of defense are expressed under some condit i ons in the 

complete regression of microscopically demonstrable cancer. 

3. The existence of signs of regression in biopsy sections is to be re

garded as improving the prognosis in cases wher e compl ete sur gical extirpation is 

impracticable . (DeCourcy, 1933) 

The foll owi ng five patients developed acute inflammat ion at the site of the 

primary or metastatic tumors: 

CASE 5: Recurrent inoperable far-advanced scirrhus cancer en cuir asse, "with ex

tensive edema of the forearm, confirmed by repeated histological examinations by 

Dr. Maute made during the course of lthe treat ment with pleural exudate. 

PREVIOUS HISTORY : Female, aged 37, actress. The patient had developed cancer of 

the right breas t for which a mastectomy had been performed in January 1908, 18 

months prior to consul t ing Dr. Theodore Tuffier of Paris, France. She was admitted 

to the hospital on June 21, 1909. At this time she was very thin , with a yellowish 

pallor, and the right arm was enormous - " a veritable elephantiasi s" . For two 

months she had been unable to move it because of the edema extending to the finger 
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tips. The axilla and the supraclavicular region were indurated, and there was an 

enormous scirrhus "cancer en cuirasse" occupying the entire right maDlllary region 

and extending from the axilla to the sternum - the entire mass was surrounded by 

cutaneous neoplastic nodules. The patient suffered intense pain in the arm, causing 

insomnia. 

CONCURRENT INFLAMMATION: She had recently developed pleurisy involving the right 

chest and causing pain under the spine of the left scapula and rapid respiration, 

Tuffier believed that 11if there exists a cancer antibody, the surest place to find 

it would be in the pleuritic effusion of a cancer patient." He felt justified in 

trying this out on the patient. 

INJECTIONS OF PLEURAL EXUDATE: Tuffier therefore withdrew 400 cc. of the pleural 

exudate, cleansed it by centrifuging and injected 20 cc. of this liquid material 

subcutaneously every fifth day. These injections caused · febrile reactions of 39°c. 

(102. 2°F.). After the fourth injection the pleural effusion disappeared, the edema 

markedly diminished and the general condition of the patient was much improved. 

ARTIFICIAL FEVER THERAPY: On the basis of this observation Tuffier considered him

self justified in trying a more drastic technico He therefore injected nucleinate 

of soda subcutaneously, determining the dose empirically at 0.75 to 1 gram so as to 

produce a temperature of 39.5°c. to 40°c. (103,1°F.-104°F.), and repeating the dose 

whenever the fever dropped to 38°c. (l00.4°F.). In this way the patient was kept 

for three weeks in a continuous fever. At the end of this period, the edema of the 

arm had entirely disappeared, the pain had ceased, and the large indurated plaque 

had become progressively softer, leaving only a slight thickening of the skin which 

was not adherent to the deeper structures. 

CLINICAL COURSE: Eventually the patient left the hospital apparently cured, and a 

year later sent word she was back on the stage. This was about three years after 

onset. 

In reporting the case Tuffier (1910) stated: i'The improvements were followed 

by all the students and visitors to my service, and were so marked that I might have 
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found it difficult to beli~ve we were dealing with a case of cancer, if several his

tological examinations had not been made during the course of the treatment." He 

added: "This rnsul t does not surprise me, for 30 years we have known how much in

ject ions which cause febrile reactions are capable of ameliorating cancer. My mas-

ter Verneuil often used to speak of this to us." Willy Meyer (1931) in reporting 

this caac•, added: "Tuffier never saw a similar result in other cancer patients that 

were treated in the same way." 

Meyer went on to say in regard to patients developing immuni ty to various in

.lected materials that "here is where the difficulty with this kind of treatment 

seems to be. ln the experience of Tuffier as also of Bier and o thers, by whatever 

kind of injections the first strong reactions had been obtained, the system of the 

patient soon becomes tolerant to the injected substance, and the force of the sub

stance is exhausted before the tumor has been healed. If now anothe r serum or so lu

t i on of some kind is employed, it may still ameliorate the cancerous condi t ion, but 

l ess than the first one and its force will sooner become exhausted; a third s t i ll 

more ao and eventual ly a change of serum will have no further effect at a ll. 

"Postulated therefore is a serum of such range of dosage , without side - effects. 

t hat the tolerance can be overcome by increases of the injected dose, and that in 

this way the patient can be kept without fai l and without interruption. in a l ong 

continued state of fever. 

"Such a serum seems to be Coley's Fluid." (Willy Meyer, 1931, pp. 343-4) 

CASE 6: Recurrent osteogenic sarcoma of lower end of the femur, confirmed by mi

croscopic examination at Memorial Hospital and by the Bone Sarcoma Regi s try (Case 

12065). 

PREVIOUS HISTORY: A.L., male, aged 21; the patient's grandmother had cancer. The 

general health had always been excellent. The patient had had no s erious illnesses, 

no operations except an appendectomy at the age of four. However, he had been aub

jec t t o frequent fainting attacks for many year s. Abou t nine weeks prior to admis-
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sion he noticed a small abrasion of dorsal surface of the right great toe, due to 

rubbing of his shoe. It was somewhat sore but healed gradually in a week, leaving 

slight redness and thickening of the skin. Onset, early in July 1934, a week after 

this, pain developed in the lateral aspect of the right femur in the region of the 

knee joint. He then first noticed stiffness of the knee joint after sitting or 

lying down, when any attempt at flexion or extension caused moderate pain. Three 

weeks after onset, the patient went to a hospital and was advised to use camphorated 

oil, which he did without improvement. The severity of the symptoms gradually in

creased and at times there was a spontaneous aching referred to the lateral aspect 

of the knee, which was sometimes relieved by a change of position. There was ten

derness on palpation over the lateral aspect from onset, and gradually increased 

swelling. The skin over the joint was normal in appearance at examination at Memorial 

Hospital early in September 1934. 

SURGERY: An incisional biopsy was performed on September 7, 1934. Amputation was 

advised but refused. In October 1934 an incomplete removal of the tumor was per

formed (wide excision) at the Hospital for Joint Diseases. By December 13, 1934, 

there was a definite recurrence over the antero-medial aspect of the lower end of 

the right femur. 

RADIATION: The patient received eight x-ray treatments between December 14 and 22, 

1934, given daily. 

FURTHER SURGERY: A high thigh amputation was performed on February 23, 1935. The 

post-operative course was uneventful. 

TOXIN THERAPY (Parke Davis XIII): Intramuscular injections of Coley toxins were 

begun March 3, 1935, and were given daily, in doses of l to 13 minims, without re

action. On March 10, intravenous injections were begun, the initial dose of 1/50 

minim producing a temperature of 105°F. and a severe chill lasting 20 minutes. 

Intravenous injections were continued daily until March 25, 1935 usually producing 

a chill and febrile reactions of from 99.6° - 106.4°F. The maximum intravenous dose 

was 1/3 minim. He ,-eceived a total of 5 intramuscular and 15 intravenous injections. 
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INFLAMMATION AND TRAUMA: In July and August 1935 he was tapped several times for 

pleural effusion, which was considered due to pulmonary metastases. In November 

he fractured his right forearm. Chest plates taken in December 1935 showed no evi

dence of pulmonary metastases. 

CLINICAL COURSE: The stump remained in excellent condition throughout, although 

there was some difficulty in adjusting the artificial limb. The pat ient married in 

1949. He remained in excellent health when last traced on December 5, 1969, 35\ 

years after onset. (Memorial Hospital Records; New York Cancer Research Institute 

Records). 
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In the following five cases acute inflanmation occurred spontaneously at the 

site of the primary or the metastases: 

CASE 1: Endothel ioma of the left forearm, confirmed by microscopic examination af- · 

ter surgical removal at the Polyclinic Hospital in Philadelphia. 

PREVIOUS HISTORY: Mrs. M.S., female, aged 43. The patient had always been healthy. 

She had had five children, four were alive and healthy, one died in infancy. The 

youngest child was 12 years oldi\) Onset, in the spring of 1901, she developed a 

small movable painless nodule beneath the skin on the posterior aspec t of the left 

forearm, about the junction of the upper and middle thirds. In the beginning the 

patient squeezed and handled it and on one occasion she drew a little blood. The 

mass grew steadily and painlessly for six months until it was 5 cm. in diameter. 

~ -he pati~nt was showing signs of beginning menopause. 

CONCURRENT INFLAMMATION: Two weeks prior to operation the mass began to be painful 

and to show signs of inflammatory reaction. From that day it ceased to grow. 

SURGERY: The mass was excised by Dr. Steinbach. The pathologist reported: "The 

mass is flattened, dense, has a smooth glistening base. On the upper surface is a 

portion of normal skin, which is not adherent nor in any way connected with the' 

gro'f1'th. The mass is flattened, slightly elliptical, 1\ x 2 x 3/4 inches. It has a 

capsule, which is derived from the surrounding connective tissue. On section it 

presents a greyish white appearance composed of dry, friable, fibrous material •••• " 

After staining, the following appearances were found: "The growth is surrounded 

with a thin connective tissue envelope which is continuous with a connective tissue 

stroma ramifying freely through the growth. This stroma is arranged so as to form 

alveoli of large size. These alveoli are filled with what appears under low power 

••• to be a homogeneous degenerated substance, but which under close examination 

is seen to be made up of cells closely packed together, sometimes flattened so as 

to present a stratified appearance. These cell masses are clearly necrotic, as 

they do not take nuclear stain, but are atained by eosin ••• and by pioric acid •• 

Here we see the alveolus filled with medium-sized round cells, with nuclei staining 
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with moderate intensity. There can be no connective tissue fibres demons trated be

tween the cells. The cell growth is evidently derived from the endothelium of the 

lymph spaces. That the above cellular necrosis affects such cdlection of cells as 

those just described is shown by the fact that the stages of transition from one to 

the other can be demonstrated. The connective tissue stroma shows a very peculiar 

phenomenon: there is active hyperplasia, with a very marked round cell infiltra

tion. New formed flood vessels are numerous. Very characteristic is the develop

ment of giant cells, which are very numerous and are uniformly applied to the mar

gins of the necrotic cell areas, sometimes completely surrounding an alveolar space 

like a skirmish line. Their peripheral arrangement combined with the fact that 

they are so closely applied to the cell masses, and often adjust their shape to 

these masses (being long, slender and flattened), make one believe that their func

tion is phagocytic." 

CLINICAL COURSE: Two weeks after surgery the wound had healed by primary union. 

There was no evidence of recurrence six months after the operation, which was a 

year after onset. 

COMMENT: In reporting this case before the Pathological Society of Philadelphia in 

April 1904, Randolph stated: ''My opinion is that an endotheliomatous growth started 

in the subcutaneous tissue; that it grew steadily for s.ix months , and then ••• be

came arrested; that a necrosis or atrophy of the cells took place; that later this 

inactive tissue began to act as an irritant, and the response was a productive in

flannatory process which endeavored to remove a foreign mass. The very abundant 

presence and peculiar arrangement of the giant cells seems to show that the func

tion of these cells is an absorptive one. I am aware that the belief that spon

taneous healing of malignant growth does not occur is so strongly rooted, that it 

is the custom for pathologists to assume that such cases, when reported, are errors 

in diagnosis. I present the evidence in this case without conment, allowing the 

history, the record of the examination, and the drawings made from slides to fur

nish their own evidence." (Ran~olph, 1905) 
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CASE 2: Osteoblastic osteogenic sarcoma of the right femur, confirmed by both ro

entgenologic and histologic examinations, with roentgenological evidence of exten

sive pulmonary metastases. 

PREVIOUS HISTORY: J.D., male, aged 21, of Chicago, Illinois. The family and earl y 

personal history were not recorded, except that the patient was born in Poland. 

Onset, in August a painful swelling developed around and above the right knee. 

During the next nine months the patient lost 30 pounds in weight. The pain was 

continuous, increased by standing and by lying in bed, leading to insomnia, but 

was not completely disabling as regards walking. During the three weeks prior to 

admission he also experienced severe sharp pains in the right ilium and back, with 

stabbing pain on deep inspiration. There was some cough considered to be due to 

excessive cigarette smoking, accompanied by "dusty colored sputum". Examination 

on May 7, 1929, on admission to Presbyterian Hospital in Chicago , showed a slender 

white male with normal findings except as follows: the abdomen was symmetrically 

rigid, a condition said to have been constantly present. The liver seemed slightly 

l ar ge to percussion but could not be palpated below the costal margi n. No palpable 

lymph nodes were found. The Wassermann reaction was negative. The right knee was 

about twice the size of the left, presenting a hard,irregular, somewhat tender swel

ling, which seemed a part of the lower end of the femur. The blood count showed 

hemoglobin 80%; w.b.c. 9,200. X-ray examination revealed considerabl e soft part 

swelling with much new bone formation about the lower end of the femur , extending 

outward in all directions from the shaft in a radial or ray-like arrangement. The 

findings were typical of osteoblastic osteogenic sarcoma. A chest film May 9, 

1929, was considered to be negative although a solitary dense shadow in t he left 

hilum suggested a calcified.,gland or nodule or possibly a small metastasis . 

SURGERY: Amputation of the upper third of the right thigh was performed by Dr. 

Kellogg Speed on May 10, 1929, with normal healing. The patient was dischar ged on 

June 3, 1929. (See Speed, 1943, for description of the amputated specimen and ro

entgenograms.) 

OONCURRENT PNEUMONI TIS WITH LEUKOCYTOSIS AND PULMONARY METASTASES : Examination on 
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March 6, 1930 , 10 months after amputation showed a well-healed stump (he wore a 

prosthesis) but the patient had pain in the chest and expectorated bloody frothy 

sputum. Chest films showed numerous rounded dense shadows. A second film taken 

July 29 , 1930 showed an increase in the number and size of these shadows. There 

was a lso present a uniform clouding of the upper lobe of the lung which was inter

preted as pressure atelectasis. Subsequent films at regular intervals showed an 

additional number of metastases with some enlargement of the older ones. Then a 

resting stage occurred in which the findings varied little, the calcified character 

of the nummular shadows within the lungs changed little in density, outline or 

size. During the period from March 1930 to April 1942 the patient experienced re

current attacks of mild dyspnea, cough, bloody sputum but no sustained loss of 

weight. He led a fairly active life but performed no labor. Several times he was 

picked up by social workers who, told of his cough and bloody sputum, insisted, un

der the municipal laws governing suspect infection with tuberculosis, that he re

port to the tuberculosis sanitarium for examination. Repeated examinations of spu

ta failed to reveal tubercle. There was no change of diet over that normally taken 

by his f amily. His weight varied between 129 and 138 pounds. At examination on 

January 19, 1942 he weighed 130 pounds, still had some chest pains and had had some 

hemoptys i s three months previously. Skeletal x-rays were normal but chest films 

still showed the same scattered calcified masses. On April 10, 1942, 13\ years 

after onset, and at least 12 years after onset of pulmonary metastases, almost sym

metrical in character in both lungs, there was no evidence of local recurrence in 

the stump or pelvis region. The blood findings were: R.B.C., 4,500,000; hemoglobin, 

15.9 grams (99%); w.b.c., 14,100 with a differential count of neutrophiles, 2'%.; 

monocytes 41. The serum phosphotase was 1.4 units per 100 cc., a low adult average. 

The patient remained well. Chest films taken on May 14, 1954 still showed multiple 

areas of increased density scattered throughout both lungs containing calcium and 

bone, but they were smaller and less dense than on previous films. 

CLINICAL COURSE: On June 25, 1956 he stated that he felt better than he had for 20 
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years . I n 1967 he reported that he was "still active to a degree . I am very short 

winded. " I n 1969 he wrote that on damp days he was subject to some chest pai ns and 

some severe pain in the stump. He still complained of dyspnea. This was 41\ years 

after onse t of t he osteogenic sarcoma of the femur with metastases to the lung. 

(New Yo r k Cancer Re.search Institute Records) 

COMMENT : This patient never had any radiation. In reporting this case, Speed stated : 

"The patient ••• showed little spontaneous regression of ••• metastases ••• • (He) 

seems to have something which is holding back the fatal termination of a disease 

we have come to dread as possessing a high mortality." Speed tried using t he blood 

from this patient in two cases of metastatic bone sarcoma without any apparent 

benefit being noted. (Speed, 1943) 

His associate, Dr. Roy E. Brackin, stated in 1956 that through the 

patient showed moderate leukocytosis at those times that he v i sited the 

years the 
-V,l 

clinic•/(New 
... -- ~ 

York Cancer Research Institute Records). There was no apparent reason for the l eu

kocytosis "other than the fact that -he was spitting blood at intervals". 

CASE 3: Inoperable reticulum-cell sarcoma of the right supraclavicular fossa, con

firmed by microscopic examination at Massachusetts Memorial Hospital, Boston, Mass. 

The report stated that the specimen consisted of "rapi dly growing, extremely undif

ferenti ated irregular polygonal cells, showing t remendous anaplasia and large num

bers of mitotic figures. These tended to be irregularly rounded and showed a pre

ponderance of nuclear material. The cytoplasm was extremely clear and vesicular in 

character , and the cells were supported by a small amount of highly vascular stroma. 

There were extensive areas of necrosis throughout , infil trated with products of 

acute i nflamnation . " 

PREVIOUS HISTORY : R.W., female , aged 16 . The family hi s tory, was noncontributory. 

The personal hi s tor y was es sent ial ly non-contributory: the patient had had the 

usual childhood diseases and for seven years had been taking two "pituitar y" pills 

daily, apparently for obesi t y. She was admitted to Massachusetts Memorial Hospi tal 

on June 10, 1938, with a swelling in the r ight supraclavicular fossa of about three 
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months' duration (onset, early March 1938). Physical examination revealed an obese 

white girl with a somewhat nodular firm fixed mass of tissue almost filling the 

right supraclavicular fossa. X-ray studies of the right clavicle disclosed no ab

normalities. 

CONCUR.RENT INFLAMMATION: Laboratory studies showed only, mi-ld leukocytosis and a 

s l ightly elevated blood sedimentation rate. The patient was discharged with a diag

nosis of chronic lymphadenitis. The mass, continued · to enlarge, rupturing centrally 

and exuding "watery material". In addition, numbness developed in the fingers of 

the r ight hand. There was no weight loss or other significant complaints. Physical 

exami nation on her second admission, 10 weeks after the first, revealed thatthe mass 

was somewhat larger and that it overlay the right clavicle. It was hard and fixed 

but presented centrally a fluctuant area of 4 cm. which was not warm or tender but 

was dr aining thin fluid. The surrounding skin was thickened, red and scaling. 

There were small hard nodes in the right axilla. No nodes were found in the left 

axill a or cervical regions. The hemoglobin was 11.5 gm. (74.51); r.b.c., 4,150,000; 

w. b. c., 10,600, with 881. polymorphonuclear leukocytes. · T·he blood sedimentation 

rat e was 18.5 nm. per hour. The serologic studies were negative. Total protein was 
I 

6.54 gm. per 11 cc. with 1:1 album~n-globulin ratio. The urine was normal. A cul-

t ur e from the sinus in the mass showed no growth. Chest x-rays disclosed no abnor

malities. X-ray of the right supraclavicular region revealed soft tissue swelling 

with a slight defect in the cortex along the upper border of the mid-third of the 

clavicle. The defect measured 7 by 1 nm. and was interpreted as possible tumor 

erosion. The pre-operative impression was either cellulitis with abscess or neo-

_plasm of the lymphoblastoma type. 

SURGERY: On Septmeber 8, 1938, under general anesthesia, the brauny, edematous 

skin overlying the right supraclavicular fossa was incised, permitting the escape 

of thin dark blood and revealing a 3 x 2 cm. cavity lined with friable necrotic 

translucent yellow-gray tissue. Several round resilient nodes about · l cm. in dia

meter were palpable i n t he me,ian supraclavicular area. The mass could not be ex-
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cised and only biopsy was done. As stated above, the pathologist reported: "Extensive 

areas of necrosis throughout, infiltrated with products of acute inflammation." Be

cause of the extremely rapid growth of the tumor, the pathologist believed it would be 

relatively radiosensitive. 

RADIATION: X-ray therapy was then administered (200 K.V. through one supraclavicular 

port, 10 x 15 cm. at 5.0 cm.) a total of 1000 r being delivered. Apparently the inop

erable growth regressed completely following this limited treatment. 

CLINICAL COURSE: The patient remained free from recurrence or metastases 14 years 

after onset. In discussing prognosis in this type of tumor the authors stated: 

"Reticulum cell sarcoma is still a distinct problem from the standpoint of pathological 

classification and treatment. It is generally classified as a lymphosarcoma or as a 

malignant lymphoma. It is usually treated by external radiation, although for apparent

ly inaccessible local disease surgery has some advocates. Despite a dramatic initial 

response to irradiation in many cases, ultimate prognosis is poor and the usual life 

expectancy is between 6 and 24 months from the time of diagnosis •••• " (Laurence & 

Lenson, 1952) 

CASE 4: Reticulum cell sarcoma of the right tibia, confirmed by microscopic examina

tion by Dr. Fred W. Stewart following biopsy at Memorial Hospital (V 8536). 

PREVIOUS HISTORY: T.L., male, aged 37, printer, of Richmond Hill, N.Y. The family 

history was non-contributory. The patient had had his tonsils and adenoids removed as 

a child, and had pain in the shoulder and finger intermittently between the ages of 

11 and 15 years. He had had no serious illnesses or operations. Onset, in February 

1946 he began to notice pain and swelling in the right knee. He went to three hospitals 

and several doctors during the next year and was told he had Paget's disease. He was 

finally referred to Memorial Hospital and admitted on March 1, 1947. 

HEAT THERAPY: He stated that he had difficulty sleeping, but by putting his leg on a 

pillow and using hot water bottles, he was occasionally able to be comfortable. How

ever, the lesion had not prevented him from carrying on his work as a printer during the 

previous year. He felt that he had lost some strength. One of his physicians had put 
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him on a diet consisting of lean meats, no fried foods, no alcohol, and he had lost 

several pounds as a result. His weight on admission was 178 pounds. 

INFLAMMATION AND EFFUSION: Examination on admission revealed that the right knee was 

swol l en and perceptibly warmer than the left. There was some edema of this knee, 

particularly in the region of the tibial tuberosity, and this extended down the lower 

leg about the junction of the upper and middle thirds. On pressure there was rather 

acute pain, most marked on the medial portion of the upper tibia. 

SURGERY AND EFFUSION: An aspiration biopsy was performed, but was not diagnostic. 

Thereaft er there was a small effusion into the joint. An incisional biopsy was per

fonned on March 3, 1947, under general anesthesia and reported as reticulum cell sar-

coma. 

RADIATION: Deep x-ray therapy was given between March 10 and 28, 1947. This was cal

culated as a tumor dose of 3300 r. 

CLINICAL COURSE: The patient was discharged on March 22, 1947. The skin remained in 

good condition following radiation, but the right leg swelle.d periodically. By April . 

23, 1947 , the patient had no complaints and the function of the knee joint was good. 

He remained in excellent condition with no evidence of disease when examined in ,- ·· 

A-ri• ~ 19!70, over 2~ years after onset (Memorial Hospital Records; New York Cancer 

Research Institute Records). 

CASE 5: Twice recurrent non-pigmented melanoma of the right ankle, confirmed by mi cro

scopic examination at the Hospital for Special Surgery followi ng amputation. 

PREVIOUS HISTORY: R.K., male, aged 21, of Manchester, Connecticut. The family and 

early personal history were not recorded. At the age of 15 the patient had a "cyst" 

removed from the right ankle. This was regarded as "probably sebaceous in nature". 

Onset, at the age of 19, in 1944, a growth was noted at the si te of incision. There 

was no interference with function. 

SURGERY: This growth was excised and s aid to be sarcoma. 

CLINI CAL COURSE: The following year the patient bumped his leg on a sharp corner and 

in January 1946 there was a recurrente. 

FURTHER SURGERY: In May 1946 , t his r ecurrent tumor was excised. 
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CLINCIAL COURSE: Recurrence again developed and between May and July 1946 the patient 

lost 18 pounds and felt weak and tired. He was referred to Dr. Bradley L. Coley and 

was admitted to the Hospital for Special Surgery on July 22, 1946. At this time there 

was a fungating tumor about 10 cm. in diameter on the lateral aspect of the right ankle. 

CONCURRENT INFLAMMATI ON : There was extensive suppurative and fibrosing inflammation 

of the tissues surrounding the large ulcer. The femoral and inguinal lymph nodes were 

palpable. They were hard and about the size of marbles. (see below for pathology). 

FURTHER SURGERY: On July 23, 1946, Coley amputated the right leg below the knee and 

per fo rmed a groin dissection. Pathological findings revealed "small microscopic foci 

of persistent melanoma in the tissues medial and posterior to the lower part of the 

ulcer ; extensive suppurat ive and fibrosing inflammation of the tissues surrounding the 

large ulcer; no evidence of metastatic tumor in the inguinal lymph nodes. The specimen 

from the right groin showed hyperplastic lymphadenitis. No evidence of t UIINIICI' invasion. 

Chest films taken on July 24, 1946 showed punctate densities along the peribronchial 

marki ngs, "not very suggestive of metastasis". The blood count showed RBC 4,900,000; 

WBC 9, 700; Hb . , 13.5 gm.; polys. 811., lymphocytes 19%. 

FURTHER INFLAMMATION: The patient developed a serosanguinous collection of f luid in 

the groin following operation. This apparently cleared by the time he was discharged 

On August 15, 1946. 

CLINICAL COURSE: He obtained a prosthesis and soon returned to work. Hi s pr osthesis 

gave him no trouble at all . He gained a good deal of weight and by 1951 weighted 205 

pounds. He then dieted under a local physic~an 1s direction and lost 10 pounds . I n 

1955 he obtained a new prosthesis and stated that he "got around beautifully wi t h it". 

He was last traced in very good health working steadily for the State Highway Department 

in October 1969, having remained free from further recurrences. This was 25 years after 

onset. (Memorial Hospital Records; New York Cancer Research Institute Records). 
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The following data relate to the effects of concurrent injuries on cancer patients. 

It must be remembered that severe trauma, including fractures, do invoke acute inflam

matory reactions, with or without fever and leukocytosis. They also stimulate fibrin

olysin. (See below for the chapter on the fibrinolytic syate■.) 

cancer and Traumatism: Fever 

Vidal (1907) in discussing the problem, stated that up to that time, in the course 

of the debate on cancer and trauma, one hear4 only of those which seemed to aggravate 

cancer. He drew attention to the exact opposite, traumas which ameliorate malignant 

tumors. He then admitted that these were quite exceptional, but he believed them aever~ 

theless to be of great interest, as regards the study of the general laws governing 

the evolution of cancer. 

In order to clari fy the problem be distinguished between two basic types of in

juries: direct traumf, i1111ediately involving the tumor, and indirect trauaa, occurring 

remote from the tumor in a patient with cancer. 

DIRECT TRAUMA: In this group, the tumor receives a blow, .a contusion more or less 

violent. This occurs rather .often in certain localities: breast , face, etc. What are 

the results: 

Often the tumor is very notably aggravated . These observations are well-known, 

as evidenced by the reports, and he cited a case personally seen: a cook, aged 48, 

who had for two years in her right breast a retractile, quiescent scirrhus cancer , 

"a marche silencieuse", without obvious axillary involvement, which caused no suffering 

or little anxiety. She then sustained a blow on the affected breast from a metal pot 

which fell from a high place, causing acute pain. The patient was hospitalized and a 

diffuse hematoma was found above and below the pectoral region and tending to extend 

into the axilla. The parts were iumobilized: ice and then methodical compression were 

applied. Three weeks later the tumor area appeared normal, but there were vague pains 

in the right hypochondriac region, and ascites developed. Death occurred seven weeks 

after the injury, of liver metastases, verified at autopsy. There was a typical (acini

form) epithelioma, poorly developed in an area of very intense fibrous reaction. 
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Rarer and less easily explained are the cases of direct injuries followed by an 

actual regression, temporary it is true, of the injured tumor. Strange as it may 

seem these cases do not seem any less unequivocal. Vidal stated that in 11 years he 

had observed four cases of cancer of the breast and one case of epithelioma of the 

nose extensively invading the cheek where violent contusions produced during a certain 

period of time a very definite regression of the neoplasm. The growths decreased in 

size, the pains, if present, disappeared to the point where four patients, of which 

two were to be operated, all refused operation, which seemed to them more unjustified 

than ever. The amelioration persisted about 3\ months, in one case 6\ months, when 

t he progressive enlargement than reappeared, which was arrested by surgical removal. 

Vidal suggested a simple hypothesis to explain these facts. The action of the 

i njury destroyed a large portion of the adult tumor cells by some unknown process 

causing necrobiosis, leaving the younger peripheral cells, which are much more resis

t ant. From these there develops a recurrence. Moreover, experimentation seems t o 

verify this hypothesi~ in a certain measure. 

Vidal then reported on this experiment on a few mice, in which various forms of 

i njury were tried. He felt the results indicated similar histological findings: 

diminutions, hardening, a more complete capsulation, or isolation, of the t umor. 

I NDIRECT TRAUMA: These are perhaps more interesting. In the previous 12 years Vidal 

had collected four cases in which a notable amelioration had occurred and been pr ecisely 

described. Two were cases of breast cancer in women who fractured their legs. One 

was recurrent and inoperable, the other had not yet realizes she had it, but in both 

the diagnosis was later proven histologically. Another was a case of fracture of t he 

humerus in a man with an inopable cancer of the tongue. The fourth, and much the most 

interesting, a case of "cerebral commotion" in an old lady who was run over by a car

riage, and was suffering from an ulcerated breast cancer for which she had refused all 

treatment. In these four patients the effect of the concurrent indirect trauma was 

temporarily very remarkable. In the latter two cases, ulcerated cancer of . the tongue 

and breast, t he pain disappeared, the discharge and the hemorrhages ceased and the 

condition of the tongue iU1proved so that for a month solid food could be chewed, an 
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impossibility for two months prior to the injury. In the breast case there was com

plete healing of an ulcerated area 4 cm. in diameter, with discharge en masse of a 

group of cancerous nodules and enormous reduction in size of the mass of axillary 

nodules and of the edema in the neighboring tissues. Vidal stressed the fact that 

this patient's accident did not injure the tumor area which was covered by a thick 

dressing, judging by the state of her clothes, the type of fall and the entire absence 

of hemmorrhage at the site of an ulceration that bled very easily up to that time. 

The amelioration in this case. lasted more than three months. 

In the first two cases, of non-ulcerated growths, there was progressive increase 

in mobility of the ttmtor mass, also increased induration, as well as diminution in 

size, so much so that it was hoped that this formerly inoperable tumor could easily be 

removed. Then after five and eight weeks respectively, these two cases again showed 

signs of increased growth, the normal progress of the disease . 

As to what to attribute the beneficial effects of the trauma in these four cases, 

Vidal called attention to one detail observed in all four: hyperthermia, lasting a 

variable time, more or less severe. In case 4, with concussion, the temperature osci-

o 0 
llated from 39 -40.3 C. for four days, and it is precisely in this case in which the 

most marked and most persistent improvement was noted. Vidal stated that this was no 

doubt merely a coincidence but these facts agreed with the ameliorations desc~ibed 

foll owi ng certain medical pyrexias. What is more, all the observers who for thera

peuti c reasons have injected cancer patients with microbes or various toxins (Fehlei

sen , Coley, Spronck, Repin, Doyen and Vidal himself) have obtained entirely analagous 

r egressions, but "only at the price of a fever". He added "The constancy of t his 

factor does not allow one to dismiss it completely." 

Vidal asked by what mechanism it is invoked . If hyperthermia alone can act, it 

is possible sometimes that one should r ather invoke the agents which induce fever. 

I n three cases of "closed" fractures, he believed the fever was due to resorption 

of the serous effusion at the site of the injury, a toxin phenomenon due to absorption. 

In the case of the concussion, if the i11111ediate hyperthermia is but the result of 

a nervous phenomenon, it is none the less demonstrated that there exists in the encepha-
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lus hemorrhages which are completely localized and which are sometimes minute, it is 

true, but which will also disappear by absorption. Vidal then reme~ered that re

sorptions of cells or of blood serum seem, to a certain degree, to influence cancer 

cells (Bashford). And always, as in the experiences with toxin therapy, one is in 

the presence of more than one factor: the influence of hyperthemia, and th_e influence 

of toxic agents. Only experiments could determine the relationships. 

It has been demonstrated that, on the one hand, the virulence and transplantability 

0 of cancer in mice is greatly reduced by heating above 37 C. 

There are only two ways to produce fever in animals outside of mechanical absorp

tion, i.e., passive fever: by heating them in an incubator or by producing a cerebral 

puncture in the zone of Richet with a very fine needle. As Vidal could not determine 

this zone very accurately in mice, he heated them in a dry heat to 41°c. 

Six mice in which adenocarcinoma of the breast had been implanted 20 days pre

viously and in which all the tumors were of approximately the same size were used for 

this experiment. _One was kept as a control, not heated, and died on the 39th day. 

0 . · 0 
Two were heated to 39.5 c. daily for two hours and had a rectal temperature of 39.3 c., 

dying on the 40th and 50th J.ays. 0 Two were heated for two hours daily at 40. C., whose 

0 
rectal temperature reached 39.9 c., and died on the 48th and 62nd days. One heated 

for two hours daily at 41°c., rectal temperature reaching 40.6°c., died accidentally on 

the 83rd day. Each mouse was heated daily for a period of 18 days. In the final mouse 

the tumor had not increased since the 38th day. 

HISTOLOGICAL EXAMINATION: The findings gave an extraordinarily striking analogy between 

those seen in Vidal's experience with trauma in cancer. However, the fibrous development 

was much less marked, while the central necrosis of the tumors was more diffuse and 

there was much fatty degeneration. In brief, the cellular lesions were more predominant 

and marked. Vidal called attention to the analogy between these findings and those 

described by Neelsen in the post-mortem on a case of cancer of the breast which died of 

erysipelas. ( eelsen, 1884). 

In conclusion, Vidal stated that these observations are significant, but they are 
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only an isolated series, and only in cancer in mice. Such as it is, and approaching 

the case of concussion, where the amount of absorption was reduced to a minimum, it 

permits one to perceive the actual role of hyperthermia alone. In any case, Vidal 

believed that one could not deny its having some action, and in toxin therapy, perhaps 

one should assign it a role of some. importance along with the special action of the 

toxins themselves. He then noted that the cancer cells which are killed by the toxins 

or fever are then absorbed and contribute consequently to an "auto-vaccination" of 

the patient or mouse. 

"As to the necrotizing actions of toxins and poisons, these were already too well 

known for us to be. surprised at seeing these exert a more intense effect on the central 

cells of a tumor which everything indicates are more fragile. But perhaps this toxic, 

necrotising action has been exaggerated too greatly, while neglecting the true influ

ence of fever, which ·is so often inseparable from this toxic action." (We now know 

that pyrogens, stress and injury can stimulate fibrinolysin--see below). 

Vidal added: "The value of these curious facts is at present slight, but in a 

matter so obscure as the etiology or evolution of cancer, it is important for the bio

logist and the surgeon to penetrate the mechanism of the modifications which cancer may 

undergo. For it is perhaps the exception which can best demonstrate the rule and 

teach us finally what exact laws govern the development of a malignant tumor." (Vidal, 

1907). 
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I n the following case there was concurrent fever and leukocytosis paa confinement. 

DIAGNOSIS: Reticulum cell sarcoma of the left sixth rib with multiple metastases to 

both br easts , the right ilium, and the right wini of the sacrum, the . pelvi s and upper 
I 

femo r a, confirmed by microscopic examination by Dr. Fred W. Stewart at Memor .1a l Hos-

pital, (N . 170) on July 12, 1954, and by x-ray exalilinations (originally t he . case had 

been repor ted by Stewart as "primary inoperable carcinoaa of both breasts wi th metast

ases t o t he spine, pelvis and ribs, in exceedingly 11lalignant form"). 

PREVIOUS HI STORY: Mrs. M.B . , female, aged 28, of Staten Island, New York. The 

family history was negative for cancer, tuberculosis or diabetes • . The patient had had 

the usual chi ldhood diseases, no operations and no illnesses other than an occasional 

cold and headaches. The patient became pregnant in November 1939. Onset, in May 

1940, three weeks before delivery of twins_, she began to lose weight , felt weak and 

had diffuse aches and pains in the back and lower abdomen. These symptoms were 

attributed t o t he pregnancy. At the same time a painful lump was noted in the left 

breast. Followi~ delivery of living twins the patient had much pain in the back, 

abdomen and pelv i s. 

FEVER: She r an a temperature, ate poorly, did not nurse her babies and lost weight. 

CLINICAL OOURSEt The lump over the left anterior chest wall ceased to pain her but was 

swollen. During the two weeks prior to July .22, 1940, the pat i ent had very severe, 

sharp, sudden pincing pains starting in the hip region and spreading down to the knees 

especially on the right side. These attacks gradually eased up after 30 minutes, the 

pain persisting as a dull ache. These ceased to occur a few days prior to admiss.ion 

to Memorail Hospital. The patient did not walk much because this caused pain in the 

hip r egion and her legs were weak. X-ray examinations taken af ter confinement were 

said t o have shown a "soft tUIIOr over the left anterior ribs" . Examinat i on on ad

mission to Memor i al Hospital, July 20, 1940, revealed an oval tumor 4 cm. long and 2.5 

cm. high in the l eft sixth rib in the mid-clavicular to outer cl avicular line. This 

was smooth, very f irm, non- tender, not at t ached to the other ribs nor to the overlying 

skin. These were several discrete, firm, r ound , f r eely movable nodules about 1 cm. 
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in diame ter i n both breasts and several moderately soft rounded non-tender nodes in 

both axillae and both inguinal regions (more numerous in the left axilla). 

SURGERY: An aspirat i on biopsy of .the lesion in the left sixth rib was performed on 

July 23, 1940, and the .:iext day under general anesthesia an incisional biopsy was 

performed of t he lesion in the rib and one of the nodules was excised from the right 

breast. 

FEVER AND TRANSFUSIONS : A transfusion of 520 cc. of citrated blood and 500 cc . of 
0 

normal saline was gi ven that day. The patient's temperature rose to 102.4 F. the day 

0 0 
after operation and to 102.6 F. the second post-operative day. It reached 101.8 F. 

0 
on July 27 and 102 on July 28, 1940. Thereafter there was only about one degree or 

less. She was given a second transfusion, 500 cc. of blood by the indi.rec t met hod, 

on August 5, 1940. On August 4, 1940, the temperature reached 102.2°F. Thereafter it 
0 0 

remained normal or subnormal (97 -98.9 ). Dr. Howard C. Taylor, Jr., examined the 

patient on August 2, 1940 , and reported that both breasts contai ned 10 t o 20 freely 

movable nodules each 0. 5 t o 1.0 cm. in diameter . He coumented t hat it was unusual for 

them to be completely movable . The axillae contained smal l nodes and there were no 

definite supra-cl avicular nodes. One subcutaneous nodule 2 cm. in diameter was present 

in the epigastrium. There was no liver enlargement. He regarded it as probably car

cinoma of the br east but asked if the adrenal s had been considered. X-ray examination 

on July 16, 1940 (prior to admission) had r evealed a sharply defined area of destruction 

in the right wing of the sacrum, similar in appearance .to the area present in the left 

sixth rib. Submitted films of the chest were reported by Dr. Ralph Herendeen as 

revealing a r ounded, faint area of increased density in the plane of t he left mid-
; 

lower lung f ield, and a small semi-lunar shadow of increased density along the lower 

left lateral chest. The adjacent ribs (sixt h and eighth) revealed des truction. Films 

of the lumbar ver t ebrae and bo~y pel vi s r eveal ed suggestive bont changes in the 

inferior portion of the right i l i um. 

RADIATION: Deep x-ray therapy was given to the pelvis through anterior and posterior 

right and left ports totalling 1, 200 r t o each of -these areas , de l ivered between 
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July 26 and August 9, 1940. Between July 30 and August 6, 1940, the left sixth 

rib anteriorly received 2,100 r in 300 r doses. Between August 9 and 17, 1940, the 

left and right breast each received 1,600 r, in 200 r doses. 

CLINICAL COURSE: X-ray examination on September 5, 1940, revealed evidence of met

astases throughout the pelvis and in the upper femora but there was no destruction 

seen in the lumbar vertebra. Chest films revealed evidence suggesting some bone re

generation in the anterior end of the left sixth rib. Another area was seen in the 

eighth rib posteriorly near the posterior axillary line. The patient was discharged 

on August 17, 1940, slightly improved. Her chief complaint during the last week was 

weakness. Dr. Bradley L. Coley noted on September ~8, 1940, that "There certainly has 

been remarkable improvement in this case from almost every angle." A week later he 

reported: ''The breasts, bone, rib areas are not causing symptoms and no palpable dis

ease is evident, yet the general condition does not seem quite so good; •• and there has 

been a little weight loss." Her weight in November 1940 was 102.5 pounds. Blood 

counts showed the hemoglobin had gone down nine points in the previous week. The 

white blood cells remained 6,200. (Later blood counts showed that the w.b.c. rose to 

8,000 in January 1941 and in April 1941 was 7,200. In June 1941 it was 5,650.) She 

was given Lextron (Lilly) and told to take two tablets a day. 

THIRD TRANSFUSION: A third transfusion was• .. :given on October 10, 1940, of 500 cc. 

citrated whole blood. It caused no reaction. 

CLINICAL COURSE: Her general condition remained satisfactory. X-ray examination on 

February 21, 1941, revealed slight . reparative changes had occurred in the previous 

four or five months, particularly at the lower portion of the left sacro-iliac joint, 

the left acetabulum, and the right mid-ilium. Slight similar changes were present 

in the neck of the femur. Minor improvement continued to be evident in several small 

areas as seen in films taken October 3, 1941, but the changes were not significant. 

The radiati-on given to the pelvis caused radiation menopause. In August 1941 she 

complained of having 15 or 20 hot flashes a day and several at n_ight, also great ner

vousness, irritability and marked lassitude. On August 27, 1941, Coley noted that 

the tumors present in the breast and ribs had completely disappeared. Estrogenic 
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hormones were given (Progynon B), totalling 18 injections ending October 4, 1941. 

These reduced the flashes to one or two mild ones a day. They returned in full force 

on October 27, 1941. Stilbestrol was then tried (0.1 mg. daily increased after three 

days to 0.2, 0.3, and finally to 0.5 ms: daily.) This was continued during January 

and at that time it was noted that she had an occasional sticking pain in the left 

sixth rib and occasional slight pain in the breasts. When stilbestrol was stopped the 

flashes returned. Films taken November 2, 1942, revealed the presence of a compression 

deformity in the body of the eighth dorsal vertebra. Films of the pelvis revealed 

practically no changes in the area of metastases in each ilium. There was suggestive, 

but no definite, evidence of involvement of the neck of each femur. Films taken July 

22, 1943 revealed evidence of further bone regeneration and no evidence of lung met

astases. In March 1945 the patient stated that the hot flashes were well controlled 

with premarin, but that insomnia was very troublesome. Vitamin B complex was given. 

On October 31, 1945, films of the lower ribs revealed a fracture deformity of the post

erolateral portion of the left eighth rib with some productive changes, the appearance . 

being consistent with a pathological fracture. Clinically Coley reported that the 

patient was "free from any evidence of disease in the breasts, chest or elsewhere." 

At examination on January 27, 1947, Coley reported: ''Negative findings for any path

ology in the breast and no evidence of disease in the rib or spine at the site of 

previous metastatic cancer. Her general health is good •••• This is a paradoxical case 

whose survival for 7-\ years I can hardly account for." In 1950 Coley reported that 

the patient was "in excellent heal th 10 years after a highly malignant tumor with in

volvement of spine and ribs and both breasts •••• We have no case in our experience that 

begins to approoch this one.'' In 1956 the patient had infectious mononucleosis. 

In 1959 severe virus pneumonia required hospitalization. She remained in good health 

in 1970, almost 30 years after onset, with no evidence of disease. (Memorial Hos

pital records; New York Cancer Research Institute Records.) 
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The following two cases had cutaneous inflamnatory epiaofles and fever. 

DIAGNOSIS: "Fully malignant osteogenic sarcoma of the right femur", confirmed by 
microscopic examination by Dr. Fred W. Stewart following amputation. The gross des
cription: "In the posterior aspect and medial portion of the knee joint a definite 
swelling can be seen. Dissection of the limb reveals a definite edema of the soft 
parts, especially the muscles. Further dissection reveals that the tumor is located 
mainly posteriorly but surrounds the whole lower end of the femur. The periosteum is 
elevated and perforated by the tumor and there is minimal extension of the tumor to the 
adjacent muscl~s. CUt section of the femur reveals the tumor to measure 5 x 8 cm. It 
also confirms that it entirely surrounds the lower end of the shaft of the femur. 
The lowest portion of the shaft has been destroyed, but the rest of it up to 5 cm. is 
fairly intact. The tumor itself has an irregular surface, is moderately firm in 
consistency, somewhat necrotic with yellowish pink-white color. There .is no other 
extension to adjacent soft parts except the above mentioned minimal extension to muscle. 
The knee joint appears .intact. The tibia and fibula grossly normal." (Q 7175) 

PREVIOUS HISTORY: A.L., Jewish male, aged 10, born in Holland and living in Brooklyn, 

N.Y. The child's grandfather had tuberculosis, and uncle, an aunt and a grandmother 

had died of cancer. There was no family history of asthma or hay fever. The child 

had had measles, chicken pox and pertussis, none of them severe cases. His tonsils 

and adenoids were removed at the age of eight. He had always been a small child of 

asthenic and hyperirritable type. Onset, On July 15, 1943 he first complained of 

moderate pain in the right knee and lower femur. The p :dn persisted and a week later 

the patient was taken to a doctor and bed rest was advised. X-ray examination on 

August 8, 1943, revealed no abnormalities. By August 15, 1943, the pain in the femur 

had become somewhat more severe and a definite swelling developed in the right lower 

femur. The parents consulted a pediatrician, Dr. Hans Behrendt, who found marked 

local swelling, tenderness and pain with extension. There was some fluid as evidenced 

by a floating patella. All blood studies were negative. X-rays showed some bone 

changes which were more apparent in a film taken on August 13, 1943. At this time the 
. 0 

child had a temperature of 100 F. Behrendt regarded the condition as a bone tumor and 

referred the case to Dr. Walker E. SWift. An aspiration biopsy was performed and the 

condition was reported as osteogenic sarcoma. 

RADIATION: X-ray therapy was administered for three weeks beginning on August 19, 

1943 (180 K.V., four portals, each receiving 1, 125 r in 150 r doses, two portals 

daily). The tumor dose was calculated as 3,600 r. Although there was some relief 

of pain during the second week of radiation, pain returned in the third week and the 
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child became very ill, vomiting practically everything during the first week of 

September. 

-242-

CLINICAL COURSE: As Swift was away, the parents consulted Dr. George Pack. Since 

the tumor had not responded to radiation, amputation was advised. Examination on 

admission to Memorial Hospital on September 9, 1943, revealed a somewhat timid child 

who appeared pale and weak. The right knee was very markedly swollen and there 

was a soft mass protruding into the popliteal space. The knee was partly flexed and 

ankylosed. Examination of submitted films revealed what was apparently an osteogenic 

sarcoma of the lower end of the femur, apparently well localized as far as the medu

llary part of the bone was concerned, but it did involve the soft tissues surrounding 

the bone. The child had lost a considerable amount of weight and was anemic and in 

poor general health. 

CONCURRENT INFLAMMATION: It was noted on admission that he had an erythema multi

fonne of the hands, arms and legs, and that the temperature was 101°F. During his 

0 0 hospitalization the temperature ranged between 99 F. and 101.8 F. Several enlarged 

nodes up to l\ cm. in diameter were present in the right groin at this time, but these 

were regarded as apparently inflanmatory. The tumor area was distinctly hot, and the 

skin showed evidence of radiation reaction. 

SURGERY: A mid-thigh amputation was performed by Pack on September 11, 1943. Path

ological examination of the specimen, as noted above, revealed that the tumor was 

somewhat necrotic, with definite edema of the soft tissues. 

POST-OPERATIVE FEVER: There was some fever for five days. The temperature approached 

normal on September 16 and the child began eating better. He was discharged on Sep

tember 18, 1943. 

CLINICAL OOURSE: He remained free from recurrence or metastases. Pack noted on May 

16, 1950, that he had developed bilateral gynecomastia, but without secretion from t~e 

nipples. He remained well and free from disease when last traced in 1959, 16 years 

after onset. (Memorial Hospital Records) 
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F. w. Stewart briefly cited a case treated by Pack, prior to 1944: an inop-

erable myosarcoma uterus in an adult, At exploratory operation the condition was 

considered hopeless as the tumor had spread through the whole pelvis and in the mesen

teries • .It was soft, very vascular and hemorrhagic. It was biopsied and the radium 

bomb was administered with no evidence of radiosensitivity, i.e. the mass failed to 

regress at all. Just before completion of treatment and within almost a matter of 

hours, a dramatic change occurred: the patient developed a high fever, urticarial 

rash, high eosinophilia, and within a few days lost kilos of tumor and ascitic fluid. 

The tumor entirely disappeared. About five years later, some insignificant lesion showed 

a hypersensitive reaction. She was alive and free from disease 10 years after regression 

under fever and intense inflalllllatory reaction. (F. w. Stewart, 1952) 
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Allen and Spitz (1953) called attention to the varying stromal reaction seen 

surrounding a junctional nevus and a juvenile melanoma as compared with malignant 

melanoma. They stated: "Rarely is an activated junctional nevus free of a zone of 

inflannnatory cells, which are usually lymphocytes along with some histocytes and 

eosinophilic leukocytes - disposed in the upper cutis; so as to resemble somewhat 

the inflammatory pattern of lichen planus. Although this reaction is the usual fea

ture beneath the activated junctional nevi, the juvenile melanomas and the super

ficial melanocarcinomas, it is often inconspicuous or absent at the advancing mar

gins of the mo ··e deeply infilt·rating melanocarcinomas, as if the defensive barrier 

of the inflammatory cells had been broken through." 

The authors noted that even a very superficial dermal invasion of melanocar

cinoma is already associated with distant metastases in a relatively large number 

of cases, in contrast, for example, with an analogous tumor, the squamous cell car

cinoma • •• The malignant junctional cells have easy access to the lymphatic and ve

nous channels immediately beneath the epithelium as they drop off from the epidermis · 

and penetrate their thin walls to enter their waiting, gaping lumina. The cells 

of the squamous cell carcinoma have similar opportunities that, however, are often 

balked because of the far greater cohesiveness as a rule, of the cells of the squa

mous cell carcinoma in contrast with the striking and characteristic lack of cohe

siveness of the cells of superficial portions of the melanocarcinoma, especially 

while they are still in the junctional stage." 

Pregnancy and Malignant Melanoma: 

"It has come to be adopted as fact that pregnancy aggravates the prognosis of 

many cancers, particularly that of manmary carcinomas. There seems to be no reason 

to doubt this general thesis, especially as it concerns the apparently increased 

aggressiveness of breast cancers during gestation. However, the actual documenta

tion with regard to the malignant melanomas appears to us not altogether supportable 

with the data now available ••• or from the literature. 11 If pregnancy does actually 

accelerate the growth and metastasis of melanocarcinoma, this hypothesis, while it 
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may well be true, remains to be proved. 

Allen & Spitz _.244a-

If the report that ACTH and cortisone may produce junctional nevi is substan

tiated, an important lead may be forthcoming. Inasmuch as the level of ACTH increases 

in pregnancy, the possibility of its action in the production of junctional nevi, 

which, in some cases then go on to melanocarcinoma, must be carefully evaluated. 

Similar data are desirable (and lacking} with regard to the effects of dis

turbances of gonads and other endocrine organs on the initiation, activation and 

perhaps retardation of junctional nevi in both children and adults. 

Significance of Five Year Survivals: 

Twenty-three per cent of 500 patients who died succumbed to their disease in 

less than a year. Thirteen per cent died of their metastases five or more years 

after their diagnoses: 111 of these survived five to ten years and 2'Z, 11 to 24 years. 

Allen and Spitz used the term five-year survival to those cases clinically 

quite free of tumor at the five year mark and thereafter. 

Sex Incidence: 

While the incidence is about identical in males and females, 38 0 8'1. of women 

survived, while only 18.ZZ of men survived five years, an impressively significant 

difference. 

Therapy: 

As a general rule local adequate excision of the primary tumor with dissection 

of the regional lymph nodes is thefl\tffiod.of choice ••• In none of the 123 survivals 

of the determinate series was radical amputation performed. In only three of these 

was a mid-thigh amputation performed, in each for a primary tumor of the heel. In 

two of these patients there had been local recurrences prior to amputation; in only 
I 

one of these instances had a node dissection been done in addition . to the amputation. 

A relatively high percent of patients, 68.Jl, who survived five years or more, were 

treated by local excision of their primary tumors. 

They concluded that the high -,rtality from malignant melanoma with whatever 

therapy, combined with the seriousness of the loss of extremity, as well as the hope 

that a given case will fall into the group cured by merely local therapy, all tend 

to discourage the use of this radical approach. (Allen and Spitz, 1953) 
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Gowans and McGregor (1965) have reviewed the inmunological activities of lympho

cytes. The wealth of experimental detail has catapulted the lymphocyte into promin

ence as the cell type intimately engaged in delayed hypersensitivity. They stated: 

"The immunological responses of an animal are put into effect by the activity of the 

fixed and circulating cells which, in · aggregar~, make up its lymphoid tissue ••• 

The small lymphocytes are the predominant cell-type in normal lymphoid tissue and 

the predominant lymphoid cells in normal blood. Small lymphocytes can interact with 

foreign antigens in the host and initiate an immune response against them ••• Lympho

cytes which enter the blood of specifically sensitized animals can destroy cultures of 

target cells after making physical contact with them ••• The presence of specific anti

body in small lymphocytes, their long life span, and their ability to respond in vitro 

to specific antigens when the donor is an appropriately sensitized human subject make 

it worth considering that small lymphocytes may be the carriers of long-term inmuno

logical memory." These authors give 297 references in this review. 

Delayed hypersensitivity, unlike systemic anaphylaxis, does not depend upon detect~ 

able humoral antibodies, but rather on an imnunologically specific inflammatory re

sponse. Unlike non-specific inflammation invoked for example by turpentine or xylene, 

it has a distinct induction period and a high degree of specificity ••• Its prototype 

' is the tuberculin reaction and this has been shown to be quite susceptible to suppres

sion by alkylating agents or antimetabolites." 

Willoughby and Spector (1964) noted that lymph node cells sensitized with tuber

culin yielded a permeability factor which strikingly increased vascular permeability to 

circulating protein-bound azo dyes in the skin of rats, guinea pigs, mice and rabbits. 

This factor is present in presumably i11'11lunologically competent cells, can bring about 

appropriate vascular and cellular changes and is demonstrable in increasing concentra

tions during the development of the reaction and in falling concentrations as the re

action diminishes. The lymph node permeability factor may ultimately be resolved into 

a group of substances responsible for permeability changes, leukocyte emigration and 

fibrinoid formation. It may act as a mediator of inflammatory reactions due to delayed 

hypersensitivity. 
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Southam (1968) stated: "It is firmly established that many cancer patients have 

impaired inmune responses. Iatrogenic imunosuppression contributes to this impair

ment in many patients, but the data indicate that there is also impairment which is 

related to the neoplastic disease per se. The defect appears to be in responses re

quiring the mediation of cells, rather than in those which are dependent upon the pro

duction and reaction of serum antibodies. The iuaunologic deficiency is most frequent 

and most severe in patients with widespread and debilitating cancer but it is not a 

consequence of debility alone. 11 

Delayed hypersensitivity reactions of patients with lymphomas or nonlymphomatous 

cancer have been studied by several investigators including Southam using tuberculin 

and other microbial antigens. Solowey and Rapaport (1965) used five microbial anti

gens of which streptokinase and streptodormase gave the most positive reactions. They 

found 73% of the cancer patients were anergic to this antigen preparation. 

T.H.M. Stewart (1968-69), in studying delayed hypersensitivity reactions in cancer 

patients stated that "A correlation has been made between the degree of stromal infil

tration of a tumor by lymphocytes and the presence 6£ a delayed hypersensitivity reac

tion in a patient toward cellular extracts of his own tumor injected intradermally. 

A literature review suggested that patients with such lymphocytic infiltration 

have a good prognosis. The relative inefficiency of such a cellular defense mechanism 

in cancer patients was apparent. In the light of our present knowledge of lympho-

cytic destruction of target cells, Stewart proposed that non-specific antigenic stimuli 

may improve such a defense mechanism. "Evidence in support of this is taken from ex

perimental animal systems and the history of medicine, and, in particular, from the work 

of Dr. William B. Coley (Stewart, 1969). 

Stewart induced regression of an inflammatory skin lesion (mycos.is fungoides?) 

by intradermal injections of varidase (non-toxic enzymes derived from hemolytic strep

tococci). He stated that the resemblance of the ensuing delayed reaction to a small 

area of erysipelas was very marked and added: "This phenomenon closely resembled the 

early clinical trials of Coley who used extracts of hemolytic streptococci in inducing 

regressions of sarcoma." (Coley, 1891, 1893) 
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Ratner, et al (1968) produced alterations of lesions of mycosis fungoides by 

direct imposition of delayed hypersensitivity reactions, i.e., complete or partial 

clearing of the lesions leasting several months in 22 of 31 treated plaques. 

MacCo~ac (1933, 1934) _r~porte~ two cas
1

es_ of myc~scs fun_goides markedly benefited 

by erysipelas accidentally contracted: one patient was gravely ill (apparently about 

to die), when the infection occurred. The lesions disappeared dramatically and the 

disease remained quiescent and stationery for 15 years, except for a few lesions. 

The other case was in the tumor stage with ulcerated lesions when erysipelas developed. 

' /--::;_-- · Some of the tumors disappeared, others flattened and were no longer tumefied. 

Klauder (1936) treated mycosis fungoides by malaria inoculat-ions and reviewed the 

literature. 

Wills and Hadfield (1925) used Escherichia coli vaccines in treating such a case 

and reported that by the fifth injection the mycotic lesions had disappeared. The 

patient remained free from eruptions for 7\ months, then relapsed. 

Gross (1965) found that patients with terminal cancer showed a nearly complete 

'. absence of delayed hypersensitivity response. A small number of patients cured from 

cancer for five or more years showed a significant OHR. Patients more recently sur

gically treated for cancer showed a variable respome. He suggested that the delayed 

hypersensitivity response is an expression of a non-specific imnunological mechanism 

which may have a protective or therapeutic significance. He added that whether it 

can be induced by various antigens has to be further investigated. 

Waldorf, et al (1968) and others have noted that in an aging population the abil

ity to develop delayed hypersensitivity is impaired. They obtained alterations of 

lesions of aycosis fungoides by direct imposition of delayed hypersensitivity reactions. 

Hughes and Lytton (1964) stated: "It would be reasonable to attempt to stimulate 

the antibody response in patients with early malignant lesions before their imnuno

logical responses become depressed, particularly if they exhibit evidence of delayed 

. cutaneous hypersensitivity to ;extracts of_ their own tumprs. Perhaps .t-his is related 

to the suggestion of Crile (1950) that it is wrong to remove unaffected regional 

Jlffh nodes in early carcinoma of the breast, as this may interfere with the host
nse mechanism, for the removal of the regional lymph nodes has been shown to delay 

the reiection of a skin homo2raft." 



Differences in Inmunologic Responsiveness Due to Age, Race 
or Geography 

A great many investigators have noted that in advanced cancer there is a true 

depression of lymphocytic activity, or the ability to develop delayed hypersensitivity 

reactions (Waldorf, 1968) and other factors involved in imnunologic responsiveness to 

cancer. We must learn how to stimulate these defenses more effectively even in older 

patients. 

It is significant that in individuals or populations whose inmunologic respon

s·iveness has been maintained at a higher level, due to a greater incidence of endemic 

infections or infectious diseases, the incidence of cancer is significantly lower. 

R.L. Smith, (1956, 1957) reported on this as regards the American Indians compared 

with the white population. 

Recently several investigators have reported that children in Africa with 

Burkitt's lymphoma or leukemia have long tena remissions amounting to cure following 

only one or two doses of chemot~erapy. (Burkitt, 1965 and 1967). 

Rall (1968) reported on the importance of dose scheduling to maximise tumor 

damage and minimize host damage in the treatment of Burkitt's lymphoma and leukemia. 

He noted: ''Many of the African patients with Burkitt's tumor have a very active bone 

marrow due to previous malaria or other infections. Perhaps the hyperstimulated bone 

marrow, in which there are more cells than are in quiescent bone marrow, is more re

sistant to alkylating agents. 

Brew (1967) and David and Burkitt (1968) reported on long term remissions in four 

out of eight unselected patients with Burkitt's lymphoma following seemingly non• 

specific treatment with Septicemine (which contains Hexamine iodomethylate 6.3 g., 

hexamine, 1 g., sodium benzoate, 1 g., saccharose 5 g., distilled water 100 ml.). 

Burkitt and Kyalwazi (1967) discussed spontaneous regression of African lymphoma: 

This evidence of spontaneous remission adds to the evidence provided by long term sur

vivals following single dose chemotherapy that the host tissues can exert a strong 

anti-~umor response against this tumor. This lends encouragement to the whole concept 

of treating cancer by attempting to enhance the patients own resistance to the neo

plastic cell." 
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Burchenal (1966) also believed that the long term remissions seen in Burkitt's 

tumor are probably the result of a combination of chemotherapy and host defenses and 

he sugges t ed that "such a bilateral approach would seem essential in acute leukemia." 

I Klein et al (1 968), in a paper on host defense and Burkitt lymphoma s tated, "In 
I 

experimental sys t ems t he same population of leukemia cells that produces genera lized 

disease in animals whose i111DUne response is weak or absent may grow as more localized 

solid tumors in par t i ally resistant hosts. It is therefore _quite conceivable that some 

neoplastic diseases of the lymphatic system, occurring outside the geographic regions 

where Burkitt's lymphoma is endemic, may be due to the same agent but may show different 

; localization and growth characteristics as a result of the differences in the host's 

it11nune status. Immunologic approaches may be reflected by cross-reacting antigens. 

In this connect ion one may consider the spontaneous regressions and t he excellent 

responses seen in the t reatment of metastatic choriocarcinoma, for this tumor arising 

from the trophoblast of the placenta is more foreign to the host than most types of 

mal ignant tumors. Bagshawe (1962) stated that these specific i1JDUne mechanisms may 

account for the high r at e of response to chemotherapy (661.) i n these patients. 

Silk reported (1967) that the plasma from patients with carc i noma appears to be 

able to inhibit i n v i tro lymphocyte transformation. He suggested that this may be one 

of the factors r esponsible for the anergy that occurs in cancer patients. Clinically 

and experimental ly there is a suppression of illlllUne responsiveness associated with 

tumors. 
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Aschoff (1924) first used the tent reticulo-endothelial system as a collective 

name for a system of cells distributed throughout the body and especially demonstrated 

by the use of vital stains. These include the reticular tissue irt general and the 

phagocytic cells of the spleen pulp, bone marrow, lymph nodes and especially the Kup

ffer cells of the liver. 

Jaffe (1927) noted that there is an alteration of the entire reticulo-endothelial 

system during gestation. He quoted Lundvall as having ~bserved a more rapid storage of 

Congo red by the RES in pregnant than in non-pregnant women. Hoffbauer, confirming 

the earlier observations of Hornung, found that during pregnancy a phagocytic tissue 

develops in the broad ligaments which is most extensive after prolonged labor. He 

points out the great importance of the local accumulation of macrophages for · re-

sistance against infections. The macrophages develop from the adventitial cells. 

Stephan (1926) regarded the RES as the most important defense mechanism against 

malignant tumors. Jaffe noted that in leukemia it has been repeatedly shown that anti

body formation is diminished. Piney has called Hodgkin's disease a reticulo-endothe li~ 

i osis. Neudorfer sugge•ted that the reticulo-endothelial cells are important in pre

venting metastases. Erdmann showed that blocking these cells with India ink makes 

possible the transplantation of tumor cells or t1.1110r filtrates. Other invest.igators 

have confirmed this. 

Jaffe found that in patients where there was an intensive new formation and de

squamation of the endothelial cells, metastases we.re usually absent , but that when t he 

endothelium shows no reaction there.!!!! metastases. Jaffe suggested that the pro

liferation of the endothelium is a defense reaction against tumor cells carried to 

the lymph nodes by the blood stre-. 

The work of Ludford (1929-1934), Bruda (1929), Zacherl (1930), Braunstein (1931) 

and Foulds (1932), as well as more.i recent studies by Molomut et al, (1952), Toolan 

(1949-1955), and Heller (1953-1955} all suggest that natural or induced ianunity t o 

neoplasia may be weakened or destroyed when the reticulo-endothelial system is blockaded 

or its activity decreased. 
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The ques tion has been raised as to whether it would be possible to produce incr eased 

resistance t o cancer by stimulating the activity of the RES by proper dosages of x-ray , 

or by injections o f some vital dye or by bacterial toxin injections. 

The effects of r oentgen ray irradiation upon reticule-endothelial activity has 

been the subject of i ntens i ve investigation by many authors, including Murphy and his 

group (1913-1926 ) and Mottram and Russ cited above in the section on lymphoid activity 

as it relates to tumor inmrunity. It has been established thlt the RES is very sensitive 

to radiation, the post- r adi ation effect depending entirely upon the dose applied : a 

small dose stimul ates, i ncreasing the protective properties, while a larger dos e inhib

its or destroys the defense mechanisma of the RES, either against infection or malig-

nancy. Maximum resis tance f ollowing small doses seems to be reached three to f our 

weeks after irradiation. 

Arons and Sokoloff (1 939) stated that they were convinced that malignant disease, 

even in its earliest stage, is not merely a local disease, but rather a general dis

turbance of cellular dynamics. They believed that we cannot neglect t he possible 

effect of local irradiation upon the general health and upon the re t i cule-endothelial 

system in particular, because the resistance to malignancy and to metastase s depends 

to a great extent upon the healthy state of the RES and upon its abil i t y to react. 

The state of over activity of the RES associated with lymphocytosis seems to be un

favorable to t umor growth. According to Sokoloff, the imunity agains t tumor depends 

upon histiocyte reaction, which may be observed in different organs of the animal. 

When the macrophagic reaction is more intense and of longer duration, the r esistance to 

tumor growth seems to be more pronounced. 

Volterra (1932-1935) also believed that there is a direct relation between tumor 

imnunity and the s tate of the RES. In his opinion the substances Caspari (1929) called 

necrohormones produced by tumor cells are disposed of by histiocytes , and i f the quan

tity of this necrotic t umor tissue is too large, a paralysis of histiocyt e activity 

occurs and inmunity is lessened. 

Thus the experiments of Caspari (1922), Bruda (1929), Ludford (1929) , Mottram and 

Russ (1919) and others indicate t hat if the RES is depressed by heavy r adiat i on, or 
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blocked by massive doses of vital electro-negative dyes, the resistance to trans

plantable tumors can be broken down almost completely. (Small doses of each of these 

agents have a stimulating effect, massive doses a depressing effect.) 

In all probability there exists a number of other substances which, according to 

the quantity applied may act as stimulants or depressives of the RES, and therefore, 

as inhibitors or stimulants of tumor growth. This fact may be of great importance, 

and may explain some of the conflicting reports in the literature. (Arons and Sokoloff, 

1939) 

Stern (1941) discussed certain aspects of the relationship between malignant tumors 

and t he reticulo-endothelial system. He stated that on the basis of numerous reports 

published 1931-1941, as well as his own investigations with Willhelm, he was able to 

demonstrate that the morphologic ·and functional status of the reticulo-endothelial 

system is intimately connected with the tumor process and that alterations of the RES 

by suitable experimental factors had a marked influence on tumor development and growth. 

Structural and Functional Changes: He cited (a) the fact that atrophy or insuf-

ficiency of the reticulo-endothelial elements were found in patients who had died of 

cancer or in animals with experimental tumors. (b) that a hypertrophic reaction of 

the RES occurs shortly after tumor implantation in animals. "This hypertrophic stage 

has been said to persist even if the animal is resistant to the inoculation and tumor 

growth does not appear, which fact seems extraordinarily important for the conception 

of a close relationship between the function of the RES and tumor development. Where 

tumor development and progressive growth occur, however, the hypertrophy of the RES is 

replaced by marked atrophy. 

Stern noted that benzopyrene, tar and x-rays all cause marked damage to the RES 

prior to the appearance of their -carcinogenic activity. He pointed out that one pee-

' uliarity of carcinogenic stimuli: 11The same stimulus possesses carcinogenic and cancer 

' curative qualities. For a long time this has been well known as regards x-ray, and 
i 
' 

radioactive substances, but the same is true of arsenic and carcinogenic hydroca~ons. 
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This dual action depends on dosage; while weak stimuli inhibit cancer, strong ones 

produce malignancy." ••• "It is extremely tempting to consider the RES as responsible for 

this, for we know that this system is activated by comparatively weak stimuli and 

paralyzed by strong ones." 

Stern stated that further extensive research is required, including a study of 

the RES in animals with a very high percentage of hereditary spontaneous cancer. He 

also suggested that a deeper insight into the pathology of cancer patients would be 

gained by injecting them with harmless colloids antemortem, as was done by Eppinger 

(1922) for other purposes, and thus rendet possible a more exact postmortem histologic 

study of the RES. 

He then discussed possible diagnostic tests based on the functional analyses of 

the RES. (Congo red test of Adler and Reimann) •• However, he stated that the detection 

of damaged RES function could not be considered as a measure of cancer diagnosis be

cause an impairment of this system occurs under various other pathologic conditions 

and i s therefore not . specific. 
( 19 11 1) 

Stern tested 100 patients 
"' 

' with microscopically proven cancer t,n. a. , New York City 

hospital with the Congo red test, and as controls he tested 49 patients clin

i ca lly free from malignancy. In 861. of the cancer patients a distinct, usually severe 

disturbance of the RES was found. Stern concluded that the degree of reticule-endo

thelial damage permits a prognostic evaluation, and the repeatedly performed test 

during and after treatments allows some estimate of the therapeutic effect. 

Kageyama (1937) reported a decreased reticule-endothelial function in rabbits 

with Kato sarcoma and analogous results were obtained by Stern in rabbits with Brown

Pearce carcinoma. Stern regarded the studies of Sato, Wetzler-Ligeti and Weisner as 

particularly important. They applied the modified Congo red test to rabbits treated 

repeatedly for several months with a carcinogen (1-2-5-6-diberizanthracene) and found 

that this carcinogen produced distinct lowering of the reticule-endothelial activity 

in 13 out of 14 animals. 

All these studies are based on the fact of the essential colloid-storing ability 

of the RES. In recent years, numerous authors have established interesting correla-
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tions between the RES and other biologic processes. While the important role of the _ 

RES in immuno-biologic phenomena has been known for a long time, these studies revealed 

the significant share of the RES in lipoid and carbohydrate metabolism and in oxyda

tive processes generally. Furthermore, phenomena of physical chemistry and of vitamin 

assimilation (especially vitamin A) have been shown to be connected with RES function. 

Stern then discussed the relation of the carcinolytic phenomenon to the RES. This 

phenomenon discovered by Freund and Kaminer in 1910, was defined by them "as the fact 

that sera of cancer-free persons are able to dissolve a certain percentage of cancer 

cells in vitro ••• whereas sera of cancer patients not only lack this quality, but even 

protect cancer cells from dissolution by 'normal' sera." They claimed the presence of 

a carcinolytic factor in normal serum, and the presence of a "cancer cell protecting 

factor" in the cancer serum. 

Stern then studied the problem. He found that effective damage of the RES by 

splenectomp or blockade (due to India ink, trypan blue or carmine) in normal tumor

free animals caused a change in their serum, so that it exhibited the characteristic 

features of a "cancer serum", i.e., it was unable to dissolve cancer cells and pro

tected them from dissolution by normal serum. However, if sera exhibiting the cancer 

cell-protecting-ability were treated in vitro with organs of the RES, this quality was 

destroyed, and it behaved as normal serum. 

Stern concluded that it is a function and characteristic of the RES to prevent the 

formation of the cancer protecting factor in the normal organism and that the occur

rence of this factor in the body fluids is caused by an insufficiency of the RES. Thut, 

also the characteristic behavior of cancer patients in the lack of carcinolytic reaction 

may be considered as the indication of a damaged RES. 

Kageyama (1937) showed that the experimental damage of the RES in animals caused 

a shift in the pH of the blood toward the alkaline. (This same change occurs in the 

blood of individuals with cancer.) 

Stern concluded that the functional analysis of the RES carried out by various 

methods suggests a damage of this system in malignant conditions. He urged that fur

ther studies be made which might yield important new viewpoints concerning the etiology 
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and treatment of malignancy. 

Significance for Therapy: The evidence of a close relationship existing between 

the RES and tumor pathology has incited several investigators to attempt therapeutic 

applications. These studies were further supported by the fact that many investiga

tions using animal experiments had demonstrated acceleration of tumor development and 

tumor growth following experimentally .produced injuries to the RES (splenectomy, or 

excessive blockade with colloids such as trypan blue, carmine, India ink, etc.). 

These observations were made on transplanted as well as chemically produced neoplasms. 

(Andervont, 1936) 

Stern stated: "If, therefore, the artifically produced depression of reticulo

endothelial activity must be considered as a tumor-favoring condition, it seems just

ifiable to assume that ••• an experimental stimulation of that system might have an 

antagonistic, therapeutically useful effect on neoplasms." He classified such attempts 

as follows: (a) Efforts to isolate from the reticulo-endothelial organs, factors or 

fractions which could vicariously complement a decreased reticulo-endothelial function 

i.e., a substitution therapy in the hormonal sense. (b) Attempts to stimulate the ret-

ie ulo-endothelial activity directly by various biologic stimuli-stimulation therapy. 

(c) Attempts to achieve this activation of the RES by chemical substances and com-

, pounds i.e., to create a pharmacology of the RES. 

Substitution Therapy: Stern cited two coD1Dercially manufactured products, IG 

365 suggested by Fichera (1932-1935) and Splendothelan,. advocated by Braunstein (1933). 

Neither of these preparations could even partially fulfill expectations. IG 365 con

sists of autolysates and extracts respectively of spleen and other reticulo-endothelial 

organs. Its application should restore a balance in the organism, which according to 

Fichera, is disturbed in cancer patients. Evaluating the results in a great many in

operable tumor cases, he found 7-8% were apparently cured by this method. Subsequent 

investigations by other authors, Capaldi (1934), Baenz (1934), and Schulte & Luet

teken (1935), yielded less favorable or completely negative results. Stern believed 

this could be due to the fact that less effective preparations had been used. 
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Splendothelan is a mixture of extracts of spleen and other reticulo-endothelial 

tis sues der i ved from normal animals, as well as from those which had previously been 

treat ed with tumor material. This product is supplemented by the addition of un

specified electrolytes. Clinical use of Splendothelan had a favorable effect on the 

general condition of cancer patients. Its use in mice with tar cancer caused an in

creased l ength of life, but no influence on tumor development or metastases (Water

man, 1936). Dobrovolskaia-Zarodskaia (1936) and Sephiroff tried Splendothelan in a 

strain of mice wi th hereditary spontaneous tumors. While the rate of incidence of 

spontaneous car cinomas was 7Cl'lo, in the controls it was only 40't in the treated series. 

No effect was observed on the tumors formed in spite of the treatment. 

Stern also cited the experiments of Chaletskaja (1936) using previous or sim

ultaneous subcutaneous injection, or intramuscular injection of minced spleen tissue. 

These inhibited the growth of Erhlich carcinoma transplanted into mice far from the 

site of the spleen injection. Splenic tissue derived from animals treated wi th tar 

! for two to four weeks previously did not produce this effect. 

Ulesco-Stroganowa (1936) reported that spleen extracts s topped t he growth of 

mouse carcinoma, frequently producing suppuration and subsequent compl ete involution 

_of the tumor. Histologically severe damage of the tUlllOr tissue and , at the same time, 

stimulation of the- RES was noted. Stern abated that the occurrence of suppuration in 

these exper iments must arouse suspicion that the infected material may have been the 

, real cause of the tumor inhibition. 

Hitsehfeld and Stark (1937) announced the isolation of a~ "anti-cancer hormone" 

from r eticulo-endothelia~ organs, which they called "blasthormone." They stated they 

had obtained very favorable results in inoperable cancer patients. The tumors became 

operab l e in some instances, and sections showed a beginning involution of the neo

plastic tissue. No details were given as to the preparation of this ''hormone" so 

confirmation of their reports could not be obtained. 

Stern then described the investigations of Lewisohn and Klein (1938-39) wi th 

highly concentra ted extracts of spleen on sarcoma 180 in mice. Lewisohn noted t hat 
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injections of small doses of spleen extract (0.1 cc.) had a somewhat stimulatory 

effect on the tumor growth. This fact induced the author to stress the importance 

of a sufficiently large dosage, and to refer to the ineffectiveness of the weak con

centrations of spleen extract hitherto generally used. In the animals in which 

large doses were used, there was considerable enlargement of the spleen (four to 

five times normal), an effect not produced by any other extract. Lewisohn conclu

ded that the effective extracts do not act directly on the tumor, but indirectly 

by increasing the activity of the spleen. 

As the reticulo-endothelial system can be considered as the active part of the 

whole mesenchyme, Stern cited the interesting results of Morton and Beers (1935) 

who prepared extracts from fresh human connective tissue (rectus sheaths) and found 

this product produced an inhibitory effect on rat tumor 256: ·, Complete inhibition 

of tumor in 60 per cent and marked retardation on 151..; . Muscle extracts did not show 

any influence. 

Stimulation of Reticulo-Endothelial Activity: Attempts to increase the reticulo

endothelial activity by adequate biologic stimuli are based on a lesson taught by 

,nature itself. From the phenomenon of inflammation and inmunology we know that as 

i a consequence of some pathologic conditions the body increased its resistance not 

·only by activating the preformed reticulo-endothelial elements, but also by trans

_forming various parts of the "resting" mesenchyme into "active reticulo-endothelial 

tissue. Thus, meeting special requirements of the organism as well as responding 

to exogenous interferences, the functional activity of the reticulo-endothelial sys

tem varies widely, both qualitatively and quantitatively. Correspondingly, the stu

dies concerned with a stimulation of the reticulo-endothelial system in neoplasia 

// tried to achieve this by imitating the natural processes. Some of these experiments 
;! 

!; made use of the fact that infections stimulate the reticulo-endothelial activity in 

the initial phase - defense reaction - and also in the stage of recovery - repairing 

phase. We refer to experiments of Braunstein (1939) with artificial malaria infec-

tion of cancer patients, which method, however, did not yield any really favorable 

results. Roskin (1938) and collaborators reported cures in 701 of mouse carcinomas 
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after infecting the animals with Schizotrypanum cruzi or by injecting them with the 

toxins of these parasites. This effect was specific, insofar as it could not be 

produced by infections with Trypanosoma equiperdma, Spirochaeta duttoni or bacterial 

. endotoxins (Pyrifer). Schizotrypanum endotoxin treatment before tumor transplanta

. tion prevented tumor development in a high percentage of instances. This fact and 

histologic findings made it probable ~hat the action of this treatment depends upon 

stimulation of the reticulo-endothelial system. Probably a similar explanation has 

to be applied to a great many reported, more or less successful, attempts to in

crease the resistance of the body to neoplasia by means of nonspecific stimuli (bac

terial toxins, Coley 1 s fluid, autotransfusion, etc.). Caspari (1924) advanced in 

a general way the opinion that most of the agents used for cancer-curative purposes 

act by liberating "necrohormones" from the destroyed tissue which activate the re

ticulo-endothelial system and this phenomenon actually was responsible for the in

hibition of the neoplasms. 

As before mentioned, Markuse, et al. (1936) reported that ultraviolet irradia

tion of the spleen is also a means of activating the reticulo-endothelial system. 

Roskin (1934) using this method in animal experiments, observed complete disappear

ance of the tumor in a high percentage of treated animals. In these experiments, 

transparent windows were inserted into the abdominal wall of the animals, thus al

lowing the irradiation of their spleen. As this operation itself is a severe inter

ference with physiologic mechanisms, the objection that no control animals were 

operated upon in the same way without .ultraviolet irradiation is justified (Woglom 

1936). A different method was used by Naguao (1938). This . author partially resec

ted the Bashford mouse carcinoma and later ligated the hilus of the spleen. In about 

40% of the animals so handled a complete resorption of the rest of the tumor was 

observed. According to the author, this effect must be attributed to a stimulation 

of the reticulo-endothelial system by the "necrohormones" of the ligated spleen. 

An interesting new way of artificially imitating biologic phenomena was repor-

ted by Kolischer (1936). He published experiments, performed in collaboration with 

Saphir and Horn, attempting to treat tumors with living macrophages. These cells 
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were segregated from the spleen of ani■ala by ■eans of the Rosenow tisaue pre•• and 

suspended in Tyrode solution where they r•ained alive for aix to eight hours. In

jections of these emuhion1 into rat cancer1;-e.favorable reaulta: likevhe treat

ment of some cancer patients with thi1 method appeared to ~e pro■iaing. According 

to the author, it would be necessary for this latter purpoae to have available 

large aaount1 of macrophage•, preferably by ■ean1 of tilaue culture• of huaan ■acro

phagu. 

On the basis of the afore■entioned reault• of Wetzler-Ligeti and Weianer (1938), 

another way of a biologic activation of the reticulo-endothelial ayatea seeaa prac

ticable through the control of the reticulo-endothelial function exerted by pitui

tary factors. Correspondingly, the "positive re1tropic factor," isolated by the 

authors from anterior pituitary as well aa from blood, could be u1ed for 1timula

tion of the reticulo-endothelial system. Therapeutic experiments of this kind have 

not yet been published. 

CHEMICOPBARMAOOLOGIC ACTlVATION OF THE RETICULO ENDOTHELIAL SYSTEM: Although the 

biologic chemistry of the reticulo-endothelial system is still less known than its 

physiology and pathology, some fact• are established in this sphere which throw a 

certain light upon the possibilities of influencill$ this systea by means of defined 

che■ical substances. 

From the preceding sections dealing with other therapeutic experiments, as well 

aa from the relations between reticulo-endotkelial syatea and tumor development, the · 

importance of dosage and rate of stimuli whenever the reticulo-endothelial syate■ 

is concerned is apparent. Therefore, it 1hould not 1urpri1e us that the •~e chemi• 

cal substance• - colloids - which, when adaini1tered in large do1ea cause a "blockade," 

i.e., a definite daage of the reticulo-endothelial 1y1tem - are found. also to in- · 

crease it1 activity, when adainistered in appropriate -■aller doaes. Thia phenomenon 
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might be explained by a compensatory hypertrophy of resting connective tissue, fol

lowing the damage of a part of the reticulo-endothelial system. Likewise, it was 

observed that splenectomy causes a decreased function of the reticulo-endothelial 

system lasting only a few weeks and being later replaced by a hyperactivity. · 

· • ~ These reactions, however, are not very long las

ting and dependable. Hence, the few investigations which made use of them for 

therapeutic purposes have not proved very successful. Kageyama (1937) administered 

ltlllall doses of collargol (colloidal silver solution) to rabbits with sarcoma. 

In recent years, independent investigations of several authors detected an 

activating influence of some biologically important substances on the reticulo

endothelial system. Thus, a stimulation of the reticulo-endothelial function has 

been attributed to lecithin (1936), a substance found by several authors also to 

possess a tumor-inhibiting property. This latter fact is not firmly established, 

however, as in other investigations no antiblastic influence of lecithin was observed. 

Moncorps (1933) reported that cytosin increased the colloid-storing activity 

of the reticulo-endothelial system, even if this system had been previously damaged 

by injection of India ink. This report was confirmed by Ludany and Sarkany, (1937) 

who . found that cytosin increased the absorption of bilirubin after this function 

had been impaired by splenectomy; In 1935, in collaboration with R. Willheim, Stefn 

demonstrated that application of colloidal carotine solutions to rabbits stimulated 

their reticulo-endothelial system considerably and regularly. Independently Ahmed 

(1935) obtained similar results with vitamin A. A close relationship of this vita

min to the reticulo-endothelial system was also established by studies of Lasch 

(1936) and Koenig and Wendt (1937). These authors found that the storage of vitamin 

A in the liver was not impaired by a damage afflicted to the parenchymatous liver 

cells, but only after experimentally or pathologically produced disturbances of the 

reticulo-endothelial elements of the liver. 

Three years ago, these results induced us to make systemati_c studies of the 

activation of the reticulo-endothelial system by defined chemical substances and 
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eventually to apply these compounds for purposes of tumor therapy~ These experi

mental studies were prematurely .discontinued, but as some definite results had been 

already obtained, a preliminary report is given here. 

CONCLUSIONS: 

(1) Lecithin is known to be a tumor-inhibiting lipoid ~ in contrast to the 

neoplasia-favoring quality of cholesterol. All these lipoids are closely connected 

with the reticulo-endothelial function. Stern planned to extend these studies to 

other phospholipoids (cephalin). 

(2) Vitamin A and its provitamin carotin are of great importance to the intact 

function of the epithelium; deficiency of these substances in the diet caused epi

thelial metaplasia. Further, it has been mentioned above that both substances are 

stored by cells of the reticulo-endothelial system. 

(3) The pyrimidine substances (cytosine, uracil) are important constituents 

of the nucleic acids, the main chemical compounds of the cell nuclei, and there

fore, intimately involved in the processes of cell division and growth. In this 

respect, Stern believed it would certainly be necessary. (a) to include in these 

studies other natural and synthesized pyrimidine derivatives, studying their effect 

on the reticulo-endothelial system and (b) to extend these investigations generally 

on the relationship between the reticulo-endotheltal system and normal growth, a 

sphere of physiology which hitherto .had not yet been attacked, but which might yield 

interesting results. And, as it has again been justifiedly stressed, the investi

gation of characteristics of the cancer cell belongs in the field of cell physiology, 

and the understanding of the process must be dependent upon the advance in the un

derstanding of growth and differentiation of normal cells. 

Concluding this discussion of attempts to increase the reticulo-endothelial 

function in the interests of cancer therapy, it can be stated that some of the re

ported studies have yielded promising results in animal experiments. Even when 

these results will have been definitely established and confirmed, however, the pos

sibility of their clinical use will have to be judged as cautiously as many other 
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procedures successfully used in animal tumora, which failed to prove their value in 

:fhuaan cancer. In general, it can acarcely be expected that even a succesaful "reti• 
r . 

!l culo-endothelial therapy" of neoplaaia will be able to give ua more than a aeasure 
:I . 
j . 

of support to the eatabliahed surgical and radiotherapeutic cancer treataeuts by 

l increasing the resiatance of the organin against neoplasia. It need not be .•tressed, 
l 
1 however, that . such an achiev ... nt would present a desirable advance in our auu, 

e9Pecially if by these aeana we can control cancer growth for a longer tiae, thu■ 

preventing recurrence and ■etaataaes. (Stern, 1941 - he gives 70 references) 
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St ern (1960) reported a generally decreased RES activity in strains of mice 

characteri zed by a high incidence of cancer or leukemia than in strains in which 

tumors occur r are l y . 

Stern and Duwelius (1960) concluded that "a) RE phagocytosis may be increased 

or decreased in tumor-bearing animals, with the· direction and extent of the change 

dependent on , one , several or all of the following variables: 1) animal species, 

type and site of tumo r, s t age of tumor growth, type of colloid, method of assay; 

2) phagocytic act ivi ty may be increased in RE cells of one organ, and decreased 

or unchanged in those of another; 3) tumor-bearing animals in which increased RE 

phagocytosis is observed may at the same time exhibit decreased antibody forma

tion, a bio logic function presumable involving RE tissues ••• at present one may 

refer merely to disturbances of certain RE functions in neoplasia, the causal re

lationship to cancer i s still in need of a great deal of continued experimental 

investigation." 

Halpern and his colleagues in Paris were among the first to st r ess the im

portance of the reticulo-endothelial system in resistance to cancer . (Biozzi et . 

al., 1958; Halpern, 1963) 

In the past dozen years a number of able investigators such as Black (1958-

1965), the Fisher s , and Old and his colleagues have become interested in the RES 

as it relates t o host resistance to cancer. 

Fisher and Fisher (1961) studied various factors which influence hepa t i c me

tastases, one of which was an evaluation of the effect of reticuloendothe l ial in

iterference. They found that a saturating dose of either India ink or thoro t ras t, 

·prior to or within 24 hours after intraportal injection of Walker 256 carc i noma 

cells, re sult ed i n an i ncreased incidence and size of artificially induced hepatic 

metastases. They noted in 1962: "The fate of the circulating tumor cell may be 

determined by a numbe r o f host f actors, and the phenomenon of metas tasis formation 

is not an autonomous one • • •• It is no longer tenable for the cancer surgeon t o 

concern himself only with th e surgical gymnastics involved in radic al tumo r exci

sion. He must be equally concerned with the biologic nature of cance r so t hat sur-
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gical therapy may continuously adjust to our increasing knowledge." 

The advances in our knowledge of the vi~al etiology of neoplasms by such in

vestigators as Bittner, Duran Reynals, and Gross, and more recently by others in

cluding Old, Morton and all those working on Burkitt's lymphoma are of very great 

interest in connection with the study of the reticulo-endo~helial system and re

si st ance to bacterial and viral infections and to neoplastic diseases. 

Numerous observations indicate the intimate connection of the reticulo-endo

thelial cells with the defense reactions of the body against infections, both bac

terial and viral. The origin of most of the immune bodies has been traced to these 

cell s. The following functions have been attributed to the RE cells in connection 

with infections: first, the phagocytosis and intracellular destruction of the mi

cro-organisms; second, the reception, detoxification and digestion of waste pro

ducts that are formed during the . process of inflanunation, including the toxic pro

ducts liberated from the bacteria; third, the absorption of soluble toxins; and 

fourth, the secretion of antibodies • . 

Old et al. (1960) noted that transplanted tumors induce characteristic changes 

in RES activity in mice. Zymosan, BCG. and other bacterial products induce Rt hy

perplasia, enhance the capacity to produce antibody and decrease susceptibility 

to bacterial challenge and to challenge with Sarcoma 180. Survival time is in- • 

creased twofold in BCG-infected hosts inoculated with Ehrlich ascites carcinoma. 

Significant retardation in growth ·of carcinoma 755 and prolonged survival time 

are seen following BCG infections of either hybrid or isologous C57BL mice. 

(Old, 1960) 

Other recent experiences have ·suggested that the lympho reticule-endothelial 
•r: . . 

system is more active in strains of- mice with a low incidence of spontaneous tu

mors than in "high cancer" strains. (Stern, 1960) 
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Mizuno et al. (1968) reported that intracutaneous injections of the lipopoly

saccharide of Proteus vulgaris was found to markedly stimulate the reticulo-endothe

lial system of mice and rats and have a marked antitumor effect in mice bearing the 

solid type Ehrlich carcinoma and sarcoma 180. Of the various routes of injection 

tested the most effective appeared to be the intracutaneous. Hager (1969, personal 

communications) has also found that Proteus vulgaris endotoxins are effective in the 

Ehrlich ascites carcinoma. 

Graham and Graham (1955) stated that in the past, cancer has been regarded as 

an autonomous process, against which the individual is incapable of protecting him

self. A number of observations have cast doubt on this assumption. They presented 

evidence that the body is capable of some defensive behavior toward the tumor, as 

' shown by the elaboration of specific antibodies. 

Host resistance to a tumor is implied by a number of observations. The late 

recurrence of cancer of the breast after 10, 20, or 30 years that so frequently oc

curs in association with or following a concurrent illness, such as acute cholecysti

tis or respiratory infection, has been noted repeatedly~ The frequent finding of 

healthy cancer cells on the gloves after an apparently clean axillary dissection in 

cancer of the breast and the continuing presence of malignant cells in the vaginal 

smear for several weeks following radical hysterectomy for cancer of the cervix in 

cases subsequently "cured" suggests that cure is not necessarily dependent upon 

100% removal of the cancer tissue. The occasional rapid growth and dissemination 

of a cancer injudiciously exposed to too much ionizing radiation is a function of 

the impaired normal tissues. The self-healing epitheliom.as are rare, but are none

theless important demonstration of the effectiveness of host resistance. The wide 

fluctuation iin growth of malignant tumors under varying circumstances in the same 

individual is much more likely to arise from alterations iri the patient's resistance 

than from fluctuations in the virulence of the tumor. "Spontaneous" regression of 

malignant neoplasms is authentically and repeatedly recorded. The majority of these 

occur in conjunction with acute infections, while others have not recognized asso-
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ciated outside influence. Active i11111Unity to a transplantable tumor may be elici

ted in animals by the slow destruction of a growing implant in the host. Repeated 

injections of dilute formalin or temporary ischemia that produces atrophy of the 

first implant is followed by resistance to subsequent implants. Attempts to pro-

duce a similar immunity in man by autovaccination have not been particularly successful. 

The histological appearance of many tumors suggests host opposition. Carci

noma of the uterine cervix is almost always found with its underlying, predominantly 
I 

lymphocytic, inflannatory infiltration •. , Steiner et al. have emphasized the charac-

teristic appearance of lesions in gastric-carcinoaa patients who survive five or 

more years. These tumors have a well circumscribed en bloc margin that elicits a 

chronic inflanmatory response. Significantly, these same tumors show degenerative 

changes in the peripheral tumor cells'lilere one might expect to find the effect of 

a hostile environment rather than in , the central part of the tumor that would be 

most vulnerable if impaired nutrition were the reason for degeneration. The serum 

proteins of many individuals with well-established cancer behave as though a chronic 

infection were present, with an elevation of the globulins and fibrinogen. These 

evidences of defence disappear as the tumor advances and the patient's health de

teriorates. It is probable that a number of "cancer tests" based on physical beha

vior of the plasma proteins and also on red-cell-agglutination patterns are ult-ima

tely dependent upon an iD1DUnological response. 

Host resistance to neoplasm is predicated upon a difference between the tumor 

and the host, a difference in the cancer that is capable of irritating or distur-

bing the host. Mechanical presence of a foreign body or of foreign cells is in

capable of eliciting an effective defensive reaction unless it is accompanied by a 

chemical stimulus. This is demonstrated by the quiescent acceptance of Vitallium 

or certain types of stainless steel in the tissues because they are chemically inert 

in that medium, whereas other alloys,; :equally tough but slightly soluble, are ir

ritating and incite a defensive reaction. A cancer is incapable of eliciting a res

ponse simply by occupying space. · It must have a chemical composition that is dif

ferent from the normal tissues. Qualitative differences between malignant and nor-
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mal tis sues are not demonstrable chemically. However, neither are the group• 

speci f i c substances of blood types recognizable by· chemical means, yet they are 

easily distingu ished inmunologically. The demonstration of imnunological host-tu

mor differences in humans has never been •very convincing. Scattered reports of 

sµcce ss have lacked confirmation r ··Attempts have been ·made to demonstrate tumor an

tibodies, and a co1J1Don circulating tumor antigen. The· bulk of this work upon humans 

has be en cent ered on a search for a diagnostic method that would detect all patients 

with cancer. Much imnunological work has been done on animals with transplantable 

tumor. Unfortunately, this is entirely valueless in human cancer. The essential 

host-tumor relationship can only be studied in spontaneous tumors - and preferably 

in humans . 

It has been noted that such organs as kidneys, liver, spleen and brain have 

specific components not found in other tissues and that these characteristic sub

stances, when properly reinforced as a vaccine, are capable of eliciting an active 

or passive i mmunity t hat destroys the function of that organ. If these subtle ye t 

potentially effect i ve differences exist between normal tissues in the same i ndivi 

dual, it is r easonable to expect that similar differences may be demonstrab l e be

tween a tumor and a nonmalignant tissue. (Graham & Graham, 1955) 

Stoerchand Eisen (1946, 1947) noted that there is suppression of circulating 

antibodies in pyridoxine deficiency. Pyridoxine difficiency caused almost complete 

loss of l ymphoid cells with an inability to form circulating antibodies in albino 

rats. This finding suggests the advisability of administering pyridoxine to cancer 

patient s . 

In the light of the data reviewed above, suggesting the importance of antibodies 

and an i nt act RES , it is not surprising to find that -some observers are questioning 

the r e sul t s obtained by conventional methods of treating cancer. 

Jones (1956) suggested that cases of cancer untreated (b~ surgery or radiation) 

are perhaps 1onger-lived than the treated cases, and ''the evidence is strong enough 

to warrent full attention to this part of the cancer problem, for not only is there 
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complete uncertainty of the efficacy of cancer treatment today, but there is also 

the possibility that survival tendency is less with treatment. It is most likely 

that, in terms of life expectancy, the chance of survival is no better with than 

without treatment, and there is the possibility that treatment may make the survival 

time of cancer cases less." He added: "There is hope that identification .of car

cinogenic factoltS might lead to an eradication of cancer on a prophylactic basis. 11 

The following review by Cohen (1956), a radiologist in Johannesburg, South 

Africa, clearly summarizes the factors by which the mammalian host influences the 

rate of growth and dissemination of tumors. 

He stated that clinical cancer management is still limited to surgery and ra

diotherapy. ''While both these metho<l_s are more or less efficacious in eradicating 

the primary lesion ••• most patients so treated still die of disseminated malignant 

disease. It seems unlikely that the principles of surgical and radiotherapeutic 

practice could be extended so as to cure those cases for which current technics are 

not adequate. Indeed, far from improving our results, attempts to extend the treated 

zone frequently diminish the probability of cure." 

The next important step in the control of cancer is to investigate those fac

tors by which the manmalian host influences the rate of growth and dissemination 

of tumors. 

The resistance of the host against his tumor can be modified by many physical, 

chemical and physiological factors. Murphy first proved that the reticulo-endo

thelial system, in particular the lymphocyte, exerts a controlling influence on tu

mor growth. Agents stimulating the production of antibodies were able to enhance the 

host's tumor-resistance, often to the point of absolute immunity. 

The converse effect - abrogation of natural or acquired resistance to tumors 

- is easily produced by factors inhibiting the reticulo-endothelial function, such 

as total body irradiation, blockade of the reticulo-endothelial system with col

loids, administration of cortisone and allied drugs, overwhelming doses of antigen 

in the form liophilized tumor, neurogenic stress, or local trauma, irradiation or 

intoxication. All of these agents can promote the onset of tumors, facilitate 
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their growth and dissemination and inhibit their response to treatment suggesting 

that immunologic processes might affect the pathogenesis of cancer in man and its 

prognosis. 

IMMUNOLOGIC MECHANISMS IN THE PATHOGENESIS OF CANCER: Cancer cells . contain genes, 

antigens and enzymes other than those found in normal tissue and are consequently 

subjected to immunological homeostatic control. For this reason single cancer cells 

or isolated small groups cannot in themselves give rise to malignant tumors; acer

tain critically large number of cells is required before tumor growth can co1ll11ence. 

It would seem that most adults must possess many small groupsmf isolated neo

plastic cells persisting for long periods as "~ub.t. critical colonies." 

There is evidence too that the host may continue to exert some restraining in

fluence on the growth of established tumors. A frequent finding at autopsy in can

cer cases is the presence of many tumor-cell emboli which have evoked an acute in

flannnatory reaction and are in the process of dissolution. Similarly, one not in

frequently observes a patient who develops distant metastases 15 to 40 years after 

operation for the primary growth. 

"Both, therefore, in the healthy adult carrying sub-critical or precancerous 

foci and in the locally cured patient with sub-critical or dormant metastases, those 

factors which might effect local or systemic resistance are of the first importance 

in determining future survival. Since these factors are readily influenced by 

trauma, stress, radio-diagnostic procedures and medication, they fall within the 

scope of everyday medical practice." 

Cohen then discussed various carcinogenic agents and local and systemic pro

moting factors or co-carcinogens. 

Almost any form of trauma, chronic irritation (croton oil, surgical incision, 

injection of foreign material) have been used experimentally as co-carcinogens. 

i$xcision of a primary lesion is often followed by several new primary tumors, some

times thought to be recurrences, arising in the surgical scar in sites known to 

harbor other precancerous foci, i.e., multiple papillomatosis of bladder. 
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Systemic promoting factors include colloidal materials which blockade the 

reticulo-endothelial system, such as India ink, trypan blue, ferric saccharate, and 

thorium dioxide sol; agents that produce lymphopenia such as total body irradiation, 

virus infections like influenza; mitotic poisons and similar drugs used for cancer 

palliation, including mustard gas derivatives, folic adic, purine and amino-acid an

t agonists (aminopterin, azoquanine and sarcolysin); synthetic vitamin K analogues 

(menadione or synkavit); hormones like pituitary corticotropin and possibly certain 

adrenal steroids, and all severe injuries, debilitating illnesses, pregnancy and 

major surgical procedures, collectively -classified as "stresses" although many of 

these agents have been observed to inhibit temporarily the growth of established 

tumors - hence their repute as palliative agents, they tend, in general, eventually 

to accelerate tumor proliferation and dissemination. 

From the practical point of view; it is the obvious duty of every physician to 

prevent as far as possible, the onset of cancer by minimizing exposure to suspected 

or potential carcinogenic agents, eliminating all non-essential diagnostic radio~ 

graphic examinations in younger members of the community, avoiding all forms of 

radiotherapy or administration of radioactive isotopes for non-malignant conditions, 

unless a serious threat to life •makes - such exposure essential, insuring adequate 

protection of the conmunity from radioactive products, discouraging smoking and 

similar suspect habits, and urging control of smoke, soot and motor exhaust fumes. 

The older members of the community ,who presumably already carry precancerous foci, 

and in particular apparently cured cancer cases who may carry dormant tumor-cell 

nests, should especially not be exposed to ~romoting factors such as corticotrophic, 

gonadotrophic and sex hormones, .any -of the known cancer-palliative d~gs, avoidable 

trauma, and stress-inducing operations. Chronic irritations should be corrected. 

HOST RESISTANCE AND RESPONSE TO ,THERAPY: The significance of systemic immunity in 

clinical cancer control is nowhere ,better illustrated than in the response of tumors 

to irradiation. 

Doses from 10 to 100 times greater are necessary to destroy cancer cells in vitro. 
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Any factor tending to isolate a tumor from its vascular and cellular elements 

in its bed will prevent its regression following otherwise adequate radiation. Tu

mors in avascular scars and ulcers, particularly in the devitalized scars and necro-

tic ulcers from previous radiation are notoriously radioresistant. Similarly, fac

tors inhibiting systemic iumunity s'u:ch as· total body irradiation or mitotic poisons, 

including cortisone and nitrogen mustard and azoquanine, will all render tumors in

curable by radiotherapy. Even the so-called radiosensitizing agents, such as mena

dione or "synkavit" will, in fact, prevent complete regression of adequately irra-

: diated tumors. 

Further, when extensive or deep-seated tumors are irradiated, the correspon

dingly large volume-dose itself induces a leukopenia and inhibits the reticulo

endothelial function, with the result that ·such tumors often fail to respond to 

ordinarily curative doses. The systemic resistance factor thus sets the upper li

mit for size and depth of tumors curable by radiation. 

The converse of this effect, that is the enhanced radiosensitivity when host 

resis tance is stimulated, has only recently been demonstrated with homozygomous tu

mors grown in genetically modified heterozygous hosts, with a mutant tumor grown in 

homozygous hosts and with tumors grown in hosts specifically inmunized against them. 

jThese effects point to the future possibility of specifically immunizing the human 
I 
' host against his own tumor, thus enhancing its curability by radiation and possibly 
[ 

:I also preventing or delaying the development of metastases. 

Cohen then gave two very interesting case histories. In the first there was 

widespread metastases of a high-grade rapidly proliferating carcinoma. In this 

case 24 nodules were treated by small fields ' of superficial radiation (small, sin

gle doses of 300 to 2000 r): 17 disappeared. The patient remained quite well in 

the five year period in which she was followed and was symptom-free eight years af-

ter onset. 

The second case was a squamous cell carcinoma of the dorsum of the left hand, 

of two years' duration. The patient was a male ,mechanic (European), of Johannesburg, 
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Union of South Africa. The tumor had been present two years and had been treated 

by superficial radiotherapy. Seven months later there was obvious local recurrence 

and involvement of the epitrochlear and axillary lymph nodes. All three sites 

showed squamous cell carcinoma on biopsy and were treated by intensive radiation. 

For the next six months he was well except for a small necrotic ulcer at the . pri

mary site. 

He then suddenly developed a febrile constitutional reaction with a generalized 

macular rash. The skin rash faded within a few days, except for those lesions in

side the irradiated areas which persisted and increased. 

Some weeks later each macule within the irradiated skin-fields had developed 

into a palpable tumor. The lesions became confluent, forming two rectangular tumor 

masses exactly demarcating both axillary treatment fields. Biopsy of these lesions 

showed unpigmented malignant melanoma! Although the primary melanoma was not found, 

as the patient died shortly thereafter without necropsy, there can be no doubt that 

widespread melanoma-cell embolization had occurred, but that all tumor emboli wer.e 

effectively suppressed except in those tissues where local resistance had been im

paired by the radiation. (Cohen, 1956) 
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on Host Resistance to cancer 

Malmgren et al. (1952) reported on the effect of carcinogens and cancer chemo·

therapeutic agents upon antibody formation in mice. They noted that the antibody 

depressing effect of certain carcinogens, nitrogen mustard, x-ray, Rous sarcoma 

virus, and the chemotherapeutic agents cortisone and benzene is well established. 

They then tested the carcinogens, urethane, methylcholanthrene, 1, 2, 5, 6-dibenzan

thracene, 1, 2-benzanthracene, and 4-dimethylaminoazobenzene, given subcutaneously 

three times in a 12-day period. A 41 suspension of sheep red cells, used as anti

gen was injected intraperitoneally 5 days before the sera were harvested. These 

carcinogens all depressed the hemolysin titres, while the non-carcinogenic analogs 

of these compounds (methylcarbamate, phenanthrene, and 4-diethylaminoazobenzene) 

did not affect the formation of antibodies. 

The chemotherapeutic agents, alphapeltatin, A-methopterin, 2-6-diaminopurine, 

podophyllotoxin, sodium arsenite, and triethylmelamine all depressed antibody for

mation. One compound, furacin, did not lower the antibody titre. 

Since passive antibodies in vivo and in vitro were not affected by any of these 

compounds, it is inferred that they act by interfering with normal antibody produc-

tion. 

The possibility that the lowered hemolysin titre was due to general systemic 

activity was ruled out. Maximum tolerated doses of NaCN and CuS04 did not decrease 

antibody production. Further, the administration of a carcinogen and its noncar

cinogenic analog in amounts of equal toxicity resulted in inhibition by the car

cinogen only. 

Antibody inhibition at the site of antibody production appears to be a property 

common to these carcinogenic and cancer chemotherapeutic substances. 

Among the first to become aware of the problem were Moore and Kondo (1958) who 

reported that there is experimental evidence that these toxic compounds may indi~ 

, rectly accelerate tumor growth by inhibiting normal defense mechanism$. 

Molo1DUt)et al. (1952) were perhaps the first to report the induction of metas

tases from a heteralogous tumor in mice as a resolt of cortisone. 
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Bradner & Clarke (1959) reported that low doses of zymosan stimulates resis

tance to sarcoma 180 but that a single dose of 150 mg/kg of hydrocortisone acetate 

injected at various times after tumor implantation could completely block at nine 

days, partially block at 13 days and not affect at two days the tumor regression 

which normally occurs after zymosan treatment. Zymosan given at various times from 

two weeks before implantation to two weeks after revealed a diversity of response 

but the greatest number of regressions occurred in animals treated one to seven 

days after implantation. Their results suggested the existence of an early (non

specific?) phase and a later acquired inmunity phase in the host defense process. 

More recent reports include those of Stjernsward (1965) and Martin et al. 

(1960-64). Others such as Preston et al. (1961) conditioned animals for tumor trans

plants with cyclophosphamide, cortisone, and other cancer chemotherapeutic drugs. 

The results show a markedly increased mortality in the conditioned animals. 

Of special interest in this connection are the increasing numbers of inadver

tant transfer of various forms of cancer with cadaver renal transplants in the re

cipients who were under i1J1nunosuppressive therapy in order to prevent rejection of 

the grafts. (o.c. Martin et al. 196!) One especially interesting report by Wilson 

et al. (1968) described a case in which the inadvertent transfer of an epidermoid 

carcinoma of the bronchus with a cadaver renal allograft provided a unique oppor

tunity to observe its sudden appearance and rapid growth and its equally rapid re

gression after inmunosuppressionwas· terminated. 

A number of physicians have become concerned over the many reports in which 

corticosteroid therapy is blamed for acceleration or spread of a malignant tumor. 

Kelly (1959-1963) has reviewed the subject very thoroughly. He noted that soon af

ter the introduction of cortisone the American Medical Association appointed a sub

co11111ittee to study the effect of the drug on patients with cancer. It concluded 

that, although some felt better for awhile, "in several cases, despite the subjec-

tive response and improved appearance of the patient, there was evidence of the more 
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Southam (1968) stated: "It is formally established that many cancer patients 

have impaired inmune responses. Iatrogenic inmunosuppression contributes to this 

impairment in many patients but the data indicate that there is also an impairment 

which is related to the neoplastic disease per.!!• The defect appears to be in 

responses requiring the mediation of cells, rather than in those which are dependent 

upon the production and reaction of serum antibodies. The inmunologic deficiency 

is most frequent in patients with widespread and debilitating cancer, but it is not 

a consequence of the debility alone." 

Reiner & Southam ·(1967) reported on the increased growth of tumor isotransplants 

after immunosuppression of the recipient once by methotrexate or 5-fluoro-2-deoxy

uridine. 

Page et al. (1962) reported on the anti-inflamnatory effect of 6-mercaptopu

rine which appears after one to six weeks' treatment, depending on the dosage. 

This effect could not be correlated with leukopenia or weight loss. Borel and 

Schwartz (1964) observed a distinct anti-inflanmatory action of 6-mercaptopurine 

and reported that it affects delayed hypersensitivity to a greater degree than it 

inhibits humeral antibody formation. 

Among the inmunosuppressive drugs in addition to the corticosteroids are the 

alkylating agents, the halogenated pyrimidines (5-FU and BUDR), the folic acid an

tagonists (methotrexate), 6-mercaptopurine, actinomycin D, cytoxan and A-methopterin. 

With each of these agents innunologic suppression persists for weeks up to 24 

months after discontinuance of the drug, depending upon the species and the test an

tigen. Continuous drug treatment is not needed to maintain the state of inmunologic 

tolerance. 

These factors must be taken into consideration in planning clinical trial of 

immuno-stimulating agents such as bacterial toxins, BCG, zymosan, etc. for if the 

i1J111Unosuppressive drugs or radiation are given first, the patient does not usually 

; respond to toxin therapy nearly as well. 
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In an editorial Strauss (1961) asked: "Does extensive surgery for malignan

cies have to be re-evaluated?" He reported that analysis of clinical observations 

over a period of 51 years in over 6000 patients operated upon for carcinoma of the 

breast, stomach, colon and rectum indicated that each indiv~dual _has _his _own resis

tance against his own cancer and ~ha~ thi_s _ ia more_J -~Mtant_ in the ~~~ival rate 

than any other sing!e. f!~~'?.~. It would also appear that this resistance factor has 

greater significance than any classification or grading of malignancies. He added 

that electrocoagulation, both in clinical cases and in laboratory animals, has con

firmed this concept. In Belgian hares and white rats, it was shown that electro

coagulation of a malignant tumor resulted in necrosis of cancer cells the products 

of which were absorbed slowly and acted as an antigen, thereby producing a demon

strable immunologic effect which increased host resistance and the animals then were 

able to reject subsequent tumor challenges. Similarly, antigens resulting from 

necrosis of cancer cells produced by· crushing clamps and ligation of bleeders during 

surgery or following cobalt, x-ray, · radium and toxin therapy may enhance the in-. 

herent natural iumunity of patients. Strauss• ; l'flany publicatiorudeserve. serious 

study. (Strauss 1933-1969) 

These O.:.l'\,:t\ q1tr'l..1 may have been responsible for the spontaneous regressions ob

served following exploratory laparotomy or incomplete excision of inoperable tumors. 

Braun & Kessel (1964, 1967) have studied the beneficial effects of DNA breakdown 

products and also the effects of bacterial endotoxins in stimulating host resistance. 

They report that materials released from certain mannalian cells by various means 

can enhance the rate of increase in - antibody-forming cells and usually also the rate 

of clearance of particulauantigens. DNA digests can restore responses of animals 

in which antibody formation has been impaired by irradiation or by immunosuppressive 

drugs. They added: "Bacterial toxins can produce a similar stimulation in the ab

sence of antigen evoking a rapid increase in pre-existing hemolysin - or bacterici-
, 

din - forming~ells, for example. Since we have evidence that endotoxins may act in 

this fashion by releasing oligodeoxyribonucleotides from intracellular sites, this 
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difference in antigen requirements between endotoxin and the other stimulatory a

gents was puzzling. We, therefore, considered the possibility that two factors are 

:required to stimulate antibody-forming cell populat.ions: (1) the actual stimulator 

·: and (2) an agent permitting the entrance of the stimulator into the cells to be 

. stimulated. Endotoxin, with its known effects on cell. in~~grity and on permeability 

·may possess both attributes." 

These considerations may explain why streptococcal infections were responsible 

for the majority of dramatic "spontaneous" regressions for they produce hyaluroni

dase, streptod.ornase and streptokinase. 
sh•q7t-c ( t( t.o. I 

These,..enzymes undoubtedly affect the per-

meability of the 

the methods used 

tissues anq cells~than4111 other types of infections. Unfortunately, 
Sor'l'lr c,f ' ·hr. prf' po,yoJnr-,~ t f .. 

to make the mixed bacterial toxins (Coley) undoubtedly destroyed 
;,,, 

these enzymes. Possibly in the future preparations of various endotoxins may include 

these enzymes or climethyl sulphoxide in order to potentiate their rapid penetration. 

A number of other surgeons have recently questioned the wisdom of performing 

prophylactic lymph node dissections. For example in the treatment of malignant me

lanoma Catlin (1954) stated: ''We found no evidence in our material to support the 

theory that radical operation made in all cases will produce better results. Block 

and Hartwell (1951) stated: ''We found no evidence in our experience that, in the 

absence of clinically positive nodes, a prophylactic node dissection is better or 

worse than local excision alone ••• and we disagree with the dogma of Pack that 

elective or prophylactic lymphadenectomy mu~t be done routinely to adequately treat 

malignant melanoma." These authors cited several other · authors including Lund and 

!hren who believe that therapeutic lymph node dissection is of no use. Olsen (1964) 

reported that in 112 patients with malignant melanomas of the extremities, exclu

ding the hands and feet, and in the abdominal wall, but without clinical signs of 

metastases, metastases to the regional lymph nodes developed more frequently in those 

patients in whom the underlying fascia had been removed, as compared with patients 

in whom it had been left intact: 45% and 8-14% respectively. 

As regards the treatment of breast cancer, as early as 1954, Garland reported 

that radical mastectomy may actually shorten the survival time of some patients, and 
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he recommended simple mastectomy and radiotherapy as being adequate and with a lower 

morbidity rate. 

Since about 1905 few surgeons have considered the importance of stimulating or 

conserving the lymphatics but Mccullough (1908) believed they were an important link 

in the host's defense mechanisms against cancer. He advised not excising them but 

stimulating them to produce antibodies. 

Crile (1957) believed there is a place for a graded approach to surgical 

treatment of cancers of the lip, malignant melanoma or thyroid cancer: "There is 

no statistical proof that prophylactic resection of regional nodes is more likely 

to control the cancer than is therapeutic resection soon after regional metastases 

are palpable •••• Cancers low in the rectum ••• can be successfully treated by 

electrocoagulation. If they are not thus controlled, a combined abdomino-perineal 

resection still can be done. Similar graded treatment can be applied to small cancers 

of the tongue and gingival margins, to cancers in situ of the cervix and to Stage 

I cancer of the breast without ,palpable nodes - all well adapted to local eradica

tion, to accurate follow-up and· hence to graded treatment. When a limited opera-

tion has a good chance of controlling a disease and when this limited operation 

does not jeopardize the success of a subsequent more extensive one, it may be best 

to try the simpler operation first • . · 

More recently Crile (1965, 1967) has advocated conservative surgery for breast 

cancer. He stated: "It is time · that we take steps to eliminate the needless mor

bidity associated with the treatment of breast cancer. Standard radical mastectomy 

is not indicated unless axillary nodes can be shown to be involved and even then a 

modified operation in which the nodes are dissected without removal of the muscles 

probably will give as good a result "with _less morbidity. Regional nodes are impor

tant to illlllUnologic resistance, and this 1 imaunity' may be destroyed by either re

moval or irradiation •••• To relll!)ve ,. these nodes or to irradiate them might remove 

an essential part of the patient's immunologic resistance." Crile's recurrence rate 

is lower after simple mastectomy than after the radical procedure. 
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In addition to avoiding radical mastectomy Crile cut thick skin flaps; leaving 

as much as possible of the subcutaneous fat to preserve the blood and lymph vessels. 

He stated that the removal of axillary nodes in the classic radical mastectomy may 

cause stasis of lymph in the skin and thereby trap cancer cells. 

"Since it is likely th·at in most cancers of the breast · malignant cells are wide

spread in the blood and lymph draining the part, it maybe more important to pre

serve the integrity and resistance of the tissues than to try to mechanically to 

remove tumor cells. He added that another possible explanation of the low incidence 

of local recurrence is relatee to the fact that the axillary nodes were not distur

bed and the incidence of local recurrences at five years fell to St of 153 cases. 

He concluded: "Although the numbers are too small to be of statistical significance, 

the diminished incidence of recurrence when the nodes were not removed suggests 

that removing them stimulates local recurrence. 

"The frequency of recurrences of breast cancer in the skin of arms afflicted 

wi th post-operative lymphedema, suggests that in breast cancer, too, stasis of 

l ymph after dissection of regional nodes could be a factor contributing to the in

creased incidence of local recurrence." 

McWhirter in Edinburgh (1957) has reported his excellent results in treating 

breast cancer by simple mastectomy and post-operative irradiation. 

Very few surgeons have considered the possibility that by operating very early 

in the course of cancer we may not allow the growth time to evoke the llost's immune 

I' 
iJmechanisms. Possibly one reason the end results were apparently better in the 

period from 1850 to 1900 as coapared to 1910 (Korteweg, 1910, p. 16 and pp. 23-24) 

was that the older surgeons such as Billroth, Esmarch, Volkmann, Von Bergmann, etc. 

operated much later in the disease and did not perform such radical surgery. 

Korteweg contested the usefulness of extensive operations believing that the modern 

fashion of radical surgery is doing more harm than good, because these very exten

sive operations paralyze the general resistance of the wouad for a longer time, 

thereby favoring the development of recurrence or metastases. Korteweg did not 

consider the role of suppuration and post-operative infections which were much more 
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prevalent prior to 1900 and which helped stimulate resistance against recurrence or 

spread of the neoplaSll. 

W.B. Coley (1910, 1917, 1921) waa apparently the first to advocate conserva

tive surgery for sarcoma or giant cell tumor of the long bones, and by his method 

of resection or curettage combined with adjuvant toxin therapy (given to help prevent 

recurrence or metastases) he succeeded in saving a considerable number of limbs. 

However, in osteogenic sarcoma he advocated amputation plus toxin therapy. By this 

method he doubled the five-year survival rate over surgery alone. (W.B. Coley, 1933) 

B.L. Coley (1941) reported on this subject: "CQnservative surgical measures 

are applicable to most benign tumors of bone. While the majority of operable malig

nant tumors primary in bone require radical surgery. There is a saall minority in 

which less radical methods are justified. The latter include excision, segmental re

section, partial resection, _total scapulectomy and partial amputation of the hand 

and foot. The useful limbs that are salvaged by the less radical measures justify 

the occasional failure which such a policy entails. 

B.L. Coley & Higinbotham (1948)"·. in reviewing the subject further stated: "con

servati.v~. :.;surg~ry for tumors of bone . implies the substitution of some less radical 

procedure than amputation, or if · the latter in unavoidable, amputation at the lowest 

level compatible with safety. Curettage, partial resection, segmental resection 

and excision are methods which may at times be used in lieu of amputation. If these 

procedures are successful in eradicating the primary tumor and in avoiding a local 

or regional recurrence, they may, then be considered as wholly justified. · Certain 

histological types and certain clinical and roentgenological settings indicate the 
,,. "·, f • 

advisability or the inadvisability of attempting conservative measures. High thigh 

amputation for osteogenic and chondrosarcoma of the lower femur may be a safe sub

stitute for hip disarticulation and. offers greater advantages to the patients who 

survive. It would seem to be worthy of our concentrated ef·fort to perfect the opera

tive, treatment of bone neoplasms . by every available means. One _important advance 

might be the exercise of better care in the selection of cases in which less radical 
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surgery would accomplish complete removal of the tumor with less mutilation, thus 
\ 

affording the patient a better opportunity to lead a more normal life." (P.>.J... Cet tl _, ,~,:.t~ 
We believe that if an illlllUnostimulating adjuvant such as BCG or bacterial 

toxins is used prior to as well as following surgery for malignant bone tumors that 

far more conservative surgery may prove effective in producing permanent results · 

in these patients. 

Zeidman et al. (1950-1965) studied factors affecting metastases. They noted 

that the number of embolic tumor cells is an important factor. Their mortality, 

especially in resistant hosts is very high. The number of metastases is not ap

parently related to the final size of the primary (1950). They then studied the 

effectiveness of the lymph node as a barrier to the passage of embolic tumor cells 

and found that a lymph node can function as a trap for tumor cells and may prevent 

their further spread beyond the affected node for weeks or months (1954). However, 

although the first cancer cells to arrive in a lymph node may be destroyed, later, 

repeated or even regular emboli can overcome the destructive capacity of the nodes 

(1965). 

The reason why acute concurrent infections, Coley toxins, yeast extracts, or 

BCG seem to exert such a favorable effect in preventing recurrences or metastases 

may be their ability to maintain the lymph nodes in a more reactive condition, es

pecially if such therapy is prolonged for more than a few weeks, so that any tumor 

cells arriving in the lymph nodes somewhat later will find the nodes still capable 

of destroying the embolic tumor cells. 

Tjernberg and Zajicek (1965) noted that the barrier function of lymph nodes, 

in trapping and destroying tumor cells, was found to be reduced after local irra

diation. In citing these authors Strauli stated: ''No single influence, however 

mechanical or biological, could be held responsible for this effect, which, was as

cribed to an interaction of several factors. As a whole, the question of the bio

logical facet of the barrier function, in contrast to the purely mechanical part of 

the problem remains open for discussion. One of the major gaps in our knowledge of 
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e, 

tumor dissemination is therfore unveiled. This uncertainty has important clinical 
" 

implications concerning, for instance, the role of irradiation and chemotherapy in 

fl the lyaphatic spread of cancer." The transport of damaged tumor cells in the lymph 
i 
fl 
!i may not result in metastasis formation but may have considerable immunologic con• 

!I sequences. (Strauli, 1967) 

1 
Lehmann (1955) discussed the case for rational surgery in cancer. "Bring on 

fdegeneration of cells (normal or malignant) in a tumor and its resorption will start. I 
!Continue stimulation after suitable intervals - to allow the reaction to take its 
•I I . 
(Course and regression will be complete. There is nothing miraculous or specific 

~ 
!' about it. 
;, 

A malignant tumor regresses when and as long aa products of tissue de-
t 
;: generation are present to keep the resorptive, inflannation going, provided the re-
I 
! acting tissues are left undisturbed and are not destroyed by irrational methods -of 
I 
I 
i treatment. 
\ 

I 
"In other words methods of cancer treatment work by stimulation of the natural 

i healing process.. • • 

" That the toxins liberated by bacteria cause tissue degeneration followed by 

, i nflammatory reaction no one can deny. Nor can we dismiss the recorded observations 

jo f the older surgeons that during certain infections malignant tumors can regress 
; 
I . 
. , and heal 1 spontaneously'. Erysipelas was undoubtedly a frequent event after opera-

: tions in the old days, and when a patient went through such an attack his tumor 

sometimes showed remarkable regression. Nowadays, we see no erysipelas in our wards, 

., and if it occurred - it would have no chance to act on the tumor because its na
E~d-...l''1c hi~ 

tural, prolonged course would inaediately be aborted by antibiotics. "C:Oli infec-

tion has also been recognised as beneficial in cancer. Grey Turner (1943) found it 

significant that those cas·es of carcinoma of the colon which were complicated by 

abscess formation often did extremely well. 

"It seems that the extensive and mostly prophylactic use of antibiotics in can

.: cer surgery must be depreciated; it is not rational and should be reserved for emer-
1: 
lisencies. When dealing with cancer,infections should not be repressed, but tolerated 
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if not even invited. It was a shrewd idea of the surgeon, Coley, ·to try to imitate 

the action of infections by injecting toxins near the site of a malignant tumor. 

He and his followers were handicapped in their work by the ~rejudices of their time, 

most of the patients in their trials were unsuitable for this kind of therapy owing 

,: to mutilating orthodox treatment they had received before." (Lehmann, 1955) 
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RADIATION AND RESISTANCE TO CANCER 

Murphy and his colleagues (1915-1926) at Rockefeller Institute were among the 

first to make extensive studies of the apparently deleterious effects of irradiation on 

lymphoid tissues and thus on host resistance to cancer~ They noted that the dose of 

irradiation was the crucial factor, for very small doses could increase resistance, 

by the inflammatory reaction they induce, while larger doses destroyed it • . Since then 

hundreds of reports have appeared on the carcinogenic, le~kemogenic and sarcogenic 

effects of various forms of ir~adiation, often administered for diagnostic purposes or 

for benign conditions such as ankylosing spondylitis, cosmetic problems or thymus en

largement. Space does not permit us to enumerate all these references since the proe

lem is now fully appreciated and radiologists are much more cautious in eliminating 

poorly protected equipment, in avoiding unnecessary diagnostic fluoroscopies or in 

t reating beni9n.. conditions. 

Pelner (1957) st: a..+~ d. that "A review of both old and recent work on -the effects 

of ionizing radiations on the tumor and the host suggests that our conception of 

proper dosage may have to be revised. Large doses of radiation may have a salutary 

effect upon the local tumor but a detrimental effect on the resistance of the host." 

Recently Martin et al. (1970) reported on 368 patients who developed cancer in 

the facial or neck skin who had previously been irradiated for benign conditions. 

They stressed the hazards of even moderate dosage for benign lesions. Latent intervals 

as long as 64 years suggests that the risk of cancerigenesis in irradiated skin per

sists for the life of the patient~ There were 35 patients (i.e., about 10%) who 

died as a result of uncontrolled radiation-induced skin cancer. 

It is important that agents which may protect the host against the deleterious 

effects of radiation, without also protecting the tumor cells, should be used. In 

recent years a number of substances have been tried which have proved helpful, i.e., 

adenosine triphosphate, beta-aminoethylisothioururonium (AET), cysteine, epinephrine , 

foreign proteins including phytohemagglutinin, horse serum, certain lipids such as 

olive oil, pyrimidine, RNA breakdown products, tissue extracts including bone marrow, 

spleen or embryonic tissues, pectin; certain vitamins, i.e., pantothenic acid, rutin, 
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pyridoxine, B6; and yeast extracts. Perhaps the most promising agents appear to 

be bacterial toxins and yeast extracts. Ainsworth and Chase (1959) were among the 

first t o study the rad i oprotective effects of thermostable antigens of Proteus morgani, 

Klebsie l la pnetnnoniae or Escherich~a coli or Pseudomonas py~ogens. (Ainsworth and 

Forbes, 1961). Soluble antigens from gram positive bacteria were in=•ffective. 

Initially Ainsworth found that the greatest reduction in mortality was obtained by 

typhoid-paratyphoid vaccine . In a subsequent study> reported in a personal communica

tion to H. C. Naut5.>Ainsworth reported the following results: 

Method: Typhoi d-parat yphoid vaccine was used to compare with Coley Toxins (mi xed 

-
toxins of St reptococcus pyogenes and Serratia marcescens, Johnston X:V preparation) 

since previous data had shown that TAB is highly effec.tive in reducing the radiation 

mortality in mice. The mice used were CF1 females, 100 days old, wei&tting 19-24 

grams. Total body X-irradiation was delivered from a 250 kv Westinghouse X~ray mach

ine operated at 15 ma and a distance of 40 inches. Added filtration consi s ted of 0.5 

mm Cu and 1 mm Al, 

Subs t ance Amount No. Mice Picric 
Injected Injected Injected Acid Mar k 

Coley Toxins 0.1 ml 26 on head 

Coley Toxins 0.05 ml . 25 on back 
. ·:- · 

TAB vaccine 0,1 ml 26 on tail 

O. 9% NaCl (saline) 0.1 ml 26 none 

The mice received 700 r on the day following inoculation. The mice were then caged 

8 to a cage - each cage containing two mice from each group. Death checks were made 

once a day for 30 days following irradiation. Deaths occurred between the ninth 

and seventeenth day. There was no observable difference in rate of death in the var-

ious cages . 

SUMMARY OF MORTALITY 

Substance Amount 
I njected Injected Mortality* o/.Mortali ty · 

Coley Toxins 0 . 05 ml 0/25 0 

Coley Toxins 0 . 1 ml 2/26 7.7 



Substance 
Injected 

TAB Vaccine 

0.9% NaCl 

RADIATION AND RESISTANCE TO CANCER 

Amount 
Injected 

0.1 ml 

0.1 ml 

Mortality-k 

3/26 

24/26 

*No. dead/Total 

o/.Mortality 

11.s 

92.3 
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This experiment suggests the importance of dosage, since a smaller dose of Coley 

toxins protected 100% of the mice, while with a larger dose 7.7t died. 

o. Cole et al (1966) confirmed the radioprotective effects of the mixed bac-

terial toxins formerly known as Coley toxins. 

Others who have studied the beneficial effect of bacterial endotoxins include 

Smith et al (1957), Hollcroft and Smith (1958) and Prigal (1969). The latter used a 

single emulsified injection of a hpopolysaccharide derived from Escherichia coli 

administered to mice during gestation yielding neonates that were highly resistant 

t o lethal whole body radiation. The slow release of the emulsion eliminated the 

abortive and toxic effect of the LPS and prolonged its effective action. Smith et al. 

(1957) found that mice responded better to injections given 24 hours prior to irradi

ation, hamsters to injection inmediately after irradiation. They stressed that time 

of injection is of primary importance. The effects are similar to those with bone 

marrow, and may be due to an advance in the recovery of natural defenses such as- gran

ulocytes. 

Zweifach (1959) used Escherichi coli endotoxins and zymosan and reported that> 

whereas endotoxin engenders a bra.ad pattern of resistance,zymosan confers ·a much more 

restricted adaptation, despit:E! the fact that both involve stimulation of the phago

cytic behavior of the reticuloendothelial system. If the RES of toxin treated rats is 

blocked by colloids, the x-rayed animals readily succumb. 

It is of great importance to recognize that bacterial toxins not only p~otect 

the normal tissues against the deleterious effects of radiation but they potentiate 

the response of the tumor to radiation thus enabling one to use smaller doses of x-ray 

for effective treatment or to treat tumors which are usually radio-resistant (Chand-

ler et al. 1968; Harcourt et al. 1968; F""c c'-1 le< , 19~-'l -1909; n nv+-s, /CfS::i- 117L)J 
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Other agents which can potentiate the effectiveness of radiation the~apy include 

Actinomycin D, DMSO, Colchicine, estrogen, vasodilators and alphatocopherol. (Graham & 

Graham, 1960). Of special interest is the potentiation invoked by fever or heat as 

reported by many physicians including Rohdenburg (1921), Doub 1935), Crile (1961) and 

Nauts and Fowler (1969). 

Beginning about 1952 considerable interest has been shown in the effectiven·ess 

of increased oxygenation of the tumor and its periphery on potentiating the radiation 

response of tumors. Hollcroft et al. (1952) reported that hydrogen peroxide injected 

intravenously or intradermally to tumor bearing animals iamediately before irradiation 

increases the effect on tumor regression. Given after irradiation it did not signifi

cantly increase tumor damage. Others have used hyperbaric oxygen thus inducing more 

rapid regression of moderately radiosensitive tumors. 

Howard•Flanders and Scott (1960) reviewed the subject based on a conference 

held in 1958. Gray (1961) noted that any slight increase in oxygen tension may be of 

importance in raising the radiosensitivity of the deeply hypoxic cancer foci. 

Apparently bacterial toxin injections by their vasodilating effects, may increase 

the blood flow to tumor areas, thus significantly increasing the oxygenation of normally 

anoxic areas. This may be one way in which toxin therapy exerts its radio-poten

tiating effect upon the tumor. In this connection it may be of interest to note that 

few physicians are aware that injections of Coley toxins were used by H.J. Gray 

(1934) in treating thromboangiid.s obliterans (with immediate vasodilation, healing 

of ulcerated gangrenous lesions and l l\.sting cure). · 

It would seem that bacterial toxin injections may prove to be the easiest, 

cheapest and most effective way of protecting the host and enhancing the effectiveness 

of radiation therapy. Timing is of great importance in securing these beneficial 

effects. 



The Fibrinolytic System and Cancer 

Dastre (1893) was the first to describe the fibrinolytic system in human 

blood but this interesting phenomenon fell into semi-obscurity as so often is the 

case with new discoveries (Ambrus, 1960). Evidence is accumulating that this sys
tem is one of the fundamental processes in physiology. (As1iup, 1956) 

The suggestion that fibrinolysin might be of value in the treatment of can-

cer is of recent origin. However proteolytic enzymes were used from time to time 

on cancer patients for nearly two hundred years. Crude pepsin was used locally; es

pecially in the late 19th century. (Tanchou, 1844) Some of the reported successes 

may have been due to the fact that erysipelas developed at the site of these in

jections. (Lussana, 1869) 

Beginning in 1906 trypsin and pancreatic extracts were used on a considerable 

number of patients in the next six years in Denmark, England, France, Germany, 

Italy, and the United States. Shaw McKenzie (1907, 1909) was the originator of 

the method in London (Ligertwood, 1907). · At first he gave these pancreatic pre

parations by mouth then by injection, in the treatment of inoperable cancer pa

tients. In 1909 his animal experiments were inconclusive. Woglom in citing this 

work stated that "accelerated lipoclastic activity may be a possible protective 

process against cancer. Beard (1906) also claimed to be the first to originate the 

method. He advised that after four weeks off~ypsin injections amylopsin should 

then be used (40 minims daily). 

Among those who reported successful results were some without microscopic 

confirmation of diagnosis. Others did have histologic proof. These include 

Morton (1906), Hudson (1907), Goeth (1907), Alcindor (1908), Durodie & Duborg 

(1909). Alcindor believed that trypsin must be injected into the tumor and that 

therefore cancer of the internal organs could not be successfully treated. He re

ported it to be of considerable value in cancer of the uterine cervix, rodent ul

cer and epithelioma. He thought amylopsin was of no benefit. 

Other reported negative results: Hald (1907), Weinstein (1908), Lambille 

(1907, 1909), Bainbridge (1907, 1909). The latter stated in 1907 that "much of 

the trypsin put on the market for cancer injections is absolutely devoid of digestive 
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properties that is, is not trypsin at all but only glycerine and water." He be

lieved that this may have been the cause of some of the unsatisfactory results. 

Hald also discussed the comparative strength of various preparations then in use. 

Campbell (1907) stated: "Considering the natural and comparative inmunity of the 

duodenum and small intestine to cancer, it would appear that the theoretical treat

ment of inoperable cancer by preparations of the pancreas ••• is readily supported. 

Von B~rgmann stated (1904) that cancer of the stomach stops abruptly at the py

lorus, and that the small intestine is rarely the site of cancer and that cancer 

·of the colon and rectum for the most part increases in frequency the further the 

distance from the duodenum." In 1q.537 cases of the alimentary tract Von Bergmann 

found ~288 involving the stomach, only 20 in the small intestine, 224 in the colon 

and ~204 in the rectum. 

The most extensive series (100 cases) was published by Bainbridge (1909). He 

swmnarized his experience as follows: that the internal medication with pancreatic 

extracts aids digestion and increases elimination. That when these extract~ are 

applied locally they clear the ulcerating surface .by removing organisms, thus 

aiding in diminishing the absorption of their products. That this regime, by in

creasing resistance may in some cases decrease the rapidity of the malignant pro

cess. That in some cases injections of trypsin seems to cause more rapid disin

tegration of cancer tissue, i.e. "to liquefy it". That while it may accelerate 

the breaking down in the center of the tumor mass, the periphery actively grows. 

When injected into the tumor itself this disintegration is more marked. That 

because of its tendency to cause necrosis it may cause fatal hemorrhage, thus has

tening death. He added that injections of amylopsin seemed to diminish cachexia 

in some cases and in a certain number hemoglobin increased 5-12% in the first few 

weeks of trypsin treatment. He concluded, however, that this treatment does not 

i:u:event metastasis or cure cancer. 

In this connection it is of interest to remember that prior to 1850 cancer 

was sometimes empirically treated by the application of leeches or maggots. It 
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is now known that maggots secrete trypsin. A substance called Hirudin was excreted 

from the salivary gland of leeches which i& an anticoagulant. Injections of Hiru

din caused hemorrhages, especially in rapidly growing tissues such as tumors. 

(Fleischer, 1914), Lewin (1912) gave 58 references to the use of "gastric juices" 

in his review of the treatment of inoperable cancer. 

More recently a few investigators in France and Germany such as Raab ·(1935) 

have reported that intravenous injections of purified trypsin had a therapeutic 

effect in cancer. Cliffton (1969) tried to confirm this but was unable to do so. 

Connell(l935) reported on the effects of injections of proteolytic enzymes 

obtained from Clostridium histoliticus which he called ensols. Gye (1935) was un

able to confirm Connell's work on mice: "in no case was the growth of a tumor 

checked or affected in any way". 

Parker et al. (1947) injected spores of Clostridia histolyticus directly into 

a rapidly growing transplanted fibrosarcoma in mice, and with the administration 

of histolyticus antitoxin prolonged survival time of some animals. Histolyticus · 

toxin injected directly into a tumor caused marked regression. 

It is evident that none of .the above proteolytic substances proved of great 
\ ,,cs> 

usl ''in the treatment of cancer in man. 

Sproul (1938) was the first to report on the frequency of association of 

multiple venous thromboses in patients with carcinoma of the body or tail of the 

pancreas. He stated that they were found in 31% of allaitopsied cases at Presby

terian Hospital. This thesis hijs been proved many times since. (Hoer and Harper, 

1957; Pelner, 1963). Jennings and Russell (1948) in discussing this stated: "11'1. 

all cases of disseminated phlebothrombosis, attention should be directed to the 

possible existence of carcinoma and a careful search made for signs and symptoms 

pointing to its identification." 

Mucin can be a resistance lowering substance not only in connection with in

fections (Olitski, 1948), but in neoplasms. Its coating of bacteria or tumor cells 

prevents phagocytosis and other inmrune mechanisms. Currie and Bagshawe (1967) re

ported that the protective coat - mucin which is present on the surface of tro-
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phoblasts and cancer cells is known to confer a high electronegative surface charge. 

Since lymphocytes also carry a negative charge these trophoblasts and tumor cells 

escape attack by lymphocytes in vivo by electrochemical repulsion. Trypsin removes 

these substances and thus renders these cells more vulnerable to the lymphocytes. 

Trauma is one of the factors which can inhibit fibrinolysis and which is im

plicated with tumor growth and spread. This includes accidental injuries and sur

gical trauma. 

Briggs et al. (1947) reported that strenuous exercise and the injection of ad

renaline produce fibrinolytic activity in the blood of normal persons: "It seems 

probably that the fibrinolysis associated with fear, trauma and some pathological 

states follows indirectly the stimulation of adrenalin secretion. Fibrinolysis ••• 

appears to be a component of the initial phase of the alarm reaction. R.W. Smith 

et al; (1950) discussed the influence of ACTH and cortisone on certain factors of 

blood coagulation and noted that in general the alarm reaction decreases clotting 

time. 

MacFarlane (1948) noted that fibrinol7sis is increased after wet cupping and 

occurs in all conditions which lead to the secretion of adrenaline, i.e. trauma, 

fear or severe exercise. 

Fisher and Fisher (1959) demonstrated the significant activation or spread of 

tumor following trauma in experimental animals. 

Cliffton (1969) reported that surgical trauma in rats results in an increase in 

fibrinogen and fil:d.nolysin inhibitor levels, maximum at about five days, and that 

the incidence of metastases peaks at the same time after trauma. 

STREPTOCOCCAL ENZYMES: About 1933 Tilleft and his associates began reporting that 

bm:h cultures of hemolytic streptococci derived from patie\tts were capable of ra

pidly liquefying human fibrin clot. They found that the degree of activity of the 

filtrates parallels the activity of the whole broth cultures sufficiently closely 

to indicate that large amounts of the fibrinolytic substance are freely excreted 

into the surrounding medium and pass readily through Berkefeld, Seitz, or Chamber

land filters. However, normal rabbit fibrin clot was totally resistant to dissolu-
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tion when tested by these investigators. 

Tillett and Sherry (1949) noted the high degree of activity of the streptococcal 

lytic system in the presence of normal human blood as contrasted with its inaction 

or delayed effect when tested with the blood of various animals with the exception 

of monkeys. The existence of this difference prevented most in vivo experimental 

studies on animals and limited them to observations on patients. 

Tillett et al. (1934) reported that following acute hemolytic streptococcal in

fections patients developed resistance to fibrinolysis. 

By 1957 greatly purified preparations of streptokinase (the fibrinolytic exo

toxin derived from certain strains of hemolytic streptococci) were available and this 

greatly diminished toxicity. Systemic fibrinolysis could thus be induced in men by 

infusion of these preparations unprotected by reaction-suppressing drugs. They were 

asymptomatic. 

J.M. Miller et al. (1955, 1956) reported: "The course of inflaD111ation is greatly 

influenced by the extracellular products or enzymes produced by the gram positive 

bacteria. Hemolytic streptococci produce streptokinase, streptodornase (a group of 

depolymerases), ribonuclease, · proteinase, hyaluronidase, streptolysin O and $trepto

lysiri S. Pathogenic strains of staphylococci produce _staphylokinase and hyaluroni

dase. Clostridium welchii produce alfa · toxin or lecithinase, collagenase and hyaluro

nidase. Streptokinase and staphylokinase, by causing fibrinolysis, may spread infec

tion. Coagulase clots blood plasma and the fibrin deposited about the staphylococci 

may prevent phagocytosis. The hyaluronidase may influence the dissemination of bac

teria or their toxins. The production of hyaluronidase is apparently not related to 

the virulence of streptococci in man. To obtain good results with intramuscular in

jections of streptokinase the area must have good circulation where necrosis of tis

sue has occurred. If an abscess has formed, incision and provision for drainage must 

be made. The local application of Varidase and Tryptar is valuable: a) they lique

fy viscous barriers and permit more efficient action by antibiotics and easier re-

moval of the debris. b) They also 'sti1ttt1late the appearance of normal leukocytes 

which can move freely to undertake phagocytosis. c) .They promote the growth of 
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granulation tissue. In reporting on his clinical experience with injections of 

streptokinase (Varidase) ·he . stated that such treatment act~vates the plasm{nogen in 

the euglobulin fraction of the blood to plasmin. Plasmin causes lysis of fibrin. 

Fibrinolysis thus causes a more efficient circulation and resorption of edema fluid. 

With paths of delivery more open, phagocytes, humoral antibodies and drugs can re~ch 

the target tissue in greater concentratio·n and act more effectively. 

Miller's work was directed to the control of injections and edema in non-can

cerous patients, but it is now becoming apparent that one of the main reasons strep

tococcal injections were responsible for so many of the so-called spontaneous re

gressions of cancer was because of these enzymes which decreased the likelihood of 

metastases by their fibrinolytic effect, increased the permeability of the tissues 

so that the phagocytes and humoral antibodies to the tumor could reach the tumor 

cells and so that the necrotic .tumor tissue resulting from this process could be 

more speedily absorbed. 

A,n editorial in the J.A.M.A. in 1907 on spontaneous healing of cancer was prompted 

by the paper read by . Czerny (1907) in which he cited his own experiences including 

a case of mammary carcinoma which had recurred. Following surgical removal of this 

recurrence the patient developed an erysipelas infection • . She remained well and 

free from further evidence of disease 20 years later. Czerny quoted with evident 

;tpproval the statement of Lomer (regarding recoveries after palliative procedures), 

"that a favorable outcome is much more likely to follow local treatment with the 

thermocautery or with chemical caustics than incomplete operations with the knife." 

(Lomer, 1903) The editorial concluded as follows: ''We can imagine that the checking 

of metastatic growth could result from a process of self i11111Unization. During the 

operative manipulation of the primary growth considerable quantities of cancerous 

material may be forced in to the circulation and the results might either be (1) a 

widespread dissemination of the disease, which is frequently observed, or (2) in 

case the resistance of the body were sufficient these cells would be destroyed and 

and in the process cause the formation of antibodies sufficient to enable the in-
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dividual to overcome the secondary growths which had already obtained a foothold." 

Terranova and Chiossone (1952) were apparently the first to use anticoagulants 

in animals in order to decrease metastases after intravascular injection of tumor 

cells. At about the same time Agostino et al. (1952) reported that anticoagulants 

such as Warfarin or heparin or agents which lyse clots such as htn'llan fibrinolysin, 

can decrease the incidence of metastases of the Walker 256 carcinoma. Cliffton and 

Grossi (1956) reported this effect with the Brown Pearce carcinoma and the V2 car

cinoma in rabbits. 

These authors found that rats made hyperlipemic by being fed a high fat diet 

for 21 days, slv.ted inhibition of fibrinolysis. Metastases in the lungs occurred 

much more frequently in the hyperlipemic than in the control rats, and larger num

bers of metastases were seen in the individual hyperlipemic animals (Cliffton et al. 

1961). Hahn (1943) had reported that heparin causes rapid clearing of lipemia fol

lowing a fatty meal. 

Eichenberger et al. (1954) reported that fibrinolysin had been activated with 

Pyr exal, a highly purified lipopolysaccharide derived from Salmonella abortus equi . 

They found that even after a small only slightly pyrogenic dose of Pyrexal distinct 

fibrinolysis occurred in human volunteers (Eichenberger et al. 1955). Stamn and 

Eichenberger (1958) found that Pyrexal could be used effectively as a prophylactic 

to prevent emboli in cases of venous thromboses, even in patients where hemorrhages 

contra-indicated the use of anticoagulants. 

Horder et al. (1958) reported that injections of Pyrexal greatly increased fi

brinolysin in mice. However, if phenylbutazone was given (500 mg) no fibrinolysin 

occurred. At a German Study Group for Blood Coagulation held in 1967 in Munich, Marx 

noted that inhibition of fibrinolysis increases the tendency to metastases. If pa

t ients with carcinoma are given anticoagulants, especially heparin, a fat-poor diet 

and hot baths, fe~er deaths occur on such long term therapy than would be expected. 

Gastbar stated at this conference that cancer cells circulating in the blood stream 

are more viscid and adhere to the endothelial lining thus causing thrombosis. They 
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soon pene trat e t he endothelium and begin to multiply. Tumor cells have a fibrin 

coating, and t heir fibrinogen content is considerably higher . than that of normal 

cells. When hepari n is administered, the tumor cells can no longer adhere to the 

endothelium and quickly perish. Survival time can thus be prolonged and metastases 

prevented. 

Sokol et al. (1958) reported their experiences in treating thrombosis with 

fibrinolysin (plasmin) prepared from human and bovine plasma. A total of 114 in

fusions of fibrinolysin were given to 37 volunteer patients, most of whom had in

curable cancer. Thi r teen episodes of acute thrombophlebitis, occurring in 10 of 

these patients, were treated. In five of the eight patients in whom the age of the 

thrombus was three days or less, complete resolution was obtained. When improve

ment did occur, the pattern of response was fairly uniform: pain was relieved in 

24 hours, color improved and tenderness disappeared shortly thereafter, and edema 

disappeared within a few days. He described the results, which were sometimes 

striking, , -,. illustr ated in 14 case histories. Fibrinolysin was ineffective 

when beguu a week or more after the thrombosis developed, and it did not prevent 

the formation of fresh thrombi. They suggested the simultaneous administ ration of 

anticoagulants and fibrinolysin in the management of acute thromboses . 

Ambrus et al . (1960) reported the further experiences of this gr oup at Roswell 

Park, on a series of 196 patients treated with various types of fibrinolytic en

zyme preparations . Of 538 intravenous and/or intra-arterial infusions, hemorrhage 

occurred in 12 cases, pulmonary embolism in two. Pyrogenic side effects were com

mon with earlier preparations but occurre~ only four times in 385 treatments wi t h 

newer more puri fi ed preparations. With four to eight hours infusions , decrease in 

facto r s of the blood clotting system was never of sufficient magnitude to be of 

clinical significance. Rapid intravenous injection resulted in more pronounced 

changes. 

Retreatment with s t reptokinase or streptokinase-activated plasmin .three weeks 

after an initial course of therapy i,esulted in anaphylactoid reactions i ntwo of 
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three patients. Retreatment with urokinase-activated plasmin caused no side effects 

and did not result in decreased therapeutic activity in 12 cases. They concluded 

that therapeutic results in the groups of patients treated with fibrinolysin were 

superior to those in the untreated group or groups treated with anticoagulants. 

Cliffton et al. (1961) found that patients with moderately advanced cancer 

have high fibrinogen and fibrinolysin inhibitor levels. Operative procedures re

sult in a rise in fibrinogen and fibrinolysin inhibitors. The rapid increase in 

metastases which sometimes occurs postoperatively may be related to this mechanism. 

They suggested that clotting mechanisms be evaluated in all cancer patients. In 

anoth~r report in 1961 they reported that injections of fibrinolysin or heparin 

resulted in a marked diminution in the number of tumor cells in the blood of rats 

with unresectable tumors and a decrease in the number of cells at the time of mani

pulation in animals with resectable and unrese.ctable tumors. There was a marked 

decrease in the number of tumors in the mice so treated. Cliffton and Agostino 

(1963) found that heparin, especially when prolonged (seven days) reduces the in

cidence of metastases of the V2 carcinoma in rabbits. 

Cliffton et al. (1962) reported: "It has been shown repeatedly that patients 

bearing malignant tumors have very high fibrinogen and fibrinolysin inhibitor levels. 

Both conditions will lead to an increased tendency to fibrin formation and may be 

a factor in the development of metastases. Further:more, at the time of operation, 

it is possible that tumor cells freed into the circulation may adhere to the endo

thelium in a fibrin thrombus and ultimately produce metastases. If this could be 

prevented by the use of a fibrinolytic agent or by anticoagulants, then the re-

moval of a resectable tumor which happened to spill cells at the time of operation 

would be more likely to result in a cure. Variations in the clotting mechanism at 

the time of surgery and in the immediate post-operative period are well recognized. 

In a few cases, excessive hemorrhage occurs due to fibrinolysis or failure of coag

ulation. More frequently thrombosis occurs fairly rapidly after ~urgery. It may 

be that control of these factors will be found to be important in the rate of spread 
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of the di sease." 

When f i bri nolysin was combined with other forms of treatment the results were 

even more convincing. When irradiated tUlllOr cells (1000 r) are injected intra

venously t he incidence of pulmonary metastases is the same as with non-irradiated 

cells. However , when fibrinolysin is infused before the tumor cell injection, the 

incidence i s reduced from 87o/. to 561.. With the v2 carcinoma the incidence of me

tastases wi t h irradiation only was reduced from lOot. to 901.. However with a single 

injection of fibrino l ysin the incidence of metastases was reduced from 1001. to 657. 

' in the non- i rradiated and from 901. to 351. with the irradiated cells. When fibrino

: lysin was infused for seven days beginning ;just before the ttDD.or cells were infused, 

; no metastases developed . 

Agostino and Cli f fton (1963) confirmed these results in an experiment more 

clesely resembling a cl inical situation, the spill ·of ttDD.Or cells at r esection. 

They used a cecal tumor with Walker 256 cancer in rats. The tumor was explored at 

a resectable stage , mass aged and resected. Liver metastases were found in 347. of 

the control and 19% of the fibrinolysin-tr eated animals (one injection prior to the 

massage). At post mortem 261. of the fibrino lysin-treated animals 

~ were free of cancer . 

Fisher and Fisher (1961 , 1967) confirmed these findings with fibrinolysin and 

metastases of the Walker 256 carcinosarcoma, though they thought morethan one in

fusion was necessary. They also found that it was most effective when given prior 

to the tumor cells. Rudenstam (1967) found that results varied with the t ype of 

tumor. Re reported no significant improvement with the more malignant rapidly me

tastasizing tumors. He also suggested that there might be an increase in metas

tases with fibrinolysin if the primary tQIDOr is not removed. 

Wood (1 964) demonstrated that infused tumor cells became f i xed in a clump of 

fibrin and t hen permeated the vascular wall and reached the extravascular space and 

grew. Locally i njected fibrinolysin reversed this process. 

Walton (1952) studied a new synthetic anticoagulant (low molecular weight dex-
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tran.sulphate) which like heparin, do"not form insoluble complexes with the plasma 

proteins, unde~ physiological conditions. For this reason apparently these dextran. 

sulphates are no more toxic than heparin yet show quantitatively similar behavior as 

anticoagulants, making it possible to employ them as heparin substitutes. High mole-

cular weight dextran, sulphates do form precipitates. 

Ryan et al. (1968) reported that continuous anticoagulation by Warfarin sodium 

to maintain a prothrombin time of twicenormal in mice reduced spontaneous metastases 

from transplanted tumors from 83% in the controls to 81., in the treated mice. Treat

ment also retarded the growth of the primary. Length of survival was unaffected. 

Bale et alo (1960) reported that rat fibrin prepared from iamunized rabbits 

and made radioactive by in vitro coupling with 1131 localized with considerable spe

cificity in several transplantable rat tumors after intravenous injection into rats 

bearing these tumors. Intravenous doses of 1.22 to 4.13 me. of 1131 attached to 

rat fibrin antibody, inj~r.ted into rats bearing the transmissible Murphy-Sturm lym

phosarcoma after the tumors had grown to 2-3 gm. in weight>consistently resulted 

in rapid and permanent regression of these tumors. 

Sahli (1885) found a tryptic enzyme in urine. Macfarlane and Pilling (1947) 

rediscovered the tryptic activity of urine and reported that fibrinogen, fibrin, . 

albumin and casein were digested and suggested some relation to the plasmin in the 

bloodo Several other investigators working independently made it clear that the 

activity was caused by an activation of plasminogen (Astrup 1952, 1956). 

Sobel et al. (1952) reported the concentration and partial purification of an 

"urokinase". 

Other investigators studied the fibrinolytic activity of tissues. Astrup (1956) 

worked out a quantitative method for estimating the plasminogen activator in 

tissues. 

SPONTANEOUS FIBRINOLYTIC ACTIVITY: 

Fibrinolytic activity occurs spontaneously in blood and other fluids in the 

organism. (Astrup, 1956) While urine contains a high activity, caused by an ac

tivation of plasminogen1 hlood ~~'"'."Dlally contains no (or very slight) activity; but 
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under certain conditions a considerable activity can be found. This occurs in sud-

den death, in states of anxiety, after adrenaline injection and in a number of con

ditions relating to shock. Death from asphyxia is also associated with high fi

brinolytic activity. 

The fibrinolytic activity produced by adrenaline or exercise disappears very • 

rapidly from the blood. 

Astrup in a comprehensive review on fibrinolysis (1956) s.tated that the long 

term treatment with anticoagulants of the dicoumarol type, now in general use a

gainst thrombo-embolism, decreases the ability to form new clots and prevents the 

growth and spread of the primary deposits. However, the removal of existing de

posits depends completely upon the natural thrombolytic processes of the organism. 

Increasing the patient's fibrinolytic activity constitutes a rational therapeutic 

measure. The most direct approach is the intravenous administration of potent fi

brinolytic enzymes. This clinical possibility aroused great interest in the pre

paration of purified plasmin. A homologous protein plasmin of human origin has evi

dent advantages over streptokinase and trypsin. Staphylokinase and dog fibrinoly

sin (plasmin) given to dogs intravenously produced a considerable fall in anti

plasmin and disappearance of fibrinogen with production of hemorrhagic areas in 

the organs. Plasminogen decreased in concentration only when staphylokinase was 

injected and not when the active plasmin was used. Tillett was the first to use 

streptokinase intravenously in humans. Streptokinase has been used intrathecally 

and in the prevention of adhesions. Because of species specificity of the proteins 

involved and the large doses needed it appears improbable that any animal blood can 

be used as a source of raw material for this important compound. 

Extensive studies by Astrup (1952, 1956) have shown that fluids in the organ

ism (i.e. urine, milk, tears, and seminal fluid) contain fibrinolytic systems which 

assist in the removal of fibrin clots in the excretory ducts. 

The simultaneous presence in the blood of active, activating and inhibitory 

agents presents a puzzling problem. One of the obstacles is the fact that many more 
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compounds are involved in the reactions than was originally imagined 20 years ago. 

This and the difficulties involved in investigating a· rather slow process, in con

trast to the easily observable rapid process of blood clotting, have been the main 

causes of the previous slow progress in studying the fibrinolytic process (Astrup, 

1956). 

THE COAGULATIVE PROPERTIES OF CANCER CELLS: 

In Dublin O'Meara, Jackson and Thornes (1958-1969) became interested in the 

coagulative properties of cancer cells. O'Meara & Jackson (1958) observed that fi

brin is deposited continuously on the surface of cancer cells. As it is laid down 

in the periphery of neoplasms a network is generated along which cancer cells can 

grow. O'Meara (1960) suggested that fibrin deposited on tumor cells may serve as 

an important nutrient. The level of cancer coagulative factor (CCF), fibrinolytic 

enzymes and their activators in tumors and the surrounding normal tissue may in

fluence the rate and invasiveness of tumor growth. 

In seeking means of inhibiting CCF, Thornes and Sheehan (1966) found that this 

could be accomplished in vitro by ·human plasmin, protamine .sulfate, protease of as

pergillus oryzae, fucidin and dextran. They found plasmin was the most active of 

the inhibitors of CCF. O'Brien et al. (1968) reported that Protease I (a fibrino

lytic enzyme derived from Aspergillua oryzae) inhibited thromboplastin and anti-
in vitro, and . this antiplasmin activity 

plasmin activity is potentiated in vitro by human thromboplastin. The in vivo ef-
"'- --- ---

fects of this enzyme were examined in cancer patients, since thromboplastin activity 

is raised in cancer tissue, and such patients have increased levels of antiplasmin. 

Thirteen patients with cancer and one with occiusive vascular disease were given 

one or more infusions of protease. ~ide effects were mild and transient, except 

for pathological fibrinolysis (in three cases on a high dose) and a coagulative de

fect in one case. Subjective improvement and diminution of pain was noted but they 

cautioned that it was too early to judge the final effects of such therapy. They 

noted that no patient deteriorated as an inmediate result of therapy and stated 

I that they were encouragec ~., t~e itUJ>rovement in a case of advancing multiple myelo-
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ma with paraplegia. They suggested that the fibrinolytic effect of protease should 

be of value in removal of fibrin from malignant tumors. The mobility of the cancer 

cell may be inhibited and the cell rendered more vulnerable to cytotoxic therapy 

(or to humoral defenses). 0 1Meara (1963, 1964) has reported successful results in 

the treatment of cancer with fibrinolysin and other inhibitors. 

Thornes (1967) reported on fibrinogen and the interstitial behavior of cancer 

stating that further studies confirmed the conversion of fibrinogen to fibrin in 

dilute plasma at pH 6.5 by a cancer coagulative factor from human cancer cells. 

He suggested that CCF is similar to known thromboplastins. 

In the cancer host the fibrinolytic system is suppressed by the rapid produc

tion of inhibitors (antiplasmins) in re~ponse to mild stimulation. The action of 
,,, 

' the CCF can be blocked 1n the human and rabbits by the dicoumarol type of antico-" . 

agulants, In the dicoumourol treated rabbits ireliminary experiments with V2 car
revealed that the motility of the cancer cells 

cinoma cells was decreased and numerous cells died. He discussed the possibility 

" that these changes may be related to a decrease in fibrinogen or fibrin deposition. 

(Thornes 1967, 1968) In a further study, Thornes et al. (1968) reported on .the 

effects of sodi\DD warfarin therapy on the behavior of normal and v2 carcinoma cells 

I" 
in the rabbit ear chamber, using time-lapse cinemicography. No alterations of 

-\ 

cellular motility occurred in the control rabbits. In the warfarin-treated animals, 

the locomotion of cancer cells was selectively inhibited for 20 days whereas the 

motility of granulocytes, lymphocytes and macrophages and V2 cancer cells was se

lectively inhibited for no time at all. In two of the three treated rabbits resis

tance to warfarin developed, motility of tumor cells returned and dissemination of 

cancer proceeded. One of the treated animals remained sensitive to warfarin therapy, 

and was free of cancer at autopsy. All other rabbits developed cancer. Whether 

the effects of warfarin on motility of malignant cells were exerted indirectly through 

the coagulation mechanism or indirectly on the cancer cells is uncertain. 

In this connection it is of interest to consider the cytotoxic effects of 

living hemolytic streptococci reported by Havas et al. (1963) using phase micro-
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scopy and in vivo implantation into mice. The effects produced by Streptococcus 

pyogenes strains were compared with those of Serratia marcescens, 5arcina lutea 

and Streptococcus faecalis. Three of eight strains of streptococci were highly 

effective against ascites tumor cells (Sar~oma 37 and Krebs 2 carcinoma) resulting 

in a reduced number of tumor takes and reduction of tumor sizes, whereas Sarcina 

lutea, S. marcescens and Streptococcus faecalis were only partially effective in 

damaging tumor cells after in vitro incubation. When streptococci were added to 

the tumor cells their motility ceased rather abruptly and within about 30 minutes 

the tumor cells were destroyed as shown by phase photomicroscopy. 

Baird (1968, p. 173-174) in a monograph entitled "Ebe Human Body~nd _Bacteria, 

described 40 years' experience in treating v~rious con4itions from allergies to 
i r\ _j (. ( l , ::': r, :°!' :." -, 

: rheumatic and collagen diseases with periodic courses of _, bacterial products. He 
; 
I 
1 discussed cancer and inmunity as follows: "It should be of interest to those doing 

_research concerning cancer that of the hundreds of persons of all ages and both 

isexes who have had a course of bacterial antigen-antibody in large doses as prescribed 
i 
I 
,here, none, to my knowledge, developed cancer afterwards •••• suppose some cancer 

I 

, cells are developing but the body is barely able to deal with them, might it not 

! 
•be that the stimulation of sufficient bacterial antigen would turn the battle in 

favor of the body •••• " 

Baird considered only the antibody response to such treatment. We must also 

consider its effect on fibrinolysis. 

· In 1969 Thornes reported ag~in on his results with anticoagulant therapy in 

cancer patients. At this time he stated: "There has been a surprising lack of in

terest in the mechanisms of spread of cancer and the application of their control 

to human cancer therapy. Since 1952 (Terranova and Chiossone) anticoagulants have 

been used in animal experiments to decrease metastases after intravascular injec

tion of cancer cells. Human plasmin was first used in 1956 by Cliffton and Grossi 

to decrease the intravascular spread of tumor in rabbits." 

In reporting the clinical results Thornes stated: "There are few problems 
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arising from anticoagulant ther~py and patients generally enjoyed the extra atten

tion required by prothrombin control. Hemorrhage was .less than expected but one 
cerebral hemorrhage. Two further fatal 

case of multiple myeloma with hypertension died from aAcerebral , hemorrhages occurred 

both in patients with cerebral secondaries from carcinoma of the breast. Hemop

t)isis occurred in three cases of carcinoma of the lung. Vaginal bleeding occurred 

in a case of carcinoma of the uterus. One case of Hodgkin's disease had rectal 

bleeding •••• The rectal patient ·who developed hematuria had an inoperable adeno

carcinoma of the rectum, aged 52 years with a rectovaginal fistula and bladder in

volvement. She refused pelvic exenteration and was treated by colostomy, protamine, 

streptokinase and anticoagulants. She was examined under anesthesia three times 

• •• by a gynecologist and a surgeon and finally three months later her tumor had 

regressed sufficiently to allow palliative excision of the main tumor mass with con

servation of the vagina. Anticoagulants were continued for a further two years 

and then stopped. She is alive and clinically tumor free five years later." (Thornes, 

, 1969) 

"A case of Hodgkin's disease of three years'duration with an enlarged liver 

(8 cm.) unresponsive to cyclophosphamide had a prothrombin time of 24 seconds (con

trol 16 seconds). Dindevan therapy (25 mg. daily) increased the prothrombin time 

to 35-40 seconds. Cyclophosamide was continued and over the next two weeks Dindevan 

dosage had to be gradually increased to 100 mg. daily to maintain a prothrombin 

time of 30 seconds. The liver decreased in size to just below the costal margin 

and cyclophosphamide was stopped • . During subsequent months each time liver enlarge

ment occurred anticoagulant requirement decreased. A course of cyclophosphamide 

reduced the liver size and increased the tolerance again to the anticoagulant. Af

ter three months this stopped and the patient remained static on a dose of 50-75 mg. 

of Dindevan for three years. She still requires occasional cytotoxic therapy and 

steroids." 

Thornes noted that in seven patients the response to cytotoxic therapy appears 

to have been enhanced. Four of these cases (two lymphomas, one carcinoma of the 
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breast and one of the ovary) have been maintained for more than a year on antico

agulants alone. The other three patients have stopped all therapy after two years' 

response: carcinoma of the rectum, ovary and a rhabdomyosarcoma. The latter was 

treated by repeated excision, deep x-ray therapy and cytotoxic therapy but recurred 

until anticoagulants1ere started. 

Lymphoma and carcinoma of the ovary appeared to benefit most from adjuvant co

agulant therapy and Thornes felt such cases might provide a definite answer in a 

controlled clinical trial. 

One early case of Hodgkin's disease is of special interest: There was bilat
lyrn ph 

-eral involvement of the cervical n:M~, diagnosed by excision biopsy of the lar-
~ 

gest ).-.'.c:ah.,s (2 x 2 cm.) on one side. Before being referred for x-ray therapy the 

patient was given anticoagulant therapy with Sinthrome. After two weeks the con

tralateral ~~e., (1 x 1 cm.) to the excised area became tender with slight in

crease in size, remained so for one week, then regressed completely. No x-ray 

therapy was given and anticoagulant end 1 : em 19 lane-therapy has been continued 

for about two years without sign o-f recurrence. 

In the discussion Thornes stated that· in this trial one got the impression 

~that patients feel better while on anticoagulants and die more rapidly in the ter

ainal stages. ''Human tumors form their own fibrin stroma, tumor cells in culture 

can be protected by fibrin from cytotoxic substances, and cancer cells in~ stop 

· )moving if prothrombin levels are lowered for five d·ays by warfarin anticoagulant. 

I 
fHe asks: "Does anticoagulant the~apy, therefore, enable host factors or cytotoxic 
1 
I 
i agents to get at the tumor cell better? We do not know but at least it appears to 
ii 
/be acceptable to patients and reasonably safe in a controlled trial. 

Enhanced fibrinolytic activity has been demonstrated to occur in the blood of 

almost all patients subjected to electroshock and pyrogen injections and in male 

subjects following severe exercise. A less consistent response has been shown to 

occur following epinephrine, acetylcholine and ischemia (Sherry et al., 1959). 
' 

The optimal biochemical conditions to effect consistent and reproducible clot 
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lysis in man and prevent clot formation are created when streptokinase is infused to 

produce small amounts of plasmin and free streptokinase or activator in vivo (John

son & McCarty, 1960). 

The administration of a variety of nonfibrinolytic, non-enzymatic substances 

can induce fibrinolysis in man. The most potent materials of this type known at 

present are purified protein-free pyrogens. Their action after intravenous injec

tion on the human fibrinolytic system, on some of its components and on the clotting 

system was studied by Von Kaulla (1958) in 67 individuals. He used a .2 microgram 

dose of the lipopolysaccaride derived from Salmonella abortus equi or 300 micro-
~c 

grams of Escherichi coli (acetylated form) induce very marked fibrinolysis 60-90 
~ 

minutes after intravenous injection. This lasts 60-240 minutes in man. At peak 

activity (105 minutes) clots dissolve in less than three hours. Concomitant treat-

ment with antipyretics does not diminish the fibrinolytic response. Repeated daily 

injections gradually become less effective in inducing fibrinolysis. He observed 

encouraging results wi th induced fibrinolysis in patients with thromboph}ebitis. 

Clinical trials in this country by Cliffton· (1969) have been limited to pa

tients r eceiving irradiation therapy for cancer of the lung. Only one group has 

been large enough or followed long enough to suggest any response. This is the 

group with superior vena cava obstruction secondary to lung cancer. The incidence 

of clinical metastasis has been quite low. 

In all reports the treated series have been compared with estimated cancer in

cidence. Ia general the cancer incidence rate has been similar, but the death rate 

has been less in the treated patients. Michaels (1964) made a retrospective clini

cal study ofthe effects of long term oral anticoagulant treatment on cancer inci

dence in patients with thromboembolic disease. He found the incidence much less 

in the treated group and survival was better: only one death although the expected 

rate was eight. He concluded that anticoagulant therapy may alter the natural his

tory of cancer. 

Up to 1969 no one had reported on the effect of anticoagulants during opera-
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tion on the incidence of metastases. Cliffton (1969) has attempted to do this with 

heparin, but significant data is not yet available. 

A group in Copenhagen, Amris et al. (1963-1964) an~ Larsen et al. (1964) used 

-.-:' 
pDrcine plasmin over a period of weeks to 11 cancer patients. l·hey reported subjec-

tive improvement in six and objective improvement in five; regression of tumor oc

curred in four of these patients. Dahl (1966) using the same agent reported no im

provement" in his patients. 

O'Meara (1970) noted that fibrinolysins cause the liberation of vast numbers 

of cancer cells from tumors and these flood the blood vessels leading from the 

neoplasm. He suggested that these agents may lead to widespread dissemination of 

the disease. It would seem that this might occur if innunosuppressive drugs had 

been administered prior to fibrinolysins, but that if host stimulating agents had 

been used, the malignant cells might rapidly be destroyed in the blood stream, thus 

acting as a further stimulus to iDlllUnity, i.e. an autogenous cancer vaccine pro

duced in the host. 
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As to what can be done for patients who have developed lymphedema or acute 

thrombophlebitis as a result of radical mastect011l}', or to prevent such complica

tions, Evans (1961) stated: "Ideally, all patients who have radical mastectomies 

should have prophylactic anti-coagulation treatment with acenocoumeral,beginning 

three days after operation.>to be controlled." Evans found swollen arms in .83'%. of 

the patients with grade II to IV carcinoma. Venography invariably showed an ob

structed brachia! or axillary vein. The venous channel cleared in only 1 of 13 pa

tients with acenocoumarol, but in 5 of 10 on fibrinolysin (actase), as proved by 

venogram. He concluded: ''Whatever the mechanism of intravascular dissolution of 

the clot may be, from the clinicians point of view, fibrinolysin does seem to be 

an effective agent." 

The first four patients treated with fibrinolysin (actase) had severe pyrogenic 

reactions with temperatures of 101.8°-l04°F. with the newer product, supposedly 

free of pyrogens, one had a fever of 102°F. and a second in whom a good result was 

obtained had no fever. 

Salsal i and Cliffton (1965) suggested that because of the high incidence of 

thrombosis (superior vena caval obstruction) with carcinoma of the lung, anticoag

ulant or fibrinolytic therapy or both might be of value as an adjunct to radiation 

and chemotherapy. They added that promising results had already been obtained using 

fibrinolysis therapy with or before irradiation. 

Others have used urokinase, ·an enzymatic fibrinolytic activation that converts 

plasminogen to plasmin, and which is found as a trace in human urine. No deaths 

occurred in 10 patients w.ith pulmonary embolis,m as contrasted to the high mortality 

rate with embolectomy in a series reported by Saulter in Wisconsin. 

It is now recognized that extensive activation of the fibrinolytic system oc

curs in patients with severe febrile episodes during surgery. Possibly some of the 

spontaneous regressions reported to have occurred following episodes of hemorrhage 

may have been due to unusually active fibrinolysis in such patients. 

Suzman (1961) reported at a symposi1D11 on anticoagulant therapy that cancer was 

found in only six p.atients treated with anticoagulants for a pro\onged period as 
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compared with 31 of those not on anticoagulants. 

Of interest to surgeons is the study by R.E. Gross and Villavicencio (1962) 

who reported that by using human fibrinolysin adhesions could be prevented in 100'%, 

of the dogs that received large doses of the enzyme intravenously during surgery 

: designed to create adhesions. However, peritoneal adhesions developed in all ani~ 
j 
I 
mals given the enzyme intraperitoneally. They stressed that the intravenous route 

was the key to the solution of the problem. 

Michaels (1964) reported on a retrospective clinical study of the effects of 

long term anticoagulant treatment on cancer development in patients with thrombo

embolic disease. He found that the incidence of metastases was much less · in the 

treated group and survival was bette_r: only one death though the expected rate was 

eight. These findings suggest that anticoagulant therapy may alter the natural his

tory of cancer. Thornes (1967) found that the incidence of cancer in patients on 

anticoagulant therapy was one~sixth the expected rate in the general population. 

Cliffton (1966) stated: "In the course of our experience with treatment of 

thrombosis in patients with cancer, we have had the impression that many of these 

patients improved not only so far as their thrombosis was concerned, but in their 

general well being." 

He then treated a group of advanced cancer patients who had failed to respond 

to radiation or chemotherapy. Of 31 patients so treated, there was significant 

clinical improvement in 431., no apparent improvement in. 50'%., and the results in 

three were inadequately recorded • . Definite shrinkage of tumor occurred in 17'%,. 

This ranged from 351 shrinkage ·in one massive pelvic tumor and one upper abdominal 

carcinoma with l~ver extension, to complete disappearance of metastatic nodules in 

the groin and upper thigh in a patient with metastatic epidermoid carcinoma of the 

cervix. The longest survivor was 3\ years. This patient received one five-day 

course of daily infusions of fibrinolysin for metastatic reticulum cell sarcoma in 

the lungs. Cliffton noted that such advanced cases are an unfortunate choice. All 

therapists have found that such patients rarely if ever respond to any form of treat-

ment. 
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The data reviewed here certainly indicate the need for much more serious cli

nical evaluation of anticoagulants given not merely alone but simultaneously with 

streptokinase and other agents which stimulate fibrinolys'in in the patient. Such 

a regime should be combined wi th bacterial toxin therapy, BCG or Zymosan t o stimu-
. . 

late the RES and aid in causing necrosis and absorption of the tumor or its metas- · 

tases. The latter process may be facilitated by the administration of: v'.ar 1 - - :· 

to help absor b the necrotic tumor tis sue with a minimum .£ 

toxemia o,r cachexia. 

Ambros (1960) believes the fibr inolysin system may play an important role i n 

wound healing.. He concluded that we have only scratched the surface of the bio

chem!lcal complexity and therapeutic usefulness of this fascinating system. 
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Interferon was discovered in 1957 by the late Dr. Alick Isaacs, of the National 

Institute for Medical Research, London, England. It is a protein produced by cells of 

different animal species, following incubation with inactivated or live viruses of many 

different kinds, which inhibits the intracellular growth of many different viruses in 

cells of the same animal species. (Isaacs and Lindemann, 1957). Interferon does not ·•:: 

act directly on viruses but transmits a message to cells inducing them to form messenger 

RNA encoded for an antiviral protein. 

This protein is slightly smaller than rabbit antibody globulin. Extracellula~ 

interferon stimulates intracellular antivifd activity that begins within one to four 

hours, increases .rapidly ~nd reaches a peak in from seven to twelve hours and may then 

remain constant for about 10 days. 

Baron and Isaacs (1961) studied the presence of interferon in lung tissue of 

patients who died of influenza and found no significant amounts of interferon. They 

concluded that some patients may die of influenza because they cannot produce sufficient 

interferon. 

They concluded th·at interferon is produced to protect the cell from any foreign 

nucleic acids. Only later in evolution did it become adapted to meet the invasion of 

viruses. They found that nucleic acid extracted from the cells of a normal mouse 

stimulate interferon production when introduced into chick cells, and vice versa, but 

that chick cells did not respond to their own nucleic acids. 

Isaacs then found that when the fever is raised above the optimum for virus 

growth, a virus-infected cell produces interferon rather than more virus particles. 

Because of the problem of species specificity, and other difficulties, some 

British workers fear that interferon may prove too expensive for general use, though 

it may find specialized uses, as in treatment of eye infections that would otherwise 

result in blindness. There is no obvious reason why injections of interferon should 

not be active throughout the body, but so far insufficient quantities have been 

available to produce more than a local effect. 

Others in Britain are optimistic. One of the most promising possibilities is 

finding some way of inducing the cells of the body to make extra supplies of interferon 
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for themselves when viruses (including oncogenic viruses) attack. This might be done 

by inoculations either of attenuated viruses or with preparations of other nucleic 

acids or with bacterial toxins or BCG, and experiments along these lines are under way. 

InJ~ctions of various pyrogenic bacterial endotoxin preparations may prove to be the 
I 

most practical for this purpose, since fever increases the synthesis of interferon • . .. 

Merigan, Petralli and Wilbur, at Stanford University, are working on interferon. 

Merigan reported in 1967 that interferon had been found active not only against a wide 

variety of viruses but other types of organisms as well. He reported that attentuated 

measles vaccine is a potent interferon stimulator. Children receiving primary measles 

iDlllunization consistently demonstrated circulating interferon following attenuated 

vaccine administration. If smallpox vaccination is given 9-15 days after measles 

i'lllllUnization the latter effectively blocks the vaccination; if concomitantly or 20 days 

apart, no effect: 831. takes in control children; 171. takes in the measles vaccine 

children. Interferon produced by measles vaccine is not active against all viruses. 

Ho and Kono, working at the University of Pittsburg, found than an interferon- · 

like inhibitor, can be induced by Escherichia.coli endotoxin. They found that animals 

could be made resistant to the interferon-inducing effect of endotoxin by prior inocul a

tion with the same endotoxin. Resistance appeared in 24 hours, persisted two or three 

days, was gone in six days. (Ho, 1964; Ho et al. 1965). 

They postulated an inactivating factor in. serum and indeed found that by incubating 

serum (collected 24 hours after endotoxin dose) with endotoxin they could abolish the 

inhibitor-inducing capacity of the endotoxin. The inactivating factor was also found 

to disappear when the tolerant state was over. Ho found the inactivating factor is 

independent of antibody rise and is probably not antibody. 

Michaels, also at University of Pittsburgh, reported that the interferon-like 

viral inhibitor produced by bacterial infection resembled virus-induced interferon in 

several ways: it is active against the cell rather than directly against the virus; it 

is active against several different viruses and it exhibits cell-species specificity. 

It is sedimentably non-dialyzable, also like virus-induced interferon, but is largely 

inactivated by heat (56°C. for 30 minutes). Virus-induced interferon is more stable . 
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Borecky and Lackovic et al. in Czechoslovakia studied the effect of human erythro

cytes and polysaccharides derived from Candida albicans (manna) and Lysomyces star-

kevi (galactomanna). These all proved capable of interferon induction in~ in 

mouse serum or in~ in mouse peritoneal cells. 

from human eryth,rocr,t~s .stored for 48 -t<? . 72 hours. 

The induction effect disappears 

Manna caused an early ."endotoxic" type of interferon appearance and although 

i nduced interferon in the serum it did not do so in the spleen. Borecky observed that 

the finding that manna, with a relatively low molecular weight, functions as an effic-ieCt 

int erferon producer is at variance with the hypothesis that the polyanionic character 

of a molecule should be responsible for interferon production. 

There are several species of interferon according to Merigan of Stanford and 

Fint er of Imperial Chemical Industries. Merigan reported a variety of non-viral agents 

i nduce interferon production: bacteria, rickettsise, pleuropneumonia-like organisms, 
/\ 

t rachoma inclusion conjunctivitis agents, endotoxin, phytohema~agglutinin, cyclohexa-

mide and fungal products such assatolon, derived from Penicillium stoloniferum. 

The largest interferon-inducing agent identified to date by Merigan 1 s group has 

been toxoplasma. 

The same virus has been found to induce different interferons, depending on which 

type of cell it infects. 

I n studies of statolon, Merigan found that it would induce a 90,000 molecular 

weight species of interferon in mouse serum and a 30,000 molecular weight species in 

mouse spleen, indistinguishable from viral-induced interferon. 

Pinter, one of Merigan 1 s colleagues, found that a single injection of statolon 

(derived from Penicillium stoloniferum) protected pretreated mice for up to a month 

against a viral infection that readily killed two-thirds of the control mice. Finter 

a l so found that products of another mold have been shown to stimulate interferon 

formation. In 1966 he edited a monograph on interferons. 

Some investigators think interferon could prove the most important medical dis

covery of the 20th century. If its early promise is upheld, it may cure every virus 

disease, i ncluding the connon cold, hepatitis, influenza, pneumonia, polio, rabies, 
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yellow fever, chicken pox and measles. It also seems to be an effective agent against 

cancer. 

In 1964 The Interferon Center, headed by Baron, Laboratory of Biology of Viruses, 

National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Disease, Bethesda, Maryland, was established 

under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Health, Education & Welfare. It gathers 

and disseminates data to interferonologists throughout the world. (Baron, 1966) 

Cantell, Finnish State Serum Institute, Helsinki: Interferon is effective against 

most or all animal viruses, it spreads easily throughout the body, is a physiologic 

substance with little or no toxicity and is a weak antigen even in heterologous species. 

Limiting its present usefulness is the fact that it disappears quickly in vivo and 

thus provides short term protection. 

Cantell said experience suggests two ways in which interferon may be used -

exogenous administration or .stimulation of endogenous rpoduction. Leucocytes ~ 

appear to be the best source for the substance. He described mass production of 

human interferon from human leukocyte cultures. This also has been done at the 

Institute for Cancer Research, Villejuif, France. 

Cajal, at the Roumanian institute for Inframicrobiology, Bucharest, reported 

that interferon had been prepared in mouse embryo cells with a virus recently isolated 
,:_\ --~o.e-.~ • ":) r I' -,,.r-, o _r' · .. r r-r-,) .'"(1,:.10.~.Y-1..Q cl t;-_, 1,1.1Jj _ 1_1.\ \,,_,-.,J :1,:::) -1::.L~ .'1;, ~-n H ., d ,J ... w &-1 ~ I-) tc.l ~ "(l':, 

from Hodgkin's virus and in a series of three post-infection doses at 24 hour intervals . 
/\ 

This lowered the mortality by more than 40%, as compared to the rate in control animals. 

The survivors were found to be resi~tant to intra-nasal inoculation with lethal doses 

administered 30 days after first injection. 

Allison, at the National Institute for Medical Research, London, reported that 

interferon has been produced in each of three twnor virus cell systems he has studied: 

the polyoma, Rous sarcoma and avian lymphomatosis virus systems. Tumor viruses cause 

relatively little cell destruction and tend to persist in infected tissues for long 

periods. Some tumor viruses interfere with the multiplication of other viruses, thus 

helping to "resolve" the initial infection. 

In contrast, while not much interferon is produced by tumor cells, side infections 

with some tlDDOr viruses can be used ·to prevent infection by other tumor viruses, thus 
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he has been able to prevent infection with chick tumor virus. However, dthers such as 

t he ascites tW'llor cells are relatively insensitive to the action of interferon. 

Friedman and Ralson (1964) reported that mouse cells infected with highly oncogenic 

strains of polyoma virus produced no detectable amounts of interferon, while less 

oncogenic strains of polyoma virus were good inducers. These findings suggest that . 

the difference between variants in oncogenic potential may be due to the greater 

i nt erferon production induced by them variant than by the s variant. 

Since the antiviral action of interferon is less marked in ttnn0r cells than in 

normal cells, tumor cells often provide a favorable environment for persistant infec

tion by interferon-sensitive viruses. However, because tumor cells can, with relative 

ease, become secondarily infected with viruses, it should not be concluded that viruses 

found in t umors had anything to do with their origin. 

De Maeyer and De Mayer-Gurguard (1965) at . the University of Louvain, Belgium 

reported t hat steroids seem to inhibit the production of interferon and so do carcinogens 

(methylcholanthrene and !MBA). They found the effect increased with increasing doses 

of carcinogen and they believe from the i r work that it is the synthesis and not the 

action of inter feron which is thus blocked. Kilbourne et al. (1961) reported t hat 

cortisone i nhibits the synthesis of interferon, thus enhancing virus multiplicat i on. 

Maria Luiza Duran Reynals, Albert Einstein College of Medicine, New York has 

shown that vaccinia virus can cause development of tumors faster when administered to 

animals wi th a carcinogen than when carcinogen alone is given. 

Gressen et al. (1969) have studied interferon for about 10 years and reported 

that i nterferon treatment in the first three months of life significantly increases 

the survival time of male mice and diminishes the incidence of lymphoid leukemia. 

Where interferon treatment was continued for a year, survival time was increased in 

both mal e and female mice and the incidence of leukemia was reduced in both sexes. 

I nterferon is to some extent species specific. When prepared in chick tissues 

it is i nef fective in calf cells, but when prepared in rhesus monkey tissues it is 

effective in man. 

Several British pharmaceutical firms have been workin~ cooperatively since 1961, 
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concentrating on producing pure interferon--a difficult task. Research workers in 

the United States believe it is a basic protein, the British workers believe it is 

acidic. 

Soon after purification there is very little material left to work with: a liter 

· of allantoic fluid from fertile eggs infected with virus yields · only about one •icrogram 

of active material. 

· At first it was thought that interferon was not antigenic and therefore could 

not be neutralized by formation of antibodies. Evidence of an antibody against 

interferon was then discovered. (Paucker and Cantell, 1962). 

Patients suffering from eye infections caused by vaccinia virus were treated by 

local applications of interferon and most symptoms cleared up in 24 hours. Trials on a 

larger scale have been carried out at the Common Cold Research Unit on volunteers 

infected with colds. 

Hilleman, DirectorcfVirus and Cell Biology at the Merck Institute for Therapeutic 

Research, West Point, Pa., has been working with interferon for several years, concen

trating on finding ways to stimulate the body into making its own interferon. At 

present they are using double strand RNA extracts derived from Penicillium funicul

osum. This is non-toxic and non-antigenic. 

Kleinschmidt and Murphy (1965) working at the Lilly Research Laboratories stud

ied the effectiveness of statolon, an anionic polysaccharide produced by Penicillium 

stoloniferium. A single injection of statolon protects mice against an m virus for 

two weeks. 

Regelson, Professor and Chief, Division of Medical Oncology, Medical College of 

Virginia has been studying the effects of a synthetic pyran copolyaer--which appears to 

I 
act both as a direct antitumotagent and 'as a stimulant to natural host defenses media-

ted by the RES. (This polymer was developed initially as an industrial plastic of 

the type used as detergents, adhesives and structural components). 

In animal studies on mouse leukemia (Friend virus) he found administration of 

this polymer prior to injection of the -virus inhibited the leukemic process, provided 

the animals were pretreated four days to 24 hours prior to injection. 
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The mechanism of action of the compound was apparently to stimulate increased 

production of phagocytic cells by the RES, which in turn appeared to increase produc

tion of interferono 

Animal studies also demonstrated direct antitumor activity against a variety of 

solid t\DDOrs. On a cellular level the compound c,used cell clumping, displacement of 

nucleic acid from cell nucleus to cytoplasm and other eel~ changes. 

I n preliminary tests on man, the compound was found to have similar effects: 

it induced the same type of cell changes, stimulated phagocytosis and increased inter

f er on product ion. 

Pyr an is of particular interest because it induced interferon production in man 

to l evels t hat are theoretically capable of clinically suppressing viral synthesis. 

The 38 volunteers to date were all advanced cancer patients. 

Regelson .is conducting thes~ studies with Dr. Thomas C. Merigan, Jr., Chief of 

the Divis i on of Infectious Diseases at Stanford University, School of Medicine, and 

Albert Munson , Springville Laboratories, Roswell Park Memorial Institute in Buffalo. 

(Personal communications.) 

Stinebring and Youngner (1964) have . studied the patterns of interferon appearance 

in mice inj ected with bacteria or bacterial endotoxin. They reported in 1965 t hat 

when mice are injected intravenously with bacteria or endotoxins, an inhibitor i ndis

tinguishable from virus induced interferon appears in the circulation. Salmonella 

typhimurium, Serratia marcescens and endotoxins from Escherichia coli produce peak 

levels of circulating interferon at about t wo hours after injection. MaxilllUDl interferon 

levels after injections of Brucella abortus or Newcastle disease virus are reached at 

12 hours. Repeated exposure to endotoxin reduces responsiveness of animals to subse

quent injections of toxins but prior injection with n\ycobacterium tuberculosis (BCG) 

increases the reactivity of the host to endotoxin when measured by interferon response 

as well as by lethality·. Infected mice showed a markedly enhanced ability to produce 

interferon following decreased doses of endot oxin : 3.2 micrograms produced the same 

interf eron titre as 500 mg. in uninfected animals. They concluded that the same cells, 

probably phagocytic , are involved i n t he release of interferon following stimulation by 
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endotoxin, BCG, Brucella abortus and Newcastle disease virus, despite the dif

ferent time patterns. 

Finding ways to combat virus infections or viral induced cancers has proved 

to be an extremely difficult medical problem. For about 100 years we have tried 

to prevent infections or infectious diseases by developing -vaccines against them 

thus stimulating the host to produce specific antibodies against each disease. 

With virus diseases there are so many different forms that it may be imprac

tical, if not impossible to develop specific vaccines against them all. (Isaacs, 

- 1961) Therefore means of stimulating non-specific resistance should receive 

greater attention, and interferon is one important factor in our resistance to 

viruses and apparently to cancer. 

Where low grade virus or bacterial infections are widespread, the more path

ogenic types such as poliomyelitis or oncogenic or leukemic viruses do not seem 

to get a foothold. Thus the incidence of paralytic polio and cancer is signifi

cantly lower in countries or peoples where the levels of public health and sani-
·-

tation are not up to those in the relatively more prosperous countries. 

Certain bacteria, endotoxins and polyanionic substances have recently been 

shown to induce interferon in vivo and in vitro. Interferon induction by non-

viral agents in vivo involves different metabolic pathways suggesting that inter

feron may be present in a preformed stat ,e. • Since it is now known that certain 

bacterial injections or their toxins and BOO can markedly increase the produc

tion of interferon, this effect may be one of the reasons why concurrent infec

tions or bacterial toxin therapy have produced such remarkable results in various 

types of cancer. (224-227; 441; 486-491) 

The fact that when fever is present cells produce more interferon suggests 

another reason why patients with acute febrile infections or in whom febrile re

actions were elicited during toxin therapy appeared to have had more dramatic, 

rapid regressions and a higher percentage of permanent results than those with 
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mild or chronic infections that remained afebrile. 

Wagner and HWang (1965) in a review and analysis of recent observations on 

interferon noted that avirulent viruses are more effective inducers of interferon 

synthesis than the virulent viruses (748a). Recent reports by Riley (575, 570) 

on the beneficial effect of the LDH-elevating virus in leukemia therapy by aspa

raginase are of interest in their connection. Possibly part of this benefit may 

be due to interferon stimulation. 

Interferon production is decreased by stress, steroids, antimetabolites, 

Actinomycin D and carcinogens. 

Baron stated: "The interferon system could prevent viral on~pgenesis in two 

ways: multiplication of the virus may be inhibited so that effectively there is 

less available for the transformation of cells to malignancy. The inter-

feron system could also more directly inhibit transformation by preventing some 

essential intracellular event. There is evidence which indicates that both me

chanisms may operateo "• •• Polyoma virus, Rous sarcoma virus and avian leukosis 

viruses can stimulate the production of interferon, and are susceptib_le to its 

induced antiviral action in cultured cells and intact tissues of several animal 

species. Vnder experimental conditions fewer tumbrs appeared when virus multi

plication was inhibited by exogenous interferon applied in vivo, in~ or in 

tissue culture ••• II 

Thus it would seem that interferon may be one of the most . significant medi

cal discoveries relating to man's resistance to a great many diseases, especially 

thoseof viral origin. 

Activation of the host's inherent interferon producing system by administra

tion of relatively innocuous inducing agents may be a feasible approach to the 

treatment of human viral infections and neoplastic diseases. 
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ATTEMPTS TO INCREASE HOST RESISTANCE IN CANCER PATIENTS 

pew present day investigators aYe aware of the fact that surgeons of the 

18th and 19th centuries (and before) empirically attempted to treat cancer by in

duciag reactions of the type we have been discussing by the use of counter irri-

"' tants, ves .icants, cautery, heat; also, due to unaided nature, countless acute ..... 

infections occurred, principally pyogenic, thus providing a multitude of antige-

• nic or non-specific stimult. (Tanchou, 1844) That these could be effective in 

many cases is apparent from a study of a large series 1INi eeu4 such as those 

assembled by Tanchou (1844.) or Nauts (1969). 

Tanchou (1844) in a textbook on the medical treatment of cancer of the 

breast, with 300 observations, describes the methods in vogue in__the 18th and 

early 19th centucy. Some quite dramatic regressions were recorded. We now re

alize that as a result of agents used to produce "counter-irritation", these em

piric procedures were successful in stimulating the reticulo-endothelial and 
c,,..,A 

lymphatic tissues, inducing delayed hypersensitivity reactions. These usually ,. 

occurred as a result of vesicants and non-aseptic techniques which resulted in 

fever, local inflaamation, erysipelas, suppuration or gangrene. 

Wyeth (1894-1900) was one of the first to advocate inoculating streptococci 

into t~e wound following surgery for sarcoma, i.e. as an adjuvant to surgery in 

operable cases. 

Matagne, of Brussels, Belgium, having observed a drama.tic tecovery of an 

inoperable cancer patient following an erysipelas infection, was probably the 

first to attempt to prevent recurrence of operable cancer following surgery, by 

administering inje.ctions of bacterial toxins (Coley toxins) before as well as 

after operation in order to increase host resistance. He reported his results 

in a _seties of papers (189?-19S3), some of which are listed in our bibliography. 

W.B. Coley (1891-1893) pioneered in this approach, but due to early adverse 

crlticism to his method (injections of the mixed toxins of Streptococcus pyogenes 

and Bacillus prodigiosus, which is now known as Serratia marcescens), he limited 
about 

his use of these toxins to inoperable cases from 1893 to/1903. Many of his 
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patients were very far advanced with extensive or metastatic tumors. Also the pre

parations available for use were extremely variable, ~nd little was known of the 

optimum technique of administration, especially as regards site, dosage and duration 

of treatment. Since it is now recognised that advanced cancer patients are often 

anergic and inmunologically unresponsive, it is not surprising that W.B. Coley and 

others treating such cases achieved few lasting favorable results. 

By 1906 W.B. Coley was more aware of the importance of treating patients ear

lier in the course of the disease. He stated: "In every case there is a certain 

stage of equilibrium, a natural resistance power in some individuals which may pre

. vent the disease from advancing, and if we can, by means of the toxins, do anything 

else to increase this resistance power and turn the scales, ••• we get success. 

' '. Many of the failures have been due to not giving enough of the toxins." 

That year he initiated the use of his toxins as an adjuvant to surgery, in or

der to prevent recurrence or metastases. As mentioned above he was one of the first 

to advocate conservative surgery in certain types of sarcoma or giant cell tumor of 

the long bones in order to save the limb . This he felt was justified if one could 

give "prophylactic" toxin therapy to 1>revent spread of the disease following curet

tage or resect ion. 

In 1933 he reported that the percentage of five-year survivals of patients re

ceiving adjuvant toxin therapy for operable neoplasms was 50% higher than those 

treated by surgery alone. 

Analysis c~fP' ~~~ ,. ~~~ ~ ~~~~~i :.\ re:_,~e"Jd /:r8,f,\ !.1 recent years indicates an even 

higher percentage if toxin therapy was begun before or immediately after surgery and 
" 

given for a reasonable length of time (two to six months). Brief courses of less 

than a month were rarely effective·. The end results obtained by toxin therapy 

alone or as an adjuvant to surgery and/or radiation are now being reported by Cham

bers et al., Fowler, Hager, Johnston, Nauts, Miller and Nicholson, Pelner (1953-

1970). 

Experimental work in recent years confirms the fact that various bacterial pro-
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ducts such as BCG (Old, 1960, 1961) or yeast extracts (Diller, 1960, 1963) can in-

crease host resistance. 

Prigal (1961) reported the development of prolonged non-specific resistance to 

sarcoma 180 and staphylococcus infection following a repository injection of a li~ 

popolysaccharide (Escherichia coli). No one, to our knowledge, has yet tried to 

use repository injections of bacterial toxins in cancer patients. This technique 

appears to deserve clinical trial. 

Rattler and Amos (1966) reported that when mixtures of lymphocytes or lympho

cytes and killed streptococci were injected into two advanced cancer patients the 

reaction was much more m~r-~~c!_when lympho_cy):e ___ and _ant~~n_ were injected at _the um~ 

~~~~ They too c0111Dented that in advanced cancer, at least, there is a true de

pression of lymphocytic activity. 

Stone, et al. (1951, 1955.) attempted to induce resistance to recurrence or 

metastases in a small group of cancer patients by injections of sterile frozen au

tologous cancer tissue into the abdominal wall, in the hope that they would invoke 

a defensive reaction against the neoplasm. The only patient who remained well and 

free from further evidence of disease (a carcinoma of the sigmoid colon) developed 

multiple staphylococcal abscesses on the buttocks and back. The implants remained 

uninfected. The case is described in Fowler's monograph on cancer of the colon as 

case 19, series A (Fowler, 1969). 

Christensen (1959) studied the growth of Brown Pearce carcinoma in rabbits 

treated with living or killed streptococci. He found that none of the rabbits re

ceiving injections of living streptococci developed metastases, while metastases 

occurred in 50"!. of the untreated controls. 

A group of Japanese investigators began working with streptococcal toxins about 

1955 and they appear to have produced an effective preparation. In a review, Oka

moto et al. (1965) ·summarized most of the data obtained in their laboratories with 

hemolytic streptococcal toxins in the treatment of experimental tumors. They a

chieved two distinct improvements in preparing their extracts: a) By suspending 
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the streptococci in Bernheimer's medium in contrast to simple media such as phos

phate buffered saline, the tumor destructive properties of hemolytic streptococci 

were found resistant to heating at 45°c. for 30 minutes. This is of obvious impor

tance since heat sterilization has been used in preparing these toxins for thera

peutic use. b) Preincubation of live cocci suspended in Bernheimer's basal .•edium 

containing penicillin yields a potent anti-cancer preparation which is 20 ~imes more 

effective than live cocci suspended without penicillin in inhibiting the growth of 

Ehrlich ascites carcinoma in mice. 
~ 

Jord~an et al. (1958) reported on the beneficial effects of Group A strepto-

cocci on transplantable leukemia in mice. Such treatment caused complete regres

-Slon of the leukemia. 

Hager et al. (1969-70) have recently studied over 70 different bacterial pre

parations, including the mixed bacterial toxins of Streptococcus pyogenes and Ser

ratia marcescens, various strains .of •Escherichia coli as well as many conmercial 

vaccines available for desensitization procedures. His preliminary studies were on 

Ehrlich ascites· carcinoma, and showed that many of these preparations could increase 

survival or postpone tumor appearance time. 

Rwotny et al. (1969-70) have detoxified the endotoxins of Serratia marcescens 

and they found that these purified fractions preserved their ability to stimulate 

host resistance. 

Other investigators have noted that concurrentinfections (both bacterial and 

occasionally viral) can favorably effect the resistance of mice or other laboratory 

animals used for assaying various anti-tumor agents. In some cases this is due to 

stimulation of the reticulo-endothelial system, in others possibly to stimulation 

or release of interferon, in still others to delayed clearing of Asparaginase as 

recently reported by Riley et al. (1968, 1970) which occurs with the LOH elevating 

virus in leukemia therapy with asparaginase. 

Hirsch (1962) stated: "The non-specific stimulation of the host's inmune res-

ponses to his own tumor by such agents as bacterial endotoxins, mycobacteria, per-
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tussis vaccine, zymosan, etc. seems to be a promising approach." 

The fact that bacterial toxins increase resistance no~ only to the cancer but 

to bacterial infections should enco~rage surgeons to initiate the injections shortly 

before surgery and to resume them i11111ediately after operation, for such treatment , 

will lessen the chance of infection, ,stimulate wound healing, and help destroy any_ . 

cancer cells liberated during the surgical procedures. 

R.T. Smith {1968) in a study of tumor specific imnune mechanisms concluded: 

"The response to tumor. antigens most closely resembles that involved in the rejec

tion of normal tissue homografts in which relatively feeble histocompatibility dif

ferences exist. The tumor-specific immune response can serve to protect the host 

from progressive growth of tumor cells •••• It appears now firmly established that 

inmunologic mechanisms have a role in host resistance to tumors. In both the di

agnosis and treatment of human cancer this element needs to be more freely explored 

and accounted. In certain cases in which it even now seems appropriate, the im

mune response should be permitted to gain fuller expression and to act synergisti

cally with the established therapeutic tools. Moreover, certain avenues of pre

vention of a few human neoplasms seems ·near the horizon." He added that although 

the inmunologic approach has not yet fulfilled the expectations of its most opti

mistic proponents, it requires consideration in the management of cancer patients. 



THE RESEARCH PROGRAM OF THE NEW YORK CANCER RESEARCH INSTITlJTE 

Believing that the immunological approach to the cancer problem offers the greatest 
hope for its solution, this Institute, since it was founded in 1953, has been analyzing 
various factors which may favorably or deleteriously affect natural resistance to 
cancer and allied diseases. When this resistance is depressed or inactivated by such 
factors as carcinogens, large doses of radiation, immunosuppr.essive d1~s, cortisone, 
psychic stress, cigarettes or advanced age, cancer may develop and progress rapidly. 

In the course of these studies a considerable number of cancer patients were found who 
had developed a complication which apparently favorably affected their resistance 
mechanisms ~ that their neoplasms decreased in size or disappeared. Since bacterial 
infections were associated with the largest number of such regressions of various types 
of cancer, special studies of these cases were undertaken. 

Approximately 430 histories of cancer patients in whom an infection developed spontan
eously or by inoculation have been abstracted in detail and analyzed. Of these 222 
cases had microscopic confirmation of diagnosis and were followed at least five years 
after onset and 106 of the 222 were apparent successes, traced 5 to 54 years later. 
Of the 116 failures, 21 survived far longer than expected, i.e. from 5 to 30 years. 
(Nauts, 1969) 

) 

In addition, a r total of 917 determinate cases of cancer treated by bacterial toxin 
therapy have been abstracted and analyzed. Of these 450 were followed from 5 to 72 
years after onset of their neoplasm, but 86 of them died of their original cancers 
more than five years after onset, and 46 subsequently developed an entirely different 
type of neoplasm from 6 to 59 years after recovery from the first. Twenty-seven of 
these second primaries proved fatal. Four patients subsequently developed fatal acute~ , 
myelogenous leukemia 23 to 57 years after onset of their original cancers. (Three 
had been given irradiation, two for their first, one for his second primary cancer.) 
At least 51 patients are known to have died of cardiovascular disease . Approximately 
100 of these successfully treated cases are alive and well at the present time. \ ·'- ·-
~.~ . :..... 4.{{ 

In the majority of patients who developed concur~ent infections or who received toxin 
therapy 1 the condition was inoperable when infection developed or toxins were begun. J 
It is significant that 577 of these 1138 determinate cases (222 infection and 917 toxin 
treated) were traced 5 to 72 years after onset. The highest percentage of successes in 
the toxin treated cases occurred in the sarcomas of soft tissues or in the malignant 
lymphomas, especially reticulum cell sarcoma of bone. The slower growing more differen; 

. tiated lesions were not as easily controlled, although remarkable results were obtained 
in treating 246 inoperable or metastatic carcinomas of the breast, colon, head and 
neck, uterus and ovary, lymphosarcoma, renal and testicular cancer, malignant mela-
noma and neuroblastoma and certain bone tumors, especially rettculum cell sarcoma of 
bone and giant cell tumors. In addition to complete or partial regression of such 
neoplasms, reduction or disappearance of lymphedema, ascites or pleu~-'11 effusion were 
observed in certain cases foll6wing toxin therapy. Remarkable regeneration of bone 
destroyed by osteolytic bone tumors or bone metastases was also observed following 
toxin therapy. • J 

s_9-rcoma of soft tissues, l 
Excellent results were ot{tained in a high percentage of cases that were operable when ~ 
toxins were begun, i.e. ,,I malignant melanoma, testicular and renal cancer, including 

1 Wilms' tumor, carcinomas~of the breast, ovary~uterus and colon, malignant bone tumors and 
ly•phosarcomas. In those patients toxins were usually given as an adjuvant to surgery 
and radiatiqn. They appeared to be ~specially effective when begun prior to, during g 
or immediately after operation or radiation. , - •-' , . · - l . 1 

l 
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End result studies are now being completed on various types of cancer in which toxin 
therapy was used, including in such studies the recorded cases of concurrent infection, 
fever or inflammatory episodes, in order t , determine more precisely the factors affec-
ting success or failure in each type. ": :'.t •H J .i, · 

Analysis of these data suggests that preliminary treatment with bacterial toxins (or 
an accidental infection) stimulates the natural resistance of patients so that they 
may tolerate subsequent surgery or radiation with a better response, i.e. more rapid 
wound healing, or more rapid destruction or absorption of tumor tissue with less de
leterious effects on the general health. Recent work of Ainsworth in San Francisco, 
Hollcroft and Smith of the National cancer Institute, and other confirms the fact 
that several types of bacterial toxins protect animals or patients against the lethal 
effects of subsequent radiation. The mixed toxins of Streptococcus pyogenes am Ser
ratia marcescens were more effective in this1resp~ct than typhoid vaccine according 
to Ainsworth.and Cole working independently, \ . ; . Other studies published in Port
land, Oregon indicate that mixed bacterial toxins given prior to irradiation in pa
tients with tumors ordinarily resistant to the effects of radiation, may make it pos
sible to achieve significant improvement in such cases. ·:~ .. Prigal has shown that 
a single emulsified injection of lipopolysaccharide during pregnancy protects the 
neonate against whole body irradiation :, .. ,t..~ . This should prove of significance in 
planning radiation treatment of pregnant patients. 

current research is directed at trying to improve the mixed bacterial toxins of Beta 
hemolytic streptococcus and Serratia marcescens (the combination originally known as 
Coley'toxins) and at testing many other types of bacterial toxins, such as various 
strains of Escherichia coli or other microbial .products to see if we may discover a 
preparation or a combination which may be more effective. 

Extensive recent studies have shown that MBT administered to patients or animals, even 
in large doses, does not harm the normal tissues or organs. This is quite different 
from the immunosuppressive or other deleterious side effects which are observed with 
many of the chemotherapeutic drugs that are now being used in treating cancer, or 
when large doses of irradiation are given. (P~wler, 1968-70; Miller and Nicholson, 
1971; Nauts, 1946-1970; Pelner, 1959) 

Since the infections which seemed to be most effective in causing regressions of can-
cer were those which were accompanied by fever, an extensive study of the effects of 
heat and fever on cancer is being made, including analysis of end results according to 
the type of febrile reaction elicited in the to"kin treated cases. It was found that 
three times as many inopera~le_J)atients were successfully treated if febrile reactions 
averaged 102°-104°F. than occu~ed in those in which little or no fever was elicited. 
(Nauts, 1946-1970) It is known that tumor dells are much more susceptible to heat than 
normal cells. (Crile, 1961-1963) Thus fever may be regarded as a desirable side effect. 
The febrile reactions last orily a few hours. 

It is now apparent that reticuloendotbelial and lymphoid tissues play a significant 
role in natural resistance to cancer and these tissues are stimulated by certain bac
terial infections or their toxins (when administered in suitable dosages). The site, 
frequency and duration of injections also appear to be important factors in success
ful ·therapy. Few physicians in the past were aware that some strains of streptococci 
and certain other bacteria or their toxins are able to stimulate a host response to 
substances or tissues which do not normally elicit such a response, provided they come 
into significant contact with the target tissue. This may explain why patients who 
received at least some of the injections locally di_d better than those who did not. 
Another reason may be local stimulation or rel44se of interferon. 

j 
t 
t 

t ,. 
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Since certain infections or microbial products appear to increase various ne res-
ponses, our investigators are studying how best to protect and activate the tissues 
responsible for such reactions and are evaluating how to use microbial products mo st 
effectively in various tJpes of cancer and in different stages of the disease, alone 
or combined with other modalities and to determine more precisely bow agents such as 
BCG or bacterial toxins exert their beneficial effects on cancer patients. 

One of our investigators has clearly shown that living streptococci kill cancer cells 
in vitro within about 30 minutes without harming normal cells. A striking phase mi
croscope moving picture film was made of this phenomenon. Bacterial tonna rarely af
fect cancer cells in vitro, but only in the living animal or patient. (Havas, 1963) 

Interferon production is stimulated by viruses, bacteria and other micro-organisms, as 
well as by bacterial toxins and fungal e~tracts. This substance acts in one to four 
hours, much faster than other immune mechanisms. We may soon learn how best to stimu
late this and ~ther host resistance mechanisms in cancer patients by microbial or syn
thetic substances. 

We must learn how to produce a lasting immunity. We believe that the discovery of 
non-toxic mlak ~ of stimulating resistance can be a first step - and·one that re
quires a great deal more intensive coordinated research. 
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DISCUSSION 

•· 
or various microbial products 

Since certain bacterial infections/appear to increase host resistance to can-

cer, it is important to evaluate how best ·to protect and activate the cells and 

tissues which take part in these iD111Une responses so as to prevent cancer and 

treat ·it more effectively. 

One must therefore avoid the indiscriminate use of immunosuppressive agents, 

including the corticosteroids, anticonvulsants and antibiotics. As regards the 

latter, Fowler (1969) stated: "Since there is now considerable evidence that 

acute coucurrent infections, fever and inflammation may cause complete or partial 

regressions of cancer, or lessen the chances of recurrence or metastasea follow

ing surgery, one mjst question the wisdom of giving antibiotics· as a routine pro

cedure before and after cancer operations. This point is of special importance 

in cancers of the gastrointestinal tract, as indicated by Zwaveling (1962), who 

found that preoperative disinfection of the intestines or colon is likely to pro

mote the growth of spilled tumor cells. He concluded that tumor cells have less 

chance to grow in a milieu in which there was suppuration resulting from bacterial 

infection. He noted, moreover, that bacteria umccompanied by suppuration did not 

inhibit tumor g~owth. He also warned that bowel disinfection (sulfasuxidine and 

streptomycin) · favors the ·growth of recurrence or metastaseso "Pathologists state 

that tumor cells will not grow in an intact bowel mucosa: infection of the bowel 

with organisms seems to be an important preventing factor. In modern times with 1 
routine bowel disinfection conditions may be aftered, favoring the survival chance 

of the tumor cell." , "v ~ 
"Cohn and Atik (1960, 1965) became interested in this problem and reported 

on the influence of antibi9tics on the spread of tumors of the colon ••• o'tbe 

possibility that control of bacterial flora might increase the rate of metastases 

from a tumor within the colon has not been widely considered in spite of Vink's 

paper in 1953, and the suggestioqs throughout the years, such as those inherent 

in the use of Coley's toxins, that there might be some connection between bacteria 
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and tumor growth." ! ·; 1 • 

c.F. Miller and Ketcham (1962) observed a decrease in the implantation and 

growth of tumor cells in experimentally infected wounds in mice and reported 

that an intimate contact between bacteria and tumor cells was necessary for in-

hibition of tumor growth, since infection at a distant site had no effect on 

local tumor growth. 

Of interest in this connection is the experience of Krishnamurthi (1961) in 

India who reported: "Where oral cancer coexisted with pulmonary tuberculosis 

the carcinomas were particularly radioresponsive. The oral c ncers were proven 

histologically and the tuberculosis lesions both radiologically 'and by the pre

sence of acid-fast bacilli tn the sputum.•• 

Others cited by Nauts (1969) have noted that patients b.1ving lobe(;~OlllY or 

pneUD1onectomy for bronchiogenic cancer who developed pre- or postopeiactve iafec

tions such as empyema seemed to have a higher percentage of five-year survivals. 

The critical importance of host defense mechanisms for successful treatment 

by surgery or chemotherapy .has been demonstrated by Martin et al. (4qb\41q~~ 

They used Sarcoma 180, Adenocarcinoma 755, and Walker carcinosarcoma 2S6 and 

iitudied the interrelationships of tumor size, immunotherapy and chemotherapy with 

surgery, Zymosan, cortisone, 6-mercaptopurine and Puromycint etc. Their data 

show that "cure" can never, or rarely, be effected on large, well~established 

transplantable tumors by chemotherapy alone, immunotberapy (Zymosan) alone, or 

surgery alone. However, by combining these three modalities, th, p~od~ced strik

ing cure rates in the range of 70 to 8Ql, which could in turn be nullified by 
,. 

the simultaneous administration of an iamunosuppressive agent such as cortisone. 

They concluded from these and other experiments on spontaneous tumors that there 

is ·a similarity between 'the therapeutic problem in cancer and that in bacterial 

infection; i.e., chemotherapeutic cure appears similarly dependent on the con

comitant interplay of host defenses. A combined approach to the treatment of 

neoplastic disease appears indicated, in which stimulation of host defepses plays , 
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a strategic role. Their data reveal a critical relationship between the dose of 

illlllunoadjuvant (zymosan) and the time of itJ administration. Thia factor, dose 

and timing, has also been clearly indicated in the use of bacterial toxins as a 

ho,t stimulating agent as reported by Fo'!ler (19S8-1970), Nauts (1946-1971), 

Miller and Nicholson (1971) and Pelner (1959, 1960). 
-

Diller (1960, 1963) and Mankowski (19S7) made a thorough study of the bene-

ficial effects of various yeast extracts. They found that a single dose of 

hydroglucan or glucan (purified forms of zymosan) can destroy almost 100'1. of 

transplanted tumors in animals. These agents appear to be more effective than 

bacterial toxins in certain animal tumors·. They now appear to deserve serious 

clinical studies as immunoadjuvants~ 

Begittning about 1890 DeBacker (1897) used a preparation of pure yeast cul

tures1known as Backerine..>successfully in the treatment of cancer patients. Man-

. ders (1897) stated that he had treated 60 car11cer patients with this uterial re

sulting in 18 cures, some of several years' duration. Four of these had been 

operated upon, with rapid recurrence prior to initiating the inoculations. This 

treatment caused leukocytoais. 

Old et al • . (1960) have studied the be~f!ficial effects of zymoaan and BCG in 

stiJlulating the RES in tumor bearing animals. They found .that aymosan protects ·1 

against challenge with Sarcoma 180. · Survival was increas" twofold with Bee,.. in- ~ 

fected boats inoculated with Ehrlich asc!tes carcinoma. (493) 

Biozai, Halpern and their colleagues in Paris (19S9-1963) have also studied 

the beneficial effects of BCG in stimul ating resistance to various experimental 

tumors. 
\C\~b) 

Weiss et al. (1961; have reported on the protective effect• of fractiona of 

tubercle bacilli against iaologous tumors in mice. \ ·.· At certain ·do•• 

levels their a.on-living preparations were as effective as, or even more effective 

than, living BCG, but e•cessive quantities, even though considerably below the 

~b~eabold of gross toxicity, sometimes accelerated tumor development. They con-

l 
t 
l . 1 
i i 
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eluded that if progressive neoplastic disease is, in fact, a manifestation of 

i111111U11ologi c deficiencies, it would be expected that substances which enhance both 

antibody production and the efficiency of the foreign body reactions will also 

increase resistance to the development of malignant tumors. It appears that this 

expectation has been realized in the tumor systema which were the subject of their 

investigations. " ... i 

Mathe et al. ·(1968) in Pat'is have demonstrat~d., the effectiveness of active 
l 

iamnaootberapy in the treatment of acute lym~lastic · leukemia in children. They 

tried immunization by several means; a) t •epecific by BCG; b) -~pecific by vac

cination with a pool of leukemic ·lymphoblasts, first formalyzed aad t hen irraclta-

. ted !!! vitro; c) combining active · non-specific and specific illlllU1lOtherapy in pa

tients with acute lymphoblastic leukemia first treated with chemotherapy to in

duce .a remission and given adjuvant chemotherapy following immunotherapy •o •• to 

reduce the number of leukemic cells to a minimum. Ten controls who did not re• 
·, 

ceive immunotherapy after remission all relapsed. Of 20 pt:ients given f.mmunotherw 

apy, 12 did not recur and 10 had lasted over 160 days after stopping the chemo

therapy. The longest observed had survived 990 days when the report was published 

in 1968. 

Alexander (1967) in London reported his experiences with 1mmuno~herapy at 

the Chester Beatty Research Institute in England, using a primary aarcoaa of the 

rat. Be noted a "relatively small increa~_e in the host resistance may ••• be all 

that is needed to tilt the balance against the tumor"; and concluded: "Finally, 

it must be EmPh&sized that at best illnunotherapy can only be an adjuvant which 

eliminates residual disease after other forms of treatment- . notably surgery -

have removed the bulk of the malignant tissues." 

Analysis of over a thousand cases of various foms of cancer receiviag the 

first immunotherapy ever used at all extensively, namely bacterial toxin therapy 

(Coley toxins), indicates that the most effective combination therapy ie to give 

such treatment prior to as well as after surgery, in order to insure absorption 

of some of the necrotic tumor cells as well as to reduce the size of the lesion 

f . 
t. 

1 
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and . the extent of the operation. 

The percentage of recurrences or metastases was markedly lower in cases re• 

ceiving such "pr(?phyl4ctic" toxin therapy, which was first suggested by V.B. Coley 

t around 190S. In 1917 Coley stated that . the indications for such ·treatment were: 

a) in practically all cases of inoperable sarcoma; b) before operation in sarcoma 

of the long bones; c) iGDediately after incomplete operations; d.} in combination 

with surgery and x-ray therapy; e) after all operations for carcinoma or sarcoma I 

to prevent recurrence. In 1933 COley stated that if toxin therapy were given u 

an adjuvant to surgery f~r about six months he believed it more than doubled the 

five-year survival rates. This appears to ~ea conservative est:leate judging by 

the end result studies recently completed or in preparation on those neoplasms in 

which a sufficient number of cases received adequate toxin therapy. 
. ,· 

1970; Fowler, 1953•1970; Miller 6 Nicholson, 1971) 

may not be necess~ry to continue ·the injections for quite as long as siX months . . 

. to insure freedOll from recurrence, but that injections should be started before 

or immediately after surgery or irradiation. 

It is understandable that this· · form of immmotherapy 4Dd probably other 

agents such as zymosaa or BCG can produce far higher percentages of permanent 

ret1ults, if it ia begun before there is too great a ma~s of tumor tissue, after 

· scar tissue or impaired vascular supply is present following surgery or radiation 

or before immunosuppressive cancer chemot~erapy has been administered • .. This is 

especially important when treating older, more debilitated patients with slower 
¼ 

gro"1.tig; differentiated tumors since in these cases both the tumor and the patient W 
' 

may be less responsive to immunotherapy. 

The o~ly extensive series of patients other than cancer who are known to 

have · reteived large doses of bact~rial toxins (mixed respiratory vaccines) in 
,, 

ord~r to increas.e their resistance to allergies, dermatosia, rheumatic diseases, ,~ 

·etc. were treatfHl by Baird, a Canadian. allergist. (1968) Be reported his ea

pe~ienc~s over• period of 50 years in a monograph at the concluaioa of which he 
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discussed cancer and i1111111nity. As regards his own work he stated: "It should 

be of interest to those doing research concerning cancer that of the hUDdreda of 

persons of all ~ges and both sexes who h~ve had a course of bacterial antigen

antibody in large doses ••• none, to my kJiowledge, devet'oped cancer afterwards. 

Whether this negative information is due to faulty observation or to so .• fora 

of general resistAnce, I have no way of knowing. If the latter is the explana

tion it would be quite consistent with various recent ide~~t expressed by compe

tent research workers. For example, suppose cancer r~p,resents some kind of re

action to viruses." Be added: "· •· .immunization with large doses of bactet'ial 

antigen-antibody seems to protect against known virus infections like the coamon 

' cold , influenza, etc. Therefore, it would not be strange if ~ufficient resistance 

was developed to protect against the .viruses causing malignant growths. Cancer 

. . . .might be prevented from developing or even reversed by a sufficient antigen-

\ ic stimulation with bacterial vaccine. In suggesting the development of' a cancer 

\ vaccine, it has been suggested that it would be more pot:ent as an ~nti~. if ac
\ 
I . 

!companied by a bacterial vaccine as an adjuvant •. Suppose some cancer c lls are 
I . . 
{developing but the body is barely able to deal with them, might it not be that 

the stimulation of sufficient bacterial antigen would ·turn the battle in favor of 

the body? 
... ~ 

Let it be repeated that large doses of bacterial antigen-antibody llight ~ 
• (/$ 

protect against the development of cancer or even reverse the canceroua process." 

· 2'. J.'..1) Be added that when investigators study this question it is hoped they do not 

use the trifling doses of bacterial vaccines which have hitherto been described 

in the majority of reports concerning therapy, but will employ doses many times 

as large. 

Dosage is undoubtedly a critical factor in success or failure, however tuaor 

· bearing animals · and patients tolerate much lower doses of bacterial products than 

thoee without tU1DOrs • . Thia is especially true in the malignant lymphomas, inclu

. ding Hodgkin's disease and leukemia. If too large doses are u■ed' they aa, over

load or block the RES, thua decreasing the resi■tance rather thaa enhancing it. 

' '• f 



Di,scussion; 

Weiss (1961) as noted above stated that excessive quantities of BCG sometimes ac

celerated tumor growth. 

Ricks administered courses of influenza virus A and Band adenovirus #3 and 

7 (O.S cc) intradermally every month for two or three mortths for four years to a 
, 

male patient who then developed adenocarcinoma of the colio:,. The lesion was re-

sected in 1958. He was given two c~urses of x-ray therapy and one of oltrogen 

mustf1rd. The d'isease progressed. Another exploratory laparotomy was performed. 

By 1961 the condition was terminal with massive ascites and pleural effusion due 

to widespread abdominal and hepatic metastases requiring daily p~racenteses and 
. ' 

thoracenteses for the as~ites and pleural effusion. Prognosis w a r egarded as 

less than a w~ek when Ricks started this man on a course of mixed bacterial to

xins of Streptococcus pyogenes and Serratia marcescens (Coley toxins). Intrader

mal injections were given daily for 11 days. There was a very dramatic response: 

within three days there was no further ascites, followed by complete regression 

·of the metastases and no further evidence of disease in the next 10 years, during 

which be remained in very good health. Bis only medication in t~i's period con

sisted of injections of influenza virus A and B, and Asian strain, and adenovirus 

#3 and 7 {0.5 cc. each) intradermally, every month for two or three months spring 

and fall. These caused some local redness and skin reaction but no febrile reac-

tions. 

Possibly the very remarkable r~sponse to bacterial toxin therapy in, this 

minal case may have been partly due to th°'e use of viral vaccines prior ' to onaet 

of the carcinoma, and that subsequent courses of these vaccines spring and fall 

may ·have helped to maintain his immune responses, so that further metastases did 

!. not develop. These vaccines may -also have stimulated interferon synthesis or re
~:< 
, lease~ This cae.e is feported in detail by Fowler (1969) in. his monograph on 

cancer. 

In the past 15 years most of the experimental studieson tr~planted tu
fl-~ ,_ 

111Qra have been performed on inbred st~ains of mice in which extremely virulent 

tumors or leuk-1as have been used. These overwhehl*d the aniaala alr~dy weak 
! 
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resistance (due to inbreeding) and killed them in a matter of days. Inbred 

strains apparently are often less immunologically competent .than the average hu

man patient with or withc;>ut cancer. Thus the experimental results in these assay 

systems of various microbial products whi~h are known to produce stimulation of 

host .resistance i .n operable or inoperable cancer patients (but rarely in the ter

minal stage) have not been given a chance to demonstrate their true possibilities. 

While increased survival time and postponement of tumor growth occurs there is 

not the dramatic very high percentages of complete regression and firm ilaamnity 

against further transplants which were seen with Sarcoma 37 or Sarcoma 180 (Havas, 

1958-1961; Diller, 1957-1963; and Johnston, 1962). At present there is a trend 

toward recognition of this problem and Old, at Sloan Kettering Institute, is 

among those who are including Sarcoma 180 and other more realistic tumor systems 

in their assays. 

Such studies, together with the substantial volume of data assembled by the 

New York cancer Research Institute in recent years, should furnish strong incen

tives for a reappraisal of present-day treatment of cancer. Immunosuppressive 
-.h ,, .1 \ J r,_.,.~~: {. .. ,_ r.... .-~ J ~ 

drugs should be used only as a last resort. Clinical trials of a variety of 
" 

readily available host stimulating agents such as zymogen, a preparation .of zymo-

san, BCG, many different bacterial toxins including those which show particular 

promise such as the mixed bacterial toxins of Streptococcus pyogenes and Bacillus 

prodigiosus (Coley toxins), Difco's Esche;:ichia coli lipopolysaccharide strain 

#0127B8, Hollister Stier's Salmonella paratyphi or their mixed respiratory vaccine 

or that of Merck (Serobacterin) or Bogdanov' s preparation of Bacillus acidophillus . 

Bulgaricus known as AB. 

· It is quite possible that other combinations may prove even more effective. 

Since tissue permeability may play a role in making cancers respond more ra- ~· 

pidly and effectively to immunotherapy, further studies should be made on how 

best to utilize streptococcal enzymes such as hyaluronidase, streptodoraase and 

streptokinase. 
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It would seem that dimethylsulphoxide should also be used in treating ex

tensive inoperable cutaneous tumors or their metastases by surface appltc•tion 

of immunoadjuvants. This combination "'tet ht'" also be tried prior to surgery for 

accessible lesions involving the skin or subcutaneous tissues. 

.,,,, 

. I 
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SUMMARY 

In treating cancer patients now and in the future these data suggest that 

it may be extremely important to avoid anything which maJ weaken or destroy the 

reticuloendothelial or lymphoid tissues or suppress interferon synthesis or re

lease. These include agents such as heavy radiation, immunosuppressive drugs 

(i.e. most of the cancer chemotherapeutic drugs), synthetic vitamin~ analogues, 

antibiotics, antispasmodics or anti-inflammatory drugs, especially _the cortico

steroids. Although many of these agents have been observed to inhibit the growth 

of neoplasms temporarily, they tend in general to accelerate tumor proliferation 

and dissemination, and thus make perman'ent control of the disease impoHible. 

Severe physical or psychic trauma, or major surgical procedures collectively 

classified as "stresses", also tend to decrease host resistance to cancer and al

lied diseaseso Therefore inmunotherapy should be used prior to surgery. 

It is hoped that the . data presented here, and by others working in this 

field, may now stimulate much more widespread clinical and fundamental research 

on how best to stimulate and protect the various host defenses so that the in

cidence of neoplastic diseases ~ay be lowered both in man and poultry or cattle. 

In addition, we must learn more about how to strengthen these defensive 

forces when cancer does develop, so that pati ents may combat the disease more ef-
.. 

fectively. These include the ability to evoke delayed hypersensitivlyreactions 

and other types of acute inflammatory rea~tions, interferon synthesis and release, 

leukocytosis and adequate antibody production, all of which seem to require an 

active lympho-reticuloendotbelial system. · Also of importance is better control 

of the fibrinolytic system in cancer patients by anticoagulants or by the use of 

bacterial toxins which seem to exert a similar effect in cancer patients. 

In future we should attempt to 

cautery and injections of bacterial 

use counter-irritants, vesicants and electro-
. ,n ec9 . . 

toxins or enzymes to evoke an. acute infl•-
"' 

matory reaction in the region oft~ neoplasm while also invokina a systemic res~ 

ponse by intradermal>subcutaneous or ·intravenous injections of bacterial toxins) 

" 
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yeast extracts, BCG, synthetic polyanions or DNA digests in suitable dosages to 

mobilize the entire body ' s defenses effectively. Oral ad.ministration may also 

prove effective as indicated by the work of Bogdanov (4q3). Both specific and 

non-specific immune responses appear to be involved. 

Duration of such treatment appears of great importance especially when deal

ing with inoperable cancer. As adjuvants to surgery or radiation the i mmunostim

ulating and anticoagulant agents can greatly lessen the percentage of recurrence 

or spread and enable the surgeon or the radiologist to use less mutilating opera

tions and sm,1ller doses of irradiation. This is of special significance in 

treating chi l dren • 
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